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Abstract

This study is an ethnography of human-nonhuman relationships in the Sayan and Altay

Mountains of Inner Asia. It is an outcome of research that I conducted in collaboration with

horsemen from my patrilineal Soyan clan, who live in the Tes-Xem province of the Tyva

Republic (the Russian Federation). In this study, I explore phenomena related to the role of

horses in post-Soviet Tyva—in particular, the horse’s participation in the moral economy of

human-nonhuman relationships, its contribution to postsocialist identities, and its imbrication

in politics.

This research contributes to ongoing anthropological debates on animism and “the

ontological turn” by focusing on Inner Asian steppe pastoralists’ understandings of their

relationships with sentient nonhumans—homelands and horses. I argue that the communities

with whom I work are inherently more than human. By this I mean that, first, more than

human communities are comprised of a herding family and domesticated animals; pastoralists

adjust their transhumance time and routes to the needs of their livestock. Second,

relationships between pastoralists and domesticates are embedded in the relationship with

their homelands, which are understood as sentient and superordinate to the interspecies

communities inhabiting them. The horse holds a special position among domesticated

animals by virtue of living simultaneously in proximity to humans and the superordinate

homelands. The ambiguity of the horse characterizes its high status and the understanding

that it serves as a communicative bridge between homelands and human-nonhuman

communities.

I theorize the inter-relations between homelands and their various inhabitants as a

form of land-based, human-nonhuman kinship. By doing so, I expand on the Tyvan concept

of “land-based kinship” (čer törel). I frame customary regulations, which apply to

relationships within human-nonhuman kinship systems, as “guesting” (aaldaar). Aaldaar is

the Tyvan practice of asking for help among kin. This allows me to define my research with

Indigenous communities as responsible guesting (aaldaar), where a researcher and

communities engage in sharing gift-knowledge. My emic experience as a Soyan with a

background in herding life in Tyva has impacted the theoretical and methodological

frameworks of my study and helped me to bridge the gap between academic and Indigenous

epistemologies and ontologies.

The relational epistemology of Indigenous research has allowed me to employ

storying with my kin, horses, and our homelands as a way of acquiring and sharing
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knowledge in this study. Storying has been especially helpful in analyzing the post-Soviet rise

of the horse’s importance in Tyvan politics and identity negotiations among the pastoralists.

It has revealed how a human-nonhuman community experiences sociopolitical and ecological

transformations, and jointly responds to changes and threats. Storying allows me to show

how various agents in human-nonhuman communities depend on each other in order to heal

from past traumas and ensure resilience and survival.

In addition to storying, my main field research method was participant-observation

with human-nonhuman communities via photography and audiovisual documentation of

pastoralists’ practices. Making, sharing, and discussing audiovisual stories obtained through

fieldwork formed an important part of the collaborative methodology with pastoralists and

helped to shape the theoretical framework of my study around gift-knowledge sharing.
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A Note on Transliteration and Translation

Specific letters of the Tyvan Cyrillic alphabet are transliterated as follows: ɵ – ö, ү – ü, ң – ŋ,

ы – ï, й – y, ч – č, ш – š, ж – ž, and х – x. Vowels are short, long, or pharyngealized.

Pharyngealization is marked by the symbol ’ as in a’t [аът]. However, the vowel ы is

transcribed as y in words derived from the ethnonym Tyva [Тыва], following the established

transcription system. I write the ethnonym as Tyva: for example, the Tyva, the Tyva people,

or the Tyva Republic. The form Tyvan is used as an adjective: for instance, Tyvan clothing or

Tyvan food. Other ethnonyms and names of countries and cities follow conventional

transliteration: for example, Kyzyl, the Kazakh, and Kazakhstan. I have made translations

from the Tyvan, Russian, and Finnish languages into English.2 In the quotations in Tyvan, the

interlocutors’ dialect and manner of speech are preserved.3

When writing about equines in English, I use the gendered pronouns he/him and she/her.

In the Tyvan language, the same pronoun ol (plural—olar) is used for he, she, or it. However,

when talking about their equines, the Tyva horsemen employ an elaborate vocabulary that

distinguishes animals by their age and gender (chapter six makes an inquiry into the language

of the horsemen and the appendixes include some horse-related terminology from the Tyvan

language).

2 I include here a brief note on my language competence. My mother tongue is Tyvan; I speak Russian at the
native level. In addition, I attended language courses in Finnish (Helsinki, 2011) and English (Fayetteville,
Arkansas, 2006). During my doctoral education at the University of Helsinki, I studied several area languages as
well: Old Turkic, Classical Mongolian, Kazakh, and Turkish. I discuss working with the Tyvan language in
more detail later in the dissertation.
3 Classical Mongolian was in use in Tyva until the 1930s. It was replaced when a written form of the Tyvan
language was introduced. First, it consisted of a Latin alphabet devised by the Tyvan scholar and Buddhist lama
Lopsan Monguš in 1929. The Cyrillic alphabet of the Tyvan language was introduced in 1943. For more on the
Tyvan language, see Martan-ool (2014) and Bavuu-Surun (2018).
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Part I. Theoretical Framework and Methodological Approaches:

Studying Human-Nonhuman Relationships with Kin in South Tyva

Prologue

A Wedding at Lake Šara-Nuur

July 6, 2013. An opaque milk-white curtain advanced rapidly from the western end Aldïï Uš

of Agar Mountain and brought with it gusts of wind and heavy rain drops. Soon the storm

was at its height, tearing the white foam off the lake’s waves and bending the tall grass

(terezin) to the ground. People rushed to hide in their yurts and cars, except for a few who

tried to salvage dishes from the long tables that had been set out for a wedding feast. All

decorations—tablecloths, colorful balloons, and posters with well wishes for the

newlyweds—flew away. The broken glassware dotted the green meadow at the lake shore. A

wedding procession had left Ulug-Xem, the bride’s home province (kožuun) in central Tyva,

earlier in the afternoon. One of the procession cars broke down on the way and caused a

delay in the festivities. Finally, in the early evening we glimpsed approaching cars driving by

Yamaalïk Mountain. They instantly disappeared again in the storm. A half an hour later, a

chain of cars emerged from the dense fog at a camping site (xonaš) named Kara-Čïraa,

situated by Lake Šara-Nuur.4 Anna Laŋaa greeted her son Temir “Samba” and daughter-in-

law Dolaana with milk tea and invited them into her yurt.5 I could read complex emotions on

the face of the groom’s father, Xorlay-ool Darganovič Laŋaa. The joy of meeting new in-laws

and celebrating the wedding of his son, the youngest of six children, was mixed with

disappointment at having to cancel the planned horse races and wrestling (xüreš) matches due

to the late hour.

While people waited for the storm to pass over, evening set in. The sweltering heat of the

summer day dropped with the setting sun. Nevertheless, the chill in the air was unable to

scare off the festive mood during the wedding feast.6 Samba’s relatives, in their speeches of

4 My grandparents shared Kara-Čïraa for several summers with the grooms’ parents, Anna and Xorlay-ool
Laŋaa and Xorlay-ool akaa’s elderly parents. Thus, I remember the groom, Samba, as a toddler; then, I observed
him following on horseback his older brothers Kür-Dagba and Doržu when driving cattle or herding sheep. I
took a photograph of teenage Samba galloping on horseback in the grassy area by Lake Šara-Nuur. During my
years of fieldwork, I met Samba in Šara-Nuur or during the horse races elsewhere.
5 Though the groom’s name, according to his official documents, is Temir, his family and community call him
Samba. I refer to him as Samba Laŋaa in the dissertation.
6 The feast encompassed steppe pastoralism in various ways. First, it did so through its location in the Soyans’
homeland surrounded by revered mountains and lakes. Second, the choice of dishes demonstrated the specific
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welcome, tried to explain to guests from another part of Tyva the importance of holding the

wedding under the sky in Šara-Nuur, in the foothills of Agar Mountain. The place is named

after Lake Šara-Nuur, which stretches along the Agar; the steppe extends from the lake to the

blue line closing the southern horizon, the Xaan Kögey mountain range. The territory

extending from the Xaan Kögey mountains to the River Tes, north of Agar, is where multiple

generations of the groom’s Soyan clan have lived, moving from one seasonal pasture to

another.

After exchanging the dish of honor, uža, between the new in-laws, the groom’s father

made his speech.7 Xorlay-ool akaa emphasized the importance of his son’s wedding in Šara-

Nuur, saying: “We inherited this land from our ancestors. Šara-Nuur is a rare place in Tyva. It

has spacious pastures with hot grass. There are lakes in Šara-Nuur: a salt lake with medicinal

water and mud and fresh-water lakes. There is the Narïn River. Our five older children live in

the village and town. Everybody has their own family and job. I have told my youngest son:

‘We, your parents, are not young. You will stay with us and take care of our livestock and

camping sites’.”8 Xorlay-ool akaa presented Samba with a gift—a four-year-old bay gelding,

Dorug, offspring of the stallion given to Xorlay-ool akaa by his father, Dargan Laŋaa, for his

wedding, which had taken place 35 years ago, also in Šara-Nuur. Thus, the racehorse Dorug

represented the intergenerational continuity in the relationship between the horsemen, horses,

and homeland.9

Samba’s wedding was special for the Soyans because it was the first one to take place in

Šara-Nuur during the post-Soviet period. The previous wedding in Šara-Nuur had taken place

choices for a variety of livestock reflective of the local ecology. Though the feast included store-bought sweets
and pastries, the main courses consisted of meat dishes. A cow, a horse, and several rams were slaughtered for
the feast. Cooked mutton (meat on a bone) was also included in the mandatory gift bags for guests alongside
traditional pastries (boorzak), sweets, and alcohol.
7 The dish of honor, uža, is the tail or rump cut from the Tyvan fat-tail breed of sheep together with several
vertebra. A long wooden stick is inserted through the vertebra so that the uža remains flat when cooking. It is
boiled in a large amount of water. The six- to seven-year-old castrated males, the rams, are slaughtered for uža.
An alcoholic drink, two ribs, and a tibia bone with meat accompany uža. The receiver must cut small pieces of
uža and share them with neighbors at the table. The rest is taken home in a white textile bag. Customary law
regulates which kin receive uža and when (during a wedding or else before it, when the groom’s relatives ask
for the girl’s hand). In recent years, there has been an unspoken competition in the number and sizes of uža
exchanged between the groom’s and bride’s kin.
8 Transcription from the video recording, filmed by the author on July 6, 2013.
9 In addition to Dorug, Samba has received different livestock from his parents; some of the animals are, in fact,
his property received as birthday gifts and accumulated over the years. The guests-herders also gifted livestock
to the newlyweds.
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Figure 1. The wedding of Temir (Samba) and Dolaana Laŋaa at the summer campsite of
Kara-Čïraa, Lake Šara-Nuur, Tes-Xem kožuun (Tyva, July 2013).

in summer 1990.10 Since that summer, more than twenty years had passed. The socialist state

had collapsed. The emergence of a new state brought with it changes to lives of herders, who

returned from collective to private livestock ownership. These herders assessed the traumas

that their community had endured previously, and they re-negotiated identities around their

homeland, pastoralist life, and livestock.11 In a turbulent period of adaptation to new

economic realities in the 1990s, transhumance to Šara-Nuur was financially unaffordable and

herders thus remained in the vicinity of the village Ak-Erik. In some years, there were only

two or three yurts in Šara-Nuur. In the summer of Samba’s wedding, in 2013, ten families

10 It was the wedding of my grandfather’s nephew, Seren-Šimet “Sereet” Kaldaŋ, with Tanya čeŋgey, who is
from the neighboring municipality of Beldir-Arïg in Tes-Xem kožuun. In the weeks preceding the wedding,
women from Šara-Nuur gathered at the aal of Sereet akaa’s parents to prepare a new yurt for the couple. The
women sewed covers and felt carpets, while the men weaved horse-hair ropes for the yurt. The traditional
furniture was ordered from a small enterprise in Beldir-Arïg, which made a set of boxes (aptara) and a cupboard
(ülgüür) with matching orange- and red-colored ornaments. On the wedding day, I was on herding duty. Still,
when the sheep flock was resting in the afternoon, I had time to race on horseback with my friends to the
wedding location.
11 The 1930s and 1940s were especially traumatic decades for human-nonhuman communities in south Tyva
along the newly established border with Mongolia. I discuss the geopolitical impact on the human-nonhuman
relationships in part VI of the dissertation.
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lived in different camping sites around the lake. The number of herding families in Šara-Nuur

is growing, though. For instance, there were 13 different aal with a varying number of single-

family yurts in the summer of 2016.

After Samba’s wedding, my uncle, Roman Aldïn-Xerel, told me: “We have not celebrated

weddings at a camping site (xonaš) for many years. A few days ago, Xorlay’s son Samba got

married and all Šara-Nuur celebrated at their summer campsite (čaylag). I wish my sons too

will celebrate their weddings in our Šara-Nuur homeland. Celebrating weddings at the čaylag

means that young people have chosen to be herders and follow their livestock. The villagers

celebrate weddings in the club. The city people do it in the restaurant-theater.” Roman akaa’s

son, Dörbet-ool Aldïn-Xerel, celebrated his wedding in Šara-Nuur in 2016.

Figure 2. Groom’s father, Xorlay-ool Laŋaa, gives a speech during the wedding, while
Samba’s mother Anna and older brother Doržu stand next to him.
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Introduction

I began this dissertation with the story of a horseman’s wedding in Šara-Nuur. I suggest that

the wedding’s elements reveal belonging between the pastoralist community, domesticated

species, and shared human-nonhuman homelands in southern Tyva. The further tracing of

stories from the Kara-Čïraa camping site, which hosted the wedding, and the racehorse

Dorug, gifted to the groom by his father, reveals the multigenerational relationship between

the horsemen from the groom’s patrilineage (the Soyan clan), their equines, and seasonal

landscapes. These relationships have transformed in response to changing political

circumstances over the past decades. I was able to observe the changes because the Soyans

are my patrilineal clan, and Šara-Nuur was my grandparents’ spring-to-autumn grounds

where I grew up riding horses and herding livestock.

This research project investigates Indigenous relational ontology and epistemology with a

focus on Inner Asian pastoralist communities. I take the human-nonhuman relationship as a

departure point in this inquiry into “becoming with” (Haraway 2008) between horsemen from

the Soyan clan, their horses, and homelands in Tes-Xem kožuun, in the Tyva Republic. I

study how these three agents “become with” in inter-relations with each other.

During field research with communities in the transboundary region of western Mongolia

and southern Tyva, and afterwards as well, when analyzing and transcribing the data, two

Tyvan concepts became prominent. I introduce them in academic discourse as a conceptual

framework for my study of human-nonhuman relationships. The concept “land-based

kinship” (čer törel) aids me in discussing Indigenous ontology and its emphasis on belonging

between sentient and social homelands and their human and nonhuman inhabitants.12 The

second concept, “guesting” (aaldaar), helps to clarify customary regulations of the human-

nonhuman relationships within land-based kinship systems. The dissertation employs two

more conceptual frameworks—storying with nonhumans (homelands and horses) and sharing

gift-knowledge. I emphasize how kinship between a researcher and a collaborating

community engenders a recognition of knowledge as a gift and understands sharing gift-

knowledge as an obligation.

In this study, relational epistemology refers to, first, acquiring, keeping, and sharing

knowledge among more-than-human communities. Second, it defines a research

methodology that makes use of the author’s kinship ties with the community at the center of

12 In discussing the sentiency and sociality of landscapes, I rely on research by anthropologist David Anderson,
who defines the relationships of the Evenki reindeer herders with nonhumans and homelands in Arctic Siberia
as a sentient ecology, “[t]he mutual interrelation of person and place” (2000: 116–117).
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this study—the Soyans in southern Tyva.13 Thus, I self-reflectively analyze my relationships

with my homeland, the Soyan clan, and horses, the most symbolically charged nonhuman

animal in south Tyvan steppe ecologies.

In chapter one, I begin by introducing my main arguments and research questions.

Further, I discuss the conceptual framework of this study: land-based kinship (čer törel),

guesting (aaldaar), storying with homelands and horses, and sharing gift-knowledge. I

conclude chapter one by building a bridge between Indigenous and academic epistemologies

as a means of joining ongoing discussions on Indigenous ontologies and the “ontological

turn” in anthropology (e.g., Anderson 2000; Pedersen 2001; Willerslev 2012; San Pedro &

Kinloch 2017; Wilson 2008; Holbraad & Pedersen 2017; Swancutt & Mazard 2018; Oehler

2020).

In chapter two, I discuss my research methodology, which relies on interdisciplinary

collaboration with communities in the Sayan and Altay Mountains. The chapter introduces

the second application of the guesting (aaldaar) concept—as a method of doing research with

my kin in our homelands. I then introduce my kin networks and homelands (field sites) in

part II.

Chapter 1. Theoretical Framework

Main Arguments and Research Questions

This research project advances three main arguments. First, I argue that the boundary

between humans and sentient nonhumans, including animals and landscapes, is transcendent

among pastoralists in the Sayan and Altay Mountains; this allows for land-based human-

nonhuman kinship and its customary regulations. Second, I argue that the Soyan horsemen

negotiate their identities through the continuous inter-relations with horses and homelands in

southern Tyva. Thus, this process of identifications between horsemen, horses, and

homelands can be equally defined as a continuous becoming with among three agents. Third,

I argue that these human-nonhuman identifications are shaped by a joint interactive response

13 Doing research with kin has its challenges. One of them is being recognized as both kin and a researcher by
those in communities that I am a part of and in which I have conducted research. I agree with Linda Tuhiwai
Smith’s opinion about the necessity to cultivate relationships that support research goals. She writes: “[I]nsider
researchers need to build articular sorts of research-based support systems and relationships with their
communities. They have to be skilled at defining clear research goals and ‘lines of relating’ which are specific to
the project and somewhat different from their own family networks” (1999: 137). My “lines of relating”
overlook the closeness of kinship ties; instead, they prioritize connections that support my research goal of
studying the relationships between horsemen, horses, and homelands.
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to changing sociopolitical and ecological circumstances; the existing practices, which I

discuss in following parts of the dissertation, allow me to approach the Soyan becomings with

their horses and homelands via the notion of interconvertibility.14

In the six parts of the dissertation, I approach the main arguments through an inquiry into

following research questions:

o What Indigenous practices engender land-based human-nonhuman kinship (čer törel)?

o How does an Indigenous normative framework regulate relationships within land-based

human-nonhuman kinship systems?

o What are the implications of the Tyvan pastoralists’ understanding of their horses as

intermittently close to humans and their sentient superordinate homelands?

o How do political circumstances impact human-nonhuman communities in Tyva?

o How has the relationship dynamics between localized human-nonhuman stories and a

power-wielding state changed in the context of post-Soviet Tyva?

When investigating the above-stated arguments and research questions, I suggest a model for

understanding How do the Soyan horsemen relate to their horses and homelands? The

following parts, which focus on knowledge (part III), horsemen’s understandings of their

horses (part IV), and the Tyvan pastoralists’ perception of their homelands (part V), suggest

first that the relationship between horsemen and their horses includes a third agent—their

social and sentient homeland —and second, that these triadic relationships are continuously

maintained through various practices. In part VI, I apply this model to understand the

horseman-horse-homeland relationship in a case-study analysis involving the Soyan clan,

their horses, and homelands in southern Tyva. In chapter 11, I situate the life story of the

racehorse Ezir Kara (1930–1939) and his owner Sandaŋmaa Soyan (1886–1939), who lived

in southern Tyva, through practices that approach the horse as a nonhuman of a high

hierarchical status close to humans and the superordinate homelands. Chapter 12 discusses

the contemporary circulation of Ezir Kara’s story and draws attention to distinctions in

meanings, which the story conveys, in his home region of southern Tyva and beyond it, in

other parts of the Tyva Republic.

14 I use the term “identifications,” coined by James Clifford (2013: 29), because it reflects the continuity and
intersubjectivity of the identity negotiation process between horsemen, horses, and landscapes. I borrow the term
“interconvertibility” from Timothy Ingold, who uses it to refer to human-landscape relations (1986: 139).
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Čer Törel: Kinship through Shared Homelands

In this section, I study how the Tyvan concept of čer törel acknowledges the sociality of

landscapes by approaching them, first, as sentient; second, as one’s kin; and third, as a

connecting bridge between humans and nonhuman beings. I start by focusing on the

meanings encompassed by the expression čer törel that underlie its translation as “land-based

kinship” in the English language. Next, I discuss practices that render an understanding of

homelands as kin to its human and nonhuman inhabitants. I focus on practices that reveal an

understanding of landscapes (mountains, bodies of water) as sentient beings—respected and

superordinate to human-nonhuman communities. In the following section, I investigate

customary regulations of the relationships between humans and nonhumans—animals and

sentient landscapes. I analyze these regulations in terms of the Tyvan guesting practice,

aaldaar.

The word čer conveys a multiplicity of meanings, and it can be translated into English as

“the Earth,” “the land,” “landscape,” “the ground,” and “wilderness.”15 Törel means “a

relative” or “kin.” It comes from the stem tör-, meaning “to give birth/to be born.” It is part

of the expression töreen čer, “a birthplace.” Thus, the concept čer törel encompasses the

meanings “those who are born in the same land” and “those who are related through shared

belonging to a homeland.” Perhaps, the expression “land-based kinship” best conveys these

meanings in English. Čer törel refers to people who originate from a single province in

Tyva.16 I suggest expanding čer törel to include a “land-based human-nonhuman kinship”

based on numerous practices that maintain relationships with sentient landscapes and

nonhuman animals, with an emphasis on horses. Some practices rely on nonhuman animals’

ability to facilitate communication between humans and landscapes. In doing so, they

engender relationships between people, animals (horses), and homelands.

15 In Tyvan, there is no word that translates as “wilderness” in its English understanding. In some contexts, čer
encompasses the meaning “a place beyond a territory of seasonal encampments.” An illustrative phrase would
be, for example, Inekter čerge xongan, which can be translated as “the cows have spent the night out in the land
(and not in the encampment territory).” I discuss understandings of “wild” and “wilderness” in the context of
Tyvan pastoralism in part V.
16 Among the Tyva people, geographical belonging often reveals one’s clan kinship. The clans have continued
to express a sense of belonging to their home grounds despite the socialist politics aimed at deconstructing
relationships and that included, in the case of some clans, displacement due, for instance, to the new Tyvan-
Mongolian border demarcation in the 1930s or the need to vacate territories next to the River Ulug-Xem, or
Yenisey, in the 1980s when the land was flooded to create a reservoir for the Sayano-Šušenskaya Dam. The
resilient sense of belonging of Tyvan clans to their clan grounds was noticed by anthropologist Caroline
Humphrey, who did field research in Tyva at the end of the Soviet period. At the time, she defined rural
communities in Tyva as “patrilineal localized clans” (1989: 6).
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Pastoralist communities in southern Tyva, where I conducted my field research, have a

deep sense of belonging with their homelands because of their clans’ inhabiting the same

grounds for multiple generations. This enforces a relational perception of landscapes as one’s

birthplace, active or abandoned campsites, places where one’s kin lived, seasonal

pasturelands, hay-cutting places, watering places, close and far-off range pastures for various

livestock animals, and transhumance routes that connect seasonal grounds. Landscapes have

other meanings as well: places of worship, locations to gather edible and medicinal plants, or

the habitats of wild species. All these understandings reveal the inherent sociality of

landscapes for Tyvan pastoralists—homelands are understood as spaces that keep and share

knowledge about human and nonhuman inhabitants, who engage with them in reciprocal

relationships.

The sociality of landscapes allowed me to translate čer, in addition to “land,” as

“homeland” and “landscape.” Researchers of Inner Asian pastoralism have noticed the

sociality of landscapes, which is revealed in the ways people engage and interact with them.17

Anthropologist Morten Axel Pedersen, who has conducted field research among the

Mongolian-speaking Darxads and the Tyvan-speaking Duxa in northern Mongolia, has

emphasized the interactions with landscapes among pastoralists, in which “meaning is

‘drawn’ or ‘elicited’ from the landscape via a continual engagement with it in the form of

both everyday and more ritualized nomadic practices” (2016: 222).

When “drawing meanings” from landscapes and interacting with them, pastoralists

approach them as potentially powerful. Caroline Humphrey noticed how pastoralists in

Mongolia interact with landscapes in a way that acknowledges their potentiality. She writes:

“[L]andscapes are more in the nature of practices designed to have results: it is not

contemplation of the land (gazar) that is important but interaction with it, as something with

energies far greater than the human” (1995: 135). Tyvan pastoralists’ practices demonstrate

similar reciprocity in relationships with landscapes and the acknowledgement of their high

hierarchical status and potential power. It is revealed, for instance, in the personification of a

landscape as a sentient nonhuman, nonanimal being—a master of the land (čer eezi).18

17 Examples from Mongolia are relevant to this discussion of Tyvan pastoralism for a number of reasons. In
addition to being geographical neighbors, the Tyva and Mongol peoples share a common past as part of various
states, they both practice Buddhism and shamanism, and currently rural communities in Tyva and Mongolia rely
on mobile pastoralism as an income source. For more on the history of Inner Asia, see Sneath (2007); for an
example of cross-border research in the area, see Humphrey & Sneath (1999).
18 Eezi is the third-person possessive form of the singular noun ee, which means “an owner” or “ a master”; for
example, ögnüŋ eezi translates as “the master or the owner of a yurt.” Plural forms are eeler, “masters,” and
eeleri, “masters of something.”
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Various landscapes have nonhuman, nonanimal masters (čer eeleri) who are understood to

have power within their own territories and be potentially helpful or harmful to humans.19

However, in multiple situations when my local interlocutors talked about masters of the land

or addressed them directly, I noticed that the word “master” (ee) is often omitted, leading to a

superposition of the concepts čer and čer eezi. Regardless of the best way to address them—

with or without personification as “master” (ee)—pastoralists understand their homelands as

sentient and superordinate beings. Some landscapes—mountains, rivers, lakes, and mineral

springs—are considered hierarchically above nonhumans, possessing more power. Herders in

southern Tyva and western Mongolia, where my fieldwork sites are situated, consider the

Taŋdï-Uula and Altay Mountains the most powerful landscapes. They approached them as

superior beings who overlook the lives of humans and nonhumans in their own territories. In

addition, pastoralist communities develop special relationships with landscapes, which are

part of their clan grounds.20 Humphrey and Onon have argued that the concept of “master”

(in Mongolian it is ejiin) has allowed people to approach landscapes as sentient beings with

whom they engage in relationships (2003 [1996]: 85). They write: “What is important is that

the idea of masters allowed people to talk about inner or concealed power of entities in the

world and to have human-like intentional relations with them. In this view natural objects

‘gave’ things to human beings, who were to use them in ways corresponding to the given

parameters of nature’ (Humphrey & Onon 2003 [1996]: 85). This observation by Humphrey

and Onon is paramount to understanding the pastoralists’ approach to landscapes as sentient,

social, and powerful.

In addition to personifying landscapes as masters of the land, the Tyvan pastoralists

acknowledge the sentiency of landscapes in numerous practices: food offerings, asking for

help, prohibitions on activities that could be offensive (e.g., leaving trash, speaking ill about

19 The syncretism of Buddhism and shamanism among the Tyva people (Monguš 1992; Monguš 2001;
Xomušku 2010) allows for non-conflicting hierarchies where the superordinate being is understood as either
Buddha (Burgan baškï) or Master of Taŋdï (Taŋdï eezi). I observed this phenomenon in everyday situations
among pastoralists in Tyva. For instance, a herder who defines himself as a Buddhist, visits Buddhist xüree in
Tyva and Mongolia, and invites a lama to conduct rituals, while he also venerates (masters of) his homelands,
including the mountains Agar and Xaan Kögey.
20 For instance, the Ak-Erik Soyans venerate Agar Mountain, which occupies a central space between their
winter and summer grounds. The Soyans who live in Erzin kožuun have special relationships with Kežege
Mountain. Soviet ethnographer Leonid Potapov observed that the Tyva people refer to the prominent mountains
as elder kin; this was especially noticeable when a woman married into another clan. She had to observe similar
regulations in relationships with elder male in-laws and the clan’s venerated mountain. Potapov further noticed
that the Soyans explained the form of endogamy practiced by the clan as “the will of the Kežege Mountain”
(1969: 60).
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them), and understanding some nonhumans (in the steppe ecologies—horses and wolves) as

communicative bridges between homelands and human-livestock communities.21

Approaching homeland as kin is not unique to Tyvan pastoralists. Other Indigenous

peoples share similar conceptions about their homelands, which emphasize the sociality of

landscapes. Opaskwayak Cree researcher Stan Wilson writes about “[t]he (literally) grounded

identity of Indigenous peoples” and coined the concept “self-as-relationship” (Wilson 2001:

91).22 Anthropologist Enrique Salmón, who is from the Rarámuri tribe in Mexico, defines the

reciprocal, more than human relationship as kincentric ecology. He defines it as follows:

The Rarámuri believe that human breath is shared by all surrounding life and
that our emergence into this world was possibly caused by some of the nearby life-
forms. From this awareness, we understand that we are responsible for the survival
of all life. As a result, we are cognizant of human kincentric relationships with
nature similar to those shared with family and tribe. A reciprocal relationship has
been fostered, with the realization that humans affect nature and nature affects
humans. This awareness influences Rarámuri interactions with the environment.
These interactions, or cultural practices of living with a place, are manifestations
of kincentric ecology.

(Salmón 2012: 22)

Salmón’s definition of kincentric ecology, or kincentric relationships with nature, is well

suited to the Tyvan pastoralists’ understanding of the inter-relatedness between humans and

nonhumans, including landscapes. In this study, I adapt the Tyvan notion of land-based

kinship (čer törel) to convey a focus on south Tyvan pastoralists’ belonging with their

homelands and horses. On the one hand, landscapes engage in kin relationships with their

human and nonhuman inhabitants. On the other hand, humans and nonhumans are understood

as kin because they belong to a shared homeland. This brings into light the sociality of

landscapes and their ability to be and to convey a relationship. The concept “land-based

kinship” (čer törel), adapted here as a theoretical framework for human-nonhuman belonging,

allows me to study relationships between humans and nonhumans (sentient landscapes and

nonhuman animals) as reciprocal, continuous, and intersubjective. It is instrumental for

grounding the argument about the interconvertibility existing between pastoralists, horses,

and homelands.

21 Part IV discusses the horse’s proximity to humans and landscapes.
22 Wilson’s observation about self-as-relationship reverberates in work by Elizabeth Fast, a Métis from St.
François-Xavier, and Margaret Kovach, who has Nêhiyaw and Saulteaux ancestry. They write: “A self that is
deep relationship with place, kinship, and community can be found in myriad Indigenous cultures” (Fast &
Kovach 2019: 23).
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The Horse in My Blood: Relational Identifications

I claim that when Tyvan horsemen talk about “the horse in my blood,” a phrase that I

borrowed as a title for this dissertation, they refer not to a metaphorical horse but to the

equines-individuals with whom they share lifelong bonds and mutual affection and whose

lineages intersect with the owner’s lineage over several generations.23 This supports an

understanding of the horse as being “constitutive of the human” (Lestel 2014: 171).24 In

thinking about the relationship between the horsemen, horses, and homelands as a mutual

becoming with, I am inspired by Donna Haraway and her research on relationships with

companion species. She writes: “If we appreciate the foolishness of human exceptionalism,

then we know that becoming is always becoming with—in a contact zone where the outcome,

where who is in the world, is at stake” (Haraway 2008: 244). Multiple practices, in which

Tyvan horsemen relate and identify with their homelands and horses, make it possible to

approach human-nonhuman becoming with as the continuous identity negotiations that lead

to interconvertibility between horsemen, horses, and their shared homelands. The congruence

of a clan identity with its home landscapes can be defined, leaning on Tim Ingold’s phrasing,

as the “native conception of consubstantiality or interconvertibility of places and people,

according to which each appears immanent in the other” (1986: 139). I expand on Ingold’s

idea of congruent “places and people” by including symbolically charged nonhumans—

horses.25 Similarly with homelands, horses have an ability to be and to convey a relationship;

this is revealed in, for instance, the practice of following entangled horseman-horse lineages

(discussed in chapter 8) and in the recent post-Soviet practice of defining one’s kinship by his

or her relation to a famous equine (part VI). The southern Tyvan pastoralists’ relational

identifications with their horses and homelands have become prominent in the post-Soviet

decades. When the Soviet regime fell, its identity politics dissolved. At the time, Tyvan

pastoralists turned to subsistence herding and raised private livestock on pastureland; its

ownership was defined by customary law acknowledging the intergenerational belonging of a

family with seasonal grounds.26 Without a pre-mediated identity politics, the human-

23 I discuss my bonds with equines-individuals in chapter six and study the entanglement of horsemen-horse
lineages in chapter eight. Part four investigates a horse’s proximity to landscapes and humans.
24 Dominique Lestel writes: “The animal is not even the human’s equal, but is more: it is constitutive of the
human” (2014: 171).
25 Siragusa et al. (2020) discuss the notion of “shared breath” in the human-nonhuman relationship among the
Indigenous peoples in Canada and Russia.
26 Maria Edith Fernández-Giménez (1999 & 2001) discusses land ownership in Mongolia, which is similar to
the Tyvan case to some extent: the rights to a seasonal pasture and a camping site were ensured by the fact that a
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nonhuman relationships came forward in the uncertainty of the first post-Soviet decade. 27 In

this uncertain conceptual space, the Tyva herders emphasized their relationships with horses

and homelands when re-negotiating post-Soviet identifications.28 I will return to the notion of

human-nonhuman sociality at the end of this chapter, when discussing anthropological

approaches to Indigenous ontologies.29 Next, I focus on regulating human-nonhuman

relationships within land-based kinship (čer törel) systems, which I approach through the

practice of guesting (aaldaar).30

Guesting (Aaldaar): Regulating Relationships in Human-Nonhuman Kinship

Tyvan customary regulations define aaldaar as a specific type of guesting, which allows for

asking help among kin. With the practice of aaldaar, the guesting-hosting relationship can be

initiated by one of the involved parties; however, reciprocity is compulsory for all, so asking

for help is in fact “a demand for help.” I expand on understandings of the guesting (aaldaar)

practice and introduce it as a theoretical concept that helps in analyzing the normative

regulations of the relationships within land-based, human-nonhuman kinship (čer törel)

systems. Further, I suggest that a researcher (myself) inadvertently participates in the čer törel

kinship relationship and follows its regulations. This notion frames aaldaar as a (responsible)

knowledge exchange between a guest-researcher and hosts—human-nonhuman communities

family had inhabited them for several generations in the socialist and pre-socialist periods. Currently, the land
ownership customs in Tyva have changed because of official land-use norms and an expanding mining industry.
27 I borrow the notion of the post-Soviet period being a “time of uncertainty,” where “uncertainty is a complex
conceptual space,” from the Mongolian anthropologist Manduhai Buyandelgeriyn (2008: 235–250). In her study
of post-socialist societies in Europe and Mongolia, she criticizes postsocialist transition theories and suggests
that, after the demise of the Soviet Union, peoples across the post-Soviet space had to navigate the uncertainty
equipped with their experiences and memories and imbedded in particular cultural contexts; a combination of
these factors has contributed to overcoming the period of uncertainty (Buyandelgeriyn 2008: 235–250). Here, I
adapt Buyandelgeriyn’s notion of uncertainty as a conceptual space because it is productive for understanding
an emergence of human-nonhuman kinship at the intersection of lived-in experience and memory and its
importance for identity formations in post-Soviet Tyva.
28 Researchers working with Indigenous peoples in Russia have observed a similar process of post-socialist
identifications with nonhumans and landscapes. Anthropologist David G. Anderson, in his book Identity and
Ecology in Arctic Siberia: The Number One Reindeer Brigade (2000:11), notes: “The entity which is most
closely involved in the politics, economy, and identity of both Evenkis and Dolgans in Taimyr is the landscape
surrounding the settlements.” He further discusses how being a person living in the tundra (tundrovik) is “a
relational identity,” one which “implies an even stronger set of solidarities and obligations between people and
certain places and animals” (Anderson 2000: 116).
29 In parts IV and V of the dissertation, I discuss practices that aim to establish and maintain relationships within
the human-nonhuman triad in Inner Asia.
30 Within the frames of this research project, aaldaar is a meta-concept that contributes to the various theoretical
and methodological frameworks (chapters 1 and 2). In addition, part II introduces customary understandings of
aaldaar because often my research visit is understood as the aaldaar practice among kin; flexible land-based
identifications make it possible to expand my kin connections beyond southern Tyvan homelands to the Sayan
and Altay Mountains.
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in the Sayan and Altay Mountains. In the following chapter on research methodology, I

approach aaldaar as a field research method that clarifies where, with whom, and how I

conduct the research.

To broaden applications of aaldaar as a theoretical concept and methodological approach,

I draw on Tyvan pastoralists’ practices, which reveal the relationship ‘economy’ between

humans, nonhumans, and landscapes. In conversations with our hosts-pastoralists, we noticed

that they understood hosting and sharing knowledge with us as an obligation and a way to

increase the life energy (xey-a’t).31 This reveals the incorporating of sentient landscapes into

the host and guest-researcher relationship. On the other hand, a similar triangulation of

relationships exists between humans, nonhuman animals, and masters of homelands; in this

case, sentient homelands are hosts to their guesting human and nonhuman kin (whom I join

as a guest, kin, and researcher). This notion is revealed in, for instance, the order of our

interactions during field research. The first thing we do when arriving at a new place is make

offerings to sentient landscapes. After the initial acquittance with them, we interact and share

guest gifts with communities of humans and domesticated animals.32

Researchers studying with pastoralists and hunters in Inner Asia and Siberia have

discussed the normative regulations of multispecies relationships and defined these

regulations as a “cosmic economy of sharing” (Donahoe 2003: 122), “the morality of respect”

(Brandišauskas 2011: 128), “a demand sharing principle” (Willerslev 2013: 53), “an aesthetic

of propriety” (Empson 2012: 10), and “the concept of balance among sentient entities,

including landscapes” (Oehler 2020c: 237). Observations made by them are applicable in the

case of southern Tyvan pastoralists, too. For instance, a suggestion by Donatas Brandišauskas

about acknowledging bonds between humans, nonhumans, and landscapes to understand

health among the Oročen people in eastern Siberia (2011: 128) applies equally to Tyvan

pastoralists.33 Rane Willerslev’s definition of “sharing on demand,” which is practiced

between the Yukaghir hunters, game animals, and powerful nonhuman nonanimal beings,

brings it close to the Tyvan aaldaar. He wrote: “Sharing is not limited to the human

community, however. It also provides the moral framework for engagement with the

31 Chapter 7 discusses Tyvan pastoralists’ understanding of life energy (xey-a’t) in more detail.
32 Before a trip, I prepare a special bag with offerings to the landscape: candies, pastries, and cheese. In addition,
I take thin textile pieces (čalama) to offer at the mountain passes. In summer of 2016, I bought ritual scarves
(kadak) from the Gandan Monastery in Ulaanbaatar and offered them to the mountains: the Xaan Kögey (Uvs
aymag, Mongolia), Altay (Bayan Ölgiy aymag, Mongolia), Möŋgün-Taiga (Buguzun Pass, the border between
the Altay and Tyva republics), and Taŋdï-Uula (Teeli Pass in Övür kožuun, Tyva) mountains.
33 Chapter nine discusses the fact that one’s health depends on maintaining relationships with homelands among
Tyvan pastoralists.
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nonhuman world of animal spirits follows the same principle of sharing” (2013: 53). In the

context of the Soyot communities in the eastern Sayan Mountains, Alex Oehler has discussed

“economic transactions” that aim at balancing the human-nonhuman relationship. He writes:

One way to describe this balancing work is by looking at economic transactions
that occur within and between human and spirit households. A local master spirit
provides for the members of his or her own household, but he or she can also
respond to the needs of human masters and their dependents by sending animal
gifts to human hunters. Where this occurs, the spirit household engages in a
reciprocal exchange that is answered by gifts coming from the human household.
While both human and spirit masters operate in the same landscape, each possesses
its own physical and independent locus from which to observe the movements of
its own, as well as each other’s animals.

(Oehler 2020a: 25)

I have considered the approaches discussed above when deciding how to define aaldaar

as a theoretical concept in English, so the definition includes important understandings of

aaldaar as human-nonhuman sociality, the compulsory reciprocity of relationships and gift-

exchanges, and intergenerational continuity. Perhaps Oehler’s observation about “the concept

of balance among sentient entities, including landscapes” comes closest to conveying the

complexity and hierarchy of human-nonhuman relationships in Tyvan aaldaar practices. A

focus on balancing brings aaldaar close to what Humphrey and Sneath call the “social

relations of obligation,” which are “marked by the giving of goods and services, and also

requests for the same” among kinship groups in Mongolia, Tyva, and Buryatia (Humphrey &

Sneath 1999: 141–147). The authors further observe that relationships are defined by implied

obligations and not as “exchanges” because they lack an understanding of exchanging an

even amount of, for instance, help (Humphrey & Sneath 1999: 142). Tyvan aaldaar also

relies on obligations and overlooks the value or amount of the help provided.34 Drawing on

similarities between Humphrey and Sneath’s definition of relationships among kin as

entailing obligations and regulated interactions within human-nonhuman kinship systems, I

define aaldaar as social relations of obligation within land-based human-nonhuman kinship

systems.

34 In the next chapter on methodology, I discuss the guesting (aaldaar) custom’s ritual structure and how an
intent is communicated verbally and materially between guests and hosts. I pay attention to the aaldaar custom
because research with my kin is interpreted as aaldaar, which requires me to follow its regulations.
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Storying with Nonhumans

Doing research with my kin in southern Tyva and with pastoralists in the wider Sayan and

Altay mountainous region, I noticed that our conversations often built on shared knowledge

about places, people, horses, and events. In these conversations, we complemented and

learned from each other. I briefly exemplify the idea of learning-in-storying with the story of

a racehorse named Ezir Kara.35 I talked about Ezir Kara with my uncle journalist, Kara-

Küske Čoodu, who worked in the archives and with witnesses retrieving the horse’s story

(video-recorded conversation, Tyva, 2018). My uncle horseman Roman Aldïn-Xerel shared

with me stories about Ezir Kara and his dam, which he earlier had learned from his father,

Aldïn-Xerel Soyan (private conversations and interviews in 2013 to 2021). My younger kin

Sayan Soyan, a great grandson of Ezir Kara’s owner, shared stories about the racehorse that

he had heard from his father and from the previously mentioned storyteller Aldïn-Xerel

Soyan (conversations and interviews from 2015 to 2019). I was able to complement stories

about Ezir Kara, which I learned from my kin, with knowledge about the horse’s homelands

in southern Tyva and western Mongolia, which I visited during my field research. Through

storying with Ezir Kara multiple times as well as with different kin, we jointly contributed to

producing and sharing knowledge about him.

My theoretical and methodological framework for this study is based on storying, which

builds on the work of Indigenous scholars who approach storying as a collaborative

knowledge production process (Sweeney &Windchief 2019; Fast & Kovach 2019; San Pedro

& Kinloch 2014). Timothy San Pedro and Valerie Kinloch define storying as “the

interweaving and merging process (e.g., braiding, yarning) that occurs in the space between

telling and listening, the giving and receiving of stories” (2017: 377–378). According to

them, “Storying is the convergence of theory and practice, theory and method, which allows

us to be invited into relationships where we dialogically listen and give back to the stories

shared and questions that arise with others” (San Pedro and Kinloch 2017: 377–378).

By relying on encounters, observations, and conversations with pastoralists during my

fieldwork in the Sayan and Altay Mountains, I approach storying as a more than human

practice because pastoralists’ stories habitually emplace a person’s life in his or her

homelands.36 Human-landscape storying often includes knowledge about the person’s

35 Part VI investigates a circulation of Ezir Kara’s story in Tyva.
36 An autoethnographic example helps to illustrate storying with homelands. My parents came from the Soyan
and Čoodu clans, which have lived for multiple generations in southern Tyva. This allowed me to “read off”
stories of my ancestors for eight generations in the landscapes between the Xaan Kögey and Taŋdï-Uula
Mountains. These stories feature nonhumans, too–horses. For instance, a story from approximately 1905 about
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horses—their number, specific features (e.g., conformation, coat colors, prevailing gaits), and

ownership of award-winning racers (in this case, names of the racers and the circumstances

of their win are provided).37

The notion of storying between a community and a researcher raises the question of a

“reflexive feedback loop.” Katherine Swancutt and Mireille Mazard, in their discussion on

the epistemological foundations of anthropology, introduced the term “reflexive feedback

loop,” which they define as follows: “a mode of anthropological transmission in which

professional visitors—fieldworkers, missionaries, ideologues—transmit elements of their

theoretical perspective to native thinkers. These thinkers, in turn, offer anthropologizing

perspectives back to us, indirectly reflecting the diverse ethnographic influences that shape

anthropologists’ views” (2018: 3). The reflexive feedback loop between a researcher and

community is another way to understand the storying methodology that I have used in this

study.38

The Gift of Knowledge

During my fieldwork in the Sayan and Altay Mountains, two notions came to my attention:

first, that knowledge shared when storying was a gift, and second, that sharing knowledge

was an obligation for both the hosting community and myself as a researcher, guest, and kin.

In this section, I briefly discuss the knowledge exchange between a community and a (kin)

researcher.39

my maternal second great grandmother, Layïï from the Salčak clan, followed her escape route from southern
Tyva to her native Kaa-Xem River region: a place where she forded the Tes River (the Ak-Kežig fording place),
at the location of her older sister’s yurt, where she briefly stopped (by a mineral spring on a downslope of the
Taŋdï-Uula Mountains) and Kaldak-Xamar Pass. The story mentioned that Layïï had a good horse because she
was able to cross the pass before a chase group caught up with her. She was married off against her will; after
the death of her first child, she left her husband. Customs dictated that if a daughter-in-law who has run away
(kažaan kelin) crosses the pass, she can get a divorce; returning her, though, could bring bad luck to the
husband’s family. Layïï’s life in Kaa-Xem and later in the area around Lake Čagïtay expands the geography of
landscapes that record and tell my family stories. Storying with landscapes is relational and requires a storyteller
who belongs with them.
37 Storying with my kin within the frameworks of this research project has also been a way to strengthen my
kinship ties and, in some cases, to establish new kin networks.
38 In future publication, I plan to expand on the “reflexive feedback loop” between Soyan horsemen and the
media. In the past two decades, the Soyan horsemen and their horses have been prominent in numerous media
projects in which they express their identities and represent “the steppe pastoralists-horsemen.” They have been
featured in newspaper and TV interviews and in stories, music videos, and documentary films about Tyva in
general or horsemanship in particular, including one feature film. Some community members have been
instrumental in defining the storyline used in the media stories (e.g., fieldwork observations, Tes-Xem, Tyva,
June 2018).
39 Part III studies pedagogy and co-learning in the human-nonhuman communities in southern Tyva.
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In the current study, I use the terms “gift,” “exchange,” and “a gift exchange” to refer to

the activities that maintain “social relations of obligation” (Humphrey & Sneath 1999).40 I

suggest that, first, fulfilling one’s obligations in relationships within land-based human-

nonhuman kinship systems can be commodified as a gift, and thus, it has an exchange value.

Second, the knowledge that communities share with researchers is a gift.

Customary regulations of more-than-human relationships, which I define here as guesting

(aaldaar) with sentient homelands and my kin communities in southern Tyva, help clarify

that sharing gift-knowledge is a reciprocal obligation. It is continuous and extends beyond an

individual to his or her relational intergenerational networks. This notion highlights the fact

that my research with kin in Tyva is both a continuation of relationships and the obligation to

support them, wherein I represent my kin network. The people with whom I have worked

approached their participation in this study as an exchange of obligations between them (their

families) and myself (my family); this exchange is often understood as triadic and involves

sentient homelands. Although it was not stated explicitly, the knowledge they shared with me

is understood as a gift.

When accepting the gift-knowledge, it is important to notice that it comes with an

obligation to take care of the gift. Sweeney Windchief, in the preface to the edited volume

Applying Indigenous Research Methodologies: Storying with Peoples and Communities,

mentions a story about a “tall, black, and strong” horse he received as a gift from his uncle to

honor the completing of his doctorate (2019: xix–xxii). Windchief vividly described his

delight upon receiving such a gift and his subsequent worry at the responsibility of caring for

the gift. A year later, he gifted the horse to another uncle who liked the animal a great deal; in

the following years, they talked often about the horse, now named Tá, which means “Moose”

in Assiniboine. Invoking the gift horse as a metaphor, Windchief had noticed how gift-

knowledge can either become burdensome or bring joy depending on a receiver’s skills at

taking care of it. He writes:

Knowledge is a gift. When someone shares knowledge, they are honoring the
person that is receiving it. Using Tá (the horse named Moose) as a metaphor for
knowledge is not too farfetched when we consider the responsibility that comes
with a researcher receiving Indigenous knowledge. Much like Tá, knowledge can
be heavy, strong, beautiful, and, if in the hands of someone who is not prepared for
it, knowledge can become a burden. When gifted to someone who knows how to

40 I briefly discussed the everyday exchanges of gifts (meat and other food) among kin and human-livestock
(aal) communities in a previous publication (Peemot 2017a).
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care for it, it can bring joy, help one’s livelihood, and benefit people’s lives beyond
that of the one who caries it.

(Windchief 2019: xix–xxii)

I find Windchief’s comparison of gift-knowledge with the gift horse inspiring. In my

research with horsemen in Inner Asia, I constantly received knowledge (stories) about horses

as gifts. During field research, I encountered horse stories that are “heavy, strong, and

beautiful.”41 I discuss one of them—the story of the racehorse Ezir Kara—in part VI because

that horse-story affects the ways in which Soyan horsemen currently negotiate their identities

with horses and homelands. To conclude this brief inquiry into gift-knowledge, I quote my

research partner, ethnomusicologist Robert O. Beahrs, who has shared his understanding of

the responsibility entailed in gift-knowledge as part of postcolonial research ethics. He writes

as follows: “[T]he caretaking of one’s gifts—that is, using gifts wisely and with

understanding of and respect for their purpose—comes with responsibilities that change

based on who the storyteller is, what story he, she, or it is telling, and when it is being told”

(Beahrs 2019: 332, emphasis in original).

In this section, I have brought a Tyvan practice aaldaar into academic conversation about

human-nonhuman relationships as a theoretical concept defining the customary regulations of

land-based kinship (čer törel) discussed previously. I investigated how relationships between

humans and sentient nonhumans consider the potential engagement of a third agent—the

sentient superordinate homeland (personified as a nonhuman nonanimal master of homeland

(čer eezi). My theoretical elaboration of two Indigenous concepts—čer törel and aaldaar—

makes it possible to acknowledge human-nonhuman sociality, mutual obligations, and

regulations involving the relationships among human-nonhuman kin. A Tyvan way of sharing

knowledge through storying with homelands and horses further supports land-based human-

nonhuman kinship. It prompts us to recognize knowledge sharing as a part of ongoing

human-nonhuman relationships and the fulfilment of obligations between a community and a

41 For instance, the Tere-Xöl kožuun native Ayan Šininovič Dolzatmaa shared with me a story about his
grandfather’s horse, named Kalčan-Šilgi (Bald Chestnut) in June 2015. His grandfather, Ertine Buraat, was an
educated man who knew Classical Mongolian and Tibetan scripts and had previously worked as a scribe in the
local Buddhist xüree in Tere-Xöl. In the summer of 1976, the grandfather, who was 76 years old, left home
riding Kalčan-Šilgi, only to disappear. Ayan, who was a teenager at the time, participated in the search. After a
month, people found the horse’s droppings and hoofprints along a narrow path leading up the mountain. They
found that Ertine Buraat had died while sitting by a tree on a high spot overlooking the surrounding taiga. It was
assumed that the elder had died from a heart attack. Before dying, the man had unsaddled and released his horse.
However, Kalčan-Šilgi had stayed for a month next to the owner’s body, grazing nearby and coming down the
mountain to drink from the river. In telling me this story, Ayan Šininovič emphasized the special relationship
between his grandfather and Kalčan-Šilgi and assumed that the horse could not leave his owner because of
loyalty.
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researcher-kin.42 In the next section, I focus on the ways in which Tyvan horsemen identify

with their horses and homelands.

Academic Approaches to Indigenous Ontologies

The ontologies of pastoralist communities are inseparable from their epistemologies, which

rely on relationships or kin networks. Briefly put, the questions What do I know? and How do

I know it? are underlined by one’s relationships within kin networks. This has posed a

challenge for my writing about human-nonhuman relationships in the Sayan and Altay

Mountains. My experience echoes what anthropologist Rane Willerslev has noticed about the

challenge of researching Indigenous ontologies, prompting him to suggest, borrowing as he

does from Viveiros de Castro’s terminology, the need for “controlled equivocation” when

discussing various ontologies. He elaborates on the idea as follows:

The anthropology of ontology … presupposes that an enormous gap divides
indigenous ontologies from that of Euro-America. Hence there is no common
baseline that would work as a mutual referent for transcultural dialogue, since “we
and they are never talking about the same things” (Viveiros de Castro 2004:7).
Cultural translation becomes in this view a matter of “controlled equivocation”
(Viveiros de Castro 2004:7), a method of comparison that aims at keeping
ontological differences in view.

(Willerslev 2018: vii-xi)

Willerslev’s observation about “keeping ontological differences in view” prompts me to

ask the question: Can I, an Indigenous scholar conducting research among my own people

and writing about it in Euro-American academia, achieve a “controlled equivocation” of my

voices as a kin-insider and a researcher-outsider? I leave the question open.43

The ongoing debates on animism especially—as part of the “ontological turn” in

anthropology—suggest a shortcut between ontology and epistemology. The anthropologists

Martin Holbraad and Morten Pedersen, in their recent discussions of the “ontological turn”

42 In chapter two, I introduce guesting (aaldaar) as a field research method. The inseparability of Indigenous
ontology and epistemology, noticed by Shawn Wilson (2008), allows me to approach aaldaar as both a
theoretical concept and a research method.
43 In fact, I was forced to think about my voice as an Indigenous scholar by two opposing feedbacks for one
grant application which I submitted to the international foundation. One of reviewers pointed out that the
application lacks in terms of academic theorizing. However, another reviewer pointed out that my theoretical
framework is too much grounded in the western academic theories and suggested to make an emphasis on
Indigenous approaches.
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(Holbraad & Pedersen 2017; see also Holbraad 2010; Pedersen 2011, 2012), have

emphasized that it aims to equip a person with a certain way of “seeing things,” meaning that

it refers to a methodological approach. The authors write as follows:

The ontological turn in anthropology must be understood as a strictly
methodological proposal – that is, a technology of ethnographic description. As
such, the ontological turn asks ontological questions without taking ontology (or
indeed ontologies) as an answer. …

Without the conceptual agility that ontological relativization provides, we
suggest, anthropology is resigned to misunderstanding, even misdescribing, the
very ethnographic materials it seeks to elucidate. So, this is the central concern of
the ontological turn: It is about creating the conditions under which one can “see”
things in one’s ethnographic material that one would not otherwise have been able
to see. And that, we should emphasize from the start, is at its core amethodological
intervention, as opposed to a metaphysical or indeed philosophical one.

(Holbraad & Pedersen 2017: ix–4)

Following Morten Pedersen, I employ the concept ontology as “theories or understanding

of what exists” through the use of two important notions: first, that “not all human beings

share the same ontology,” thus suggesting a multiplicity of ontologies; and second, an

understanding of social ontology where “the social is not confined to the domain of human

beings” (Pedersen 2001: 413). Pedersen distinguishes between Northern North Asian

animism, which for him is “a boundless whole” and Southern North Asian totemism, which is

more “a bounded grid” (Pedersen 2001: 413). He has classified the Tyva as part of the

Northern North Asia region together with other Indigenous peoples living in Northeastern

Siberia and the Russian Far East (e.g., the Yukaghir, the Chukchi, the Even, and the Yakut).44

Peoples inhabiting the Mongolian Plateau and the South Siberian Transbaikal region (the

Buryat, the Xalxa Mongol, the Darxat, and the Altay) are part of the Southern North Asia

region. He further notes that “the North Asia social realm is made up by both human and

nonhuman beings” (Pedersen 2001: 414).

Rane Willerslev’s (2007, 2011) compelling account of animism among the Yukaghir

hunters in northern Siberia has been especially inspiring to me. First, I agree with his critique

of the “metaphor model” in Western approaches to animism because it does not take animism

44 Tyva is situated between northern and southern North Asia not only geographically, but also in terms of its
religious syncretism: shamanism, which is practiced by the NNA peoples, and Buddhism, which is practiced by
the Buryats and different Mongolian-speaking peoples, including the Xalxa. Alex Oehler makes comparable
observations on both shamanic and Buddhist practices in the human-nonhuman relationships among the Soyot
people in the eastern Sayan Mountains (2016: 17–18).
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seriously (2007: 3). Second, Willerslev relies on phenomenology in his work and has drawn

attention to privileging practical experience in relationships between Yukaghir hunters and

their environment. Moreover, he shared in the experiences of the Yukaghir hunters, in their

everyday endeavors as “beings-in-the-world” who are “caught up in the everyday activities of

living a life” (2007: 21; 2011).45

Numerous scholars have discussed human-nonhuman (animals and landscapes)

relationships in the context of Siberian and Inner Asian hunter-pastoralism (e.g., Humphrey

& Sneath 1999; Anderson 2000; Donahoe 2003; Vitebsky 2005; Stammler 2005; Broz 2007;

Willerslev & Pedersen 2010; Pedersen 2011; Kristensen 2015; Oehler & Varfolomeeva 2019;

Oehler 2020a; Takakura 2002; Takakura 2010a; Stépanoff 2017). French anthropologist

Charles Stépanoff, who conducted research among the Tožu reindeer herders in Tyva, calls

for “a holist interpretation that takes account of the triadic nature of the ‘pastoral niche’,

characterized by an interaction between humans, animals, and the landscape” (2017: 376). In

his analysis of the relationships between Tožu herders and their reindeer, which he defines as

a joint commitment, Stépanoff notices how interspecies knowledge makes it possible to

coordinate the movements and transhumance routes of herders and reindeer herds in the taiga

(Stépanoff 2012). Equally thought-provoking is Alex Oehler’s concern about balancing

human-nonhuman relationships through care, pace, and rhythm in the context of the Soyot

hunter-herders in the eastern Sayan Mountains (Oehler 2020b, 2020c).46

In the wider frame of human-nonhuman animal studies, Donna Haraway’s arguments that

“beings do not preexist their relating” (Haraway 2007: 6) and “[a]mnesia will

corrupt sign and flesh and make love petty” (2008: 49) have guided me in thinking about

responsibility and ethics in the relationship between horsemen and their horses. Scholars who

have incorporated their own equestrian experience into their research on human-horse

relationships have encouraged me to be self-reflective when discussing, for instance, human-

45 Philosopher Martin Heidegger’s notion of “being-in-the-world” (2001 [1962]) has been widely discussed in
phenomenological anthropology, in particular by Tim Ingold (2001, 2011) and Rane Willerslev (2007); their
research inspired me to emphasize practical experience, including a self-reflexive analysis of my emic
experiences, in my study of Inner Asian ontologies.
46 Academic discussions on human-nonhuman relationships as inter-relations of multiple agencies have given
rise to an inexhaustible amount of theorizing. Anna Tsing notes, for instance, that “For living things, species
identities are a place to begin, but they are not enough: ways of being are emergent effects of encounters” (2015:
22–24). She adapts the concept assemblage when discussing human-nonhuman communities and draws
analogies with musical polyphony, in which “autonomous melodies intertwine.” She writes, “When I first
learned polyphony, it was a revelation in listening; I was forced to pick out separate, simultaneous melodies and
to listen for the moments of harmony and dissonance they created together. This kind of noticing is just what is
needed to appreciate the multiple temporal rhythms and trajectories of the assemblage” (Tsing 2015: 24).
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horse sensory co-learning (Game 2005; Argent 2010; Argent 2013).47 Gala Argent, for

instance, emphasizes intercorporeality and empathy in human-horse relationships (2012,

2016). I focus more on human-horse interactions, including co-learning, in part III.

Research by anthropologist Natasha Fĳn (2011, 2020) in a geographically close to

Tyva region of Inner Asia, Mongolia, has especially been useful in providing the thematic

framework for this study: the relationships between pastoralists and domesticated animals.

Fĳn’s research in Mongolia has revealed similarities in husbandry practices and

understandings of relationships with nonhuman animals and landscapes among Mongol and

Tyvan pastoralists. She defines the relationship of Mongolian herders with their domesticates

as “co-domestic” in contrast to the “consumer-driven animal husbandry techniques” used in

Western farming, noting that “[A] co-domestic relationship is the social adaptation of animals

in association with human beings by means of mutual cross-species interaction and social

engagement” (Fĳn 2011: 19, emphasis in the original).

In the next chapter, I introduce the research methodologies. I begin by discussing

guesting (aaldaar), which earlier was introduced as the conceptual framework for the study. I

apply it as a methodological approach to studying with (kin) communities in the Sayan and

Altay Mountains.

Chapter 2. Methodological Approaches: Research Is Responsible Guesting

Guesting (Aaldaar): Researcher as Guest and Kin

In June of 2018, we stayed with Nogaan-ool and Aylaŋmaa Soyan, with whom we had been

working since 2015. One evening, while getting ready for sleep in our tent, which had been

erected at a fair distance from our hosts’ yurt but still within the campsite’s kodan territory, I

was thinking about my earlier conversation with Aylaŋmaa Dadar-oolovna about her younger

sister Alimaa, one of my best friends from Ak-Erik. I told my research partner Robbie: “It is

getting more and more obvious that we have not started new relationships in the field.

47 Among the earliest authors who relied on emic experience when writing about horses was the Athenian
historian, soldier, and experienced equestrian Xenophon (c. 430–354 BCE), who aimed “to set forth to the
younger of my friends what I believe would be the best way for them to deal with horses” (Morgan 1893: 13).
His treatise on horsemanship includes sections on choosing a good horse as well as the proper care and training
of war mounts, with an emphasis on forming a human-equine partnership during the teaching and learning
process and on non-violent methods of training equines (Morgan 1893). However, in the 13th century BCE,
approximately 800 years before Xenophon and Simon, a man named Kikkuli, “master horse trainer of the land
of Mittani” (a kingdom situated in modern-day southeastern Turkey and northwestern Syria), wrote meticulous
instructions on a training routine for horses (Raulwing 2009).
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Instead, we inserted ourselves into an already existing net of relationships and continued an

exchange of responsibilities and gifts that began before our arrival at someone’s doorstep.”

Most of our interlocutors in the core research area in southern Tyva are my kin.48 Visiting

herding families with a research purpose has simultaneously been a process of guesting with

kin in my homeland. This notion about working with kin has impacted our fieldwork: where,

with whom, and what do we study? Thus, guesting (aaldaar), which I discussed previously as

part of the theoretical framework, equally relates to a research methodology, which can be

defined as responsible guesting and learning through relationships. The current chapter

focuses on aaldaar as a methodological approach in our collaboration with the communities

hosting us.

For narrative consistency, I first introduce my research partner, Dr. Robert ‘Robbie’ O.

Beahrs, with whom I have collaborated since 2015. When talking about fieldwork and

research in general, I often use “we” and “us” when referring to my collaboration with

Robbie. Next, I discuss aaldaar as a collaborative research method when working with

pastoralists in the Sayan and Altay mountainous region. I focus on the main implication of

understanding a research process as responsible guesting—collaborative work between

communities and researchers. This results in the mutual shaping the study’s thematic focus

and reciprocal obligations and the researchers’ accountability to communities. In the closing

sections, I discuss our interdisciplinary field research methods and post-fieldwork data

analysis.

Interdisciplinary Collaboration

Since 2015, I have been studying human-nonhuman relationships in Tyva and Mongolia in

collaboration with Robert O. Beahrs, PhD, an ethnomusicologist and filmmaker from

Minnesota, U.S.A.49 As part of his doctoral research project on Tyvan xöömey, Robbie had

worked with local xöömey fans and performers in Finland in 2012.50 I had helped transcribe

48 Aylaŋmaa Dadar-oolovna is the daughter of Dadar-ool Laŋaa, a skillful craftsman and friend of my father,
Soyan Viktor “Kaŋ-Xaya” Kadïp-oolovič, who frequently visited our home in Kyzyl. Aylaŋmaa’s grandfather,
Dargan Laŋaa, and my grandfather, Kadïp-ool Soyan, were brothers by adoption. Nogaan-ool (akaa) is my kin
through marriage (kudagay), his brother married my paternal aunt.
49 Robbie currently works as a lecturer at the Center for Advanced Research in Music (MIAM), Istanbul
Technical University. Our joint research has been supported in part by fellowships he received from the Social
Sciences Research Council and Wenner-Gren Foundation.
50 Xöömeyži is a person who is gifted through xöömey, a vocal practice where “performers selectively reinforce
harmonics naturally present in the voice” (Levin & Süzükey 2018). Xöömey is an umbrella term that refers to
multiple vocal practices, the major ones being xöömey, kargïraa, and sïgït; thus, xöömey refers to a specific type
of harmonic and to a vocal practice in general.
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Figure 3. My paternal grandparents, Soyan Kadïp-ool Kunuyaevič and Kadïp-ool Irisiŋmaa
Norbuevna, at their encampment (Kara-Čïraa, Šara-Nuur, Tyva, summer 2006).

and translate the song composed by xöömeyži Orlan Monguš from Tyva (Beahrs 2014: 101–

102).51 Collaboration positively affects our language competence. Our team has included

native speakers of the two main languages we work with—Tyvan and English.52

Interdisciplinary collaboration has helped shed new light on our individual research themes.53

During fieldwork, we shared tasks. I took photographs and notes in Tyvan. Robbie worked

with audio and video equipment and made recordings. When conducting fieldwork in 2018,

Robbie was denied a permit to work in the border provinces of Tyva, meaning that I filmed

some stories in Tes-Xem (2018).

We have continued to work collaboratively after conducting field research and meet

regularly for joint projects in Finland, Turkey, or another country. Sometimes, we have

51 The song’s title was “Šavïdar,” the name of a horse that the author remembered from his childhood. The word
Šavïdar defines an equine’s coat color—flaxen chestnut (a chestnut with a lighter shaded mane and tail). In
2018, we worked with Orlan Monguš on inter-relations between homelands, health, and music (Beahrs &
Peemot 2021a).
52 I discuss language issues in more detail in chapter six.
53 For instance, I have worked on heritage issues with the Finnish Geological Expedition to Tyva (1917) since
2013.Together with Robbie, we worked in the same areas where geologists worked; we took photographs and
made acoustic recordings at the same locations in 2015 to 2018.
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combined these meetings with participation at conferences. However, given the current

situation with the global coronavirus pandemic, we have been working together remotely,

utilizing virtual meeting platforms that allow us to, for instance, revise and edit video on a

shared screen. We have presented joint papers at academic events, such as the Altaic studies

seminar at the University of Helsinki (2017), the International Convention of Asia Scholars in

the Netherlands (2019), and the Canadian Anthropology Society’s annual conference (2021).

I discuss the impact of interdisciplinary collaboration on fieldwork methods at the end of the

chapter.

Collaboration with Communities:

Conceptualization, Fieldwork, And Accountability

Defining our work with human-nonhuman communities as responsible guesting (aaldaar),

we acknowledge the implications of the aaldaar practice—reciprocity in the researcher-

community relationship and our accountability to the communities with whom we work. We

rely on the definition of collaborative ethnography provided by Lassiter as being “both a

theoretical and a methodological approach for doing and writing ethnography ... that

deliberately and explicitly emphasizes collaboration at every point of the ethnographic

process, without veiling it— from project conceptualization, to fieldwork, and, especially,

through the writing process” (2005: 16, emphasis in original). I discuss briefly in the

following paragraphs examples of such “points of collaboration:” conceptualization,

fieldwork, and writing.

Conceptualization.My initial doctoral research project proposal included an overview of

human-horse relationships across disciplines and historic periods with an emphasis on the

mutual belonging of two species. After conducting field research in the summers of 2015 and

2016, and after analyzing the data, I noticed the frequent interrelations between horsemen,

horses, and their homelands in conversations, interviews, and observed practices. For

instance, an account of a herder’s life incorporated information about his horses and his

horsemanship skills, as well as home landscapes. In the summer of 2015, we stayed with my

uncle, the horseman Roman Aldïn-Xerel. During our interview, he initiated a discussion

about border regulations and how they affect the life of herders. The next morning, he drove

us along the border, thus demonstrating points he had made during our interview the day

before. Relying on these observations, I have expanded my research focus to include

landscapes. Thus, this study is conceptualized as an inquiry into horsemen identities as
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continuous negotiations with sentient nonhumans—animals and shared interspecies

homelands.

During our initial fieldwork, Robbie and I had two different sets of interview questions. I

asked about practices of horse husbandry and values pertaining to a horse. Robbie was

interested in learning about interspecies communications through voice and sounds.

However, we later realized that our narrow research topics in fact intersected in many ways.54

The most important shared connection was with landscapes. Whether we study human-horse

relationships or interspecies communication, the third agency—namely, sentient landscape—

has always been present in the conversations and practices we observed in the field. We

documented practices that emphasize human-nonhuman belonging with homelands across

our broader research area—the transboundary region stretching from the eastern Sayan

Mountains (Tožu and Tere-Xöl provinces of Tyva) to the Altay Mountains (Bayan Ölgiy and

Xovd provinces of Mongolia), including the Uvs Lake depression (field sites in Tes-Xem and

Erzin provinces of Tyva and Uvs and Zavxan provinces of Mongolia).

Fieldwork. Approaching guesting as a research methodology is based on the observation,

perhaps shared by all fieldworkers, that we are received as guests first and, only after that, as

researchers.55 A guesting practice has similar customary regulations among pastoralist

communities in Tyva and Mongolia. These regulations structure guesting both spatially and

temporally and, in some situations, require specific verbal and symbolic communication (e.g.,

in terms of values and types of guest gifts). When Robbie and I visit herding families during

our fieldwork, our actions followed the guesting custom and we, as researchers, were

received as guests. Before arriving, we planned and bought mandatory guest-gifts.56 When

we arrived at a herding family’s encampment, we parked our car within its unmarked

territory at a fair distance from the yurt.57 We waited beside the car for the hosts to come out,

calm their dogs, and invite us into their yurt. Once inside the yurt, we moved to the western

part of it, which is understood as the domain of the man-owner. This part is also reserved for

guests. A special invitation by the hosts allows us to move further to the northern part (dör),

54 For instance, several topics—pastoralist life, relationships with livestock and homelands, and a voice—
intersect in Robbie’s research with the Tyvan xöömeyži Valeriy Monguš (Beahrs 2019).
55 Dmitry Arzyutov, for instance, has shared his experiences of doing fieldwork in the Yamal Peninsula; he
describes how movements in the tundra follow a map of the reindeer herders’ social relations and suggests that
guesting is an exchange of news, goods, and help. He also noticed that arriving at someone’s encampment and
entering a dwelling are part of the ritual (2017: 314–348). His discussion of ritualized actions is similar to
guesting practices in Inner Asia.
56 In Tyva, the gifts are distinguished as being either a general gift (belek), for instance given for a birthday or a
wedding, or a specific gift (sartïk). The latter defines several categories of gifts: a guest-gift; a gift, brought by
kin from a trip; and a gift for a new mother.
57 Part V discusses interspecies landscapes, including the encampment territory (kodan) and yurt’s interior.
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where respected guests are allowed. While having tea and snacks, we engaged in casual

conversation. After that, we shared the purpose for our visit with the hosts and received their

agreement to help us. At this point, we brought in our guest-gifts for the hosts.

Customary regulations define a guest-right as implicit among pastoralists in Tyva and

Mongolia: hosts are obligated to provide shelter and food for guests and to meet their needs.

Thus, when guests-researchers ask for help, it is understood as a demand. This creates a

potential power imbalance between hosts and guests, which we attempted to balance by

approaching our research visits as responsible guesting with an emphasis on our obligations.

We acknowledged our relationships with communities and their individual members,

reciprocal obligations, and held ourselves accountable to them. Various practices help to

ensure ethical collaboration with Indigenous communities. Here, I discussed one of them—

approaching research as responsible guesting. Later, I discuss other practices of ethical work

with communities—accountability and respect for the native language (part III).

Accountability. Previously, I discussed how we conceptualized the study’s thematic focus

and our approaches to long-term collaborative work with our hosts—communities in the

Sayan and Altay mountainous region. Robbie and I discussed how we could ensure the

interlocutors’ participation and ethical representation in the outcomes of our research.

Working with musicians and pastoralists in Tyva, we noticed that some of our interlocutors

had previously been approached by journalists, filmmakers, and other scholars; for instance,

Ak-Erik horsemen had been featured in multiple music videos and films about Tyva. Another

example is the area of Tožu kožuun, where reindeer herders frequently interact with

anthropologists.58 Our acquaintances in Tyva expressed their concerns about researchers and

media crews choosing not to share the results of the joint work with locals. They noticed a

lack of participation by informants when editing; this, in some cases, has led to a failure in

interpreting practices and terminology correctly. Indigenous researcher Linda Tuhiwai Smith

has made the following observation about the lack of accountability by researchers to

communities: “Two important ways not always addressed by scientific research are to do

with ‘reporting back’ to the people and ‘sharing knowledge’. Both ways assume a principle

of reciprocity and feedback” (1999: 15). Following Smith’s criticism, we tried to ensure that

58 During conversation around a bonfire in the summer of 2019, reindeer herders shared stories about a string of
anthropologists whom they had hosted over years. Listening to them, my supervisor—Professor Juha
Janhunen—noticed that the herders’ viewpoint could be termed an “anthropology of anthropology”; it gives
insights about how the people who have usually been studied perceive the research and researchers.
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sharing knowledge goes both ways between communities and us, the researchers.59 One

practice involved jointly revising a draft (whether an academic publication or a film) with our

interlocutors. We did it during fieldwork or at a distance. During our fieldwork in Tyva in the

spring of 2017, for instance, I read and translated a draft of my article about hippophagy to

the horseman Nogaan-ool Soyan. During the revision process, I made an audio recording of

my conversation with Nogaan-ool Suvakovič and handwritten notes on the printed draft.

Later, I made slight changes to the text, and it was published the following autumn (Peemot

2017a). A joint revision can be done from a distance, too. When Robbie was preparing his

paper for publication, we could not meet with his main interlocutor—the herder and xöömeyži

Valeriy Monguš from Övür kožuun, Tyva (Beahrs 2019). Instead, I made a phone call to

Valeriy Kečilovič, narrated the full text in Tyvan, and asked clarifying questions, which

Robbie prepared before the conversation.

We understand joint revision as mandatory when producing audiovisual content as well.

In 2018, we worked with the musician Orlan Monguš from Čöön-Xemčik, Tyva. We agreed

that he would revise the film before its release. When I visited Tyva in 2019, I brought a copy

of the film’s first edition to Orlan Tokaevič. After he had watched the film, we discussed it

and he admitted that his ideas and opinion have been captured correctly in the film. He gave

us permission to release the film, including through online platforms (Beahrs & Peemot

2021a). Since the start of our research project in 2015, many herders have joined social

media, making it possible to clarify information and revise drafts jointly during a video

chat.60 After having now discussed researchers’ accountability, which can be achieved

through a joint revision of the academic paper and sharing it with interlocutors, I continue my

discussion of ethical research by focusing on the informed consent forms at the end of the

chapter. In the next section, though, I analyze how gender affects research.

59 Virtanen et al. (2021) have discussed Indigenous research methodologies, including research-storying,
reciprocity, and relationships between researchers and communities.
60 For instance, in the summer of 2020 I consulted the authors of an article about an ethnographic collection that
was brought from Tyva in 1966 and currently housed in the Náprstek Museum in Prague (Jungová & Krupař
2020). The work consisted mainly of determining and checking the artefacts’ names in Tyvan. During this work,
I had to make several calls via social media to acquittances in Tyva. I asked them about terminology and
possible dialect differences.
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The Researcher’s Gender

My self-reflexive approach to research is incomplete without discussing gender. It is

important because I study relationships with horses, and horsemanship is associated

predominantly with men among the Tyvan pastoralists. Linda Tuhiwai Smith has noted that

“there are multiple ways of both being an insider and an outsider in indigenous contexts. The

critical issue with insider research is the constant need for reflexivity” (1999: 137). When

discussing self-reflexive ethnography, I acknowledge that different perspectives—being

Indigenous and living in Finland, my age and experience, and my gender— have shaped my

research approaches. As a woman, I offer a gendered insight into the predominantly

masculine world of horse husbandry in Tyva.

Though women conduct tasks on horseback and own horses, the family’s herd belongs to

the man, the head of the family. Horse training and racing—a status-defining activity—is

associated with men only. This explains why I work with mostly men in the field and why

men appear in the dissertation more frequently than women. Members of my clan, who have

a certain weight among horsemen due to their expertise, have taken me into their social

networks through the hosting-guesting relationship. Among them, two persons have been

especially supportive in my research. My paternal uncle Roman Soyanovič Aldïn-Xerel

hosted me numerous times. Roman akaa is a knowledgeable horseman and eloquent

storyteller. I followed him to the horse races, drove around our seasonal pastures with him,

and listened to his stories about our homeland, people, and horses. Roman akaa’s stories have

prompted me to think about landscapes and horses as storytellers who keep and share

memories about people. When I had just started doing research in 2015, Roman akaa said: “It

is good that you are documenting our life today. In the future, the children of our children

will learn from your work.” Vladimir Soyanovič Orus-ool from my Soyan clan has

contributed to the popularization of horsemanship in post-Soviet Tyva. He supported my

research in many ways: by sharing his expertise in horse husbandry, by telling stories about

our clan, hosting me and my colleagues during our fieldwork, and introducing me to his

relational networks beyond our clan grounds in southern Tyva.

Due to the masculine nature of Tyvan horsemanship and my gender, I constantly shift

back and forth between insider and outsider positions while conducting fieldwork with

horsemen. Being a Tyva and having experience with the herding life and horse riding has

informed my insider position. I was able to discuss various horse-related topics with

horsemen, though sometimes they began answering by saying to me: “You know it well.
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Explain to your companions how it is” (e.g., field interview with Xorlay-ool Laŋaa 2015).

However, I discovered that my horsemen relatives avoided discussing some topics. One of

such themes was celibacy, when horsemen avoid close relationships with their wives during a

horse-training period. In my home region in Tyva, only one horseman subtly hinted at it:

“When I am training racehorses, I stay with my horses and away from the yurt” (fieldwork

2015). In contrast, two horsemen in western Mongolia mentioned that sexual activities

between horsemen and their wives are restricted during a racehorse training period (fieldwork

2016).

In the following paragraphs, I analyze how gender distinctions occur during fieldwork. In

March 2017, I received a call from my cousin Otčugaš Soyan. He suggested: “Older sister

ugbay, we are going to brand and castrate two-year old horses. Would you like to come with

us?” Without my researcher position, Otčugaš would not even have thought to invite me

because only men conduct these horse-related seasonal tasks.61 Four of my maternal cousins

kept their horses in one herd. We arrived at the spring campsite between Ulug Saigïn

Mountain and the River Tes, where our cousin, Eres Dupšun, who was the herder, had just

moved. There we met more men—mostly relatives led by our uncle, Melestey Oyun, who

oversaw the process because of his experience and having “a light hand.”62 The yurt of my

bachelor cousin Eres was in an “after-moving” condition, with unorganized furniture and

unpacked kitchen utensils. The men started preparations by corralling the herd. In the

beginning, they made a strong “čifir” tea and sat in a circle while chatting and enjoying the

energizing drink. Robbie joined them, too. I resorted to performing tasks that were expected

of me as female kin: cleaning dishes, making a fire, and cooking horse meat and blood

sausages.63 When the horsemen started to work, I found myself in an observer’s position. The

men chatted between themselves and with Robbie, who was filming. I joined the

conversations only by asking about a process. I received a brief answer before the men

concentrated again on their work. First, they caught a young horse with a lasso (sïdïm), put

him down, and restrained him. Then, my uncle Melestey Boraevič castrated the horse using a

knife. After that, Otčugaš and others branded the horse. They used the brand that had

61 There is an exception—women-veterinarians conduct these tasks, too. My mother, Saysuu Ivanovna Soyan,
who graduated from the Moscow Veterinary Academy and worked as a veterinarian, has taught some of my
male cousins to castrate livestock.
62 The expression “with a light hand” refers to the skill of a person who conducts a task swiftly and accurately. It
is often used in the context of castrating or slaughtering livestock (Peemot 2017: 25–26).
63 It was the only time when I was excluded from drinking “čifir.” In all other instances, I was invited to join
men in drinking it.
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originally belonged to our maternal grandfather. During this particular day, when my

horsemen kin were engaged in horse-related tasks, I constantly shifted between insider (as a

Tyva and kin) and outsider (a woman) positions (Peemot 2019). Here, I have briefly

discussed the impact of gender on my research among my horsemen kin in Tyva because it is

necessary for understanding the specifics of field research and the research epistemology.

Ethical Concerns

Confidentiality is provided through participant anonymity in case they discuss any illegal

topics: horse-steeling, border-crossing without a permit, or smuggling goods and cattle. When

an interlocutor required documentation of his interview or comments without technical

equipment, only hand notes were taken. All audiovisual materials have been archived with

the interlocutors’ signed consent. An additional consent to publish full names was signed by

them, too. Additionally, materials will be used with the coded data based on permission from

the consultant. In the dissertation, I write the interlocutors’ names with their permission in

most cases. The interlocutors were provided with an informed consent form in their mother

tongue or in the language they speak fluently. The informed consent forms include

information about the researchers’ projects and their purpose for obtaining audiovisual data.

A copy of the consent form with the researchers’ mobile phone numbers and email addresses

was given to the interlocutors. A few people have used them to contact me after the

fieldwork.

Data Collection

Participant-observation was used for collecting data during fieldwork. We have documented

daily activities, interactions, and horse-handling practices in the seasonal camps of the

herders. The camps’ spatial structure, the layout of the dwellings, and the corrals were

documented as well. The equine-rich vocabulary of Tyvan-speaking herders was gathered

while doing fieldwork between 2015 and 2019 in the border provinces of Tyva and western

Mongolia. Before the fieldwork, I printed out illustrations of the equine’s anatomy, exterior,

and gaits. In the field, I discussed them with the herders and wrote down comments on the

illustrations. Semi-structured interviewing techniques were used to interview the herders.

Together with textual materials and oral stories, we also undertook audiovisual

documentation of practices. Video recordings, aligned with the interlocutors’ commentaries,
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are used to illustrate specific sub-themes: varieties of gaits, fabrication of horse tack, and so

forth. All data, except for the original video and audio files, have been placed in the shared

folders. In addition to the originals, we have stored additional copies of the audiovisual

materials on external hard drives. Shared spreadsheets and documents have allowed us to

work together on a list of the interlocutors, add detailed information, and field notes.

I complemented data acquired during field research from the years 2015 to 2019 with

audiovisual materials (audio and video recordings, photographs) from my personal archive. I

have been collecting these materials since 2000. The archive includes materials that either

document the life of my extended family or refer to the period when I worked as a journalist

and volunteered for a non-profit cultural organization in Tyva.

Initially, I intended to work more in the archives to study the impact of politics and

economics on multispecies communities in Tyva, for instance on the state’s attempt to

“improve” the local horse breed and change horse husbandry practices. Although I have

analyzed documents and newspaper publications, more work with archives could be done.

This I leave for future research.

The Challenge of Translating Research: Working in Tyvan, Writing in English

In this section, I discuss the challenge of writing in English about research conducted with an

Indigenous community in its own language. It is an issue that involves communication in the

field, post-fieldwork transcription and the translation of data, and respect for our

interlocutors’ mother tongue. When working with the Tyvan-speaking communities in Tyva

and Mongolia, I observed the following: the presence of distinct regional dialects of the

Tyvan language, linguistic diversity in herding communities, and rich vocabulary related to

the environment and herding life. Here, I briefly share observations on dialects and languages

spoken by the communities in the transboundary region (e.g., Bavuu-Surun 2018). I start with

my own language background because it is important when working with communities who

speak different dialects of Tyvan; for instance, my interlocutors noticed and commented on

specifics of my speech. I am from southern Tyva, which has a distinct dialect characterized

by the impact of the Mongolian language on vocabulary. This feature is shared by

communities in southern and south-eastern parts of Tyva along the border with Mongolia.

While I generally do not face difficulties in communicating with Tyvan speakers when doing

fieldwork, problems with mutual understandings caused by linguistic differences occurred in

Tere-Xöl kožuun, Kačïk sumu (Erzin kožuun), and Bayan Ölgiy aymag, in Mongolia. The
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Tere-Xöl people speak a dialect that lacks the pharyngealization common to other Tyvan

dialects. This makes it difficult for an outsider (like myself) to distinguish between words in

pharyngealized–non-pharyngealized pairs.64 However, I have noticed that Tere-Xöl

interlocutors adapted their speech so that I, a non-local listener, could follow the

conversation. For more on the Tere-Xöl dialect, see the work done by Bavuu-Surun (2018:

30–32) and Seren (2006).

Interlocutors from the Kïrgïs clan, who live in the Kačïk River area of Erzin kožuun, were

bilingual. They speak both Mongolian and Tyvan; however, they more often use Mongolian

when speaking among themselves.65 Horsemen in the southern Erzin and Tes-Xem provinces

of Tyva speak Mongolian in addition to their Tyvan mother tongue. Generally, members of

herding communities in Tyva understand and speak some Russian, too. However, the most

linguistically diverse community was that of the Tyvan-speakers in Bayan Ölgiy aymag, in

Mongolia, which mainly consists of Kazakh people. Thus, the Tyvan-speaking minority

speaks three languages: Tyvan, Kazakh, and Mongolian. While conducting fieldwork in the

summer of 2016, we were exposed to this language diversity. When Tyvan families held a

summer celebration called “Tethering the foals” (Kulun baglaarï), the Kazakh neighbors

joined them, offering their help in catching the foals.66 During the festivities, the herders sang

songs praising the horses and homelands in several languages.67

In the process of editing our first film about the ritual of tethering foals in the Altay

Mountains of Mongolia, we learned that the process of linguistic and cultural translation of

recorded practices is a research method on its own. I had to revise transcriptions and

translations of the first fieldwork conversations with herders because initially I did not pay

attention to linguistic details. Sometimes, while transcribing from an audio file, I

automatically “corrected” the pronunciation of herders. When we needed to quote Tyvan

speakers, I made it a rule to listen (again) to the original recording and, if needed, correct the

transcription. In translation, I made the mistake of using the habitual counterparts of Tyvan

64 An example of such pair are words at, “a name,” and a’t, “a horse,” which are differentiated by the absence or
presence of pharyngealization in the Tyvan language, except in the Tere-Xöl area.
65 In the summer of 2019, we conducted fieldwork among the Kïrgïs with Professor Juha Janhunen and linguist
Ekaterina Gruzdeva from University of Helsinki. Unlike me, Professor Janhunen speaks Mongolian fluently and
encountered no obstacles in communicating with the Kačïk Kïrgïs people. A local interlocutor asked me: “What
kind of Tyvan are you who does not speak Mongolian?!” (fieldnotes, Tyva, summer 2019).
66 Kulun baglaarï is a yearly celebration of the first time when foals are tethered and mares are milked in the
summer. It is held at the summer site. The festivities include preparing food for offerings to the Altay
Mountains, catching the foals, a ritual of asking for well-being from the Altay Mountains, praising homelands
and horses in songs, the feast itself, and milking the mares (Beahrs & Peemot 2021b)
67 They included the songs “The River Eevi” (in Tyvan), “The Beš Bogda Mountain Stands High” (in Kazakh),
and “My Snake-Brown Horse” (in Mongolian).
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concepts in Russian and English.68 I discussed the matter with Robbie, and we decided to

keep the Tyvan words and provide their extended definition.69

As a good example of cross-cultural translation, I consider the work done by the Czech

linguist Alena Oberfalzerová (2006). In her study of metaphors in the language of rural

communities in Mongolia, she provided each word with a translation, an example of how it is

used in practice, a description of the situation in which the phrase was spoken, and the

general context. Oberfalzerová claims, “The first, basic, and most important stage of research

into communication amongst Mongols entails, I believe, revealing the key to the correct

interpretation of speech and the culturally specific rules of its use in the context of nomadic

culture” (2006: 21). However, it is not always possible to provide a full context for the word

used in each publication. Doing research in the Tyvan language and writing about it in

English calls into question the power dynamics between an Indigenous language and an

academic lingua franca. We addressed the inevitable gap between our main research

languages—Tyvan and English—by following a protocol that we had developed during years

of research. It includes:

o explaining the Indigenous concepts rather than attempting to “translate” them,

o preserving the interlocutors’ dialect in transcriptions and quotations,

o in situations where researchers and informants spoke in different languages, we

recorded each track separately to allow for more accurate transcription and analysis,

o keeping original audio tracks in the films and giving their English translation in

subtitles,

o discussing a draft of a paper (or a draft version of films) with the interlocutors,

o proofreading the Tyvan language as carefully as we would English,

o providing interlocutors with published versions of the papers and films and translating

their content in Tyvan.

These measures helped us observe “a principle of reciprocity” (Smith 1999) in work with

communities and to resist a situation where, in the words of American writer Toni Morrison,

“definitions belong to the definers, not the defined” (Morrison 1987: 225). In addition, I

68 An example of such “habitual” translation is the Tyvan word xey-a’t, which translates into Russian as “dux”
and English as “spirit.” I translate xey-a’t as life energy because this definition, though it is not a literal
translation, fits better Tyvan understandings of xey-a’t and makes it possible to avoid the religious, Christian,
implications of the Russian word “dux” and English word “spirit.” I discuss life energy (xey-a’t) in part IV.
69 Robbie takes a self-reflexive approach in his work with xöömeiži Valeriy Monguš (Övür kožuun, Tyva) when
analyzing a shift in meanings depending on the language of conversation—Tyvan or Russian (Beahrs 2019).
Ethnomusicologists Valentina Süzükey and Theodore Levin have discussed sonic vocabulary in the Tyvan
language (Levin & Süzükey 2018).
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wrote and published short articles in Tyvan in the local media in Tyva (e.g., Peemot 2016,

Peemot 2019).

Structure of the Dissertation

The dissertation consists of six parts (twelve chapters), a glossary of Tyvan terms used in the

text, and an appendix with Tyvan horse-related terminology. In the introduction, I discussed

the conceptual framework and methodological approaches employed in this research project

on human-nonhuman relationships in the Sayan and Altay mountainous region of Inner Asia.

Chapter 1 introduced the Tyvan concepts “land-based kinship” (čer törel) and “guesting”

(aaldaar) into academic discourse as a conceptual framework for an inquiry into mutual

belonging among Tyvan pastoralists, their horses, and sentient homelands. Since I conducted

research with my kin in our homelands, knowledge and learning are embedded in the existing

web of my relationships. This allows for storying with kin, horses, and homelands and for

sharing gift-knowledge. The chapter concluded with a discussion of

the ongoing debates on Indigenous ontologies and the “ontological turn” in anthropology

(e.g., Pedersen 2001; Willerslev 2012; San Pedro & Kinloch 2017; Wilson 2008; Holbraad &

Pedersen 2017).

In chapter two, I introduced the second application of the guesting (aaldaar)

concept—as a method of doing research with my kin in our homelands. As a methodological

approach, I define aaldaar as responsible research guesting. The chapter grounded this

research project as an interdisciplinary collaboration with an ethnomusicologist from the

United States and our joint work with communities in the Sayan and Altay Mountains. It

discussed the ethical research protocols that we implemented in our work with local

communities, which allowed our interlocutors to participate in how we conceived the study

topics and which ensured our accountability to communities during and after fieldwork.

Part II provides an overview of the geographical area where and the communities

among which I conducted field research. Chapter 3 explores ecological diversity in the region

and explains the prominence of different domesticated species among the communities who

live there. I make a detailed inquiry into the core area of my research—Tes-Xem kožuun,

Tyva. In chapter 4, I introduce the community with which I worked as part of this dissertation

project—my patrilineal Soyan clan in southern Tyva. In this chapter, I also discuss a constant

shift between my positions as an insider and outsider when doing research with kin.

Furthermore, I discuss the flexibility of my land-based identifications, which allow me to
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expand my kin networks beyond the south Tyvan homelands to the Sayan and Altay

mountainous region.

Part III (chapters 5 and 6) is concerned with Tyvan pedagogy, interspecies learning, and

the ways in which the Tyvan language affords certain human-nonhuman experiences.

Pastoralists, through their practices, approach learning as a more than human experience. I

draw attention to the etymological connections between the Tyvan verbs öörenir, “to learn,”

ööredir, “to teach,” and the noun öör, which defines a group of nonhuman animals and a

band of stallions (Erdal 1991; Tekin 1994). Employing my emic experience as an equestrian,

I analyze sensory learning between humans and horses, which implies the physical proximity

of two species and a long-term relationship. I discuss the importance of relational

contextualization for pragmatic competence when discussing horses.

Chapters 7 and 8 (part IV) study how south Tyvan horsemen understand their horses as

beings especially close to sentient and superordinate homelands and to humans. This

proximity defines the horse’s high position in the hierarchy compared with other

domesticated species in the steppe ecologies. I investigate how horsemen practice their

horses’ proximity to landscapes and humans: bestowing the “consecrated” ïdïk status on

them, approaching the horse as an embodiment of the owner’s life energy (xey-a’t), and

acknowledging some equines as beloved (xayïraldïg). I further discuss how horsemen

understand their relationships with special categories of equines to be regulated within the

moral economy of land-based human-nonhuman kinship.

In part V, I study south Tyvan pastoralists’ perception of landscapes—in particular,

multigenerational interspecies habitation in the clan grounds, which engenders a sense of

belonging between people, nonhuman animals, and their shared homelands. Chapter 9

investigates the horse’s status as “livestock of land” (čer malï) and suggests that horses, by

grazing in the distant pasturelands, blur the boundaries between the temporally inhabited

seasonal encampment and the landscapes beyond it. The horse’s movement between distant

pastures and the encampment serves as a continuous reinvigoration of the interspecies aal

community’s belonging with its homelands.

Chapter 10 focuses on the lack of conceptual analogues for the English words “wild” and

“wild(er)ness” in Tyvan language terminology. The lack of a wild-tame dichotomy in the

pastoralists’ perception of landscapes is revealed, for instance, through acknowledging them

as a shared habitat for domesticated and non-domesticated species.

In part VI (chapters 11 and 12), I draw on the framework developed throughout the

dissertation to approach the story of the racehorse Ezir Kara, who lived in the 1930s and
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whose story continues to convey multiple meanings for his owner’s Soyan clan in southern

Tyva. In this part, I approach Ezir Kara’s story as an analytical tool for investigating

(interspecies) memory politics in Tyva.

At the end of the dissertation, I provide a glossary consisting of the words and

expressions in Tyvan (and, in a few cases, Mongolian or other languages) included in the text.

The appendix includes a list of horse-related terms in the language of Tyvan-speaking

horsemen in southern Tyva and western Mongolia. The illustrations present terms in three

thematic clusters: the horse’s body parts, anatomy, and a hoof’s structure.
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Chapter 3. Fieldwork Sites

Diversity of Ecologies

This study focuses on horseman-horse relationships among pastoralist communities in the

Sayan and Altay Mountains of Inner Asia. I have worked in field sites situated in the Tyva

Republic (Russian Federation) and Mongolia. I conduct transboundary research and approach

this region as a whole because of the shared continuity of mobile pastoralism, significance of

the relationships with nonhumans (horses and sentient landscapes), and the comparable

complexity of political and social changes in the recent past. The region used to form a single

political and multicultural unity before the Russian and succeeding Soviet colonization,

which reshaped the lives of mobile pastoralists and nonhuman animals (both domesticated

and wild) as part of the planned socialist economy. During Perestroika and after the demise of

the Soviet Union, the area has been increasingly impacted by the global market economy

under different forms of political rule—democracy in Mongolia and limited self-governance

in Tyva as a titular ethnic republic inside the Russian Federation.

I conducted field research in Tyva and Mongolia from 2015 to 2019. In Tyva, I worked

with herders in several provinces: Tere-Xöl, Erzin, Tes-Xem, Övür, Möŋgün-Taiga, and

Tožu.70 Except for Tožu, all the provinces are situated along the border. In Mongolia, I worked

in Zavxan, Uvs, Xovd, and Bayan Ölgiy provinces.71 Several mountain ranges define the

natural borders of this transboundary region. The east is defined by the eastern Sayan

Mountains and the Seŋgilen Plateau. The west is defined by the Altay Mountains. The Xaan

Kögey Mountain range marks its southern borders.72 Two ranges—the western Sayan

Mountains and Taŋdï-Uula—are situated to the north of the area.73 The whole area is often

referred as the circa-Altay region or the Sayan-Altay region.

70 The population of Tyva is approximately 327,000 (data from January 1, 2020); according to the last census
(2010), Tyva people account for 82% of the population. http://www.statdata.ru/naselenie/respubliki-tyva
(accessed December 14, 2020).
71 Throughout the dissertation, I refer to the administrative units in Tyva as provinces and municipalities.
Interchangeably, I also use Tyvan terminology: kožuun for a province and sumu for a municipality. The plural
forms are kožuunnar and sumular. There are 17 provinces in the Tyva Republic, each consists of varying
numbers of municipalities. In Mongolia, a province is aymag and a municipality is sum.
72 In Mongolia, the range’s name is Xan Xoxiy. I refer to its Tyvan name as Xaan Kögey. In part six, I discuss
the displacement of the Soyans from the clan’s grounds in the Xaan Kögey Mountains.
73 This explains a way of referring to Russia as Sayan artï, “the place behind the Sayans.”
Going to Russia is verbalized as soŋgaar ažar, “to cross (the mountain) into the north.” To compare, going to
Mongolia is burungaar čoruur, “to go forward or south.” The latter expression reflects the steppe terrain in the
transboundary area; it lacks the verb ažar, “to cross (over the mountain).”

Part II. Research Area and Communities in the Transboundary Region
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The Sayan and Altay mountainous region is diverse ecologically and includes

mountainous boreal forests, mountain tundra, mountain steppes, and semi-deserts (e.g.,

Vainshtein1980: 47–50; Arakčaa 2015: 7–22; Sarbaa 2015: 9–18).74 The Tyvan biologist and

ecologist Liliya Arakčaa defined the climate in Tyva as ultracontinental, with high

atmospheric pressure, a negative average year-round temperature (from – 5 °C to – 7 °C),

high—more than 100 °C—temperature amplitude, and only a small amount of precipitation

(150 to 250 mm/year), which is most intense from mid-July to mid-August (Arakčaa 2015:

9). This explains the harsh and long winters and the hot and brief summers; the temperature

amplitude is especially drastic in the steppe areas where I worked with herders most of the

time. Field sites in Tyva and Mongolia are situated mostly in the Uvs Lake Basin between the

Taŋdï-Uula and Xaan Kögey Mountains.75 The basin is characterized by extreme contrasts in

temperature, long winters and hot summers, and little precipitation—from 100 to 200

mm/year (Arakčaa 2015: 9–11).76

The Tere-Xöl and Tožu provinces of Tyva, where I worked in 2014, 2015, and 2019,

contain boreal taiga with mountain tundra at higher altitudes. This makes it suitable for

reindeer herding, which currently takes place in the highlands of the Tožu kožuun (Donahoe

2003; Stépanoff 2017; Arakčaa 2018). The Tyvan-speaking Duxa people keep reindeer across

the border in the Xövsgöl aymag of Mongolia (Haas et al. 2018; Kristensen 2015; Küçüküstel

2020). The Bii-Xem and Kaa-Xem rivers, which form the Yenisey River, Ulug-Xem in

Tyvan, originate in the area. The Taŋdï-Uula Mountains and the Seŋgilen Plateau mark the

watershed for the Arctic Ocean’s and Uvs Lake’s drainage basins.77 Depending on the

ecological zone, pastoralists engage in the husbandry of various domesticated animals:

74 I retain the conventional transliteration of names for authors who published in English, for instance Sevyan
Vainsthein and Marina Mongush.
75 Lake Uvs is called Uspa Xöl in Tyvan.
76 Liliya Arakčaa has defined the elevational, or altitudinal, zones in the Uvs Lake Basin: semi-desert (from 900
to 1,000 meters in altitude); mountain steppes (from 1,000 to 1,800 meters in altitude); mountain forest-steppe
where the southern arid steppes border the larch forests on the northern slopes; mountain taiga with larch and
cedar (1,600 to 1,900 meters in altitude); and subalpine and alpine belts, which are situated accordingly at 2,000
to 2,300 meters and 2,300 to 2,600 meters above sea level (Arakčaa 2015: 11–13). The author notes that the
number of zones is generally higher in the western part of the region, which contains Tsagaan Šibetu Mountain.
77 The British traveler and author of Unknown Mongolia Duglas Carruthers vividly described his feelings while
standing at the watershed: “It was with both expectation and enthusiasm that we climbed to the top of the
Tannu-Ola and looked down into Mongolia. This was the psychological moment during the course of our
journey. A feeling of awe was ours, such as the least enthusiastic man would experience upon finally reaching
the summit of that ‘Great Divide’. At this point the waters parted the rain which fell on the slopes where we
stood, found its way by streamlet, torrent, and gigantic river to the far-off Arctic Ocean; the rain which fell on
the other side of the range, was destined to go through a process of slow evaporation in the self-contained saline
basins of Mongolia itself” (Carruthers 1914: 258, emphasis in the original).
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horses, cattle, sheep, goats, reindeer, and camels. In high-altitude zones in Tyva and

Mongolia, local herders keep yaks (Bos grunniens).

Although I have conducted research among various communities in the transboundary

region, I focus on my patrilineal Soyan clan’s relationships with horses and homelands in my

doctoral dissertation. In the following section, I introduce the Soyans’ homeland in Tes-Xem

kožuun, Tyva. I discuss the specifics of conducting research among my kin in chapter four.

The South Tyvan Homelands: The Agar steppe and Lake Šara-Nuur

For the dissertation project, my main field site was the Soyan clan’s grounds in south Tyva. It

is Kyzyl-Čïraa sumu in Tes-Xem kožuun; the sumu is also known for the name of its

administrative center—Ak-Erik village, which has a school, medical center, and House of

Culture. Approximately 900 people live in the sumu. A military base and a border crossing

point called Šara-Sur are situated in the sumu territory.

The local herders stay for the winter on the northern slopes of Agar Mountain, where they

arrive at the end of November when there is enough snow to substitute for water for

livestock. Ice blocks from the Tes River are brought and melted for human consumption. At

the end of winter, melted ice water is also given to malnourished and pregnant animals.

Compared to the forested areas, winters on the Agar steppe are harsh: the temperature drops

below minus 50 Celsius. Though our local interlocutors have noticed that winters in the past

decades have been warmer, this in no way compensates for the harshness of the winter

temperatures. Horseman Roman Aldïn-Xerel connected construction of the Sayano-

Šušenskaya Dam in the 1980s with warm winters and increased unpredictability of weather in

Tyva. He observed:

The nature has changed since 1984, after the sea was made in Šagaan-Arïg. When
the great sea was made, the cold disappeared, and there is less snow. Before that,
it was dry and sharp cold in our place. At the time, I used to herd camels. The cold
would reach minus 60 degrees. A cow’s horn froze and broke off. The willow trees
in Dugay had their trunks cracked because of the cold. There is no such cold
anymore. It used to be cold enough to drive the D75 caterpillar tractor on snowdrifts
in March. A snowplowwent on the snowdrift without penetrating it. Where is such
snow now? Where is such cold now? … It was the real cold. If you released your
horse into the herd, sweating after rounding up the livestock, you would find him
frozen to death the next morning. There is no such cold now. You can ride a horse
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Figure 4. Two-yurt aal of Roman and Rozalia Aldïn-Xerel and their married son Dörbet-ool
(Bora-Tey, Šara-Nuur, Tyva, June 2018).

hard and release it. In the morning, there is not even a hoarfrost on the horse. In old
times, all the horse’s hair on the belly and legs used to be covered in ice.78

(Audio-recorded interview, Tes-Xem, Tyva, 2015)

Changing climate and unpredictable weather impact local herders’ lives and livestock

husbandry practices. Consider, for instance, my phone conversation with relatives in Tyva at

the end of November 2020. During the conversation, my relatives complained that autumn

rains, which are unusual in Tyva, had damaged their supplies of dry livestock dung, körzeŋ

and ödek. The former is used for fuel and the latter as insulation material for livestock barns.

Mild temperatures in November also delayed the slaughter of livestock for winter meat

supplies. Usually, the temperature drops below minus 25 °C in November, allowing them to

store meat outdoor (Peemot 2017a).

In summer, the Ak-Erik herders remain in different locations. We stayed with the Nogaan-

ool and Aylaŋmaa Soyan family at their summer site, Xayalïg-Semis-Tey, in the Taŋdï-Uula

Mountains in 2015 to 2018. In summer 2018, they shared the campsite with another family—

78 I “speak along” in the words of my Roman akaa here. He talks about the “sea,” which is dalay in Tyvan,
when referring to the reservoir for the Sayano-Šušenskaya Dam. Pasturelands, archaeological heritage sites, and
settlements were flooded when making the reservoir. Old Šagaan-Arïg town, mentioned by Roman akaa, was
flooded and the new town was built in a different location. Dugay defines a place where a river bends; here,
Dugay is the name of a place situated between the Narïn River and the western end of Agar Mountain.
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Šoraan and Ayana Dižitmaa. Only a few Ak-Erik families move to this part of the taiga in the

summer; in addition to Xayalïg-Semis-Tey, other nearby sites include Čaa-Ovaa and Šivi-

Kuduruu. Compared with the steppe, the taiga is rainy and cold, and night frost covers the

grass already in mid-August. Some families move to the Tes River in summer. My cousin

Aysula’s family, for instance, lived there in the summer of 2015. However, the next year they

moved to Lake Šara-Nuur and occupied our grandparents’ campsite, Xöl Adaa.

The area around Lake Šara-Nuur is the main spring-to-autumn site of the Soyans. Three

routes lead across Agar Mountain to its southern slopes: Üstüü Uš, Kara-Sayïr, and Aldïï Uš.

A fourth route goes via the steep Kalčan-Oruk Pass; however, it is not used anymore. From

mid-April to late November, local herders move between seasonal camping sites around Lake

Šara-Nuur, spending the summer along its southern shore and moving in the autumn to the

foothills of Agar Mountain, north of the lake. There are several water sources for animals—

freshwater lakes known under the group name Xölčükter, springs (bulaktar) at the eastern

end of Lake Šara-Nuur, and the stream Xorlaaš, which flows into Lake Šara-Nuur. A deep

ground well provides water that is suitable for people to drink. In addition, some families dig

shallow wells for watering their animals; water from these wells has a detectable salty taste.

When driving down Agar Mountain to the lake’s shore, the change in soil composition

and vegetation is especially noticeable: the stony ground gives a way to large-grained sand

with specks of seashells; close to the lake, the sandy areas become traps for cars; salt patches

(kužur) and a bit of greenery can be seen along the lake’s southern shore. In the semi-desert

area surrounding Lake Šara-Nuur, the grass grows sporadically, and some areas are covered

with low-growing caragana bushes. Lilia Arakčaa, who studied Tyvan ethnoecology with a

focus on southern Tyva, defines these caragana and grass “islets” as “local nodes of ‘life

intensity” (2015: 55). She observes that these nodes support the stability of the steppe and

semi-desert ecosystems in the Uvs Lake Basin (Arakčaa 2015: 55). Local livestock is well

adapted to grazing in these conditions, and the Šara-Nuur families use affordances of the

Narïn River valley when cutting hay.79 The hay-cutting locations are the areas along Dugay

River and a place named Sukpak, on the north-western shore of Lake Šara-Nuur. The hay is

then transported to the winter sites. The taiga and steppe summer sites differ in temporality

79 However, animals which were brought from the taiga areas take time learning to graze at Lake Šara-Nuur.
One of my maternal cousins married a man from Ak-Erik and brought her dowry livestock to Lake Šara-Nuur.
Her stock had previously grazed in summer in the mountain taiga of Taŋdï-Uula. She shared her observations
with me: “My sheep, which were accustomed to the taiga pastures, constantly ran around Lake Šara-Nuur
searching in vain for better grass. I saw how local herders’ sheep slowly moved from one small grass patch to
another, eating what little food they found” (personal conversation, summer 2013).
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(the period of living in the taiga is shorter than on the steppe), everyday tasks (e.g., related to

water and firewood supplies), and livestock handling practices (time of milking, frequency of

changing the corrals’ locations, herding modes).

In this chapter, I have briefly discussed the Soyans’ seasonal grounds in varying

ecological zones, with an emphasis on Lake Šara-Nuur, for four reasons. First, the area

around Lake Šara-Nuur is the Soyans’ main spring-to-autumn pastureland. Second, most

herders with whom I have worked live at Lake Šara-Nuur for six-to-seven months per year.

Third, the Soyans consider Lake Šara-Nuur and the surrounding Agar and Yamaalïk

Mountains as a venerated homeland, which informs their clan identity. Fourth, my

grandparents lived at Lake Šara-Nuur, and we shared seasonal camping sites with kin that I

worked with during my field research.80

I discuss details of the interspecies communities’ relationship with home landscapes

throughout the dissertation: part three approaches landscapes as storytellers; part four

discusses the horse’s mediation between human-livestock communities and sentient

homelands; part five studies the Soyans’ complex perceptions of homelands and the herding

and grazing modes of equines. The concluding part six suggests how multigenerational

belonging to homelands contributes to clan (Soyan) identities.

Chapter 4. The Horse-Loving Soyans and The Researcher’s Belonging

Kinship Terminology

In chapter four, I discuss the community with whom I worked in this research project. It is

my patrilineal Soyan clan in south Tyva. Growing up with my father’s parents, Soyan Kadïp-

ool Kunuyaevič and Kadyp-ool Irisiŋmaa Norbuevna, I developed a sense of belonging with

the Soyans. Here, I briefly introduce the story of the clan and discuss the ethnonym’s origin

and how the Soyans self-identify themselves. Further, I make an autoethnographic inquiry

into my belonging with the Soyans, the Tyva people, and homelands in south Tyva, the Tyva

republic, and the transboundary Sayan and Altay mountainous region. I suggest that my land-

based identifications allowed me to maintain, revive, and establish relationships with

communities across the area during the research period. Relying on my fieldwork encounters

80 I have discussed here Lake Šara-Nuur as the homeland to herding families and livestock. Other
understandings of it are beyond the scope of this work, for instance as an archaeological site with numerous
burial complexes and petroglyphs (Kilunovskaya & Semenov 2019); as a geological site with deposits of
various minerals and the Agar-Dag ophiolite complex (Jörg et al. 2002; Palyanova et al. 2007); or as a protected
habitat for multiple species of birds (Ozerskaya 2008).
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throughout this area, I demonstrate that a sense of belonging may not necessarily be every

researcher’s fantasy.81 My field experiences highlighted the importance and flexibility of

land-based kinship and identifications. These self-reflexive observations helped me to

conceptualize the main research focus of the dissertation—belonging between humans,

horses, and homelands.

Before discussing the Soyan clan, I need to clarify the terminology that is used

extensively in this study.82My Tyvan-speaking interlocutors use the terms čon “people” and

törel-aymak to refer to “a kinship group” or “clan.” The former term, čon, is more general

and is used to define the ethnic group—the Tyva people—and a clan in a broader

understanding as a group connected through patrilineages, such as the Soyan clan. The latter

term, törel-aymak, implies kinship.83 When speaking with me, interlocutors defined the

Soyans’ group belonging as Soyan čon “the Soyan people” and bistiŋ ulus “our people.”

Törel-aymak was used when referring to a group of the Soyans who share kinship ties.

Previous ethnographies contain lengthy discussions on the character of kinship ties and

terminologies among the Tyva people. Soviet ethnographer Sevyan Vainshtein wrote about

“common origin and kinship on the male side, söök törel, or ‘kinship of bone’” (1980: 238).

Vainshtein distinguished between tribes (aymak) and clans (söök). In addition, he mentioned

the (patrilineal) blood related xan törel groups (Vainshtein 1980: 238). Currently, the term

söök corresponds with an ethnic affiliation (Stépanoff 2009). I have noticed that, while

among the Tyva people who live in Tyva, söök indicates an ethnicity, the Tyva people in

Western Mongolia used it to mean “clan.” My Tyvan-speaking interlocutors in Mongolia

often introduced themselves using the term söök, such as “My söök is Aday-Irgit of the Irgit”

(audio-recorded conversation with Čimed Dondog, Bayan Ölgiy, Mongolia, July 2016).

In recent years, there has been a noticeable increase in various rituals that support

belonging within an extended family or clan and the family or clan’s (re-)bonding with

homelands in Tyva.84 Decades of Soviet national politics (1944–1991) could not dissolve the

81 I refer here to Piers Vitebsky’s definition of belonging as “the anthropologist’s fantasy” (2005: 424).
82 In this research project, I do not engage in the ongoing debates on kinship society in a historical perspective.
Anthropologist David Sneath, in his book The Headless State: Aristocratic Orders, Kinship Society, and
Misrepresentations of Nomadic Inner Asia (2007), discusses approaches to kinship and follows the etymology
of terms like “clan” and “tribe.”
83 This complexity of definitions reflects the diverse origin of the groups that contributed to present-day Tyvan
ethnicity. More on kinship groups in Tyva and various (Turkic and Mongolic) origin of the Tyvan clans can be
found in, e.g., Maŋnay-ool (2004), Prokofieva (2011), Orus-ool (2015), and Vainshtein (1957).
84 I suggest that an increase in the number of bonding rituals compensates for a weakening of the intra-clan and
clan-homeland relationships during socialism. For instance, three to four generations of people who share
common ancestors make a joint consecration to a particular landscape that is related to their ancestors. In the
summer of 2018, I was invited to the gathering of the Kezek-Soyan clan (sub-group of the Soyans), known also
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clan identities among the Tyva people. During the period of forced socialist modernization

and sedentarization, members of local clans joined the newly established collectives or

inhabited the newly built villages in the area.85 In most cases, a clan identity is still inherent to

the knowledge of one’s life geography. Tyvan linguist Mira Bavuu-Surun has discussed how

the Tyva people define themselves in relation to geography. She suggests that the Tyva have

a strong sense of belonging with own clan and homelands. She writes:

Interesting are the names given to each other by the Indigenous Tyva people on a
geographic principle. The Tožu-Tyva self-identify as the Tožu, or the Tyva of
Tožu, while they define the rest [of the Tyva people] as the Xemčik, inhabitants of
the Xemčik area. People from central Tyva, which is adjacent to theYenisey River,
are distinguished from the Erzin-Tes people, the Tožu, the Xemčik (inhabitants of
the Xemčik River drainage basin), while they define themselves as the people of
Ulug-Khem. Within the larger territories, the clan grounds are distinguished as
well. This reveals the Tyva people’s acute sense of belonging with a particular clan
and with a particular territory.

(Bavuu-Surun 2018: 274, my translation)

The Soyans: The Ethnonym and Origin Stories

Here, I briefly discuss the Soyans’ story, geography, and ethnonym.86 The Soyans are

considered one of the ancient tribes of Inner Asia. The possible Turkic and Samoyedic

origins of the clan and its ethnonym have long been debated in scholarship (e.g., Tatarintsev

1984: 233–245; Prokofieva 2011: 89–96; Ayïžï 2010: 33–36). Tyvan ethnographer Marina

Monguš included the Soyans among other groups—such as the Tülüš, Dolaan, Teleg, and

Kuular—of Turkic origin whose clan unity was established in approximately the 6th century

(2010: 28). Soviet ethnographer Sevyan Vainshtein had also discussed the ancient origin of

the Soyans, relying on a legend about the Soyans’ descent from a bear, which, he suggested,

speaks to the clan’s long history. An excerpt from the legend is as follows:

The Soyans originate from a woman and a bear (the latter reveals totemic beliefs
and [points] that the legend is ancient). In the beginning, their children lived in the

as Čoldak-Soyan, to whom I am related through my maternal grandmother. More research is required on these
ongoing processes of re-bonding with homelands in the post-Soviet decades.
85 The central Tyvan Kyzyl and Taŋdï provinces are the exception because their population consists of a mix of
different clans due to migration from other parts of Tyva. These central provinces were considered attractive due
to their proximity to capital city of Kyzyl.
86 I have encountered the Soyans among the Tyvan-speaking people in western Mongolia. In addition, there is a
Soyaŋ clan in the Altay Republic (Russia). In Tyva, the Soyans have lived in several provinces. Despite a lack
of kinship ties, belonging with the Soyans made it easier for me to interact with communities throughout the
Sayan and Altay mountainous region. I discuss my land-based identifications later in this chapter.
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cave Soksal by the River Murgun in Mongolia. Little by little, the Soyans became
numerous and started to move. They went to the Altay-Xöl Valley on the River
Tes, then to the Šagrï Valley, and from there to the place Xok. The Soyans became
so numerous that here they separated into clans. Some inhabited the steppe; others
went to live in the forest. The forest Soyans domesticated reindeer.

(Vainshtein 1957: 197, my translation)

In Vainshtein’s opinion, this legend points to the early appearance of the Soyans, of non-

Samoyedic origin, and that initially they were steppe people and only later did some begin to

practice reindeer herding. Linguist Boris Tatarintsev has also argued against a Samoyedic

origin for the Soyans and their ethnonym. In doing so, he considered that, first, the ethnonym

Soyan is a term of self-identification. Second, he pointed out that Turkic language materials

must be considered a primary source material and that materials in Mongolian must be

considered a secondary source material, but only because of their proximity to and contacts

with the Turkic peoples. He draws comparisons with the stem soy- (or its more ancient

version sog-) in the Turkic languages, with meanings close to “the people,” “the real people,”

“noble,” “good,” and “pure.” The contemporary Turkish language contains the word soy,

which conveys a range of meanings: noble, high-born, an ancestor, family, generation, origin.

The ending -an is a relict plural affix (Tatarintsev 2000: 350–352).

Some researchers have drawn similarities between the ethnonyms Soyan and So. The So

people lived in the Altay Mountains in the pre-Turkic period (before the 4th century).

Currently, there is a “bone” söök So among the Kumandins, who are one of the Altay ethnic

groups (Potapov 1969: 59). Vladimir Orus-ool, author of the book Tyvalar (2015: 21–27, 57–

58), connects the Soyans with this So people who lived in the Altay Mountains.

We, the Soyans, Love Horses!

It is common in Tyva to ask a new acquittance where he or she is from. I often answer with

one word, “Akaa.” It says that I am a Soyan from Ak-Erik, Tes-Xem. The Ak-Erik Soyans

address their elder men as akaa; in other parts of Tyva, the term akïy is common.87 The term

akaa is used when other kinship terms, for instance that of a maternal uncle (daay), an older

brother-in-law (čestey), or a kin-by-marriage (kuda, non-gendered) cannot be applied.88

Consider the suggestion by the Soyan man Vyačeslav Arina that the word akaa encompasses

87 Akaa is dialect for “elder brother.” This word is present only in the dialect of the Soyan people who live in
one place—Kyzyl-Čïraa sumu, known for its village’s name Ak-Erik, in Tes-Xem, south Tyva.
88 More on the word akaa can be found in Bavuu-Surun (2018: 210).
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close relationships between kin: “Our akaa people are the Soyan people. The word ‘akaa’

comes from the word ‘akïy,’ a more tender pronunciation of it. That is why we address a

person who is slightly older, even only one year older, as akaa. This way of speaking is well

suited to the tenderness in a relationship between an older brother and younger sibling”

(video recording, Šara-Nuur, June 2019).

As the result of metonymical transfer, akaa becomes a vernacular term of (self-)

identification among the Soyans who live south of the Tes River. Mira Bavuu-Surun has

noted that the word akaa acquires a specific meaning with an inherent localization, “men

(Indigenous population) of Ak-Erik,” among the Soyans who live in Tes-Xem kožuun (2018:

211–212). The Ak-Erik Soyans define themselves using this word as akaa, or, in plural, as

akaalar “the akaa” and akaa čon “the akaa people.” The akaalar pride themselves on being

gifted horsemen with good horses that graze on the steppes eating nutritious “hot grass” (izig-

o’t) and that are suitable for horse racing.89 When we discuss horse-related topics, my

horsemen-kin often say, “We, the Soyan people, have passion for horses in our blood!” or

“We, the akaa people, are interested in horses!”

The present-day akaa Soyans consist mainly of the Kyzyl-Soyan sub-clan (majority) and

Kezek-Soyans. Distinctions between the two sub-clans are blurred, though, and the Ak-Erik

Soyans consider themselves a single clan group. However, knowledge about sub-clan

affiliation has persisted. Several interlocutors identified themselves as Kyzyl-Soyan in our

conversations during fieldwork, including my paternal relatives—grandmother Irisiŋmaa

Kadïp-ool and uncles Xorlay-ool Laŋaa and Sergey Kaldaŋ (conversations in 2015 to 2019). I

suggest that the Kyzyl-Soyans and Kezek-Soyans, who lived in neighboring territories and

who practiced inter-marriage, intermingled after the Kyzyl-Soyans’ displacement from their

clan grounds in the Xaan Kögey Mountains during the 1930s and 1940s.90 Previously known

as the Kögey Soyans, the clan was forced to abandon part of its territory and to resettle in the

present-day Tes-Xem and Erzin provinces of Tyva.91

89 The group of “hot grasses” (izig-o’t) includes plants of several genera: Kochia, Artemisia, Ephedra, and
Parmelia (Arakčaa 2015: 79, 105–110). More on the equine pastures in part V.
90 The Kezek-Soyans previously lived between the Tes River and Lake Dus-Xöl and the Yamaalïk Mountain
(audio-recorded conversation with my maternal grandfather, Danzurun Ivan Simčitovič, in Tes-Xem, Tyva,
March 2017). Yamaalïk Mountain and the adjacent Agar Mountain and Lake Šara-Nuur used to constitute the
northern edges of the Kögey Soyans’ seasonal grounds.
91 Part six of the dissertation discusses the displacement of the Soyans from their Kögey homelands (from 1932
to 1947) and its lasting impact on the clan and human-nonhuman belonging.
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Ways of Belonging

In this section, I take a self-reflexive approach to my emic experiences during fieldwork in

my home region in Inner Asia. I discuss how my entanglement in various relationships—with

the Tyva people, my patrilineal Soyan clan, and homelands—allowed for learning with

pastoralist communities. Moreover, these relationships defined where and with whom I

studied. I emphasize here that identifications are flexible and tailored in every case; this

makes it possible to bridge the divide between different communities. At the core of this

inquiry into my identifications is the concept “self as relationship,” suggested by the

Indigenous scholars Stan Wilson (2001) and Shawn Wilson (2008). Analyzing “self as

relationship” allowed me to understand how my belonging with human-nonhuman

communities and homelands impacted my research project in numerous ways:

epistemologically, methodologically, and theoretically.

When doing fieldwork in the transboundary region of western Mongolia and the Tyva and

Altay republics, I noticed that my self-introduction began by responding to the questionWhere

am I from? The other identifiers—the clan affiliation, language, dialect, and profession—are

secondary in importance compared with geographical belonging.92Moreover, I had to negotiate

my identity in every case in response to the geographical setting and land-based identities of

my interlocutors. In my home region in southern Tyva, I am a Soyan from Ak-Erik; my local

interlocutors are aware of my paternal and maternal kinship ties, some of whom are my

relatives.93

Having roots in southern Tyva, which borders Mongolia, allows for an expanded regional

identification of “belonging with the border area.” During our communication, my interlocutors

in provinces situated along the border—Tere-Xöl, Erzin, Tes-Xem, and Övür—relied on our

“borderland identity” to emphasize, for instance, a shared past and commonalities in our

92 Anthropologists Andrew Wiget and Olga Balalaeva (2011: 97) have provided a comprehensive, though, as
they noticed, incomplete list of social identities: gender, patriline, spouse’s patriline (for women), clan, age,
river-system residence group, family-kinship territorial group, native community association, dialect, ethnicity,
political minority, and citizenship. They observe: “Each provides a context for forming intentions to act,
mobilizing resources, seeking legitimation, and following through on commitments to act” (2011: 97).
93 Although I identify primarily with my patrilineal Soyan clan and its Kyzyl-Soyan branch, my clan ancestry is
diverse, especially my matrilineage, which includes the Tyvan-speaking Čoodu, Sartïïl, Kezek Soyan, Oyun,
and Salčak clans. In addition, my maternal grandmother, Danzurun Yomčur Papïnovna, had a mother named
Epi, whose father was Kondu, a Dörvöd man. A difference in the diversity of contributing clans on my
patrilineal and matrilineal sides is explained by marriage customs: the Soyans practiced endogamy and preferred
marriages between multiple branches of the Soyan clan who lived in the transboundary area of southern Tyva
and western Mongolia (Potapov 1969: 60, also conversations during fieldwork, e.g. with Xorlay-ool Laŋaa,
2015). In contrast, my matrilineal Čoodu clan preferred inter-clan marriages encompassing a more expansive
geography.
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dialects and horsemanship practices. Consider, for instance, how my interlocutor in

southwestern Övür kožuun brought up geography as a unifying point when talking tome: “We,

the southern people who live by the border, know how to properly make and use equine tack.”

In other parts of Tyva, I was perceived first as a person from southern Tyva, Soyan more

generally and Ak-Erik Soyan more specifically. For instance, during fieldwork in western Tyva

in 2018, I was asked where I am from. I replied that I am from Tes-Xem kožuun and that my

father was from Ak-Erik. My western Tyvan interlocutor immediately identified my clan

belonging: “Aa, so you are the akaa!”94

When doing research in western Mongolia, my geographical identifications varied

depending on location and the ethnicity of the interlocutors. A Tyva couple who lived in the

Bayan Ölgiy aymag Xoltar Buyantoxtox and Batnasan Mönxtüü addressed me as “our Taŋdï-

Tyva kin törel.” This definition was tied to the Taŋdï-Uula Mountains in Tyva Republic. My

Bayan Ölgiy hosts self-identified as Kök-Mončak and, sometimes, as the Tyva of the Altay

Mountains.

It was sufficient for me to identify my clan as the Soyan in Tyva. However, among the

Tyvan speakers in Mongolia I always had to clarify that I belonged to the Kyzyl-Soyan branch

of the Soyans. My local interlocutors mentioned, as a rule, their sub-clans when introducing

themselves. For instance, our host, Čimed Dondog, introduced himself asAday-Irgit. His wife,

Duguržap Torlaa, was from the Mool-Irgit branch of the clan. Čimed Dondog explained that

the Irgits, who live in theAltay Mountains, consist of the following branches: Ak-Irgit, Čoodu-

Irgit, Šuŋguur-Irgit, Ulug-Irgit, Kalčan-Irgit, Mool-Irgit, and Aday-Irgit (fieldnotes, Bayan

Ölgiy, Mongolia, July 2016). Marriages are allowed between different branches of one clan;

there is a prohibition on marrying within one branch.

In other parts of western Mongolia, my south Tyva (a transboundary area) origins were

more important. In Zavxan and Uvs aymags, Mongol herders live across the border from the

Tyvan provinces of Erzin and Tes-Xem. This proximity allows for cross-border relationships.

As an example, I refer to an encounter during one fieldwork trip. In June 2016, we visited the

horseman Delgerex Bazarragčaa (b. 1942) from the Ix-Xotogoid ethnic group at his summer

site in the Tes River region, Zavxan aymag of Mongolia.95 He was a well-known racehorse

trainer awarded with titles “The distinguished uyač of Zavxan aymag” in 2001 and “The

94 Previously, I had noticed that the word akaa “older brother” is also used to identify exclusively the Ak-Erik
Soyans.
95 During fieldwork in the Zavxan and Uvs provinces of Mongolia, we met people from numerous ethnic
groups: the Xotogoyd, Bayad, Dörvöd, and Xoton. They further distinguished themselves by sub-groups, for
instance as the Ix-Xotogoyd of the Xotogoyds or the Tsogt of the Bayads (fieldwork materials, Mongolia, 2016).
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distinguished uyač of Mongolia” in 2006.96 When he learned that I was from south Tyva, my

interlocutor assumed that I must know the horseman Sergey Ïnaalay in Erzin kožuun, Tyva.

Delgerex Bazarragčaa sent greetings to Sergey Ïnaalay, son of his good friend Badï-Xoo. He

also praised his Tyvan friend’s beautiful horses and horsemanship skills (audio-recorded

conversation, Zavxan, Mongolia, June 19, 2016).97

However, geographical proximity has a potential for conflicts as well. Tyvan-Mongolian

relationships have been damaged by an increase in livestock raiding in the 1990s and early

2000s. Since the conflicts were most intense in the transboundary region of Mongolia and

Tyva, and especially because I wanted to discuss livestock theft with communities in both

countries, I felt obligated to talk openly about my south Tyvan origin. Tyvan herders usually

answered my questions about livestock theft; sometimes they initiated the discussion.

However, Mongol herders did not bring up the issue of cross-border livestock theft in our

conversations. They avoided the topic when answering my vague questions: “What are the

current issues with herding?” and “Are there border problems?” After several days in western

Mongolia, I realized that the unproblematic picture of herding life in the transboundary region

was not entirely correct. My interlocutors only responded when I asked them directly: “Have

you lost your livestock to thieves from the other side of the border?” The horseman

Buyanžargal Bolubaatar (b.1976) shared the following story: “My eyes tear up every time when

I remember my race-winning stallion, whichwas stolen in 2001. It was taken across the border,

and I could not bring him back” (audio-recorded conversation, Uvs, Mongolia, June 2016).

Another horseman, Yadam Xöxöö (b. 1967), literally teared up when talking about his horse,

which was stolen by thieves “from across the border” in the 2000s (audio-recorded

conversation, Uvs, Mongolia, June 2016). While listening to them, I noticed that my

interlocutors-hosts carefully chose words that avoided emphasizing the ethnicity of the thieves;

instead, they talked about “thieves from across the border.” I suggest that my interlocutors were

reluctant to discuss the conflict topic due to an understanding of host-guest relationships and

hospitality norms in Mongolia. Customary law engendered my guest rights for shelter, food,

and help. In addition, it protected me from any possible offence.

96 Uyač is the title for an acclaimed horse trainer; uyač means “the one who tethers [horses]” and originates from
the verb uyax “to tie” or “to tether.”
97 Sergey Ïnaalay is a čïlgïčï from Bay-Dag sumu, Erzin kožuun. He is famous for his skills in breeding and
training award-winning racehorses. His horses are distinguished by their dominant chestnut coat and fine
conformation. Sergey Ïnaalay noticed that his herd is mostly a Tyvan breed with some contributions of Budyonnïy
blood (audio-recorded conversation, June 2015, Erzin, Tyva). In part four, where I discuss the horsemen’s
relationships with special horses, I talk about Sergey Ïnaalay and his champion racehorse Xoor.
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Unlike Mongolia, my Tyvan identity and the shared Tyvan-Altay history of livestock theft

conflicts caused a problem in the Altay Republic, Russia. While driving in Ulagan aymag,

which borders Tyvan Bay-Taiga kožuun, we decided to stay at a tourist camp.98 I met the

owners of the camp, an Altay man and his adult son, and asked them for rooms. I introduced

myself as a researcher from Tyva. The greeting sounded hostile: “You came to learn where our

horses are, so later your countrymen can steal them!” I responded with a joke: “Yes, I hope

you will tell me where the summer pastures of your horsemen are located. I want to get myself

a star-spotted Altay horse!”99 The hosts laughed, and the tone of conversation warmed up.

There were no vacant houses in the camp, so they offered us to stay in the cafeteria building

for a modest fee. The next morning, I chatted with two Altay women who were cooking

breakfast—fried boorzak pastries and freshly-caught graylings. They spoke in their mother

Altay tongue. I spoke mostly Tyvan, slightly adjusting it to the Altay phonetics or using a few

Altay words I knew. The Altayan and Tyvan languages are closely related, so our conversation

was fun, and we understood each other most of the time.100

Land-based kinship can be understood narrowly as one’s clan grounds or more broadly as

belonging with the transboundary region between the Sayan and Altay Mountains. This

flexibility makes it possible to interact with various communities across the area. As a

researcher who studies communities in my home region, I am exposed to multiple

interpretations of my land-based identities and their implications, which reveal the shared past

and traumatic experiences of the cross-border relationships.

98 It was late bone-chilling cold evening high in the mountains. Besides, it had been raining for several days, and
earlier in the morning we had packed out tents without drying them.
99 Ulagan aymag is famous for its local horse breed, which has a spotted coat. In Tyvan, this coat is defined as a
“star-spotted” (sïldïs-šokar) coat.
100 I am thankful to Professor Juha Janhunen and Dr. Uluhan Özalan, whose courses in linguistics (Altaic studies)
I attended, and who provided historical and comparative data on multiple languages in the area.
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Part III. Co-Learning: Tyvan Pedagogy, Senses, and Language Affordances

A Ride with Kalčan-Xüreŋ

After years of living abroad, apart from my extended family and the horse-dependent life of

pastoralists, I returned to Tyva in 2013 and stayed with my uncle Roman Soyanovič Aldïn-

Xerel. His aal was at the Bora-Tey summer site southeast of Lake Šara-Nuur close to Mount

Yamaalïk.101 Once, when Roman akaa and his wife Rosa čeŋgey went to visit their

neighbors, I decided to take a ride to a nearby hill. A saddled chestnut gelding named Kalčan-

Xüreŋ stood by a tethering post (baglaaš).102 A brief conversation with my cousin, Dörbet-

ool, son of Roman akaa, preceded the ride:

— Is the tethered chestnut horse gentle? Could I take him for a ride?

— Yes, older sister ugbay, Kalčan-Xüreŋ is gentle, and you can take him for a ride.

I loosened the laces on my shoes, which were unsuited for riding—a habit I developed after

suffering a fall from the horse when my foot slipped into and became stuck in the stirrup—

untied the lead and mounted Kalčan-Xüreŋ. He ran flat out before I could place my right foot

in the stirrup and get a proper foothold. In the first moments of the ride, I learned that Kalčan-

Xüreŋ has a habit of bolting (askïmnaar). Desperately, I tried to catch the second stirrup

while at the same time grabbing the saddle’s pommel with one hand and, with the other,

pulling the reins hard; Kalčan-Xüreŋ, though, ignored my attempt to stop him, and I knew

that he was a hard-mouthed (aksï kadïg) type of horse. He was also a fast-running horse, and

my struggle to pull the reins—the physicality of the experience—evoked a memory of

another hard-mouthed bolting horse, my childhood favorite, Čeler-Šilgi, or Trotting Chestnut.

Despite being a hard-mouth bolting horse, I had loved riding with him; Šilgi was gentle and

spirited, and his trot was incredibly smooth and fast. In the instant when I recognized Kalčan-

Xüreŋ’s specialties and before I could make a conscious decision to act, my muscle memory

took over and engaged in a sequence of habitual actions: I pulled the reins only on one side,

so the horse turned in a semi-circle, slowed his speed, and finally stopped. I placed my

second foot in the right stirrup, gained a firm footing, turned Kalčan-Xüreŋ in the direction of

the hill and dropped the reins. While galloping with Xüreŋ, I also learned that he was light-

101 The name of the granite outlier Yamaalïk originates from a Mongolian word yamaa, which means “a goat,”
with the Tyvan possessive marker -lïk.
102 The horse had a chestnut coat and facial markings that in the Tyvan language correspond with the word
kalčan. Kalčan-Xüreŋ had a star, a stripe, and a snip. Kalčan defines variations of a blaze and a stripe with the
addition of the adjectives “narrow,” “large,” “small,” or “interrupted” (more in the appendix).
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Figure 5. Dörbet-ool Aldïn-Xerel and Kalčan-Xüreŋ (Lake Šara-Nuur, Tyva, June 2013).

footed (čïmčak čoruktug), agile (ïlgïn), and preferred a gallop (maŋ) to other gaits.

During our brief ride, I had to overcome my lack of practice once more. The terrain close to

the mountains was specked by rodent holes. I tried to navigate my galloping horse between

them—an action that involved pulling the reins. Xüreŋ responded with the counter movement

typical of bolting horses—he stretched his neck forward and down. I had to, on my turn,

stretch out my hand to keep the reins. It did not feel safe. I decided to trust Xüreŋ—he had

been running on this steppe for eight years of his life while I had lived in a city. Surely Xüreŋ

knew the ground better than I did.103

When I returned to the campsite after my ride with Kalčan-Xüreŋ, I said nothing to my

cousin Dörbet-ool. Deep inside I was thankful to Kalčan-Xüreŋ, who had demonstrated that I

103 The equines’ visual capability is more sophisticated than that of humans; their vision range is about 350
degrees, with small blind spots directly in front of the horses and behind them (Murphy et al. 2009). Tyvan
horsemanship practices take into consideration specifics of the horse’s vision; for instance, it is suggested to
approach a horse from the shoulder side and not to stand next to the hind side or behind the horse. Except for
racers (who are cleaned, brushed, and have their tails and manes braided), riding horses do not receive regular
grooming and barely tolerate the presence of humans in their blind spots.
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still possess my horsemanship skills, though they have been weakened by living in a city. For

the next two weeks, I could point where exactly in my body knowledge of Kalčan-Xüreŋ was

located—in a bruised swollen muscle of my left arm.

Introduction

I returned to my memory of the ride with Kalčan-Xüreŋ multiple times in the following years.

That encounter with my cousin and his horse highlighted for me the importance of shared

interspecies experience and its outcomes—knowledge of an equine-person as an individual

with her/his own character and habits. The reasons for my rough ride were obvious: I did not

know Kalčan-Xüreŋ well, and I had failed to ask the right questions about him in the

preceding conversation with the horseman. The lack of such proper communication, I

suggest, was the result of my relational decontextualization. I had overlooked customary

regulations, which put restrictions and obligations on communication in the host-guest and

older kin-younger kin relationships. Furthermore, I had lacked thorough knowledge about an

individual horse among the local horse herds at Lake Šara-Nuur. The horsemen from one area

share knowledge about their neighbors’ herds. This notion ensures pragmatic competence in

conversations about equines. The encounter with Dörbet-ool and Kalčan-Xüreŋ prompted me

to understand that interspecies trust requires knowing each other through shared experiences,

including physical engagements, which build skills and related muscular memory. On another

hand, interspecies trust depends on acknowledging each other’s competence to know the

landscapes where they live and work together.

In Part III, I study interspecies learning and knowledge sharing in the context of Tyvan

horsemanship. Chapter 5 highlights a preference for practical engagement in Tyvan pedagogy

and human-horse learning. Chapter 6 investigates how the Tyvan language affords human-

horse experiences and draws attention to the challenge—writing in English about research

that was conducted with an Indigenous community and in an Indigenous language.

Chapter 5. Learning in Pastoralist Communities and with Horses

More Than Human Sociality in Learning Öörenir

In this chapter, I discuss knowledge acquisition among Tyvan pastoralists and their approach

to learning in relation to children and horses. Drawing on existing pedagogical practices

among the Tyva, I argue that learning is an inherently more-than-human process. I start with
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a brief inquiry into the etymology of the term öörenir “to learn,” which also supports a claim

about the interspecies sociality and learning as an interactivity between human and nonhuman

agencies. Second, I discuss Tyvan pedagogy and its preference for developing practical skills

and using advice and short stories to guide children in learning. Third, I discuss sensory

learning between humans and horses, which implies the physical proximity of two species

and a long-term relationship. Human-horse proximity and its interference—sensory

learning—contribute to blurring the boundaries between species and support the claim about

human-horse interconvertibility.

I have argued elsewhere (Peemot 2019 and part V of the dissertation) that a herding

family and its domesticated animals comprise an interspecies aal community; its human and

nonhuman members are familiar with the temporal and spatial frames of the aal’s seasonal

grounds. The ownership of seasonal grounds is defined by a customary regulation, which, in

this case, is knowledge about a family’s belonging with certain landscapes over multiple

generations. This knowledge must be shared by the whole community to acknowledge it as a

customary regulation. Thus, an aal is understood as an interspecies community whose

belonging with landscapes is supported and enforced by communal knowledge. In addition to

one’s temporal-spatial belonging with landscapes, a pastoralist community shares knowledge

about each other’s livestock. Growing up as herders among a localized human-nonhuman

community implies incorporating landscapes and nonhuman animals into the learning

process. This makes it possible to define knowledge in the context of mobile pastoralism in

Tyva as a more-than-human phenomenon, one which is shared within a herder-livestock aal

unit and a localized clan community (e.g., the Soyans in Ak-Erik, south Tyva). In other

words, knowledge and learning are embedded in the network of relationships between

humans and between humans, nonhuman animals, and their shared homelands.

I approach this relational nature of knowledge through the Tyvan concept öörenir “to

learn,” which is rooted in the Old Turkic noun ögür “herd” (Erdal 1991: 33). The Tyvan

verbs öörenir “to learn” and ööredir “to teach” correspond to the Old Turkic verbs ögrän- “to

become used to, practice, exercise” and ögrät- “to teach a certain behavior, instruct” (Erdal

1991: 33; Tekin 1994: 246). Marcel Erdal has suggested that the base of these verbal stems is

*ögrä- “to socialize,” which could derive from the noun ögür “herd” (1991: 33). The Old

Turkic word ögür “herd” survived in the Tyvan language in the form öör “a group of friends,

a group of horses,” for instance in the phrase askïr öörü čïlgï “a herd of one stallion, a

stallion-band.”
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The existing etymological link between “learning” and “a herd (of animals)” implies an

understanding of learning as an inherently more-than-human practice. It allows for

conceptualizing öörenir as a knowledge acquisition model that acknowledges the

(interspecies) sociality. Öörenir as interspecies learning helps clarify the circumstances of

knowledge sharing between a community and a researcher-insider.104 In the following

paragraphs, I discuss öörenir “learning” in herder-horse relationships and in the knowledge

exchange between a community and a researcher-insider.

An Emphasis on First-Hand Experience

During my fieldwork, I noticed that my Tyvan interlocutors employed the verbs öörenir and

ööredir when referring to human-human and human-horse learning. In the context of mobile

pastoralism, learning and teaching differ from school classrooms. Here, the learning process

is primarily to develop practical skills through first-hand experience.105 From an early age,

children in herding families are encouraged to conduct feasible tasks. In doing so, they

observe and follow adults. Routine repetition results in learning and memorizing temporality

and emplacement of various tasks. For instance, when a child herds the sheep flock, he or she

is not instructed daily and in a detail about where to take the flock, when to return to the

encampment, or what to do in exceptional circumstances. Instead, this spatial-temporal

knowledge is acquired over time as the child follows an adult.106 Discussing Tyvan pedagogy

in general is beyond the scope of this work. I emphasize here how children develop skills in

livestock husbandry with a focus on horsemanship and knowledge exchange between herders

and their horses.

In July 2013, I joined a group of Šara-Nuur horsemen—my older and younger kin—for a

racing event. We arrived a day early, and I had the chance to ask them a few questions. One

104 My insider position builds on my belonging with the Soyan clan and emic experience in pastoralist life,
which includes relationships with horses.
105 Researchers who have studied with different Indigenous communities highlight doing as a primary way of
knowing; e.g., Rane Willerslev observed the following about an engaged way of knowing among the Yukaghir
hunters in Northern Siberia: “Knowing, therefore, is deeply related to doing. It is exactly in this respect that his
approach rejoins Yukaghir hunters in their environment, to whom spiritual knowledge begins with lived
practical experience” (2004: 401).
106 For instance, when an aal stays at a seasonal campsite by Lake Šara-Nuur in summer, the sheep flock leaves
its encampment around 6 a.m. A herder on horseback drives the flock to the other side of lake, bypassing it at
the western end, where the Xorlaaš stream flows into Lake Šara-Nuur. The herder follows the flock while it is
grazing in the foothills of Agar Mountain until approximately 11 a.m. Then, the herder drives sheep back to the
encampment to rest there (deviiledir). Close to 5 p.m., the flock goes out to graze at the evening pasture, which
is nearby, and no close supervision is needed. Exceptional circumstances are the sudden storms, which might
require driving the flock back to the campsite or looking for shelter.
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of them was: “When and how have you learned to ride a horse?” My interlocutors could only

speak about an approximate age of learning; for instance: “It must have been when I was four

or five years old, I do not remember well” or “It happened before I went to the school”

(conversations with horsemen Alexey Bïzaakay, Sergek Kaldaŋ, and Samba Laŋaa, Tes-Xem,

Tyva, July 2013). I share another example from my fieldwork. In the summer of 2015, I was

discussing with my uncle, Xorlay-ool Laŋaa, how he teaches his children to ride. He pointed

at his grandson, who was in the yurt with us, and told me: “He started to ride racehorses in

competitions last year. This year he turns ten.” When I asked the boy at what age he had

learned to ride a horse in general, he could not remember (fieldwork interview and notes, Tes-

Xem, Tyva, June 2015). I saw another grandson of Xorlay-ool akaa, Baldan-Seren, in the

summer of 2018. Then, the seven-year-old Baldan-Seren was riding his horse and gathering

the herd alongside his father, Samba Laŋaa.

Among pastoralists in Tyva, children are accustomed to being around horses since they

are toddlers. First, they sit in a saddle in front of an adult; next, they sit behind the saddle on

the horse’s croup. This way of double riding (uškažïp munarï) helps a kid recognize the

horse’s movements and coordinate his or her body accordingly (e.g., conversation with

horseman Oleg Sambuu, Övür, Tyva, March 2017). This skill comes in handy when learning

to ride independently, which usually begins with bareback (čavïdak) riding. Bareback riding

is assumed to be a safer way of riding, with less chances for a child to become entangled in

the tack.107 Due to the early age at which children begin riding, they are competent riders by

the time they begin attending school. Around age seven, they start riding racehorses; until

recently, most riders used to be boys under 12 years of age.108

In our conversations in Warsaw in 2010 and 2012, journalist Ryszard Badowski shared

his impressions of Tyva where he worked there in 1965 and 1966.109 Pan Ryszard told me a

story about traveling in central Tyva and encountering a little boy, who seemed to be around

the age of four, in the middle of nowhere. The boy walked while leading his horse on a lead

rope. He was crying. Pan Ryszard said that he was surprised when his travel companion, a

107 Becoming entangled in tack is considered potentially the most dangerous of situations and refers to falling
from a horse while a rider’s hand is entangled in a lead rope (attached to a halter) or in the loop reins, or when a
rider’s foot slips into a stirrup and gets stuck. There are measures to prevent such a situation or minimize its
impact: fixing the saddle belts regularly, wearing shoes that can easily be slipped out of if needed, riding
bareback, and warning against entangling tack pieces, e.g., wrapping them around one’s wrist.
108 Recent regulations set the minimum age at 14, an age when the first domestic passports are issued in Russia.
109 Ryszard Badowski (b.1930) is an acclaimed journalist and filmmaker from Poland. His fascination with Tyva
began at the age of ten, when he obtained his first postal stamps issued by the Taŋdï-Tyva People’s Republic.
Ever since, he had dreamed of visiting Tyva (private conversation, Warsaw, 2010). He received a university
degree and worked in different ethnic republics in the USSR. Later, he worked around the world.
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Tyva man, lifted the boy onto the horse’s back and let him proceed alone. He added: “The

boy dismounted and couldn’t climb back into the saddle by himself because he was too small

for that. The only help he needed was for someone to lift him onto the horse.”110 Situations

similar to pan Ryszard’s story are common among pastoralists, where one can see a four- or

five-year-old child riding fast on horseback and entrusted with tasks related to the horse’s

care; however, he or she still requires aid in mounting the horse.

Growing up, kids take responsibility for feasible tasks that can be performed on

horseback: herding the sheep and goat flock, driving cattle to the pasture, and driving

livestock during seasonal transhumance. They engage in a range of horse-related activities:

saddling, hobbling, and tethering horses, gathering a herd, catching equines with a lasso

(children receive a light and short lasso) or a long stick (uruk) with a leather loop, or guarding

a herd at its night pasture.111 These activities often require horse-riding skills, which blurs the

difference between work and play time. A similar lack of distinction between work and

leisure time has been noticed by Bold Bat-Ochir in the context of Mongolian pastoralism:

“The difference between free time and working time is relative” (2001: 63). Speaking from

my emic experience, the possibility to ride a horse prompted me, as a child, to ask for more

tasks that could be done on horseback.

There is an important moment in a child’s development—when children first begin to

learn to ride, they are paired with a gentle and, usually, adult horse. Safety regulations warn

against choosing equines that are young, have recently been trained for riding, or have been

freshly caught from the herd. The former two types are unsuitable because of their

unpredictable behavior; in addition, young animals have yet to become accustomed to joint

human-horse tasks and their geographies. Freshly caught horses have too much energy and

may be difficult to control. An experienced horse ensures a rider’s safety, cooperates in

completing a task, and supports a child in learning. This agrees with the definition proposed

110 Another traveler who was fascinated by the young age of riders in Tyva was the geologist Heikki Väyrynen
from Finland. Consider how he described the racing that he witnessed in northeastern Tožu kožuun, Tyva, in the
summer of 1917: “Extremely worried, we observed races with riders who were younger than five years of age.
Children were lifted up onto a horse’s back and sat there without a saddle, freely kicking their legs. Among
them was one three-year-old kid whose task it was to check upon riders waiting on the steppe a couple of
hundred meters away. It was difficult to believe my eyes, but everything went smoothly, in perfect order and
without any mishaps. However, it was difficult to understand how these children stayed on a horse’s back and
still managed to direct their horses, but, obviously, some succeeded without falling, and the weaker ones arrived
behind them” (Väyrynen 1942: 212–223, my translation).
111 I write it here as uruk, though a local pronunciation allows for two versions—uruk and xuruk. A horse that is
skilled in catching other horses using uruk is defined as urgaačï mal. The practice of guarding horses at their
night pasture is referred to in Tyvan as küzettedir, a night-time horse herder is küzetči (e.g., private conversation
with horseman Roman Aldïn-Xerel, July 2013).
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by the equestrian and anthropologist Gala Argent, who refers to a pairing of an experienced

horse and unexperienced rider, and vice versa, as a rider-horse apprenticeship (Argent 2013:

180).

Learning through Warning Stories and Advice

In some contexts, the learning process combines both first-hand experience and pieces of

advice. These pieces of advice are usually addressed to children and masked as a warning

story or as subtle verbal navigation through a work process. I give examples for each way of

incorporating verbalization in learning. As a child, I was warned by my grandmother against

going to certain places on horseback. For instance, my grandmother told me a story about the

buktar, unfriendly nonhuman nonanimal beings that inhabit a particular location by Lake

Muŋgaš-Xölčük.112 The buktar are active after the sunset and dislike it when riders cross their

territory, so they trap them by tying up the horses’ front legs with invisible hobbles.113 The

story served as a warning against going to that place during the night. However, an

observation of the place, which the story defined as being inhabited by unfriendly beings,

suggests a reason for the restriction—a terrain with hassocks could be dangerous when riding

fast in the dark.114

Apart from warning stories, verbalization helps a child learn to navigate work tasks. As an

example, I discuss here the process of butchering a horse, which we observed in the Taŋdï-

Uula Mountains (video recording, Tes-Xem, Tyva, August 2016). The family of the herders

Nogaan-ool and Aylaŋmaa Soyan were forced to slaughter a young three-year-old stallion.

The individual was supposed to lead his own band in a year or so; however, the stallion had

severely injured his leg, which led to his eventual slaughter. Before that, the owners had

agreed to sell the meat to teachers and workers at the local House of Culture in Samagaltay,

Tes-Xem kožuun’s administrative center. This allowed them to save time and expenses for

112 Buktar is the plural form of buk.
113 Folk sources advise “cutting” the invisible hobbles by slashing a knife between a horse’s legs.
114 My grandmother had also warned me against riding fast in Božalïg, an area with hills south of Lake Šara-
Nuur, by telling the story of a girl whose horse fell while galloping in Božalïg, and the girl had landed next to a
human skull in front of a fox den. While animal dens can be dangerous (I fell several times when my horses
stumbled because of them), one reason for riding carefully in Božalïg was, perhaps, respect for the burial
grounds. An old burial site was located in Božalïg (another site was at Agar Mountain). Air burials–leaving the
body to be consumed by predators–were practiced by the Ak-Erik Soyans until 1951. During our conversation in
the summer of 2019, my grandmother told me about a young nephew who had died in c. 1944. She mentioned
that, at the time, the adults were placed on the ground; however, little children were buried in a shallow grave.
She recalled: “When I was herding sheep in Božalïg, not far from the burial site, I cried because I missed my
little brother so much. He was a healthy three-year-old boy with round cheeks. He died of some stomach
decease.”
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transporting the meat to the market in Kyzyl, though they expected to receive the payment

only in late September. A relative from Samagaltay, the employee at the House of Culture,

came to help; afterwards, he also delivered meat to buyers in the village.

After the adults “cut the breath” of the stallion, the herders’ 13-year-old son Arapčay (b.

2003) skinned and butchered it together with his father.115 Nogaan-ool Suvakovič guided his

son through the process with pieces of advice given in a soft voice: “There is a special place

where you separate carefully. It is not good if you cut incorrectly.” In this manner, they

butchered the horse. During this time, I was helping the mother, Aylaŋmaa Dadar-oolovna,

with cleaning and washing the intestines.116 Soon, only a skin was left on the grass. A

relative, the employee at the House of Culture, carefully rolled and packed the horse’s tail,

saying that it is for musicians in the village, who use the horse hair as strings for the musical

instrument igil.117 Overall, the task of butchering the horse, cleaning the intestines, and

cooking the meat was completed in a couple of hours by a group of five people—two men,

two women, and the boy—through a set of coordinated actions.

This way of teaching a child, which we witnessed among the Tyvan pastoralists, includes

both experience and advice. It differs from David Anderson’s observations about non-verbal

teaching among the Evenki in Northern Siberia. Anderson writes as follows: “To a person

schooled in a formal academic setting, how one ‘learns’ to be a useful herder comes as a bit

of a shock. Knowing reindeer is achieved in a harshly organic manner without tuition, or

words. An apprentice is expected to learn by close observation and through experience”

(2000: 33). I suggest that the observed differences in presence and lack of verbal teaching are

based on the age of the “apprentices.” Anderson conducted research with a reindeer brigade

consisting of adult men. Tyvan pastoralists are families who keep their own livestock, while

their children attend school either in the village or in Kyzyl.118 Learning among pastoralists is

a knowledge exchange between adult kin and a child. In the following section, I refer to

Nogaan-ool and Aylaŋmaa Soyan’s family as a case study to discuss how a pastoralist family

115 The Tyvans avoid using the verb ölürer “to kill” when discussing livestock slaughter. Instead, they use other
means to convey the idea. For example, the above-mentioned expression tïnïn üzer, “to cut the breath,” is used
generally. Often, the slaughtering method is mentioned; e.g., the verbs özeer, “slaughtering a goat or sheep by
cutting the aorta,” and čuškuulaar, which defines a method of slaughtering a horse by detaching an atlas from a
temporal bone and subsequently cutting the jugular vein (Peemot 2017a). The word “to kill” is also avoided
when referring to the hunting of wild animals; e.g., hunting a bear in its den is verbalized as aaldaar “to make a
guest visit” (fieldnotes, Tožu kožuun, July 2019).
116 More on eating horse flesh in Peemot 2017a.
117 An igil is a bowed, two-stringed traditional Tyvan instrument; often a wooden horse head decorates its top.
118 Herding families live as a nuclear family or a family consisting of parents and an adult married child who
share seasonal camping sites. However, it may be different in other conditions; e.g., a reindeer herder with
whom we stayed in summer 2019 in Tožu kožuun was a young unmarried man.
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manages schooling their children in a city while equipping them with the skills required for a

herding life.

Education: Between the Encampment and Town

During our stays with Nogaan-ool and Aylaŋmaa Soyan, we noticed their efforts at educating

their children—both in pastoralist ways of life and academically.119 During our first visit,

there was a small one-person tent next to the yurt. “It is a reading tent,” we were told. The

reading material—Arapčay’s course books and novels in the Tyvan and Russian languages—

were piled on a storage box (aptara) in the yurt. Aylaŋmaa Dadar-oolovna commented that

all three children enjoy reading, and older sisters Buyana and Čayana help Arapčay to brush

up on what he has learned during summer. At the time, both girls were studying for a

bachelor’s degree in the eastern Siberian city of Irkutsk. Buyana was studying for a degree in

law, while Čayana was enrolled in the medical academy.120

During our conversation in June 2018, Aylaŋmaa Dadar-oolovna shared her opinion on

the equal importance of educating children at the school and raising them to be competent in

the herding life. She said that they had bought an apartment in Kyzyl so that their children

could study in town. The children spend vacations with their parents at the seasonal

campsites and have also become quite accustomed to herding work. The mother explained:

“We are raising livestock. It gives us money to educate our children. When a person reaches a

certain age, you understand how wise the older people were. They said that when there is

livestock and a person’s hands are not idle, that a person’s belly is full. Speaking directly,

livestock is cash. … If our sons-in-law are interested in livestock, our daughters know all the

work. While working and living in a city, it is still possible to keep your own livestock. It is

always tastier to eat meat from your own livestock” (video-recorded conversation, Tyva,

2018).121 The following paragraphs focus on the family’s youngest child, their son Arapčay,

119 Aylaŋmaa Soyan has a university degree in physical education. Before marriage, she worked as a PE teacher
in the Ak-Erik school and actively participated in sports competitions with her students. Nogaan-ool Soyan has
been a herder all his life; he knows livestock well. He speaks Mongolian, which he learned from his parents. He
is an observant and knowledgeable storyteller.
120 In 2018, Buyana received a university degree and began to work in a court of law in one of the western
Tyvan provinces. Čayana took maternity leave in 2018, after her daughter had been born a year earlier.
121 The original in Tyvan reads as follows: “Ынчап амыдырап, мал-маганывысты өстүрүп, ооң акшазы-биле
ажы-төлүвүстү эртем-билиг чедирип тур бис.Мал бар-ла болза, кижиниң холу шимчеп-ле чоруур болза,
кижиниң хырны тодар деп бо кижи назын шору улгадып кээрге, угаап билип, улуг улустуң чугаазының
чөптүүн бодап орар.Мал дээрге ам, дорту-биле чугаалаарга, бо үеде дириг акша апарган үе-дир. …
Күдээлеривис-ле малга сонуургалдыг болза, уругларывыс шупту ажылды билир. Хоорайга ажылдап
чурттаза-даа, малын база тудуп болгай. Боттуң малының эъдин безин чиирге, амданныг боор.”
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to discuss his skills as a herder and his school and sport hobbies in Kyzyl. I rely here on

observations during our stay with the family in summer 2018. At the time, Arapčay was 15

years old.

In mornings and evenings, Arapčay helped his mother with milking the cows. His task

involved releasing a calf, letting it nurse until the cow’s udder became full, and then tethering

it.122 During the daytime, Arapčay was engaged in various tasks. He went with his father to

the forest on horseback to cut and drag dry firewood back to the yurt; later, at the campsite,

he assisted in sawing and chopping the wood. Arapčay herded the sheep flock and drove the

sheep and cattle to the pasture and watering place. He also slaughtered the sheep for food.123

Arapčay and his sister Čayana had been shearing sheep for a couple of days at the time of my

visit. It is understood as mandatory that guests participate in this type of works, so Robbie

and I sheared some sheep too. I noticed that I was significantly less skilled in shearing than

Čayana and Arapčay. They sheared 23 to 26 animals each, while I was still finishing my sixth

sheep.124 Arapčay likewise took care of the horses: he tethered, saddled, and watered them.

He also checked upon two stallion bands that were grazing separately in the nearby area; the

third band was spending summer by itself far up in the Taŋdï-Uula Mountains.

One afternoon, we asked Arapčay to guide us to the top of Xayalïg-Semis-Tey Mountain;

the family’s summer camping site was in its foothills. To avoid climbing up the steep slope,

we took an encircling route. Along the way, Arapčay commented on the environment. He told

us that the hill nearest to the yurt is called Xaraar-Tey “A Hill for Looking About” because it

gives a good view of the surrounding area when looking for livestock. Further along, he

stopped at a ridge and pointed to a rocky spot on the slope: “The vultures ate a nanny goat

with its newborn kid two days ago there. They must have targeted the goat because she had

strayed from the flock. Around thirty vultures were circling above this spot, so it was easy to

find what little they left of the goat and kid.” The vulture, which was flying low above our

heads at the time, descended into the narrow valley. Two others followed. The large birds did

not seem distracted by the presence of three people moving a couple of hundred meters away

from them.

122 The process of preparing a cow for milking (inekti edireri) includes releasing a calf and letting it nurse until
the udder is full. Then, the calf is tethered. After the mother is milked, the calf is released so it can nurse more.
123 In herding families, the boys assist adults in slaughtering livestock already at a young age. Around the age of
12, they start learning to slaughter and butcher sheep and goats. Fifteen-year-old Arapčay was skilled in this
task, so he did not need any help or advice from his father.
124 I briefly distinguish between the tasks in a previous publication (Peemot 2019: 54–55).
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While making our way through a dense thicket on the sunny southeastern slope of

Xayalïg-Semis-Tey, we were discussing Arapčay’s school assignment. The previous autumn

he had written a research paper about making a Tyvan whip (kïmčï) out of wood and leather;

he presented it and won prizes at conferences in Kyzyl and Irkutsk.125 The thicket that we

were traveling through was a growth of two plants—söösken and ïrgay—which are used as a

kïmčï whip’s handle.126 When I asked Arapčay if we were at the spot where he cuts söösken

for his whips, he answered that he does not know because his father cuts the söösken.

Nevertheless, the boy knew how to cut söösken. He explained:

First, one pulls some hair from his horse’s tail and ties it to a tree. It is a way of
asking your homeland (Oran-Taŋdï) [for permission to the cut söösken]. One can
cut a piece of a suitable size. The right length is measured by placing one palm on
another while reciting the words “Where do you go? I am going up the mountain
ridge. What are you going to do? I am going to cut a handle for my whip. One for
me, one for you.”127

Arapčay placed his palms one on top of the in such a way that one palm was equal to

approximately four ilig.128 He did it six times, saying: “My father tells that only this much is

used. Whips of all people are of this length. Well, it depends on the person’s palm, older

sister.”129 Once we reached the mountain’s top, Arapčay briefly introduced the surrounding

areas—the valley on the mountain’s northern side where their sheep grazed in the morning;

his father’s younger brother had a summer site there as well. Arapčay showed the

approximate route taken by their third stallion band, which goes deeper into the taiga in a

northwestern direction and, by the end of August, descends to the Tes River.

When we returned to the yurt, I noticed that a whip with a söösken handle had been

placed in the respected dör area next to an iron horse brand (taŋma) and Arapčay’s traditional

125 Previously, Arapčay had written a paper about way-finding on the steppe. In late summer of 2018, he was
planning to document and write a paper about making the Tyvan dairy product čökpek (a mix of dried ricotta
type cheese (aaržï) and butter (saržag) boiled together until it reaches a porridge-like condition, after which it is
stored in a specially prepared sheep rumen).
126 Both ïrgay amelanchier and söösken spiraea belong to the Rosaceae family. Söösken is a respected plant.
Relationships with respected plants are embedded in exchanges with sentient homelands. Therefore,
disrespecting these plants may displease them and cause various misfortunes.
127 The original in Tyvan reads as follows: “Эгезинде мунуп чораан аъдының кудуруундан баглап алгаш,
оран-таңдыдан дилеп аар дээн ышкаш. Кымчының узунун шилип аар даан угбай.
Кай баарың? Сын үнейн. Чүү канчаарың? Кымчы сывы кезип алыйн.Меңээ бирээ,
Сээ бирээ.”
128 Ilig is a Tyvan measurement unit equal to the width of a finger. Ilig is similar to “a digit” in English.
129 The original in Tyvan reads as follows: “Чүгле ол хирени хереглээр боор дээр ачам. Бо хире боор.
Шупту кижилерниң кымчызы бо хире боор. Харын, ол кижиниң адыжындан хамааржыр-дир ийин,
угбай.”
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xüreš wrestling outfit (sodak-šudak), which was neatly rolled up.130 The assemblage—two

horse tack items and the boy’s sodak-šudak—and its location in the yurt’s hierarchically

arranged space are incidental. They point at the great symbolic value of the items in relation

to horsemanship and masculinity.

About a month later, we joined the family during a competition in Tyvan wrestling, a

part of the annual Naadïm festival, which took place in Kyzyl. One hundred twenty-eight

boys under the age of 18 competed in the xureš, where they were divided into groups

according to their birth years. Arapčay came with several friends of the same age, all wearing

their sodak-šudak and Tyvan boots (kadïg-idik). Arapčay ultimately was one of only 16 boys

remaining in the competition; however, he lost to a boy who, compared to him, was rather

small. Aylaŋmaa Dadar-oolovna had been observing from a front-row seat. When her son

joined her, she advised him: “Do not hurry when wrestling and do not disregard your

Figure 6. Arapčay (right) is butchering a goat with help of his friend (the Taŋdï-Uula
Mountains, Tyva, June 2018).

130 Dör is an area opposite to the yurt’s entrance; it is considered a respected place, where guests enter only by
invitation. More on a yurt’s landscape in Peemot (2019) and part five of the dissertation.
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competitor despite his appearance.” She explained that her son had obviously taken the last

competitor lightly because of the boy’s appearance—shorter in height and more slightly built

than Arapčay; that is why he had attempted to defeat him quickly. Aylaŋmaa Dadar-oolovna

told us that Arapčay has been attending a judo and Tyvan xureš courses since he was in the

elementary school. In one of our conversations, Aylaŋmaa Dadar-oolovna and Nogaan-ool

Suvakovič shared their belief that it is possible to teach children all the skills necessary for

herding life without them missing out on their school education. They hoped that their

children would receive university degrees and find jobs in a city while still managing to keep

their own livestock. All three children owned animals among the family’s livestock: cattle,

sheep, and horses.

Human-Horse Sensory Learning

In the previous section, I discussed becoming acquainted with horses at an early age in terms

of Tyvan pedagogy—how adults teach their children pastoralist skills. The process of

acquiring skills in horsemanship can equally be approached as interspecies learning. In the

current section, I study interspecies learning and suggest that it makes use of human-horse

experience, which allows for multiple ways of knowing each other. Here, I emphasize

sensory knowing. I start with observations on sociality as a factor engendering human-horse

bonds. Next, I investigate interspecies learning through practical engagements. I draw on

Tyvan approaches to human-horse learning and on works by researchers in the social

sciences and animal studies who define themselves as equestrians and bring forward their

emic experiences in the study of relationships with horses (e.g., Game 2001; Grandin &

Johnson 2009; Grandin & Deesing 2014; Argent 2011 & 2012; Thompson 2019).

Scholars focusing on human-horse relationships emphasize both species’ sociality.131

Temple Grandin, a researcher in the animal sciences, points out that the shared ability to

socialize engendered such human-horse bonds in the first place as one of conditions for

domestication:

The horse's sociability is what made it an animal that could be domesticated in the
first place. Out of 148 large mammals weighing over a hundred pounds that might

131 Existing horse husbandry practices in Tyva take into consideration a herd’s social structure: the herd is led by
a stallion, with its core consisting of mares and their offspring; geldings stay with the maternal herd, while
young stallions leave to form their own bands (e.g., “counting” stallion bands with Vladimir Orus-ool in Šara-
Nuur, June 2019).
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have been domesticated by people, only fourteen actually were domesticated,
although people tried to domesticate a lot more than that. Out of those fourteen,
only five became important in every part of the world: cows, pigs, sheep, goats,
and horses. One of the main things that makes a wild animal a "candidate" for
domestication is that the animal has to be highly sociable by nature. No large
solitary species has ever been domesticated. All of the fourteen are herd animals
with clear dominance hierarchies that can transfer the dominant position to a person
and follow the person instead of another animal in the herd.

(Grandin & Johnson 2009: 119)

Anthropologist Gala Argent likewise makes the following observation: “Horses share

social characteristics and needs with humans, use similar nonverbal communication

modalities to meet these needs, and can choose members of other species as friends. Because

of this, they are able to come together with humans through a co-created and understood

embodied language, potent in its ability to create relational meaning, and compelling in

affective force” (2012: 111–128). In another publication, which vividly reconstructs the

relational and emotional background to the ritual slaughtering of horses as a means for them

to “follow” their deceased owners into the afterlife, Argent discusses interspecies

embodiments and intersociality (Argent 2016: 21–30). She draws an attention to the tendency

to extend relationships beyond one species and reveals how humans and horses engage

empathetically with one another and get to know each other through interspecies experiences.

As an example, she describes riding as “the embodied act of riding” when a rider and horse

are especially close to each other physically (Argent 2016: 23). She writes, “Riding takes

place in the zone of intimate space that is reserved in both species for friends and lovers. For

both comfort and safety, horse and rider must move together as one, in rhythm and

synchrony, and horses can actively participate in this,” suggesting that this spatial proximity

leads to “fostering feelings of connection, boundary loss, and joined identity” (Argent 2016:

23). This joining of human-horse identities has been defined by Ann Game as the

“embodying centaur” (2001: 1–12). Giving her equestrian perspective on riding as an

inherently interspecies experience, Game writes: “There are an infinite number of possible

monster forms, but the centaur is one that really works: our bodies know the centaur, we can

live the mixing of the centaur” (Game 2001: 3, emphasis in original). She further discusses

how training “always involves a mixing of human and horse society” (Game 2001: 3).

Experience-based learning among pastoralists relies on both cognitive and physical

abilities. This notion is a basic one considering the fact that cognitive scientists have

observed the phenomenological inseparability of mind and body with respect to biological
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matter (Lakoff and Johnson 1999: 18). David Dillard-Wright argues the following:

“Understanding minds requires including all the processes that make brains possible. If the

body is instrumental to the brain, it is equally instrumental to the mind. … Mind requires

body, requires a network of relationships with the outside world.Mind is inherently social,

and I mean this in the sense of a ‘general sociality’ that includes any sort of vital or semiotic

exchange with the surround” (2012: 201, emphasis in original). Animal studies researchers

have expanded this discussion on inherently social minds to include the interspecies sociality.

In the opinion of Temple Grandin, “the surroundings” profoundly impact the interspecies

sociality. Grandin, who prioritizes sensory-based interactions with horses, writes:

Many times I have told my students that to understand animals you need to get
away from language and think in pictures, sounds, touch sensations, smells, and
tastes. Everybody who works with horses can learn to be more sensory-based in
their relationship with horses. Sit in a quiet place and visualize your horse. What
does he look like when he is doing different things?What does his breathing sound
like? How does his skin feel when you stroke him? Then when you work with your
horse, keep the sensory details in your mind.

(Grandin & Johnson 2009: 123)

The importance of sensory-based interactions when learning with horses in pastoralist

communities was brought to my attention in conversations with horsemen during my field

research. The important insight emerged during discussions with them—the horsemen listed

in detail specifics of a racehorse’s body conformation: its head, legs, chest, and nostrils (e.g.,

conversations with Sergey Ïnaalay and Roman Aldïn-Xerel, Tyva, 2015). Čimed Dondog

noted that there are five different types of a horse’s head, with the form of the head indicating

the qualities of a horse (Mongolia, 2016). He observed, for instance, that the best horses have

a “moose head,” which is also known as a “sheep head.”

The horsemen pointed out to me that a horse’s body provides information about its

homelands. For instance, the teeth “inform” a person as to whether a horse’s home landscapes

are mountains or steppes. Further, the horsemen talked about distinguishing between animals

of different ages and sexes by their voices.132 In addition, they recognized the voices of the

individual equines with whom they interact regularly. Moreover, the horsemen explained that

a horse’s voice communicates various information; it either communicates signals about the

surrounding situation in general (e.g., about an approaching horse herd, danger, something

132 We study kin listening and voicing in our upcoming joint paper. My research partner, ethnomusicologist
Robert O. Beahrs, studies listening and voices in interspecies communities in the Sayan and Altay mountainous
region of Inner Asia.
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unusual happening) or is addressed specifically to the owner. In these explanations, the

horsemen referred to different types of equine vocalizations: kišteer “to neigh,” bïlgïrar “to

snort,” and oranïr “to nicker” (e.g., conversation with father and son Andrey and Alexey

Bïzaakay, Tyva, 2015). The racehorse breeder and trainer Sergey Ïnaalay defined oranïr as

“an inner, nasal voice produced with the closed mouth,” used by a horse to communicate a

need to eat and drink or to inform a person “about a missed time to release it into the pasture”

(audio-recorded interview, Tyva, 2015). In addition to a horse’s voices, the sounds produced

by moving horses are informative too. For instance, the rhythm of horse hooves as they beat

the ground “tells” about the gait and speed of a horse. Alexey Bïzaakay explained that he can

tell when his horses are spooked by some danger without visually observing them, only

listening to them: the spooked herd takes off from the place in a sudden and hurried

movement, which creates a particular sonic picture (Tyva, 2015).133

Sergey Ïnaalay mentioned taste when discussing horse sweat (Tyva, 2015). In his

analysis, the horseman pays close attention to the clarity and composition of the sweat

(opaque, transparent, dense, foam-like, water-like) and its taste. I provide here an excerpt

from his story about training a racehorse; in this excerpt, Sergey Ïnaalay talks about a horse’s

condition during the training period:

It is much work to train a racehorse. It requires one to twomonths. If a horse is fat,
it takes from 45 to 60 days to train him.… Keeping in mind the time when Naadïm
starts, you begin training at least a month before. During that month, several types
of sweat are emitted [from the horse’s body]. Training a racehorse begins with
cleaning [its body] of waste products and sweat: mud sweat, foam sweat, oil sweat,
water sweat. Altogether, there are seven different types of sweat. You observe how
the horse’s sweat is changing and adjust the [intensity of the] training race (üzürge)
accordingly. In doing so, you shape your horse’s strength into its best condition. If
the horse is in the right condition, his sweat is as clear as water and without a salty
taste.

(audio-recorded interview, Eržin kožuun, Tyva, 2015)

The way in which horsemen rely on their horses to obtain information prioritizes a form

of sensory learning that implies the physical proximity of two species and long-term

133 The significance of the sound of horse hooves can be conceptualized further, for instance to frame
discussions on how the sounds and voices contribute to interspecies identifications and belonging. I refer here to
the words of an interlocutor who commented on encountering a large herd consisting of several hundred horses,
which had made its way to the watering place, a fresh-water lake by her encampment at Šara-Nuur. She told me
that when numerous horses ran, their hooves shook the ground and lifted clouds of dust that obscured the sun;
and the sound of the hooves can be overwhelming. She commented, “It felt like something ancient, like a scene
from the old epic stories” (personal communication, Tyva, 2013).
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familiarity. In the following chapter, I discuss how the language of the horsemen affords

human-horse experiences and sensory knowledge of each other.

Chapter 6. Interspecies Experiences in the Language of Horsemen

Introduction

My research focus on the human-nonhuman relationship presents a constant challenge —the

necessity to listen, speak, and write about nonhumans. Perhaps Tyvan herders do not often

write about their horses, but they do speak about and listen to stories about horses in the

Tyvan language and employ a rich equine lexicon. In analyzing and interpreting my

fieldwork experiences, I have come to understand that language—and perhaps Indigenous

languages in particular—affords certain ways of knowing nonhumans. The Tyvan language

makes it possible to know equines as individuals with certain physical and behavioral traits.

This knowledge emerges at the intersection of the human-equine experiences discussed in the

previous chapter. In coming to this understanding, I have been influenced by the linguist K.

David Harrison, who discusses the impact of environment on languages, including Tyvan. He

writes:

What these languages do … is much more than simply naming the menagerie,
calling ‘lion’ and ‘tiger’ by their names. They afford strategies of packaging
information, organizing it into hierarchies, and embedding it within names. The
longer a particular people have inhabited and made use of an ecological niche and
practiced a particular lifeway, the more likely theywill have applied their linguistic
genius to describing that ecosystem.

(Harrison 2007: 24–25)

In this chapter, I draw on Harrison’s observation about language affordances to study how

the Tyvan language informs the human-horse relationship, which emerges through everyday

interspecies engagements. First, I discuss how the Tyvan language’s lexicon reveals a refined

knowledge of equines, which the Tyva people have acquired by virtue of inhabiting and

making use of the steppe and mountains and practicing horse husbandry. Second, I

demonstrate how contextualization in multispecies relationships and embodied sensory

experiences with horses contribute to meaning-making and the pragmatic competence of

speakers. I suggest that my miscommunication with Dörbet-ool and a rough ride with his

Kalčan-Xüreŋ, discussed at the beginning of part III, resulted from my relational
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decontextualization. I overlooked the importance of non-verbal factors—namely, customary

regulations regarding the relationship between the horse’s owner and myself—that supported

meaning-making in the conversation. Third, I discuss how equine-related lexical knowledge

has endured despite social and economic changes in the 20th century but is also at risk of

being lost by urban lifeways.

Not Every Horse is a Horse

I start my discussion with the main words that define a horse in Tyvan—čïlgï and a’t—and

continue with the gender- and age-specific lexicon.134 A distinction exists in how čïlgï and a’t

are used within herding communities and outside of them, as I was reminded at the beginning

of my studies. As part of my investigation into human-equine relationships in my homeland, I

had to learn again how to speak about equines properly. My teachers were horsemen who

casually corrected me during our conversations. An exemplary situation occurred in 2016,

when I returned to Finland after fieldwork and still had questions about the economics of

horse husbandry. I wrote an email to Vladimir Orus-ool, who answered my questions;

however, his letter ended with a piece of advice about the necessity to correct my equine-

related vocabulary. I include here an excerpt, which I have translated into English while

keeping the “equine” words in Tyvan:

Since your research is about horses (čïlgï-mal), and, in addition, because you are a
Soyan, Iwill advise you to name the horses (čïlgï-mal) properly. In the present day,
Tyva people poorly know animals and often name them incorrectly. … For
instance, 90 percent of Tyvans use the word a’ttar when speaking about horses. It
is wrong. People see a herd on the steppe and say: “A’ttar o’ttap čorlar.” They
mean that the horses are grazing. In fact, it might be that there is not a single horse
(a’t) in that herd (čïlgï-mal), which consists of stallions (askïrlar), mares (beler),
foals (kulunnar), and fillies (kïzïraktar). A’t is a gelded male, suitable for riding,
harnessing, and working. Stallions and mares are ridden, too, but they are not called
a’ttar. It is said: “He or she is riding a stallion (askïr). He or she is riding a mare
(be).” The knowledgeable people say that mares are suitable for riding. Mares are
especially good for catching other horses (čïlgï-mal) and geldings (a’ttar). It is said
that experienced mares would not let them get away. These kinds of horses and
mares are called urgaačï: urgaačï a’t, urgaačï be, or simply urgaa.

(Private correspondence, December 1, 2016)

134 The appendix presents the vocabulary that Tyvan horsemen use to refer to the horse’s skeleton, body parts,
coat colors, markings, gaits, and characteristics of movement. The appendix does not cover fully all equine-
related lexica in the Tyvan language.
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On the surface, the correspondence offers the lesson that “not every horse is a gelding

when you speak in Tyvan about horses.” The Tyva in the linguistic sense are similar to other

peoples, whose dependence on the natural environment is manifested in their language. This

linguistic advice from Vladimir Orus-ool did not come out of the blue. It was dictated by his

observations on the language that I used in our conversations and correspondence. Other

herders also corrected me when I used the word a’t “horse.” For instance, when I used the

word a’t to ask about the importance of horses in general, the horseman Čimed Dondog

corrected me, answering in his Tsengel dialect of the Tyvan language: “It is čïlgï, not a

gelding horse (a’t); it is čïlgï” (video-recorded conversation, Bayan Ölgiy, Mongolia, July

2016). Most herders-interlocutors reserved a limited meaning for the word a’t as “an adult

gelding.” They used čïlgï in different contexts: when referring to the species’ generic name,

to define an equine regardless of its age and gender, and to speak about “a herd of horses”

(one or more stallion bands). Etymology helps to clarify the distinctions between both words,

which are common in different Turkic languages with phonetic variations. The linguist Boris

Tatarintsev linked a’t to the noun *aqta “a gelding.” He has suggested a similarity between

the words a’t “a gelding horse” and atan “a working castrated camel.” He noticed that the

latter is related to *at- “to castrate” and that both a’t and atan could be the result of

converting the verbal stem to the nominal case (Tatarintsev 2015 [2000]: 159–160). To

compare, a castrated camel in Tyva is adan; aktalaar is “to castrate.” The herders often speak

of “a race between (gelding) horses” (a’t čarïžï); the definition matches the custom of racing

only geldings.

The semantic development of the word čïlgï has been reconstructed by the Russian

linguist Tšerbak. He wrote: “In the old texts, the name jïlkï is opposed to the names for all

domesticated animals except a horse; this suggests that it relates to the concept of a “horse”

(1961: 84). Alongside čïlgï, the noun mal denominates an equine regardless of its gender and

age; it also means “livestock” (Tatarintsev 2008: 54–5).135 In the equine-centered lifeworlds

of horsemen, the word čïlgï connects equines and horsemen (čïlgïčï).My interlocutors

identified themselves as the čïlgïčï, a herder whose primary occupation is equine husbandry,

though all horsemen keep different livestock: sheep, goats, and cows (and/or yaks in different

ecologies). In our conversations, the horsemen emphasized that herding equines and herding

135 The etymology of equine-related words in the Tyvan language is mostly Turkic with some Mongolian input,
and borrowings from a third language through Turkic or Mongolian; e.g., the noun mal, which is used in Tyvan
for “livestock” was borrowed through Mongolian from Arabic, where it means “property, stock” (Tatarintsev
2008: 54) Except for a few examples provided in this part of the dissertation, an etymological analysis of equine
terminology is beyond the scope of the present study.
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other domesticated species require different skills; thus, čïlgïčï is distinguished from a

livestock herder in general.

Having defined how Tyvan horsemen refer to equines in general, I focus on the lexical

groups that define equines to demonstrate other approaches to them as individuals and an

ability of the language to afford complex ways of knowing significant nonhumans. The first

group consists of words that convey information about the age, gender, and fertility of

equines. In the following short excerpt from our conversation, the horseman Nogaan-ool

Soyan talks about his herd while taking into consideration the age and gender diversity of the

horses. It was in the summer grounds, and one stallion-band was roaming unattended in the

Taŋdï-Uula mountain range; the horseman talked about other stallion bands that were moving

in the vicinity of the family’s summer site.

There are two stallion bands here. They spend the nights in a shared corral, and in
the mornings they are released; each stallion is separated into its own band and
driven away. There are different equines in one band: young ones, small ones,
mares, horses. The majority are the mares’ offspring, her yearling, weanling, foal,
geldings of different ages, mares of different ages. They line up behind their mother
and follow her; they are so beautiful. … I do not teach females riding. I teach
geldings—those that allow the teaching; there is not enough power to teach some
horses [if they do not accept teaching].

(audio-recorded conversation, Tes-Xem, Tyva, June 2015)

In the above quote, Nogaan-ool Suvakovič defined his herd through the social organization of

a stallion band. A stallion is askïr; the expression askïr öörü čïlgï defines a group of equines

led by a stallion. A stallion band consists of 30 to 40 animals on average; adult mares (be,

beler in plural) form the core of the band together with their offspring of different genders

and ages. Young equines are called similarly, with the occasional addition of the words kïs

“female” or er “male”: a newly born foal is called kulun; a yearling before its mane and tail

have been trimmed is called sarbaa; and a two-year-old is called bogba or čavaa. Lexical

distinctions appear when equines reach a reproductive age: kïzïrak is a filly, a young female,

before her first foaling; an adult barren mare is called suvay be or kïzïr be; a three-year-old

gelding is called day. When speaking with herders about equines, they use a vocabulary that

allows them to specify between individual horses based on their exterior features and

behavior.

Knowledge of an equine’s age and gender can be accessed visually; knowing more

about an equine’s behavior and physical characteristics, however, requires first-hand
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interspecies engagements. For instance, a comprehensive vocabulary is used to define an

equine’s gaits, movements, and behavior when riding. It reveals the horsemen’s sensory

knowledge of their equines. Some knowledge is possible only based on the physical

experience of riding a horse, though not exclusively (gaits can be observed visually). I refer

to my emic experience to demonstrate how the Tyvan language makes it possible to know

horses through first-hand practical engagements. I share memories of four equines from my

grandfather’s herd, with an emphasis on their behavior and movements. I would not have

gained this knowledge without riding with them regularly.

Xoor was one of the first equines with whom I learned to ride. She was a yellow
dun-colored (xoor) mare with a dorsal stripe. Xoor was gentle (čaaš), smooth-
gaited (čïmčak čoruktug), and agile (ïlgïn). She was easily spooked (xoyar). She
became spooked after being entangled in wire. Xoor signaled possible danger with
all of her body: pricked ears, turning the head, and frequent mismatched steps.

Šïmaš-Ala was a gelding with a chestnut-and-white coat. Theword šïmaš describes
his ears as “short.” Tallish (araazay) in stature, Šïmaš-Ala was gentle, agile, and
hard-mouthed (aksï kadïg). He had the habit of bolting (askïmnaar). In addition,
Šïmaš-Ala was hard-gaited (čoruu kadïg), which made riding with him at a fast
walk, trot, or canter uncomfortable. However, the hardness of his gait was
undetectable when Šïmaš-Ala ran at a fast gallop.

Oyala was a spirited (xey-a’ttïg) gelding with white spots on his dark grullo coat.
He was agile and eager to run. While I mounted him, Oyala would twirl around
(eergiištelir), and when forced into walk, he would prance.

Čeler-Šilgi was my favorite. He had a chestnut (šilgi) coat and preferred to trot
(čeler). His trot was smooth and fast. Čeler-Šilgi was gentle, hard-mouthed, and
had the habit of bolting.

These brief descriptions of my equine acquittances reveal that some knowledge, for instance

the specifics of movement, refers to interspecies experiences. I would not be able to fully

comprehend the affordances of my mother tongue in defining equines without having

interacted with them. The shared experiences allowed me to employ my senses when learning

with equines, thus ensuring my pragmatic competence in conversations with horsemen.

However, I experienced a breakdown in pragmatic competence when discussing Kalčan-

Xüreŋ with my cousin, Dörbet-ool. The following section investigates the possible reason for

my failure to fit into the local network of meanings—relational decontextualization.
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Relational (De) contextualization

I approach the language of the Ak-Erik herdsmen as a dynamic process of producing

meanings that responds to a multiplicity of existing interspecies experiences. Meaning-

making in equine-related conversations depends on contextualization of a speaker and a

listener who share a common ground. The domains of contextualization vary. While a

broader audience has general knowledge of equines, some information clusters are intelligible

only to the breeders and trainers of racehorses. Then, there is knowledge that is shared at the

level of a herding community: the approximate number and coat colors of the herds in a

certain area, the entanglements of human-horse life stories, and the habits of equine-persons.

In addition, kin relationships are a part of the context as well because customary regulations

define the proper forms of communication among kin of different ages. When doing research

among my paternal Soyan clan, I perform my kinship ties through linguistic means, too. This

demonstrates how research is interwoven in the complex web of multi-generational kinship

relationships of the Ak-Erik herders.136 I explain it through my relations to Kalčan-Xüreŋ’s

owner, Dörbet-ool Aldïn-Xerel. Dörbet-ool and I share paternal great grandparents. He is my

younger kin, and I address him as duŋmam “(my) younger kin.” His parents are my older

sister-in-law Roza (čeŋgem) and my uncle Roman (akaam), my grandmother’s nephew.

Dörbet-ool addresses me as ugbay “older sister” and his father refers to me as duŋmam “my

younger kin.” To Roza čeŋgey, I am the husband’s younger kin (čuržu).

In addition to using kinship terminology, speakers demonstrate an awareness of the

guest-host relationships and age difference. These nuances affecting the relationship between

participants in a speech event also impact ways of speaking about horses. Relational

decontextualization in a conversation (about horses) results in impaired pragmatic

competence. Perhaps this is the answer to the question that I posed previously: “Why did our

communication about Kalchan-Xüreŋ fail?” I have lived abroad long enough to partially lose

sensibility to the relational context when discussing equines. During that non-informative talk

about Kalčan-Xüreŋ, I had overlooked the context: the guest-host relationship and age

difference between me and Dörbet-ool. I was staying with his family, so he was my host and

I was his guest. In addition, Dörbet-ool is younger than me, so we address each other as “my

older sister” and “my younger sibling.” According to Tyvan customs, declining the request of

an older person or a guest is impolite. If Dörbet-ool had told me that his horse was bolting

and hard-mouthed, it could have been interpreted as him discouraging my interest in the

136 Part IV discusses specifically the entanglement of the horsemen and horse lineages.
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horse and questioning my riding skills. In this situation, it was my obligation to initiate a talk

about the horse’s special traits, and I failed. An acknowledgement of human-human and

human-horse interspecies relationships is paramount for pragmatic competence in

contextualized meaning-making, whether its participants are herders only or when knowledge

is shared between a herder and a researcher who is related as kin or guest.

(Dis) continuities in Lifeways and Language

Losses in the equine-related vocabulary of the Tyvan language are an outcome of the political

and economic changes that have occurred within a relatively short period in Tyva and

affected interspecies communities. My grandparents, who were born between 1926 and 1930,

owned livestock privately in the pre-socialist independent Tyva. They experienced the violent

political repressions of the late 1930s, when livestock was confiscated and re-distributed, and

multispecies relationships were reconfigured. Human-nonhuman relationships, already

severed during the time of collectivization and political repression, continued to be altered

from 1944 to 1991, when Tyva was a part of the Soviet Union, “the most psychologically

intrusive empire the world had ever seen” (Vitebsky 2005: 382). When the Soviet Union

dissolved in 1991, livestock returned to private ownership. Since the 1990s, the Ak-Erik

herders have amended their relationships with equines by investing considerable effort into

restoring equine lineages and horsemanship skills and by supporting the language that

encompasses human-equine experiences and embodied knowledge.137

Today, the situation is ambiguous: on the one hand, horse husbandry and racing are

associated with prestige and are gaining in popularity. On the other hand, though, roughly

half of the republic’s population lives in the capital city of Kyzyl and nearby municipalities,

with limited access to the livestock herding life. The latter situation weakens human

connections with horses and landscapes and limits ways of gaining embodied interspecies

experiences, leaving the affordances of the language inactive. Equines and equine-related

practices are instrumental for the well-being of the language and the identity of the Tyva

people as mobile pastoralists. Discontinuities in human-equine relationships result in both

language loss and identity loss. In urban environments, people lack regular interactions with

equines and lexical knowledge of equines is being forgotten. I have experienced this loss

137 Part VI of the dissertation discusses how changing political circumstances impact the human-nonhuman
communities in Tyva.
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myself. Despite my upbringing in a herding community and my former fluency in the equine-

related language, decades of urban life have severed my sensibility to the equine-related

cluster of my mother tongue. I had to re-acquire this sensibility when conducting research

with horsemen about horses.

Conclusion

In Part III, I discussed the Tyvan pedagogy among pastoralist communities, learning in

human-horse relationships, and language affordances. I pointed out that pastoralist

communities prefer first-hand experience when educating their children about herding life

and horsemanship in particular. Verbal support in learning comes in the form of pieces of

advice or short stories, which often serve to warn children about potentially dangerous

practices. I have further focused on first-hand experiences in learning between humans and

horses. I discussed how Tyvan horsemen employ various senses in learning with horses;

being in spatial proximity to one another makes it possible to know horses as individuals with

specific behaviors and physical traits. I think that Tim Ingold’s approach to knowledge

production as a continuous process dependent on relations and mutual cognitive ground is

relevant to human-nonhuman co-learning in Inner Asia too. He writes:

[F]ar from being copied, ready-made, into the mind in advance of its encounter
with the world, knowledge is perpetually “under construction” within the field of
relations established through the immersion of the actor–perceiver in a certain
environmental context. Knowledge, in this view, is not transmitted as a complex
structure but is the ever emergent product of a complex process. It is not so much
replicated as reproduced.

(Ingold 2011: 159)

Part III has investigated ways of learning in which humans and horses come to know each

other. I emphasized that ways of knowing rely on the long-term relationship between

pastoralists and their horses and homelands. Following parts IV and V discuss the Tyvan

horsemen’s understanding of their relationships with horses and sentient homelands as a part

of land-based human-nonhuman kinship. Part VI discusses belonging between pastoralists,

horses, and their shared homelands by exploring the story of arguably the most famous

equine in Tyva—the racehorse Ezir Kara, who belonged with the Soyan clan and its

homelands in southern Tyva.
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Part IV. Becoming With: A Horse’s Proximity to Homelands and Humans

I cannot ride a horse anymore, so I cannot work.

What is the use in living?

Words of greeting from my maternal grandfather

Danzurun Ivan Simčitovič (1927–2018)

when we met in the summer of 2014.138

Introduction. Triangulation of Interspecies Bonds with Sentient Landscapes

In Part IV, I study the Tyvan horsemen’s understanding of their equines as simultaneously

close to sentient landscapes and humans.139 This defines the horse’s high symbolic value and

triangulates the human-horse relationship with a superordinate nonhuman nonanimal being—

a master of homeland (čer eezi). In other words, the human-horse relationship is embedded in

the moral economy of land-based, human-nonhuman kinship. Therefore, the study of human-

horse bonds requires a complex approach that acknowledges the triadic belonging between

herders, horses, and landscapes. I now discuss the horse’s ambiguous position within the

triadic relationship in the following two chapters.

Chapter 7 explores the proximity of equines to landscapes and their superordinate

nonhuman nonanimal masters. Several Indigenous concepts and practices help me to

investigate the horse’s proximity to landscapes: an innate gift for horses (malga čayalga),

which defines a horseman (čïlgïčï); understanding a horse as the superordinate nonhumans’

gift to mankind; the horse’s status as an embodiment of its owner’s and multispecies aal

community’s life energy (xey-a’t); and consecration of the horse (ïdïktaar).

Chapter 8 studies the horse’s proximity to humans. It starts with an inquiry into the social

significance of equines, which is marked by the expression “a beloved horse” (xayïraldïg

mal) in the Tyvan language. In addition, I study how regulating the human-horse relationship

138 I met my grandfather, 87 years old at the time, at his youngest daughter Darisu’s apartment in Kyzyl, where
he had stayed for the previous winter and spring. Before that, my grandfather had lived at my aunt Darisu’s
encampment, where he oversaw the daily routine of taking care of livestock and helped herd or drive animals
despite difficulties with mounting a horse; he used a stump to get into the saddle. In Tyvan, his words were,
“A’ttanïp šïdavastaan, ažïl kïlbastaan, čurttaan ažïï čül?”
139 I have borrowed the term “becoming with” from Donna Haraway, who has applied it to define the
interdependency between humans and companion species. She writes: “If we appreciate the foolishness of
human exceptionalism, then we know that becoming is always becoming with—in a contact zone where the
outcome, where who is in the world, is at stake” (2008: 244). Here, I investigate the contact zone where
landscape-horse-human experiences intermingle to the extent that it can be argued the triadic relationship is
interconvertible. While part IV focuses on horses, part V takes a landscape-centric approach to the triadic
relationship.
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within the moral economy (customary law) of human-nonhuman kinship becomes intensified

in the case of special (xayïraldïg) horses. Next, I explore herder-horse belonging through the

intergenerational entanglement of interspecies lineages. Lastly, I study the practice of racing

horses and its embeddedness within the moral economy. This notion leads to an

understanding of horse racing as a practice that elevates an owner’s life energy (xey-a’t). It

also expands a racehorse’s representative power as an embodiment of xey-a’t—award-

winning racers are believed to embody the xey-a’t of all Tyva and Tyva people.140

In focusing on the above-mentioned concepts and practices, I argue that, first, the

human-horse relationship is maintained via continuous practices; second, the human-horse

relationship is inherently triadic and coordinated with superordinate nonhumans; and third, by

regularly practicing their relationship, interspecies communities ensure continuous belonging

and joint survival. Thus, the existing human-nonhuman relationship is a form of resilience-in-

making. I will discuss the resilience of human-nonhuman communities in the concluding part

of the dissertation.

Chapter 7. The Horse’s Proximity to Sentient Landscapes

A Gift Horse and a Gift for Horses (Čayalga)

In Tyvan horsemanship, the human-horse becoming is always a mutual process. Briefly put,

there is no horseman without a horse and there is no (horseman’s) horse without a horseman.

This mutuality of interspecies becoming is emphasized by an understanding of the horse as a

gift to humans from the superordinate nonhumans. The notion of a horse as a gift from

nonhumans is verbalized as čayattïngan “(it) has been created (for).”141 This gift is matched

with another gift—a gift for horses (malga čayalga), which defines a horseman (čïlgïčï).142

These paired gifts ground the horse’s significance, which is defined by horsemen as

“everything in life.”143 Moreover, Tyvan horsemen believe that their entanglement with

horses continues after death: “The elders used to say that in the underworld [afterlife], a

person is treated in the same way as he treated his horses while living; whether it is hardship

or joy, a person experiences all that his horse lived through. It is forbidden to treat horses

140 Distinguishing between such practices as revealing the proximity of equines to landscapes and to humans is
artificial and it is only done for the sake of narrative consistency. All of the discussed concepts and practices
rely on an understanding of a horse as an ambiguous nonhuman who is close to sentient landscapes and humans.
141 Herders use interchangeably the synonym bütken [бүткен] “(it) was made (for).”
142 The noun čayalga translates into English as “a talent” or “a gift.”
143 Private conversation with Roman Aldïn-Xerel, the Saygïn steppe, Tes-Xem kožuun, Tyva, July 2013.
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poorly, to heat their legs and head. The elders said that there is no animal smarter than a

horse” (video-recorded conversation with Roman Aldïn-Xerel, Šara-Nuur, Tes-Xem, Tyva,

June 2018).144

Despite the omnipresence of horses in the Tyva horsemen’s life, there is a lack of a clear-

cut story about the original bonding of the two species.145 Instead, human-equine belonging is

defined by the notion of a gift (čayalga) within land-based human-nonhuman forms of

kinship, where landscapes are approached as omnipotent beings. In Tyva, everybody who is

engaged in livestock husbandry on a regular basis is considered a livestock herder (malčïn).

All herders keep horses, but only a few—the horsemen (čïlgïčï)—are understood to have a

gift for horses (malga čayalga). Čïlgïčï Nogaan-ool Soyan, when asked where his knowledge

of horses came from, explained that knowing horses requires both a gift for horses and a love

for horses (audio-recorded interview, Tes-Xem, Tyva, July 2016). I talked about the same

idea—a gift for horses (malga čayalga)—with another horseman, Oleg Sambuu from Solčur

sumu (Övür kožuun) at the end of March 2017. Our conversation took place on the steppe,

which was covered with a shiny snow-crust near the Xana-Baarï winter place. The sheep

flock grazed nearby, and the bay pacer-gelding waited patiently on a lead rope while Oleg

Mongušovič shared his awe for his little grandson’s gift for horses. He explained:

Only one [gifted] person is born into a kinship group. Only one such person. It
means that people with the gift for horses are rare. It is a rare thing. People can own
many horses, but they do not know horses. This person [grandson] is born so, and
it is amazing. There is a spotted two-year-old geldingwith a good pace in this herd;
it has been ridden since last year. [The boy] demands constantly: “Give me that
horse!” He tends the sheep flock. I have taught him [to ride] by taking him first on
the back of my horse. Teaching him [to ride] in this manner made him a stronger
rider. He learned to sit well on the horse while jogging and hopping on the back of
my horse. Now he is confident on horseback. I tell him: “Bring those cows!” And
he gallops away and brings them. He uses a saddle; the horse is good, gentle and a
pacer, too. This year [my grandson] turned five; he started to ride last year, at age
four. He can come on horseback from the taiga to the village. He is a capable rider!
He is so young, yet he always craves speed and tells: “Faster! Faster!” It is amazing.
I have ridden a horse since I was four; it must be so that he is taking after me. He

144 The original in Tyvan: “Шаанда ам кырган улус чугаалажыр, аътты канчаан эдилеп чоруур, оон дуу ол
алдыы оранга баргаштың, ол аъттың үүлезин ол кижи боду барып эдилээр деп ынчап чугаалажыр боор.
Аъттың даван-даяа, ужу-бажынче хап, аътка бак чаңнап болбас. Aът ышкаш угаанныг чүве чок, ынчап
чугаалажып чоруур боор чүве.”
145 Other Indigenous peoples of Siberia have stories that tell how, for instance, the relationship between humans
and reindeer began (Oehler 2020).
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lassos horses, too. I have crafted him a small lasso (argamčï), five kulaš long,146 he
catches [horses with it].147

(Oleg Sambuu, audio-recorded interview, fieldwork 2017)

Listening to Oleg Mongušovič, I recalled my first meeting with him and his family in

September 2006. I had been photographing Oleg Mongušovič and his son Buyan while they

rounded up horses. The father skillfully used a lasso (sïdïm) to catch an untrained two-year-

old colt. The horsemen Oleg Sambuu and Nogaan-ool Soyan, who live in the neighboring

provinces of Övür and Tes-Xem along the border with Mongolia, both agree that a

knowledge of horses implies a love for horses and a gift for horses (malga čayalga). Thus,

knowledge, love, and a gift for horses are defining qualities of a horseman (čïlgïčï).

On the other hand, a horse is understood as a gift from the superordinate nonhumans, who

are referred to either as Buddhas (Burgan baškï) or as Masters of Homeland (čer eezi). In my

field research areas in southern Tyva and western Mongolia, the latter is personified as the

most prominent mountain in the area—Taŋdï-Uula or Altay—and referred to as Taŋdï or

Master of Taŋdï (Taŋdï eezi) and Altay or Master of Altay (Altay eezi). The well-being of

humans and livestock, hunting luck, and a good voice are all understood as gifts from the

Masters of the Homeland.148 Similarly, horses are understood as a gift from superordinate

nonhumans to humankind. Roman Aldïn-Xerel pointed out that “a horse is a much beloved

animal created to lift a person’s spirits” (private conversation, Tes-Xem kožuun, Tyva, July

2013). Čimed Dondog told me: “The horse was created by Burgan baškï so that a person can

seek the horse’s help and ride with him” (fieldwork interview, Tsengel sum, Baian Ulgii

146 In the traditional Tyvan measurement system, kulaš is the distance between outstretched arms, from fingertip
to fingertip.
147 The original in Tyvan: “Бир төрел бөлүктен бир кижи үнер боор чүве-дир ийин чер-ле. Бир ындыг
кижи турар аан.Ынчаарга малга чаяалгалыг улус база ховар боор чүве шээй. Ховар боор чүве-дир ийин.
Чеже-даа малдыг болза, ол улузуң мал билбес боор чүве-дир ийин.Мал боттарында эңдерик бар аан. Ол
хиреде билбес аан. Ол кижиң ындыг болган кижи-дир ийин, элдеп. Боду-ла ындыг кижи болду ол.
Мында ала аът бар чылгыда, чыраа ала аът, чаваа, эрткен чылын мунуп эгелээн, ам чүгле эккел деп
турар. Хой кадарар.Мооң соонга олуртуп алгаш өөредип кагдым.Ынчаар өөредип каарга быжыг боор
чүве-дир ийин.Маа олуруп алгаш-ла, шошкудуп-ла, шошкудуп-ла турарга, ол кижиң оон боду-ла
быжыгланып өөрени бээр. Ам анаа боду башкарлып турар. Доо инекти эккел дээрге, шаап чоруткаш,
эккээр. Эзерлиг шаап турар, анаа, аът база эки, чааш база, чыраа база. Ам бо чылын беш харлай берген,
эрткен чылын дөрт харлыг тургаш муңган кижи. Тайгадан мунуп алгаш, чанып кээр кижи суурже
аъттыг.Шуут шыдаар.Шавары-ла кончуг, бичии чүвең дүрген-не дээр. Элдеп.Мен бодум дөрт
харлыымда аът мунган кижи мен, мени дөзээн болган боор ол. …Шалбалаар база-дир ийин, бир бичии
аргамчы кылып берген мен, беш кулаш чүү, шалбалап турар.”
148 Consider, for instance, how ethnomusicologist Robert Beahrs writes about a gift of voice in xöömeyži: ‘[W]e
learn that people receive special vocal gifts from nature, and that not everyone is gifted in one or more of the
three main techniques of throat song. Those who do have a vocal gift can use it to carry out particular actions, in
appropriate spaces, with desired outcomes for herding families, their domestic animals, and the wild animals
living nearby’ (2019: 319).
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aimag, Mongolia, June 2016). Čimed Dondog further emphasized that a man must be worthy

of his horse, though first he corrected my mistake—using the noun a’t when referring to

equines in general. In the latter meaning, he used the noun čïlgï:149

The horse (a’t)… It is not a horse (a’t), it is čïlgï. Čïlgï. It is a much beloved animal
that is born to be a man’s life energy (maŋnay). Do you understand? The man rides
it. The story of an equine (čïlgï) tells that a horse resents a man who does not ride
it until sweat appears on the horse’s forehead (maŋnay). It is said that an equine
(čïlgï) is displeased and resents it if a man cannot ride, until [the point that] sweat
drips from the [horse’s] forehead and ears. [An equine] is born to be life energy
(maŋnay) of a man, and a man must use and ride an equine (čïlgï). A man must
love equines. An equine feels joy if a nicely dressed man rides it well and in a
manly manner. The equine is full of resentment if the saddle and bridles are in poor
condition and the owner who rides it is bad. There is a saying: “Everything depends
on the owner.” If the owner is bad, there is no good in the horse’s goodness. Do
you understand? If the owner is bad, then the horse is full of resentment.150

(video-recorded interview, Mongolia, June 2016)

In the above-quoted conversation, the horseman drew my attention to the interdependent

values pertaining to horse and human. Both must match each other, and a man must put his

efforts into matching his horse’s worth by being a good owner, taking care of the horse and

tack, and enjoying a proper ride. Thus, the paired gifts rely on the matching of interspecies

obligations. The notion of paired gifts—a gift for horses in horsemen and a horse-gift for

horsemen—reveal an understanding of the bonds with a horse as compulsory for one to be

the horseman. My informants-horsemen shared a firm belief that a Tyva person cannot exist

without a horse.151

149 Čïlgï is translated as ‘an equine’ and ‘a group of horses—a stallion-band or several stallion bands;’ I
discussed the word previously in a section on the horsemen’s language.
150 The original in Tyvan: “Аът деп чүве… Чылгы деп чүве, аът эмес, чылгы. Эр кижиниң маңнайынга
бүткен хайыралдыг мал. Билдиң бе? Эр кижиниң мунуп чоруур. “Маңнайым дерин үндүрбеди, эр кижи
маңнайым дерин үндүрбеди,” – деп комудап чоруур деп айтыр чылгының төөкүзүнде. Өкпелеп турар
деп айтыр. “Маңнайым биле кулаам дерин үндүрбээзе, өкпелээр мен,” – деп айтыр. Эр кижиниң
маңнайынга бүткен, эр кижи чылгыны эдилеп мунар, эр кижи чылгаа хайыралдыг болур. Чылгының
мындыг кулааның кыдыы маңнайы дээр, дерин үндүрбээзе чылгы өкпелеп чоруур. Оон эзер чүгенни
шевер мунуп, эр кижи аътты чаагай, эр хептиг, эр шинчилиг мунуп чорза, ынчан аъды өөрүп чоруур.
Эзер-чүгени багай болгаш, үстүнде мунган ээзи багай болза, мал өкпелээр бооп турар. “Эт эмес
ээттинмес ээде,” – деп сөс бар. Ээ багай болза, аъттының эки болганындан байдал чок. Билдиң бе? Ээ
багай болза, ынчан аът өкпелеп турар.”
151 Tyvan epic stories refer to close human-horse bonding. They often begin by re-enforcing the idea of the
protagonists’—both that of man and horse—mutual worthiness. By facing challenges together and proving that
they are worthy of each other, a boy and a colt transform into adults and receive their names simultaneously, for
instance as in the case of Xan Buuday with the horse Xan Šilgi (see more on the heroic story Alday Buuču in
Orus-ool 1993: 11–18) or KaŋKüčü Maadïr with the horse Xülük Xüreŋ (see more on the heroic story Kaŋ
Küčü Maadïr with horse Xülük Xüreŋ in Darïma and Orgu 1968: 5–59). What happens to a man who loses his
horse-friend is discussed in a Tyvan legend about a winged horse and the birth of music in the world (the wind
blows through the mane and tail of the flying horse and is transformed into music). In the legend, the horse dies
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Figure 7. Horseman Čimed Dondog from the Tyvan-speaking Aday-Irgit clan applies butter
to the stallion named Ak-Xaay in frames of the annual ritual Kulun baglaarï (Tethering the
Foals) (Tsengel sum, Bayan Ölgiy aymag, Mongolia, July 2016).

Having discussed human-horse belonging as a condition for one’s existence and an innate

gift, I now analyze the concept of life energy (xey-a’t) and the practice of consecrating a

horse (mal ïdïktaarï), which reveal further the horse’s proximity to superordinate nonhumans.

Xey-a’t: Embodying a Human’s Life Energy

Xey-a’t is the life energy of horseman that is externalized and embodied by a (special) equine.

The concept reveals the embeddedness of horsemen-horse bonds as part of land-based

kinship and its moral economy. In this section, I define the concept of xey-a’t in terms of

contemporary Tyvan horsemanship and ground its English interpretation as “life energy.”

because of jealousy, and the man experiences physical exhaustion: his body shrinks, he loses weight and his
hair; he lives only with memories of his friend through use of the musical instrument igil, constructed out of the
horse’s skull and hair (Taraačï 1994: 143–144).
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Next, I analyze practices that reveal fluctuations of xey-a’t in response to the moral economy

of interspecies relationships. Lastly, I argue that understanding a horse as an embodiment of

the horseman’s externalized xey-a’t supports the main argument of the dissertation and

reveals how human-nonhuman belonging leads to an interconvertibility (intercorporeality and

identity negotiations) between sentient homelands, horses, and pastoralists in the Sayan and

Altay mountainous region.

During our discussions about a horse’s value, the horsemen often pointed out that the

horse is its owner’s life-energy (xey-a’t). Furthermore, my informants clearly put a value on

the horse being one’s xey-a’t above all other of its values, for instance the aid it can provide

for work-related tasks. In answering my question on the value of a horse, Vladimir Orus-ool

talked about the ability of horses to elevate the xey-a’t of the people and homeland:

“Numerous herds of healthy animals, grazing on the steppe, is the xey-a’t [of our people],

providing a majestic view [of our homeland]. The xey-a’t of those who see the herd is high.

Together with them, the xey-a’t of their land and people remain strong” (personal

communication, December 1, 2016).152

Čïlgïčï Roman Aldïn-Xerel emphasized the horse’s value as xey-a’t in multiple

conversations (e.g., private communication, July 2013; audio-recorded interview, fieldwork,

June 2015; video-recorded conversation, June 2018). Roman akaa pointed out the following:

“A horse is the human’s xey-a’t. It is the xey-a’t of the human-animal.153 It is the xey-a’t of

children. A horse is the animal with xey-a’t. Without horses, the Tyva people would not exist

in history. Without horses, there is nothing in life; [a horse] is required ultimately. A camel is

a beauty [to behold] on the land, [but] a horse is a human’s xey-a’t” (fieldwork interview,

Tyva, June 2015).154 Thus, a horse has its own xey-a’t, and, in addition, it embodies the xey-

a’t of the owner, the interspecies aal community, and all homelands.

Xey-a’t is literally “an air horse” in Tyvan, related to the Tibetan concept of the air-horse

(lungta), which is illustrated as a flag depicting a winged horse. Rising the flag is believed to

lift one’s xey-a’t; the air-horse flags are seen in households and in places of worship (in

152 I have been taking photographs of Vladimir Orus-ool’s horse herds since 2006 in different landscapes—on
the Šool steppe by Lake Xadïŋ (Algïy), in Taŋdï-Uula’s northeastern foothills, and at Lake Šara-Nuur. Orus-
ool’s herd, which boasts the largest number of horses—up to a thousand—is truly majestic to look upon. The
herd has been featured in numerous documentaries about Tyva, in music videos, and in a feature film.
153 The human-animal is a literal translation of the Tyvan expression kiži amïtan, where kiži means “a human”
and amïtan means “an animal” (living being). More on the meanings of amïtan can be found in Kisel (2009: 13–
14).
154 The original in Tyvan: “Аът кижиниң хей-аъды. Кижи-амытанның хей-аъды, уруг-дарыгның хей-аъды.
Чылгы мал дээрге хей-аъттыг мал. Аът чок болза тыва чон төөгүге туруп-даа турбас. … Аът чок болза
амыдыралга чер-ле чүү турбас, ыяап-ла херек апаар. Теве черниң каазы, аът кижиниң хей аъды.”
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Buddhist xüree and on mountain passes with ovaa “cairns”). A person’s life energy (xey-a’t)

is one’s innate quality, and it incorporates the related concepts of “life energy,” “luck,” and

“well-being.” To say that someone’s life energy (xey-a’t) is strong means that a person is

doing well and is lucky in his/her endeavors. It can thus be inferred that xey-a’t is a positive

energy that ensures and demonstrates one’s well-being. In Tyvan understanding, a person’s

well-being is inseparable from the well-being of his/her family, livestock, community, and

homeland.155 When speaking about xey-a’t, horsemen employ the verbs “to elevate” and “to

decrease”; accordingly, xey-a’t is defined by the adjectives “high” or “low.” I have chosen to

translate xey-a’t in English as “life energy” because it serves as an umbrella term inclusive of

all the meanings conveyed by the Tyvan understanding of xey-a’t—well-being, luck, success,

and energy.

Xey-a’t has been well studied in the Mongolian context, where it is called hiimori,

both concepts having originated from the Tibetan air-horse (lungta). Anthropologist Rebecca

Empson defines the concept as “a luck-/vitality fortune (hiimori), which rises and falls, or

increases and decreases inside their body throughout their life” (2011: 213). Humphrey and

Ujeed, when translating hiimori into English, adapted Empson’s definition as “fortune” and

noted that the concept “is crucial to individuals and to the polity” and has “cosmological

ramifications and a particular kind of subjectivity” (2012: 153). Humphrey and Ujeed make

the following important observation about the fluctuations in hiimori: “The kind of fortune at

issue is not a finite possession but rather a fluctuating state of being. Even when it is

externalized and envisaged through the prism of anthropomorphic or zoomorphic images (the

‘god’ or ‘air-horse’ of fortune), the practices of raising one’s fortune involve intimate

merging with elemental and formless things, such as wind and dust. This implies a kind of

momentary subjectivity that, rather than looking inward, is a suffusion of the self with the

most external, the boundless” (2012: 153).

This observation that the Mongolian equivalent of xey-a’t merges with elements of the

environment supports the main argument of the dissertation about the triadic

interconvertibility of the human-horse-landscape relationship: first, it points out that a human

being cannot exist as an individual detached from the environment and sentient nonhumans

because a vital part of being alive, the life energy (xey-a’t), is externalized and embodied by

155 A communal and non-anthropocentric aspect of well-being is visible, for instance, in the Tyvan greeting, “Do
you have good (sol) pastures? Is your livestock well (sol) and healthy?” Note: in Tyvan custom, a guest greets a
host first. The host replies that things are well using words from the guest’s greeting in the answer. In this
instance, the host would respond: “Sol-sol” (well, well).
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another being—a horse; second, one’s xey-a’t fluctuates depending on exchanges in the moral

economy of land-based kinship. As Humphrey and Ujeed noticed, one’s “fortune” has

“cosmological ramifications.” Incorporating xey-a’t into the moral economy of land-based

human-nonhuman kinship engenders practices that aim to positively impact xey-a’t. Different

deeds can raise one’s life energy: for instance, keeping and racing horses, participating in the

traditional wrestling (xüreš) competition, or being in the mountains.

Accordingly, a breach of regulations in the human-nonhuman relationship within the

land-based kinship system negatively impacts xey-a’t. The possibility to impact one’s xey-a’t

through the specific treatment of equines gives rise to practices that regulate the human-

equine relationship in life and in the circumstances surrounding the (special) horse’s death.156

I have elsewhere (Peemot 2017a) provided an example of this: hippophagy among Tyvan

horsemen, where an equine’s identity underlies the circumstances of its death and post-

mortem treatment of the body and skull. These regulations are engendered by a horse’s

involvement in the moral economy of land-based kinship, amplified by the species’ proximity

to sentient homelands. In other words, an equine has the capacity to mediate between sentient

landscapes (superordinate nonhumans) and the interspecies aal community. An equine’s

ability to be a communicative bridge is realized through the concept of xey-a’t. In the next

section, I discuss how the mediating capacity of equines is strengthened through the practice

of consecrating the horse (ïdïktaar), which bestows the status of ïdïk on a horse.157

The Ïdïk Horse: Communicating with Homelands

In the previous sub-sections, I discussed how a horse’s proximity to sentient landscapes and

its superordinate nonhuman masters are revealed in understanding equines as a gift from

nonhumans (matched with the gift for horses (malga čayalga) in horsemen) and as the life

energy (xey-a’t) of humans. I pointed out that due to an equine’s proximity to landscapes, it is

understood to mediate between sentient landscapes and aal communities comprised of a

herding family and domesticated species. The current section studies the practice of mal

ïdïktaarï, which results in transforming a horse into an ïdïk, a consecrated horse.158 I suggest

that mal ïdïktaarï aims to strengthen a horse’s capacity as a communicative bridge with

156 The various categories of special horses are discussed in the next chapter.
157 In this section, I have discussed general understandings of the life energy (xey-a’t) among Tyvan pastoralists.
Chapter 8 makes an inquiry into a more specific understanding of xey-a’t in terms of horseracing practices.
158 I will briefly note here that various livestock species can be ïdïk: horses, sheep, and goats.
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superordinate nonhumans. I discuss various reasons for consecrating a horse, the

characteristics of an ïdïk horse, and regulations determining the relationship with the ïdïk.159

Ethnographic sources have discussed the notion of ïdïk within Sayan-Altay ecologies as

an offering to the superordinate nonhuman beings (Butanaev 2008; Dongak 2018; Mendeševa

2008). Tyvan ethnographer Svetlana Dongak notes that mal ïdïktaarï “the consecration of

livestock” or ïdïk salïrï “release of the ïdïk” has been the most important livestock-related

ritual of the Tyva people” (2018: 3). Dongak sums up the main purpose of mal ïdïktaarï as

asking superordinate nonhumans to ensure well-being:

A ritual of consecrating livestock has been directly connected with the consecration
of Nature’s special mountain, the taiga, or a water source. Each special object has
its own master (ee). The pastoralist person has offered them the most treasured
thing, the foundation of life—livestock. The main purpose of the ritual is to ask
that Nature’s various masters (boidustuŋ eeleri) prevent diseases and livestock
famine (čut) and grant an orderly and bountiful life.

(Dongak 2018: 3, my translation)

Svetlana Dongak further explains that the mal ïdïktaarï practice is rooted in the ancient

blood offering (2018: 3). The author links the replacement of blood offerings by consecrating

(living) animals with the spread of Buddhism in Tyva.160 This argument is supported by

ethnographic observations among the neighboring peoples in the Sayan-Altai region, who

have not been pre-dominantly Buddhist and who practiced blood offerings until the beginning

of the twentieth century. During the ritual of sacrifice (tayïlga) among the Altay people, the

chosen horse was slaughtered after its soul had been taken by the shaman to the superior

nonhuman Bay-Ülgen (Mendeševa 2008; Oynotkinova 2016; Radlov 1989). The historian

Viktor Butanaev writes about consecrating a horse to the Mountain Masters among the Xakas

people, where a sacrificial slaughter of varying numbers of livestock (sheep, cows, and

horses) accompanied the main ritual (Butanaev 2008).161

Butanaev observes that among the Xakas people, mountain rituals with sacrifices were

discontinued in 1927 to 1928 due to the Soviet government’s repressions (2008: 139). The

Soviet regime’s atheist politics disapproved of the practice of approaching landscapes as

159 More on the term ïdïk, its etymology, and its meanings can be found in Janhunen (2010: 175–186).
160 More on Buddhism in Tyva in publications by the Tyvan ethnographer Marina Monguš (Year).
161 A ritual of the horse consecration to the Mountain Masters among the Xakas people was visually documented
by the Xakas ethnographer Stepan Mainagašev in 1914. The collection of Mainagašev’s photographs is
available online at the Peter the Great Museum of Anthropology and Ethnography’s website (the Kunstkamera),
http://collection.kunstkamera.ru/entity/PERSON/3606934 (accessed August 19, 2020).
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sentient and inhabited by superordinate nonhumans engaged in relationships with humans

and nonhuman animals. In addition, socialist economics enforced the collective ownership of

livestock. This measure limited the number of equines per herder and negatively impacted the

herder-horse sociality. Roman Aldïn-Xerel remembered that during the Soviet period in Tyva

“not everybody had an ïdïk horse because only a few people had horses” (audio-recorded

interview, Tyva, June 2015).162 My maternal grandfather, Ivan Simčitovič Danzurun, when

speaking about consecrating horses, kept using the past tense marker “earlier.” During a

conversation in March 2017, he told me that the ïdïk horse has a sünezin.163 He added:

“People used to have such horses earlier, the horses were consecrated. They were called

consecrated horses (ïdïktïg mal) and were seldom ridden. They were not sold” (audio-

recorded conversation, Tyva, March 2017). Despite the socialist state’s banning of the

practice of acknowledging human-nonhuman relationships and celebrating the communal

(mal ïdïktaarï) ritual, horses have still been regarded as beings close to the sentient

superordinate masters of homelands. Various practices that reveal the herders’ awareness of a

horse’s potential as a communicative bridge between landscapes and herder-livestock

communities persisted in the form of customary law regulated by the moral economy of land-

based human-nonhuman kinship. The practices included showing a general respect towards

horses and prohibitions on the unjust treatment of horses; respect towards equine tack, which

is revealed through care (tack must be neat, skillfully made, and it cannot be stepped over),

emplacing the horse-related objects on the yurt’s respected north-western side, and ensuring

that they be passed down from father to (the youngest) son; and placing the horse’s skull in

an elevated ground. Unlike communal rituals like mal ïdïktaarï, which were labelled religious

celebrations and banned during the socialist period, these everyday practices have continued.

Thus, they have ensured the interspecies communities’ resilience against Soviet colonial

politics. During the postsocialism period, these practices have formed the foundation for the

revival of severed human-nonhuman relationships and practices that strengthen them; among

them is the horse consecration (mal ïdïktaarï) ritual.

162 The original in Tyvan: “Ыдык аът кижи бүрүзүнге чорбаан, малдыг улус санныг турган болгаш.”
163 Sünezin is one of the soul-like concepts in Tyvan. A person (human or nonhuman) can live without sünezin.
It is believed that the sünezin, for instance, departs the body of the living person, when he/she becomes ill. After
the sünezin’s departure, a person can live for a decade or more thanks to kïzïl tïn (literally, “a red breath”),
which is vitality or a person’s essence. Cutting “a red breath” (kïzïl tïnï üstür) means death.
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In a conversation that took place in the summer of 2015, the horseman Nogaan-ool Soyan

explained that the coat color of the ïdïk varies depending on the reason for consecration:

One cannot consecrate just any horse. It is allowed to consecrate a gray [horse]
with a yellowish shade (sarïg) and gray (bora) coat colors; they are called the ïdïk
of the White Ancestor (Sagaan Ögbe).164A chestnut [horse] can be consecrated. It
must be dark chestnut (xüreŋ šilgi), though; other shades of chestnut are
unacceptable. A xüreŋ šilgi [horse] looks dark brown, almost blackish.165 This ïdïk
is called Adaa aʔdï. The chestnut ïdïk is good for its friends. A black (das kara)
horse is dedicated to the War-Sky Dayïn-Deer. It is good for its friend in the herd
and it protects them. Once [the horse] is consecrated, it is untouchable. When it
ages, it is replaced. A prayer (nom) is needed to change its status; without the prayer
(nom), it is impossible.166 The consecration is done in spring, when the flowers are
in bloom. I have asked [about it] from teachers (lamas) of this time, but they said
that they have not learned it and they do not know about such things. I have a gray
mare, and I wanted to consecrate her. The lamas must know that once the horse is
consecrated, the next year it must be purified again to renew the ïdïk [status]. It is
similar with the ovaa [cairns], which is renewed and the saŋ “fire” is made
yearly.167 The prayer book is read, and the saŋ “fire” is made for that horse.
Sometimes it is done for one year, sometimes for three years. The duration depends
on the lama who decides it. It is no more than three years.168

(audio-recorded interview, June 2015)

164 Anthropologist Bernard Charlier, who did research in the western Mongolian province of Uvs, which borders
the southern and south-western provinces of Tyva, writes the following about the White Ancestor the “Cagaan
Aav, the supernatural owner, ezen, of the land and wild animals:” “He is often represented as an old man with a
white beard carrying a wooden staff and surrounded by wild animals. Some herders have his picture on their
domestic altar and still others know him but are unable to say what he looks like. Cagaan Aav is not always
anthropomorphicized and also seems to have encompassed the role of Eternal Sky (Mönh Tenger), worshipped
by the Halh. The Dörvöd know about the existence of Mönh Tenger among the Halh, but seem to ignore it. They
pray to Cagaan Aav for the most part” (2015: 29).
165 Following Nogaan-ool Soyan’s description, it can be assumed that a “dark brown, almost blackish” coat
(xüreŋ šilgi) is equal to the English term “liver chestnut.” The equine terminology is a culturally grounded
lexicon and its coherent translation into English requires an insight into the horsemen’ worldview. Therefore,
the Tyvan terms are kept in the text. In addition, the horse-related vocabulary is included in the dissertation’s
appendix.
166 In Tyvan, nom has two meanings: a book and a Buddhist prayer.
167 Saŋ is a ritual bonfire lit as a part of various rituals for food offerings, which consists of milk “white” food,
cooked meat, and grounded and fried barley; “making the ritual fire” is called saŋ saliri.
168 The original in Tyvan: “Хамаанчок чуве ыдыктап болбас. Сарыг чүзүн биле бора чүзүн ыдыктап болур,
Сагаан-Өгбе ыдыы деп ыдык.Ынчаарга Шилги чүзүн ыдыктаар, анаа-ла шилги эвес, ыяап-ла хүрең
шилги, Хурен Шилги ыдык, каралдыр шилги, көруп турарга караңгы хүрең. Адаа аъды дээр ындыг ыдык
диин.Шилги чүү чаңгыс турар. Кара чүү Дайын-Дээрге ыдыы деп чүве турар. Дас кара чүү турар,
ыдыктаарга өөрүнге эки, өөрүн камгалаар. Хурең-шилги өөрге эки.Ыдыктаан соонда оорта дегбес,
кырып каарга солуп кааптар. Ном херек солуурда, ном чок болдунмас. Ол чүң чазын чечек частып турда
ыдыктаар. Бо үениң башкыларын айтырарымга билбес, өөренмээн бис ындыг чүү дээр. Бора бе бар чүве,
ыдыктадыр дээримге. Оът-чечек частып турда ыдыктаар. Ламадан хамааржыр, бир чылга ыдыктап
каарга келир чылын база ону катап арыглаар, чаартыр хевирлиг чүве диин. Оваа болза, чаартыр, саң
салыр. Демги малды ном номчааш, саң салып каар диин. Бир чылга болза бир чылга, үш чылга болза үш
чылга. Ламадан хамааржыр, хуусаазын кайы хире кылып бээри. Үш чылдан эртпес боор.”
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Nogaan-ool Soyan talked about ïdïk horses with coats of different colors. However, a Tyvan-

speaking horseman from western Mongolia named Čimed Dondog emphasized that only a

horse with a “black-blue” coat (xara kök) can be an ïdïk among the Tyvans who live in the

Altay Mountains.169 The requirement that an ïdïk horse must have a blue coat indicates the

proximity of the species to the superordinate nonhumans and its communicative ability.170 In

the following quote, Čimed Dondog explained how a “black-blue” ïdïk horse acts as a bridge

between herders and their homeland, the Altay Mountains. He referred to the sentient

superordinate nonhuman being as Altay-Deer, which is a compound of the oronym Altay and

the word “sky” (deer). This reveals a convergence of the sky and mountain cults. Altay-Deer

is the superordinate nonhuman who oversees the lives of all beings, including humans and

livestock. Consecrating the horse to the powerful Altay-Deer is beneficial for the interspecies

aal community with the condition that the ïdïk should be treated respectfully according to its

high status. Here is an excerpt from my conversation with Čimed Dondog:

Our Tyvan people have a black-blue (xara kök) horse. In Tyvan, it is said that
[a horse] is consecrated (maldï ïdïktaar) and purified (maldï arïglaar). After the
horse has been consecrated and purified, only the man-owner rides it and keeps its
tack neat. A person with a breast does not ride it.171 It must be ridden skillfully, and
it should not be given to outsiders, to Kazakh or Tyva people. Otherwise, that
purified horse would become polluted (bužartap kaar). Old people used to talk
about purifying the consecrated horse (ïdïk arïglaar).

The Altay-Sky (Altay-Deer) … The ïdïk horse is consecrated to strengthen the
“breath” (tïn) of the man, the owner of the yurt. Because of that, [the horse] is not
given to others to ride. To ensure [the owner’s] tïn, our Altay-Deer is praised, a fire
(saŋ) is made by the entrance [to the yurt], ribbons (čalama and xadak) are tied to
the ïdïk horse, and it is consecrated and purified; that horse is worshiped, respected.
The horse is respected. After respecting the horse, only the yurt’s owner man rides
it and keeps its tack neat; he does not allow other animals and other Kazakh and
Tyva people to ride it. This is the story [of the ïdïk horse].

The ïdïk horse must be a good horse; a poor horse cannot be [consecrated]. The
Altay-Deer is overjoyed if the ïdïk is good. There is the Altay above us, and our
Earth (Čer) is under us. If the ïdïk is a good horse and his owner rides it well, even

169 Čimed Dondog defined the ïdïk’s coat as “a black-blue” color (xara kök) (pronunciation in his native Tsengel
dialect of the Tyvan language). This coat color is comparable with blue roan and blue dun (also called grullo/a
or mouse dun) in English equine terminology.
170 I suggest that there is a connection between the requirement that an ïdïk should have a “black-blue” coat
(xara kök) and the complexity of the concept “blue” (kök) among the Turkic- and Mongolic-speaking peoples in
the Sayan and Altay Mountains. Kök is an umbrella concept that is interconnected with several other concepts:
the Sky (Deer), the Mountain (Taiga), the Ruler (Xaan or Xan), the East, and the Wolf. These concepts are
associated with strong hierarchy, superordinate power, and ancestors. Oronyms in the area reveal, for instance,
the conceptual convergence of “Sky – Mountain – Blue”: the Xaan Taiga, the Xaan Deer, and the Xaan Kögey
(the Great Blue). I explore the concept “blue” in more detail elsewhere.
171 “A person with a breast” is the literal translation of the expression emiktig kiži, which refers to a woman.
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our Altay-Deer is overjoyed. If [the consecrated horse] is a poor thing, then our
Altay-Deer is discontent and resentful.172

(video-recorded conversation, Bayan Ölgiy aymag, Mongolia, July 2016)

Čimed Dondog’s observation about pleasing the sentient superordinate nonhuman Altay-

Deer through appropriate treatment of the ïdïk explicitly demonstrates how bestowing the

status of ïdïk on a horse emphasizes its proximity to Altay-Deer and intensifies the ïdïk’s

mediating ability. Briefly put, this notion implies that superordinate nonhumans are sensitive

how the ïdïk is treated. That is why it is possible for the ïdïk to communicate the needs of its

community to the superordinate nonhumans. On the other hand, an ïdïk’s inappropriate

treatment, which disregards its high status, is understood as offensive and calls for

reprimands from the superordinate nonhumans.

This intensification of the ïdïk’s mediating ability enforces strict regulations regarding the

human-equine relationship in the moral economy of human-nonhuman kinship. For instance,

it is forbidden to slaughter an ïdïk. Performing a special ritual called ïdïk düžürtürü allows for

the transition of the ïdïk status to another animal (Seren 2015: 14).173 Nogaan-ool Soyan

observed: “A special prayer is needed to remove and transit [the ïdïk status]. While [the lama]

is reading the prayer, the blue ribbon (kadak) that was entangled in the ïdïk’s mane is

released. … An experienced lama removes the kadak while reading the prayer and declares:

‘Now this horse is not the ïdïk. It is a horse for work’” (audio-recorded interview, June 2015,

Tes-Xem kožuun, Tyva).174 Čimed Dondog clarified that the ïdïk status is transferred to

another horse when the ïdïk ages; he called the ritual čara arïštïrar, which translates as “to

172 The original in Tyvan (Tsengel dialect): “Бистиң бо тыва кижиге ыдык аът деп хара-көк аът турар. Ону
ыдыктаар, арыглаар деп айтыр тыва дылда. Ону ыдыктап, арыглап алган соонда, ону чаңгыс өгнүң ээзи
эр кижи мунар, эзер-чүгенин шевер ап чоруур. Эмиктиг кижи мунмас. Өске-башкы, казак-кузак, тыва
кижээ бербес, шевер мунар. Оон башка бужартап калыр дем аът, дем арыглаан аът.Ыдык арыглаар деп
бурунгу улустар турган. Алтай-Дээр...Ыдык аът деп чүве кижиниң, эр кижиниң, бо өгнүң ээзиниң
тынын дааткап ыдыглаар. Ол ужун кандыг бир кижээ мундурбас, тынын дааткап, Алтай-Дээривиске
чалбарып, саң каап ап, эжииниң аксынга саң каап ап, дем ыдык аътка чалама, хадаан баглааш,
долгандыр ыдыглап, арыглап, ол аътты чүдүүр хүндүлеп. Аътты хүндүлээр, аътты хүндүлээн соонда,
дем чүккен өгнүң ээзи эр кижи мунар, эзер чүгенин шевер ап чоруур, ыт-кушка артатпас, казак-тывага
артатпас, өске кижиге мундурбас, ындыг төөгүлүг. …Ыдык аът деп чүве эки аът турар, бак аът болбас.
Ыдык аът эки болза ынчан Алтай-Дээр өөрүп чоруп турар. Үстүвүсте Алдай бар, алдывыста Черивис
бар.Ыдык аът эки болза, ээзи эки мунза, бо Алдай-Дээривис безин өөрүп чоруур. Багай чүве болза,
ынчан Алдай-Дээривис өкпелеп, комудап чоруур.”
173 Ïdïk düžürtürü is translated as “to take down the ïdïk status.”
174 The original in Tyvan: “Ону аккаалдырар, анаа малче шилчидер деп бодаар болза, улуг ном херек,
номчудуп тургаш. Ам демги челинде баглап каан көк кадакты чештирер. Ном номчуп турда чежер. ...
Улуг лама номун номчуп турда, ол ном үзүлбейн тургаш, номчуп тургаш, адырып кааптар. ‘Ам бо аъдың
ыдык эвес, анаа кара ажыл кылыр аът-дыр,’ – дээр.”
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separate and transfer” (audio-recorded interview, Bayan Ölgiy, Mongolia, 2016).175 The

necessity of transferring the ïdïk status is dictated by the moral economy of land-based

kinship. The relationship with the ïdïk may have, to use Humphrey and Ujeed’s terminology,

“cosmological ramifications.” This perhaps explains why not every horseman has an ïdïk

among his herds.

I suggest that an ïdïk is required to communicate a dire need to superordinate nonhumans.

In casual situations, everyday horse-related practices sufficiently serve as the communicative

bridges between a multispecies aal community and sentient homelands. This is engendered

by an understanding of all horses as mediators with superordinate nonhumans; in the case of

an ïdïk, the mediating potential increases.176 These practices, which can be observed either in

an intimate family context or through semiotically charged deeds, are regulated by customary

law and understood as compulsory. They compensated for the temporal discontinuity of

communal rituals to strengthen human-nonhuman belonging and ensured the resilience of

interspecies communities against the violence inflicted upon them by the state during the

socialist period.177 The practices discussed in this chapter—approaching the horse as a gift

from nonhumans and the life energy (xey-a’t) of its people, acknowledging a gift for horses in

horsemen, and consecrating the ïdïk—reveal the horse’s contribution to communication

between the interspecies aal community and the sentient landscapes guarded by

superordinate nonhuman nonanimal masters. Communication between the aal and homeland

is paramount for keeping the relationships within the land-based kinship system in balance.

175 The original in Tyvan: “Kырыын соонда өске аътка шилчидип каар. Чара арыштырар деп чүве турар.”
176 Besides, there is a category of horses commonly referred as “a beloved horse” (xaiyraldyg mal), which is
believed to possess a strong mediating capacity. I discuss them in the following chapter on the proximity of
equines to humans.
177 When I take a self-reflexive look at the time I have spent with my grandparents-herders, I realize that
multiple everyday situations were in fact regulated by customary law, which was enforced by the elders in the
form of pieces of advice, short educating stories, and by one’s own example. For instance, conducting oneself
properly in the presence of guests in a yurt included numerous regulations: how to greet guests, how to offer
them tea and food (sleeves down, with two hands or with the left hand supporting the right hand), where to
walk, or how to sit in the yurt. Still, my grandmother noted that life had previously been regulated more strictly,
and it would be difficult for “young people of this time” to observe all the customs.
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Chapter 8. Equines’ Proximity to Humans: Interspecies Bonds and Lineages

As much as an owner loves his horse, the horse loves his owner back.

Horseman Nogaan-ool Soyan, 2015

In the previous chapter, I discussed how the horse’s proximity to sentient landscapes defines

its higher hierarchical ranking compared to other livestock and its capacity to mediate

between an aal community and homelands. This chapter investigates another side of the

equine’s ambiguity for the Tyva horsemen—the species’ proximity to humans. I argue that,

first, the horse’s prominence in pastoralists’ everyday life engenders interspecies bonding,

which leads to an understanding of horses as being closer to humans than other domesticated

species; second, the human-horse relationship is embedded in interspecies belonging with

sentient landscapes, and thus, it is regulated by the moral economy of land-based kinship.

The chapter studies the horsemen’s relationships with a category of special equines

demarcated in the Tyvan language by the expression xayïraldïg mal, which translates as “a

beloved horse.”178 Beloved horses are understood to be the closest of all horses to humans.

The horsemen understand their affection for beloved horses as a reciprocal feeling. I draw

attention to a feature shared by beloved (xayïraldïg) horses and consecrated (ïdïk) horses,

namely, their enhanced ability to communicate with sentient homelands. Similar to ïdïk

horses, the regulated horseman-beloved horse relationship demonstrates the triadic belonging

between horsemen, horses, and homelands. This notion engenders the strict regulation of

human-horse bonds, including circumstances surrounding an equine’s death and the post-

mortem treatment of the remains. In the following sections, I discuss beloved horses in

general and make a detailed inquiry into the horsemen’s relationships with two categories of

beloved equines—equines that are part of an interspecies herder-horse lineage and

racehorses. In each case, I pay attention to the triangulation of the human-horse bonds with

landscapes as a part of land-based kinship; horses perform the role of mediators, or

communicating bridges, in this triad.

178 The adjective xayïraldïg conveys meanings that are equal to “dear,” “beloved,” and “cherished” in English. I
translate it here as “beloved.” Informants have used the verb xayïraldaar to define the actions taken in relation
to special horses, which can mean “to cherish,” “to care deeply,” and “to love.”
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Beloved Xayïraldïg Horses

The horsemen’s testimonies about love, friendship, and mutual trust with their equines are

inexhaustible. On multiple occasions, I have observed that my informants are anything but

taciturn when speaking about horses. They refer to horses as individuals with whom they

share emotions, whom they appreciate and remember, and whose loss they regret. Horsemen

develop individual relationships with certain horses in ways that they do not with other

animals or “all other” horses. The relationships between the Tyva herders and their beloved

horses correspond with Timothy Ingold’s discussion of extraordinary animals that are

approached as persons: “Certain animals, however, are always regarded as extraordinary, and

are invariably approached as one would approach other human beings, in the manner

appropriate to particular persons” (1986: 249). A special, extraordinary, horse is called in the

Tyvan language “a beloved horse” (xayïraldïg mal). Herders clearly define what kinds of

horses are the most beloved ones: gentle, gaited, and agile equines, award-winning racers,

animals of a high pedigree, and mares that give birth to good foals. Horsemen emphasize

mutual loyalty and trust in the relationship with special horses. Roman Aldïn-Xerel explained

that xaiyraldyg equines are smart and trustworthy, and they do not abandon their human

under any situation (audio-recorded interview, Tes-Xem, Tyva, 2015). In the summer of

2018, Roman akaa’s son Dörbet-ool told me about his special horse—a chestnut gelding who

is good at ambling, trotting, and galloping—which he chose when it was a newly born foal.179

He explained his choice simply: “I could see that the horse was well suited for me, so I taught

him.” Dörbet-ool added that every horseman has a beloved horse whom he trusts the most.

He also made several important observations: first, a xayïraldïg mal comes from the

horseman’s own stock, which implies interspecies lineage; second, interspecies bonding starts

early—when the equine is still quite young; third, a horseman and a horse must be the right

match for each other (video-recorded interview, Tes-Xem, Tyva, 2018).

Dörbet-ool Aldïn-Xerel hinted at mutual bonding and belonging in the matched

“horseman–horse” pair. Other informants-horsemen throughout the Sayan and Altay

179 Dörbet-ool Aldïn-Xerel defined his beloved bold chestnut horse as good at trotting (čeler), galloping
(maŋnaar), and ambling (kïlaštaar-bazar) in the Tyvan language. The last of the three refers to an ambling walk
that has synonymous names in Tyvan: sayak, bazar, and kïlaštaar. Sayak gaited horses are considered especially
comfortable for long-distance traveling and as mounts for elderly people due to the smoothness of the
movement. Kïlaštaar is a verb meaning “to walk”; here, it is used in a narrow sense to define a walking,
ambling gait. In relation to equines, “to walk” (without a gait) is čortar as in the phrase “Maŋnatpayn, čortup
čoruur siler” (Do not gallop much, go at a walking speed). The dissertation’s appendix includes vocabulary that
defines the gaits and specific movements of horses.
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mountainous region have spoken plainly about interspecies emotional reciprocity. Consider,

for instance, Nogaan-ool Soyan’s opinion about special horses reciprocating the love

exhibited by their humans: “A man can possess different horses—hard-working horses,

racing horses, and beloved horses. Even the mare, which produces foals-racers, is venerated.

As much as the owner loves the horse, the horse loves his owner back” (audio-recorded

interview, Tes-Xem, Tyva, 2015).

While doing field research in western Mongolia in the summer of 2016, I had a

conversation with the Kazakh horseman Žamanxara Tönkeris. We discussed the shared

interest in horsemanship among the Kazakh and Tyva peoples and similarities in the horse-

related vocabulary in our mother tongues. In this conversation, Žamanxara Tönkeris clarified

that it is not only us, humans, who are interested in horses. This interest runs both ways. He

expressed the idea as follows: “A horse looks for a friend in a human. The horse knows its

owner well; it comes at his call, and it has passion for humans” (audio-recorded interview,

Bayan Ölgiy, Mongolia, 2016). His Tyvan-speaking neighbor, Čimed Dondog, defined a

xayïraldïg mal as a good horse who is cherished for its many good qualities: “One cherishes a

good horse. The beloved xayïraldïg horse is the horse that comes in first at races; when

ridden, it is agile and brave, it has a [good] trot and amble. It is said that [such a horse] is the

man’s life energy (maŋnay). It is also said that [such a horse] is the herd’s life energy

(maŋnay)” (audio-recorded interview, Bayan Ölgiy, Mongolia, 2016).180

The horse’s proximity to sentient landscapes and humans engenders its high status among

other domesticates. The status of some categories of equines, including the consecrated (ïdïk)

and beloved (xayïraldïg) horses, is amplified. Special horses are understood as both the

people’s and the herds’ life energy (xey-a’t or maŋnay), and they mediate between their

interspecies communities and sentient landscapes within the frameworks of land-based

kinship. They have a stronger mediating ability due to the superordinate nonhumans’

sensitivity to the good or poor treatment of high-status equines. This requires careful

observation of the normative relationships with high-status equines: respectful treatment, neat

and nicely crafted tack, prohibitions on selling them to outsiders or outside the home region.

180 The original in Tyvan: “Хайыралдыг аът деп кижи эки аътты хайыралдаар кижи, чарышка салза,
мурнунга келир, мунза кашпагай, челиштиг, чоруктуг, кулаштыг эки аътты боңаа айтыр. Эр кижиниң
маңнайы деп маңаа айтыр. Аъттың маңнайы деп база турар.”
A note on translation of the word maŋnay is required. Maŋnay can mean a forehead, a sense of joy, or an army’s
vanguard (Tatarintsev 2008: 74–78), a racer that came first to the finish line (Dariyn 2015: 166), and life energy;
in the latter meaning, it is synonymous with xey-a’t.
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In contrast to the ïdïk horse, which is generally not ridden, the special xayïraldïg equines are

ridden, though with restrictions.181

One of the strictest regulations pertains to circumstances surrounding the slaughter of

special horses and the after-death treatment of their skulls as part of the paš dagïïrï ritual.182

The ritual ensures fulfilment of the conditions concerning the slaughter of special horses and

consumption of their flesh. Paš dagïïrï regulates when a horse can be slaughtered and who is

to do it, who consumes its meat, and where the horse’s skull is placed. Horses in general are

slaughtered when the family moves to the winter encampment for two reasons: the necessity

of keeping a large amount of meat at the outdoor storage site and an understanding of

horseflesh as “hot meat” (izig e’t) that is consumed during the cold season.183 During the paš

dagïïrï ritual, only aged animals are slaughtered. When we met čïlgïčï Sergey Ïnaalay in the

summer of 2015, he talked about his famous racer Xoor, who won the Naadïm races in 2001.

The horse was 25 years old at the time of our talk and the horseman was thinking about the

inevitable paš dagïïrï: “My Xoor is getting old, but I don’t dare touch him. I wish that he

would walk with me while he still has strength.” Sergey Badï-Xooevič added that, when the

time comes, paš dagïïrï will be performed for Xoor. He explained the ritual:

Paš dagïïrï is this: I cannot slaughter this horse myself. I must ask a person who is

not my kin to take care of him, after that the horse’s head must be placed on the

highest spot of my land, let’s say on the top of Xayïrakan Mountain. You cannot

take such a horse to the meat factory or sell its meat on the market. You must use

the meat of this horse to feed your family and share it with people who visit your

yurt.

(audio-recorded interview, Erzin, Tyva, 2015)

Horsemen in south Tyva shared Sergey Ïnaalay’s opinion—an owner cannot slaughter

his special horse. Instead, an owner invites another man, preferably not close kin, to slaughter

181 Later in the chapter, I discuss two sub-categories of the special xaiyraldyg equines—equines that belong to a
select interspecies lineage and award-winning racers—and the specifics of their treatment, including riding
regulations.
182 The ritual’s name paš dagïïrï is translated as “consecration of a cauldron.” I have discussed the ritual in detail
in a previous publication entitled “We Eat Whom We Love: Hippophagy Among Tyvan Horsemen” (Peemot
2017a).
183 There are exemptions from the rule, which allow for slaughter and the consumption of horse flesh in other
seasons: for example, untreatable trauma of the animal or financial need. However, it is understood that horse
flesh and camel flesh, which are considered izig e’t, are better suited for consumption in winter; then, people can
benefit from the medicinal properties of the meat (Peemot 2017a).
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the horse. That man must be a respected person known for his good deeds and proper

behavior. In addition, he must have “a light hand”; this expression defines a skillful person

who is able to slaughter the animal without prolonging the process. Aylaŋmaa Soyan, wife of

the horseman Nogaan-ool Soyan, pointed out that this restriction applies only to relationships

with special horses, where the aim is to demonstrate respect: “It is a custom, respect. You

don’t sell the poor thing’s meat on the market; you survive through winter with it. The owner,

in fact, cannot harm his racing horse; he will ask a neighbor to slaughter the horse. The owner

cannot do that; it is dangerous and brings bad luck. If it is not a special horse, the owner can

slaughter it himself because the man always slaughters and eats his animals” (Tes-Xem,

Tyva, June 2015). Sergey Ïnaalay and Aylaŋmaa Soyan mentioned another restriction—a

prohibition on selling the flesh of special horses. Horsemen in the area expressed the same

opinion, saying that during paš dagïïrï, the flesh of special horses helps the family survive

through the winter, and it is shared generously with guests.184

Across the border in western Mongolia, there are also customary regulations for the

proper relationship with special horses, including proper rituals for their slaughter and the

consumption of their flesh, though the regulations vary across communities. A Tyvan

horsemen from western Mongolia, Čimed Dondog, gave a slightly different name for the

ritual—paš čüdüreri—and insisted that only an owner has the right to slaughter his special

horse.185 Horsemen from different Mongolian-speaking groups expressed varying opinions.

Tsevegdorž Yadamsüren, who belongs to the Bayad ethnic group and lives in the Xaan

Kögey Mountains (in Mongolian, the Xan Xoxiy), explained that a herder cannot eat his

beloved horse; when the horse is old, it is given to a family with many children (audio-

recorded interview, Uvs, Mongolia, 2016). Dorlig Byambasüren, who is from the Tsogt sub-

group of Bayads and who also lives in the Xaan Kögey Mountains, insisted that another man

is invited to slaughter the special horse. He told us that the choice pieces of meat are offered

to gods—the meat remains on a plate before the altar for a night, and then it is eaten by the

family the next day.

The notion of slaughtering horses at a winter seasonal site, as already mentioned, is

important for understanding the regulation about placing the special horse’s skull in an

184 Families in Tyva begin preparing their winter meat supply (čiš) at the beginning of December, when the
animals are still fat. A family slaughters several animals for čiš—a horse or a cow and several sheep. The meat
is frozen and consumed until April. Some parts of čiš are saved in a general meat supply (üüže), which is opened
for the Lunar New Year (Šagaa) celebrations. During Šagaa, families from neighbouring encampments
exchange a special type of beef sausage (tïrtkan) made of minced chuck stuffed inside small intestines (the
duodenum). For more on these practices, see Peemot (2017a).
185 Paš čüdüreri is translated as “filling up the cauldron.”
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elevated and venerated landscape. In south Tyva, the mountains are considered the most

respected nonhumans. Thus, the mountains are the venerated landscapes that are

simultaneously the highest spots in the area. Local herders’ winter grounds are situated in the

vicinity of the mountains, which shelter them from the winds.186 A winter site is the place

where horses are born and die. The foaling period is in February and March, a time when an

aal community still remains at its winter site. The rule about generally slaughtering equines

during the cold season may have exemptions, though. In the case of special equines, this rule

is strict. It dictates slaughtering these equines at the beginning of the winter season and

consuming their flesh throughout winter. Thus, special horses are slaughtered at the winter

site, which also was their birthplace. This leads to an understanding of the winter site as a

landscape where the equines’ life circle (seasonal and life-long) begins and ends. The

customary regulation demands that a special xayïraldïg equine’s skull must be placed on the

top of a venerated mountain in his homeland. The horseman Baasay Byambažav verbalized it

as a requirement to return the special horse’s skull to its birthplace (audio-recorded interview,

Xovd, Mongolia, 2016).

In south Tyva, horsemen have talked about placing the skulls of special equines after

paš dagïïrï on the top of the mountains that dominate their winter grounds: Agar Mountain,

Xayïrakan Mountain, and Ulug Saygïn Mountain. The horseman Nogaan-ool Soyan told me

that he places the skulls of special xayïraldïg equines on one of the peaks of Agar Mountain.

His teenage son, Arapčay, accompanies his father when placing a skull on the top of a

mountain, and later, when returning with offerings. Elsewhere, I suggested that the

interspecies relationship does not end with the special horse’s death (Peemot 2017a). The

continuity of mutual horseman-horse obligations is revealed in the practice of making regular

offerings (sweets and dairy products) to the skull and maintaining the understanding of

special equines as guardians of their interspecies aal community. Thus, the special xayïraldïg

equines mediate between sentient homelands and aal communities when alive and even after

death, so long as one condition is met—properly observing the customary regulations that

define an equine’s treatment and the circumstances of its death through the paš dagïïrï ritual.

In this section, I discussed the horsemen’s understanding of some equines as special

xayïraldïg (beloved). I emphasized that due to the simultaneous proximity of special horses to

sentient landscapes and humans, their status is considered higher than that of other horses and

domesticates. This high status demands strict regulations regarding the relationship with

186 One of the requirements for a winter place is for it to be ïžïk “secure from the winds”; winds in the steppe
area are common during February and March, at the end of the winter season.
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special equines, including the proper treatment of a special horse during its life and the

circumstances of its death. However, the bonds and mutual obligations between horsemen

and special equines continue after the nonhuman’s death. To ensure the special horse’s

guardianship and continuous position as a mediator between the interspecies aal community

and homelands, horsemen must follow such customary regulations as the paš dagïïrï ritual

and making regular offerings to the skulls of special horses. The regulated relationships

during a horse’s life and after its death reveal the horsemen’s understanding of their bonds

with equines as an immutable part of interspecies belonging within land-based kinship. In the

following sections, I focus on two categories of beloved (xayïraldïg) equines—individuals

that belong to the interspecies lineage and racehorses. I emphasize these two categories

because they contribute to an understanding of the horseman-horse relationship as land-based

human-nonhuman kinship. Thus, this supports the main theoretical claim of the dissertation

regarding the interconvertibility of and identity negotiations between the humans, horses, and

homelands.

Human-equine Lineages: Intergenerational Belonging

This section approaches the horsemen’s belonging with their equines through the

entanglement of interspecies lineages over a span of several generations. I start by

introducing the herders’ understanding of the human-horse lineage. Next, I discuss customary

regulations between horsemen and equines with respect to the interspecies lineage. Third, I

draw attention to the ways in which certain practices, including an acknowledgement of the

entangled human-horse lineage, have supported the resilience and survival of the interspecies

communities until now.

One of categories for beloved (xayïraldïg) horses refers to those horses who come

from an equine lineage that has been within a herding family for several generations. They

are defined in the Tyvan language as uktug maldar “equines with an origin.” In Western

tradition, the origin of equines is traced through their sires and dams. Tyvan horsemanship

places an emphasis on the mutual interspecies belonging, which follows closely a horseman’s

patrilineal descent. Consider, for instance, how my cousin, čïlgïčï Samba Laŋaa, introduced

his special horse to me by tracing its ancestry together with his own patrilineage: “This is my

racehorse, who has just started to participate in races. It is a chestnut horse with a white spot

on the forehead. The horse’s origin story (udumu-töögüzü) is associated with the origin of my

father’s horses. I have inherited them. This foal was born among that herd” (video-recorded
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conversation, Šara-Nuur, Tyva, 2018).187 In the preface to the dissertation, I discussed

Samba’s wedding, where his father, Xorlay-ool Laŋaa, presented him with the racehorse

Dorug, which was considered the most important gift for a reason—the racehorse represented

the belonging between several generations of horsemen and horses and, more broadly, the

interspecies belonging with a shared homeland. Dorug’s origin is entangled with Samba’s

lineage on the father’s side. The racehorse descends from a stallion that Xorlay-ool Laŋaa

received as a wedding gift in 1978, from his father Dargan Laŋaa, who was the sovxoz herder

at the time. When giving Dorug to his son, Xorlay-ool Darganovič announced the transition

of ownership over livestock and seasonal grounds to Samba.188

The following example of the entangled interspecies lineage of horses and horsemen

allows me to situate my personal bonds with horsemen and horses within my Soyan

patrilineal kinship. When I was 11 years old, I became the owner of a red roan mare with

dark markings over her left shoulder blade; she was my first equine.189 The mare came from

the herd of my grandfather, Kadïp-ool Soyan’s older brother Kaldaŋ Soyan. He was able to

preserve his horses because he had been a sovxoz herder during socialist times. During the

course of my field research, several Ak-Erik horsemen pointed to the stock of Kaldaŋ Soyan

as the origin of their equines. Among them are the sons of Kaldaŋ Soyan—Seren-Šimet and

Sergey—and the grandson, Orlanmay.190 Other horsemen in the area point to their herds as an

example of horses whose ancestry is traced to the pre-Soviet stocks and whose belonging

with the family was uninterrupted throughout the decades of Soviet rule (1944–1991).

Orlanmay Kaldaŋ, while talking about his beloved horse, emphasized its origin in his

grandfather’s herd: “It is a four-year-old yellow dun gelding; he is in the herd now. I had a

chestnut racehorse whose younger sibling was the parent of this Dun. These horses came

187 The original in Tyvan: “Бо диирге мээң ам чүгүрүк малым-дыр, чарыштырып эгелеп турар. Төөнейлиг
Шилги аът, удуму-төөгүзү дээрге шаанда ачамдан арткан малының удумунуң менде арткан ол малдан
төрүтттүнген кулун-дур.” Samba used the expression udumu-töögüzü “an origin story or ancestry.” It is a
combination of two words—udumu “one’s origin” and töögüzü “one’s story.” The Tyvan word töögü
corresponds with both “a story” and “history” in English.
188 Temir “Samba” Laŋaa is the youngest of six siblings. He has three sisters and two brothers. The second
brother, Doržu, lives in Kyzyl, while the oldest brother, Kür-Dagba, is a čïlgïčï and craftsman skilled in making
equine tack. Kür-Dagba has his own seasonal grounds, and he has kept his livestock separate from his parents’
stock. Meanwhile, Samba stayed with his parents (lately, as a two-yurt aal) and has inherited both his parents’
stock and seasonal camping sites. During my field research, I observed that it is a common inheritance custom
in the transboundary area for the youngest son to inherit the parents’ stock and seasonal grounds. The custom is
rooted in ultimogeniture, or junior right, which was observed earlier among the Turkic- and Mongolian-
speaking peoples of Inner Asia.
189 In Tyvan, she was described as čarnïnda meŋnig kïr be “the red roan mare with a birthmark on her scapula.”
She was named simply Kïr be “Roan Mare”.
190 All of them are čïlgïčï; Sergey and Orlanmay own award-winning racehorses and share a passion for
horseracing with their sons. I write about Sergey akaa and his son Sergek in the following section on
relationships with racehorses.
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from my grandfather’s herd. I also have mares [which came from my grandfather’s herd].

This horse has a history” (video-recorded conversation, Šara-Nuur, Tyva, 2018)191

In conversations with horsemen, I noticed that a horseman’s story is incomplete

without information about his horses and skills in horsemanship. Similarly, a horse story

incorporates knowledge about its humans—an owner and his kin. Part three discussed sharing

knowledge about different herders’ equines among horsemen and their ability to recognize

individuals with varying types of ownership, and, in the case of special horses, tracing their

origin back several generations. This interspecies knowledge ensures, first, successful

communication between horsemen when discussing equines and, second, it supports human-

horse belonging. As an example of such knowledge sharing, consider how Vladimir Orus-ool

introduced his stallion. He mentioned his stallion’s origin in another horseman’s herd: “This

is Tever Šavïdar; he was born in 2002. His son is Šool Šilgi, who leads his own band

currently. His father is Tever Xüreŋ, from the herd of Sergey Ïnaalay” (fieldnote, Šara-Nuur,

Tyva, 2019).

Customary regulations regarding relationships with special horses apply to the bonds

with equines who belong to the interspecies horseman-horse lineage. One regulation—a

prohibition on their sale—is understood as quite strict in the case of “equines with a certain

origin” (e.g., conversations with Roman Aldïn-Xerel in 2015 and Čimed Dondog in 2016).

Čimed Dondog defined an equine with a certain origin as töl kulun. He explained: “There is a

horse that is called töl kulun. It is a person’s own foal. … If the horse is töl kulun, it is not

sold to people. If the töl kulun horse is sold, it will bring bad luck. The töl kulun is not sold to

other places or other people, to Kazakhs” (audio-recorded interview, Bayan Ölgiy, Mongolia,

2016).192 Further clarification by his younger kin, Buyantoxtox, reveals that activities

concerning “a horse with a certain origin” help ensure the moral economy of human-

nonhuman relationships. Buyantoxtox emphasized the equine’s belonging with the

interspecies aal community and the landscapes it occupies at the seasonal grounds. He said:

“It is a foal which was born at the aal’s own kodan. It is the kodan’s own foal; if this foal is

sold outside, to other people—Kazakhs, Mongols, or foreigners—both the aal’s and the horse

herd’s well-being (buyan-kežik) will leave with the horse. That is why an aal keeps its foals

191 The original in Tyvan: “Мээң шагда чүгүрүк хүрең аъдымның удуму, дуңмазының оглу, дагыр кула
аът, чылгыда. Дөрт харлыг. Ийе, кырган-ачамның чылгызының удуму. Бар, белер база бар. Төөгүден
артып калган мал.”
192 The original in Tyvan: “Төл кулун деп аът турар. Кижиниң бодунуң кулуну. Дем ам баглап каан кулун,
төл кулун аътты кижээ сатпас, төл кулун аътты черже, өске, казак мындыг кижээ сатса адыглаар
төөкүлүг, төл кулунну кижээ сатпас.”
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and yearlings, which are born at the aal’s own ödek. They are kept at the aal’s own kodan, at

its own čele, and they are used and ridden [by the owners]” (audio-recorded interview, Bayan

Ölgiy, Mongolia, 2016).193 In the above quote, Buyantoxtox placed particular emphasis on

the horses’ belonging with the interspecies aal community and their shared landscapes. Here,

it was kodan—the seasonal encampment’s territory, which includes a family’s dwelling,

shelters for animals, and an unmarked adjacent area. The notion of the negative impact on the

interspecies community’s well-being (buyan-kežik) as a result of selling “horses with a

certain origin” is grounded in the moral economy of human-nonhuman kinship, where

equines are approached as communicative bridges with sentient (and superordinate)

landscapes.

Elevating Life Energy (Xey-A’t) in Horseracing

This section approaches horseracing and the bonds with racehorses in terms of land-based

human-nonhuman kinship. First, I focus on the interest in horseracing and racehorses, which

the horsemen refer as “the horse sickness” (a’t aarïï).194 Second, I highlight the horsemen’s

understanding of horseracing as an activity that increases the life energy (xey-a’t) and

positively impacts the human-nonhuman community’s well-being. I suggest that an elevated

xey-a’t balances a discrepancy between the horsemen’s investments (emotional, physical, and

financial) and the existing award system in horseracing. Lastly, I discuss the customary

regulations specific to the relationship with racehorses, which reveal the embeddedness of

these relationships in the moral economy of land-based kinship. I pay attention to

relationships with racehorses because, first, the southern Tyvan horsemen are known for their

passionate interest in horseracing and breeding racehorses; second, part six of the dissertation

situates the well-known Tyva story of the racehorse Ezir Kara in the land-based human-

nonhuman kinship system and questions any breach in interspecies obligations.

193 The used terminology requires a brief introduction. Čele is a tethering system for the livestock’s offspring. It
is a rope (made of horsehair or leather) strung between two short poles; čele has multiple individual tethering
spots. Ödek is dry livestock dung; ödek is used here as a synonym of kodan (the seasonal encampment’s
territory). More on landscapes, including kodan, in part V.
The original in Tyvan: “Аалының коданының бодунга төрүттүнген, бо коданның бодунуң кулунчаа
болгаш, ындыг кулунну дашкаар, кандыг бир нация, казак-кузак, моолдар болгаш даштыкы улустарга
садар болза, аалдың, чылгы-малдың буян-кежии база ырай бээр, ол ужун демги аал бодунуң аалының
өдээнге төрүмел ол кулуннар, чаваалар ол малдарны дашкаар үндүрбес, бодунуң коданынга тургузар,
челезинге баглап каар, ам эдилеп, хөлдеп чоруур.”
194 I use a literal translation of the phrase, which consists of “a horse” (a’t) and “sickness” (aarïg). The phrase
a’taarïï conveys the meaning “obsession with (race)horses.”
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All horsemen claim that they are devoted to their horses. Some boast a passion for racing

and racehorses, which horsemen refer to as “the horse sickness” (a’t aarïï). The expression

defines a passionate interest in racehorses, in their breeding, training, and racing. This interest

forces the horsemen to adjust their life to a rhythm of training and the racing season. In

addition, the necessity to care for racehorses demands much time, effort, and resources. I had

the chance to talk about the interest in racehorses and racing with the horsemen-trainers

during the Naadïm races in July 2013. That year, my native Tes-Xem kožuun hosted the Tyva

republic’s Naadïm festival. The horse races took place on the Saygïn steppe—a strip of flat

terrain flanked by the Taŋdï-Uula Mountains and the Tes River. On the eve of the races, I

arrived at the location with Šara-Nuur horsemen who were staying at the same campsite.

Numerous similar campsites spread out along the Saygïn steppe; there were horsemen from

different kožuuns, even from as far away as the westernmost Möŋgün-Taiga.195 Upon arrival,

the Šara-Nuur horsemen hurried to register their horses, demonstrate proof of the riders’ age

with a passport, and buy them medical insurance in case of an accident.196

After setting up camp and completing the paperwork, we had time to talk. I asked the

horsemen about their bonding with horses, their herds, and their interest in racing (video-

recorded conversations, Tes-Xem, Tyva, July 2013). My cousin, Sergek Kaldaŋ, told me that

he cannot stay away from his herd: “I caught the horse sickness, ugbay. I cannot live without

the horses.” Another cousin, Alexey Bïzaakay, picked up the topic and shared similar

thoughts: “I have got the horse sickness. When the racing season approaches, it is impossible

for me to stay away from the herd.” Despite having jobs in Kyzyl, Alexey and Sergek have

spent much time with their parents-herders and livestock, especially during the training

period for the racehorses.197 In the following paragraphs, I describe the racing event with an

195 The direct summer road from Möŋgün-Taiga to Tes-Xem traverses the Taŋdï-Uula Mountains. However, the
steep Teeli Pass makes it unsuitable for trucks carrying horses. Thus, horsemen must take a road that runs from
the western border of Tyva to Kyzyl and then turns to the south.
196 Recent regulations do not allow riders younger than 14 years of age to participate in the races; they also
require medical insurance and a helmet. Traditionally, riders as young as six years old could participate in the
races. In the Tyvan endurance-style races, adult racehorses run a distance that varies between 25 and 40 km; the
latter was a customary distance altered at the beginning of the 2000s. Young horses under four years of age run
for 15 km. No saddles are used, and light-weighted riders are preferred. It is different for the gaited horse
competition. The trotters and pacers run for ten km with a saddle, and their riders are often adults who are able
to keep the gait steady; breaking into another gait leads to disqualification. Racehorse riders are referred to in
Tyvan as “a rider” (munukču or čavïdakčï, from čavïdak “bareback riding”).
197 The following year, Alexey became a full-time herder due to the age and health of his elderly parents. I have
interviewed him alongside his father, Andrey Taraačïevič Bïzaakay, at their summer campsite near the Tes
River in the summer of 2015.
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aim of conveying the emotional atmosphere of races and drawing attention to a discrepancy

between the horsemen’s investments and the value of the awards.

During the morning of the races, cars and horseback riders crowded the Saygïn steppe.

Horsemen prepared their steeds: cleaned their skin with wooden scrapers and combed,

braided, and decorated their manes and tails with ribbons. Riders listened to last-minute

instructions. The races started with a competition among young horses. The pre-start check-in

included providing confirmation of each participant’s age because only racers younger than

four years of age were allowed to compete. The task of checking the age of more than two

hundred agitated horses took time and strong nerves. Squeezed in the corral, the horsemen

and horses shouted and neighed. Owners of disqualified racers argued back. Three people

circled in front of the horse and looked at its teeth. One of the persons was making marks in a

notebook.

– Your horse’s canines have already grown! How can it be young?! It is a full five-year-

old adult horse!

– No, it is just turning four this year!

Finally, the check-in was over, and the participants lined up. After the command to start, the

riders with racers took off, followed by horsemen in cars. I was packed in Roman akaa’s car

with several horsemen. Soon we were driving in a cloud of dust; our car was bumping and

jumping over potholes. Young horsemen usually demonstrate “manly” calmness, but now

they were agitated. They shouted through the open windows to one rider: “Use the whip!

Throw it over both sides!” They shouted to each other: “Doesn’t he know how to use a

whip?!” They shouted on the phone to acquaintances in the front car: “How do they run?!”

The most passionate was Samba Laŋaa, a recently married owner of the three-year-old horse

Xoor Šilgi, who was competing for the first time.198 One car drove into a ravine and became

stuck there. A medical emergency car drove with lights on in the opposite direction. Later, we

learned that a rider had fallen and received a light injury.

The winner was čïlgïčï Omak Kombu from Bay-Dag sumu, Erzin kožuun.199 All five

leaders among the Tyvan breed racehorses came from the provinces of southern Erzin and

Tes-Xem. A Šara-Nuur horse was awarded second prize, won by Sergek Kaldaŋ’s Xüreŋ,

who competed with the adult Tyvan breed racers (uzak maldar).200 Sergek had this to say

198 A few days before the races, I attended Samba’s wedding at Šara-Nuur (the dissertation’s preface story).
199 Bay-Dag herders are the nearest neighbors of the Šara-Nuur herders. Their seasonal pastures border Mount
Yamaalïk and the flatland Čöögey, east of Lake Šara-Nuur.
200 Uzak maldar are adult horses that compete in the long uzak distance racing.
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about the prize: “This horse won me a TV for the second time.” Last year, Xüreŋ was also

runner-up in the Naadïm races and earned the same prize—a large flatscreen TV.

Immediately after the results were announced, the horsemen loaded their horses onto trucks

and headed back to Šara-Nuur. We arrived there late in the evening, and the racehorses were

released into their herds for the first time since early June, when their training season had

begun. When Sergek had commented earlier on his award for finishing second, a large

flatscreen TV, his disdain was palpable. Sergey Ïnaalay from Bay-Dag sumu (Erzin kožuun)

is the record-setting čïlgïčï, a man known for breeding and training racehorses and whose

racers have won first prize more than ten times. He shared the same disdain for the difference

in the value of the awards:

It was in the year 2001. My horses came in both first and second places at the
republic’s Naadïm. Such a thing has never happened, even in the great state of
Mongolia with hundreds and thousands of racehorses. Two horses [trained by] one
man had never led the great Naadïm races. It is a rare happiness. It is special.
Mongols were amazed when they heard about it. The best horses from all Tyva
gathered and, among those two to three hundred horses, two horses [trained by]
one man were the winner and runner-up. My Xoor was first; he earned a UAZ car
as a prize. My Kalčan-Šilgi came in the second place. A car was the prize for one
and a refrigerator for the other. There is much difference [in the prizes’ value].
They finished almost simultaneously, with only thirty meters between them; it is a
distance from here to that corral. Despite this, the prizes were [different] like that.
The first horse gets a car; the rest get some small things.

(audio-recorded interview, Erzin, Tyva, June 2015)

The horsemen talked about the situation being quite common—the winners in the two

main categories (adult mix-breed horses and adult Tyvan breed horses) at the republic-level

competitions are awarded cars. Prizes for second and third place are incomparable in value

with the first prize. I suggest that this discrepancy in the value of the awards persists due to

different value systems—a monetary economy and a moral economy. While the former

operates with monetized values of prizes and horsemen’s investments in racing, the latter

relies on the exchange value of horsemanship practices within the moral economy of land-

based kinship. In Tyvan horsemanship culture, racehorses and horseracing are entangled with

the concept of life energy (xey-a’t). I discussed previously the understanding of xey-a’t as an

outcome of the relationship with superordinate nonhumans. I observed that the strength or

weakness of xey-a’t operates in relation to the proper or improper handling of horse-related

practices, which serve as a communicative bridge with superordinate nonhumans. Here, I

focus on more particularly on horseracing, which is an activity that can dramatically elevate
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xey-a’t. The award-winning racehorses are believed to embody the xey-a’t of their owners and

the multispecies aal community. In addition, their representative power extends beyond their

own aal to include all Tyva people and their homeland. Similar to the categories of beloved

(xayïraldïg) horses and consecrated (ïdïk) horses, the racehorses possess an enhanced ability

to communicate with sentient landscapes. Thus, any violation of the moral economy’s norms

in the case of award-winning racehorses will have “cosmological ramifications” (Humphrey

& Ujeed 1999). The risks can be minimized by closely following regulations determining the

horseman-racehorse relationship.

During my fieldwork in southern Tyva and western Mongolia, I observed that some of the

regulations are general for all horses, such as the respectful handing of equines and their tack.

However, certain regulations are specific to relationships with racers. One of them is the

requirement to place a racer’s tack and awards in the most respected dör area of the yurt.201

When training racers, the horsemen must follow multiple regulations: be hospitable and avoid

drinking alcohol or engaging in other negative behaviors (for instance, deceiving or

badmouthing others); and keep a respectable distance from one’s wife (celibacy). In addition,

some horsemen have noted that girls, when they reach puberty, no longer ride racehorses. My

informants also warned against selling the racers and excessively monetizing relationships

with racehorses by noting that any violation of these norms results in misfortune and

decreases an owner’s life energy (xey-a’t). Roman Aldïn-Xerel explained to me that the

accidents that occur during races and result in a rider injuring himself only became frequent

recently due to the excessive monetization of horsemanship activities (video-recorded

conversation, Tes-Xem, Tyva, 2013). As an example, he spoke about payments for riders. He

mentioned that the boys’ parents had demanded an unreasonably high-priced reward. Roman

akaa had the following to say:

Horse racing is popular, but there are a lack of riders. Earlier, boys cried, begging
to ride a racehorse. Now children want [to ride], but their parents are against it. If
[the parents] agree, they ask for a payment—a horse or a motorbike. The kids are
not educated in traditional ways. They learn to see a material value in everything.
A horse holds the most value for a Tyva man. It is our people’s life energy (xey-
a’t). We need to support the boys’ interest in riding. Without support, the interest
will be lost, and a boy will grow up to be a man who cannot saddle a horse.

(video-recorded conversation, Tes-Xem, Tyva, July 2013)

201 Part V discusses emplacing human-horse relationships within the yurt’s gendered and hierarchical space (see
also Peemot 2019).
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Roman akaa discussed the material value of horse-related practices and the value of a

horse as life energy (xey-a’t). It is obvious that, in his opinion, the latter prevails over material

interests. The opposite situation, when monetary value prevails, causes an imbalance in

human-nonhuman relationships, which is revealed in, for example, injuries to racehorse

riders. This reminds me of another situation when I was told that a rider had been traumatized

because the horse’s owner regularly sells his horses despite an existing customary regulation

against selling one’s good horses. My interlocutors concluded that the horseman’s life energy

(xey-a’t) had departed with the (good) horses, exposing him and the multispecies aal

community to various misfortunes.202 This story reveals that relationships with racehorses are

regulated more strictly than with other equines because racers are understood to embody the

xey-a’t of their owners, the multispecies aal community, and the homeland. Various practices

involving racehorses and racing have an exchange value in the moral economy of human-

nonhuman kinship. Customary regulations determine the ways in which horsemen approach

racehorses as being either appropriate or inappropriate. An appropriate observation of

regulations increases one’s xey-a’t and well-being in general. Inappropriate handling has a

negative impact—it decreases the life energy xey-a’t and exposes a person (community,

homeland) to misfortune. This positive impact on xey-a’t perhaps explains the popularity of

horseracing despite the discrepancy in the worth of the prizes. In addition, breeding, training,

and owning award-winning racehorses all positively impact the horsemen’s status. They are

understood as persons with high xey-a’t; they gain respect and are approached as authorities

within their own communities and among other horsemen. Hence, racehorses contribute

strongly to the identities of horsemen.

Conclusion

In part IV, I have argued that the high status of a horse is an outcome of the species’

simultaneous proximity to humans and sentient superordinate nonhumans. I approached the

horse’s proximity to landscapes through the concept of matching gifts—an understanding of a

horse as a superordinate nonhuman’s gift to humankind and the gift for horses (malga

čayalga) in a horseman; understanding a horse as the embodiment of the owner’s

externalized life energy (xey-a’t); and the need to consecrate a horse (ïdïktaar). I examined

how horsemen understand closeness with their equines through an inquiry into the category

202 Empson (2011) and Humphrey and Ujeed (1999) have discussed how decreased hiimori (analogous to xey-
a’t) makes a person vulnerable to misfortune in the context of Mongolia.
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of beloved (xayïraldïg) equines and its sub-categories—racers and horses, which belong to

the entangled interspecies lineages.

I likewise suggested that a horse’s proximity to landscapes and humans situates the

interspecies relationship within the moral economy of land-based kinship. Further, I noted

that the high status of the consecrated (ïdïk) and beloved (xayïraldïg) equines implies, first,

their enhanced ability to facilitate communication between their interspecies aal communities

and sentient landscapes; and second, that it demands stricter regulations for interspecies

relationships compared with “all other horses.” The horse’s high status, engendered by the

species’ proximity to humans and sentient landscapes, and regulations of the triadic

relationship within the human-nonhuman kinship system explain fluctuations in the level of

the life energy (xey-a’t) and well-being of the horsemen, aal communities, and homelands.
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Part V. Your Homeland Listens to You

Nature is connected with every human being.

That is why we can talk to each other.

How is it with your homeland?

When you pray “Öršee!” and talk to this homeland,

it listens to you.203

Čïlgïčï Alexey Bïzaakay

Tes-Xem, Tyva, June 2015.

Introduction

Part V discusses how multigenerational interspecies’ relationships with homelands contribute

to a sense of belonging and a lack of wild-tame dichotomy in south Tyvan pastoralists’

perception of landscapes. Chapter 9 studies the horse’s status as “livestock of the land” (čer

malï) in contrast to that of other domesticated species—sheep, goats, and cows—which are

understood as “livestock of the encampment” (kodan malï). I suggest that horses, by making

use of the outer edges of homeland as their pastures, blur the boundaries between the core

encampment area of the seasonal camping ground (xonaš) and its non-adjacent parts (pastures

and watering places). Thus, the horses’ movements between distant pastures and the

encampment engender and support the aal community’s belonging with its homelands.

Chapter 10 investigates landscape perception among the pastoralists of south Tyva more

broadly by focusing on Tyvan language terminology when defining “wild” and the

relationality of “wild(er)ness,” and an understanding of landscape as a shared habitat for

domesticated and non-domesticated species. The latter notion contributes to the dissertation’s

main argument about land-based human-nonhuman kinship.

203 The original in Tyvan: “Кижи бүрүзү-биле бойдус тудуш болгаштың, дөмей-ле чугаалажып турар боор
чүве диин. Канчап оран-чурт кандыг боор-дур? Дөмей-ле. ‘Өршээ’—дээш чугаалажырыңга, сени дөмей-
ле дыңнап турар.”
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Chapter 9. Livestock of Land

Horses with Long Legs and Land Liver: Herding and Grazing Modes

I employ the horses’ movements and range and coordinating them with the seasonal circle of

the aal’s life as analytical tools for understanding how the horse herd communicates between

the aal community and homelands. The horses’ movements between the core of the seasonal

camping grounds (xonaš) and the close and far-range grazing grounds gradually cause the

camping grounds (xonaš) to merge with the wider landscapes. I approach these arguments

through Indigenous categorization concepts regarding equines. Tyvan horsemen categorize

horses as uzun davannïg čer baarlïg čer malï.204 It can be translated literally as “livestock of

the land with a land liver and long legs.”

Pastoralists in different ecological zones in Tyva understand some domesticated

animals—reindeer, yak, and horses—as not-quite-livestock, distinguished by their proximity

to landscapes beyond the seasonal encampment territory (kodan). Reindeer and yak are

referred to as being similar to wild animals (aŋ). Svetlana Dambuuevna Dongak, a herder in

the southwestern Övür province of Tyva, explained that yaks belong with “a wild animal

breed” (aŋ uksaalïg) (audio-recorded interview, Övür, Tyva, 2017). Anthropologists who

have worked with reindeer herders in Tožu kožuun have noticed the wild animal-like (aŋsïg)

status of domesticated reindeer (Donahoe 2012: 111; Stépanoff 2012: 290).205 In contrast to

reindeer and yak, there is no notion of speaking about a “wild animal” (aŋ) when defining

horses.206 Instead, they are referred to as livestock of the land (čer malï), where “land” is

understood as the landscape beyond the encampment’s (kodan) territory.207 The horseman

Melestey Oyun from Beldir-Arïg sumu, Tes-Xem, explained that corralling horses, as

livestock of the land, has a negative impact on their health:

204 Bumochir et al. discussed a similar understanding of horses among pastoralists in Mongolia as “livestock
with long legs” that “travels far for grazing, which makes herding tasks difficult” (2020: 191).
205 There are domesticated and wild reindeer in Tožu. Reindeer herder iviži Daniil Kïrgannay (b. 1991) termed
wild reindeer taspan aŋ, while for him taspan (without the suffix aŋ “wild animal”) refers to a yearling kid of
domesticated reindeer (fieldnotes, Tyva, 2019).
206 There is a difference between horses and wild animals—the lack of responsibility for its own destiny
(Nadasdy 2007: 27; Willerslev 2007: 75–6); the supposed self-sacrifice of animals, or gifting itself to humans, is
not a part of the hippophagy among Tyvan herders.
207 In a previous publication, I analyzed how herder-horse bonds are emplaced in the yurt and in the seasonal
encampment’s unmarked (kodan) territory; I emphasized the prevalence of horse-related objects in the yurt’s
gendered and hierarchical space and how the horse has little impact on the architecture of the kodan, which
reveals an understanding of the species as “livestock of the land” (Peemot 2019).
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[The horse] is livestock of the land; it does not belong with livestock of the
encampment. It spends nights out in the land. It is not suited for fences. The same
thing is said about yaks: they suffer inside fences, lose weight, and become barren.
Cows, sheep, and goats are livestock of the encampment.208

(audio-recorded interview, Tes-Xem, Tyva, June 2015)

I stayed with Melestey akïy at his summer camping site, Šagar-Ottug, in the taiga area

in 2015.209 At the time, he corralled the entire horse herd (approximately 170 individuals) for

about three hours per day. The herd came in around midnight. Before four a.m., Melestey

Baraaevič released the horses so they could graze unattended. An understanding of horses as

long-legged (uzun davannïg) and land-livered (čer baarlïg) livestock of the land (čer malï)

underlies their grazing and herding modes, which distinguishes equines from other livestock

species among pastoralists in southern Tyva. In Tyvan understanding, feelings are localized

in one’s liver.210 Thus, the phrase čer baarlïg emphasizes the horses’ belonging with

homelands. At the same time, it indicates the horses’ preference for grazing in the pastures

that are distant from an encampment, with little to no chance of sharing them with other

livestock. The preference for distant grazing grounds is further enforced by an

acknowledgement of horses as animals with “long legs” (uzun davannïg). In different

conversations that took place over the years, Roman Aldïn-Xerel clarified that the definition

“long-legged” (uzun davannïg) refers to horses’ ability to move fast and far; therefore, he

reasoned, a horsemen must be a hard-working man who moves equally fast and far (video-

recorded conversation, July 2013; audio-recorded interview, June 2015, Tes-Xem, Tyva).

Roman akaa emphasized that horses are tidy; they dislike pastures used by other

livestock. For that reason, horse herds graze far from encampments. In their search for good

grass, they traverse the farthermost parts of the homeland, essentially marking its borders by

their own movements. In the following excerpt from an interview recorded in 2015, Roman

akaa talked about pastures for horses, differences in the quality of grass in different

landscapes and seasons, and how livestock diversity ensures an interspecies aal community’s

208 Original in Tyvan: “Чер малы диин, кодан малынга хамаарышпас, чер хонуп чоруур. Кажаалаарга
таарышпас чүве-дир ийин. Cарлыкты база ындыг дээр ышкажыгай, кажаалаарыңга чудаар, тɵрүвейн
баар. Кодан малы дээрге ам инек, хой, ɵшкү ол-ла ыйнаан.”
209 The Šagar-Ottug summer campsite is situated in an area named Šuurmak, close to the Taŋdï-Uula Mountains.
Šagar-Ottug is the summer site of my maternal grandparents. Melestey Oyun, my grandfather’s nephew, used
the site based on kinship terms. I address him as “older male kin” (akïy) because I cannot address him as
“mother’s sibling-brother” (daay) or “older male kin” (akaa); the latter term is specific to my paternal Soyan
kinship group.
210 This corresponds with an understanding of the heart as the holder of feelings in other cultures. Consider, for
instance, the expressions erig baarlïg “with a warm liver” to refer to a kind person; doŋ baarlïg “with a frozen
liver” to refer to a cruel person; and baarïm ažïy berdi “my liver ached” to express empathy with another
person’s hardships.
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survival in harsh climatic conditions. I include the lengthy excerpt because Roman akaa

discussed nuanced understandings of landscapes, for instance untouched ground (čüm čer)

and a specific phenomenon—livestock famine (čut), which is caused by weather conditions. I

quote his testimony below.

When choosing the pasture, an untouched place (čüm čer) is suitable for equines.
An untouched (čüm) place is where no livestock have walked before, where no
animal has walked after it has been snowing. Equines want to graze in this kind of
place. Equines are very tidy; they choose the neatest place and eat the untouched
grass. That is why horses want to graze in the nice places with plenty of grass. They
do not stay close to the aal like cows and sheep do. It has been so in the old time,
too, during the sovxoz time. They would go to the untouched (čüm) pastures that
herders were trying to save [for other livestock]. It resulted in conflicts. Horses
consume much grass. It is easier to corral and feed three to four cows than enclose
and feed one horse. Since cows and sheep chew their cud, they graze during the
day and chew their cud all night. Horses eat and poop. It is a direct process.

In summer, it is suitable for horses to stay in a bit cooler place. In the
autumn, a place where the thin snow falls early is good for fattening. The grass
might be the same, but when the first thin snow falls, the grass becomes soaked
with humidity and then dries up. Horses are well satiated at that time. It is a good
time, when [horses] do not move much. After that, winter snow falls, and horses
begin to long for the untouched (čüm) pasture. In the old times, during a famine
(čut), when there was a lack of snowplows, the aals would release their horse herds
into the sheep pasture in the morning.211 Thus, sheep were able to pick up dry grass
underneath the snow crust, which was broken by the horses’ hooves. By eating that
grass, sheep could survive through the year.212

211 Čut is a natural disaster that results in the livestock becoming famished and starving. It is caused by several
factors or a combination of them: deep snow and a lack of wind to clear the mountain slopes during winter; an
ice crust on the snow that is impossible for animals to break through and reach the grass below; or an unusually
cold and long spring when forage storage sites become exhausted. Late snowfall in autumn or little snowfall
during the winter, followed by a snowless “black” spring are also potentially dangerous because herders rely on
the snow for watering the livestock on the steppe.
212 Original in Tyvan: “Одар шилиир дээр болза чылгы малга чүм-не чер тааржып турар. Чүм дээрге мал-
маган баспаан, хар чаап каарга, харга чүү баспаан чер диин. Чылгы мал ындыг черге оъттаскаар. Кончуг
силиг черни шилиир, чылгы мал кончуг нарын, силиг оъттуг чер чиир.Ынчангаш оъттуг, аянныг черже
оъттаскаар чылгы мал. Инек, хой ышкаш аал чанынга турбас.Шаанда-даа ындыг боор чүве, совхоз
үезинде.Малчыннарның бичии аттырып алган чүм черинче барып дүне кире бээр.Шуут ол дээш
маргылдаа үнер. Чылгы мал оътка хор. Чаңгыс чылгы малды суп алгаш чемгерер, азыраар орнунга, үш-
дөрт инекти суп алгаш азыраар болзуңза, онуун чиик болур диин. Инек, хой кегжендилиг болгаш,
хүндүс оъттап алгаш, хондур оозун кегжээр. Чылгы мал болза чип-ле турар, соондан мыяктап-ла турар.
Дорт ындыг ол-ла дыр ам. Чайгы үеде болза чылгы малың шала сериин черээ турар болза тааржыр.
Күзүн эртээ чуга хар дүжер черээ тодарынга эки. Оъттар чаңгыс аай-даа болза, ол башкы чуга хар
чааптарга, күскү оъдуң шыгааш, кургай берген турар. Ол үеде мал ырмажок тодар, дендии эки,
шимчевес кезек үези турар. Оон кышкы улуг хар чааптарга, чылгы чүмнүг черже чоруксаар.Шаанда чут
үезинде далбый чүү чедишпес үеде аалдар эртен хой үндүрер одарынче чылгызын үндүрүптерге, дем
чылгы хаккан черниң ол сиген-саганын хой боктап чий бээр. Ону хой боктап чиггеш, чүгээр чыл ажа
бээр дээр чүве.”
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Roman akaa emphasized that horses require untouched grazing grounds (čüm čer)

where no other livestock has grazed; thus, horses’ belonging with distant landscapes is inter-

related with an understanding of the species as livestock of the land (čer malï). This sets

horses apart from other livestock. Pastures are distinguished according to their distance from

the aal community’s encampment: close-range pastures, mid-range pastures, and far-range

pastures. A herder follows the sheep and goat flock closely during morning hours in the mid-

range pastures; in the late afternoon, the flock grazes in the vicinity of the encampment,

which allows herders to check it from time to time without following it continuously. Cattle

graze unattended in the mid-range pastures; they are driven to and from the pastures daily.

Cattle, sheep, and goats spend each night in the (kodan) territory. Thus, these species interact

with herders regularly during the day. The far-range unattended grazing of horses

distinguishes them from other livestock species, which are traditionally a part of south Tyvan

pastoralist ecologies.213 Although an aal community’s horse herd may occasionally traverse

through the community’s close and mid-range pastures and appear inside the (kodan) territory

to satisfy its need for salt, their main grazing grounds are the most distant pastures from the

encampment. When moving from the core areas of the seasonal camping grounds (xonaš)

outward, the intensity of human presence and human-livestock interactions decrease. Horses,

which graze in the distant grounds, are the only domesticates that share these landscapes with

wild species.

The differences between herding modes for horses and other livestock are marked in

the language of horsemen. The verb “to herd” (kadarar) is used less often in relation to

equines than to other livestock. Horsemen speak of the following “herding” practices:

observing xaraar (often from an elevated ground), guarding the night pasture (manaar or

küzetteer), and checking for the presence of certain individuals in the herd (ončalaar).214

Herders “wait” (manaar) for the horse herd in the night pastures in summer and early

autumn.215 An observation method (xaraar) is used to follow animals at a distance with or

213 Reindeer and yak, which also graze unattended in the far-off pastures, are absent from southern Tyvan
ecologies.
214 These three modes are employed for herding all livestock; however, the “herding” (kadarar) mode, which is
understood as “to closely follow animals in the pasture,” is little present in the lives of horsemen. Accordingly,
the noun kadarčï, “a shepherd,” indicates a person who is engaged in the activity of kadarar, in contrast with a
horseman čïlgïčï—an owner of a horse herd who is interested in horsemanship—and a herdsman malčïn, an
owner of livestock in general.
215 Two to three teenagers on horseback guard a herd approximately from midnight until dawn. The nighttime
guarding of equine herds has been a regular practice in Šara-Nuur throughout the 1990s and 2000s because of an
epidemic of horse theft. It has changed the herding of equines in different ways: when manaar was not possible,
a herd was kept in a corral for the night. Currently, the situation with livestock theft is not so bad, so I have
observed horse herds grazing overnight unattended in Šara-Nuur.
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without binoculars. With this method, herders employ knowledge about specific coat colors

of horses in the herd. Herders can distinguish between the herds of all the other horsemen in

the area based on coat color. Ončalaar refers to checking for the presence of certain animals;

it does not require counting but instead implies knowledge of all the individuals in a herd.

Herders occasionally visit (tegerer) horses at distant pastures. The latter two practices require

only a short-term stay with a herd, when a herdsman can check the condition and presence of

animals.

Despite the irregularity of physical contact with equines, horsemen are aware of their

horses’ whereabouts. This builds on the shared interspecies knowledge about the spatial and

temporal frames of the aal community’s seasonal grounds. An example from my fieldwork

helps to explain this point. In the summer of 2018, we stayed with the herders Aylaŋmaa and

Nogaan-ool Soyan in the Taŋdï-Uula Mountains. At the time, their horses grazed separately

in three stallion bands. One of the bands stayed close by and appeared in evenings within the

proximity of the encampment. We went to look for the second band when the owners could

not spot it for several evenings. The band was grazing on the forested slopes of the Taŋdï-

Uula Mountains, approximately two kilometers from the family’s yurt. The family did not

look for the third band because, as their son Arapčay explained, the band stallion takes his

group in the western direction deeper into the Taŋdï-Uula range. Every few weeks, the herd

comes down the mountains to the Tes River. Arapčay’s father, Nogaan-ool Suvakovič,

reasoned that horses do not wander away from their homeland; they grow accustomed to the

place (audio-recorded conversation, Tes-Xem, Tyva, June 2018).216 He said that in early

autumn, the band will leave the Taŋdï-Uula Mountains and stay by the riverside; this will

signal to the owners that it is time for their aal community’s transhumance to the next

seasonal grounds on the Agar steppe. If an aal community stays late at the seasonal camping

site (xonaš), the horses become impatient and attempt to leave for the next pasture by

themselves. The horsemen explained that in these circumstances, the aal community has no

option but to move because it is too laborious to keep horse herds in the same place once they

start longing for new pastures (conversations with čïlgïčï Sergey Ïnaalay, Roman Aldïn-Xerel,

Nogaan-ool Soyan, and Melestey Oyun between 2013 and 2019).217 The notion that the aal

216 During our stay, neither band was brought to the encampment in summer, and only two to three riding horses
were kept by the yurt. The family did not have a horse enclosure at their spring to autumn encampments. Their
winter place in the Agar steppe had an open corral, where all three bands stayed together overnight.
217 The necessity of keeping up with horses’ movements at far distances requires suitable qualities in horsemen.
Talking about the hardships of being a horseman, Roman Aldïn-Xerel noted that it takes much effort to follow
horses because they are “livestock of the land with a land liver and long legs,” and therefore, they move fast and
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community’s transhumance is determined by the horses speaks to the shared interspecies

knowledge about belonging with temporal landscapes.218

The grazing and herding modes of the horses take into consideration the species’

preferences for certain pasturelands and acknowledge their self-sufficiency when remaining

unattended a distance from their aal community. The horses’ regular movements between the

aal community’s kodan and the outer edges of its homeland impact the pastoralists’

perceptions of landscape—the farthest most areas where the herds graze are understood as

part of the aal community’s seasonal camping grounds (xonaš). Thus, the horses’ movements

blur the boundaries between temporally occupied landscapes and “the rest of” the homeland.

A similar lack of distancing between landscapes has been observed by Morten Pedersen

among the Tyvan-speaking Duxa reindeer herders of northern Mongolia: “The Duxa

landscape, then, is not simply comprised by the physical contours of the environment

surrounding the nomadic camp. For [the] camp does not define an enclosure of cultural space

on the other side of which its inhabitants encounter a natural wilderness. ‘Wild’ spaces can be

found inside each Duxa camp, just as ‘tame’ places can be found outside it” (2009: 137). The

use of quotation marks by the author perhaps hints at the relationality of the notion “wild”

among pastoralists, which has been observed in Tyva as well and which I discuss in the next

chapter.

The Seasonal Camping Grounds (Xonaš)

An aal community, which is comprised of a herding family and domesticated species, shares

knowledge about the temporal and spatial boundaries of its seasonal grounds. Thus, humans

and nonhumans understand their belonging with particular landscapes. The horses’

movements between the outer (unmarked) edges of the seasonal ground and its core—an

encampment—reinforce a sense of belonging with homelands and engenders the lack of a

wild-tame dichotomy in landscape perception among pastoralists. In this section, I discuss

how long-term belonging with seasonal xonaš landscapes is revealed, first, via nuanced,

season-specific knowledge about them, second, via existing customary regulations regarding

far. For that reason, he noted, not everybody is suited to be a horseman; a horseman must be as fast as his horses
(video-recorded conversation, Tes-Xem, Tyva, 2013).
218 Charles Stépanoff (2012) discusses how reindeer and reindeer herders in the Tožu kožuun of Tyva share
knowledge about routes between seasonal grounds. Stépanoff theorized that the unattended movements of
reindeer in the taiga have to do with the species’ autonomy and a joint commitment between humans and
reindeer.
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land ownership, and third, via an understanding of ecological responsibility in the

relationship between an aal community and its seasonal xonaš grounds.

The xonaš is a seasonal camping ground consisting of several different parts. Unlike

the kodan, which is referred to in relation to an aal community, a xonaš has a name of its

own. Due to a sense of belonging with homelands that spans multiple generations, Tyvan

pastoralist communities share knowledge about the xonaš sites and their ownership. When

inhabited, its core is the kodan, with a herders’ dwelling and livestock shelters. In addition,

the xonaš includes water sources and pastures—both close and distant. They are not adjacent

to the core area and connected with habitual pathways.219 Situated at a distance from the

kodan, water sources and pastures are shared by multiple aal communities as well as by

domesticated and wild species. For instance, all aal communities that live at various camping

sites (xonaš) around Lake Šara-Nuur share a single source of drinking water—a deep ground

well. There are several livestock watering sources—a stream, Xorlaaš, at the western end of

the lake, several springs (bulaktar) at its eastern end, and small fresh-water lakes known as

Xölčükter.220 Another water source is the Narïn River, a natural border between Mongolia

and Tyva, where some families graze their cattle in summer. Xonaš is a general term referring

to any seasonal camping ground. Pastoralists, however, use specific terminology with

inherent temporality: a winter ground (kïštag), a spring ground (čazag), a summer ground

(čaylag), and an autumn ground (küzeg). Each of these names originates with the season:

winter (kïš), spring (čas), summer (čay), and autumn (küs). Verbs deriving from the seasons’

names carry meanings: “to pass the season” and “to move to the seasonal grounds.” For

instance, kïštaglaar means “to winter (in the winter place)” and “to move to the winter

grounds.” Herding families in south Tyva move on average four times per year; sometimes an

additional transhumance occurs within the summer grounds. Perhaps, the pastoralists’

necessity to move regularly is best explained by Morten A. Pedersen in the context of

northern Mongolia: “[U]nless your herd is repeatedly moved to pastures with sufficient

nutrition, your animals will die” (2016: 224).

In Tyva, interspecies aal communities engage in transhumance within homelands

following the daily, seasonal, and yearly rhythms. This life-circle is demarcated, as I noted

219 Consider, for instance, how geographer Yi-Fu Tuan determines the importance of various pathways in
pastoralist landscapes: “The nomad's world consists of places connected by a path. […] Nomads pause and
establish camp at roughly the same places (pastures and water holes) year after year; the paths they follow also
show little change. For nomads the cyclical exigencies of life yield a sense of place at two scales: the camps and
the far larger territory within which they move” (2001 [1977]: 182).
220 The group name Xölčükter refers to several lakes: Eštir Xölčük, Muŋgaš Xölčük, Sarïg Xölčük, and Čiŋge
Xölčük.
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Figure 8. The Ak-Erik herders complete specific tasks at the seasonal xonaš sites.
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previously, in the Tyvan language’s terminology, which defines seasonal camping grounds.

The inherent temporality of xonaš landscapes is also revealed in their association with

specific tasks. The appended table (Figure 8, table) demonstrates how the xonaš sites are

understood as locations where seasonal tasks are performed. Thus, the temporality of xonaš

sites derives from an interspecies aal community’s multigenerational long-term inhabitancy

of homelands, while taking into consideration the terrain’s features, climate conditions, and

season-specific interactions with various livestock.

The ownership of xonaš sites is currently determined by two regulations: first, it is

defined by customary law, and second, by renting agreements with the local authorities. The

latter was introduced at the beginning of the 1990s when the socialist economic system

collapsed, and private ownership of livestock and pastureland was restored. The herders were

able to claim xonaš sites that had been occupied by families during the socialist period and

register their rights to the seasonal grounds. Currently, the Ak-Erik herders prefer to officially

register their rights to a certain winter site (kïštag); their interest is explained by financial

investments in building permanent structures—a house and livestock shelters—at the kïštag

site. Some herders have rental agreements for summer sites, too. However, private ownership

of summer sites and adjacent pastures is still a novel idea for pastoralists. Consider, for

instance, my uncle Andrey Bïzaakay’s complaint about his neighbors, who ignore his rights

to the summer pastureland. During our conversation at his xonaš site, named Kövürüg-Aksï,

Andrey akaa explained that his neighbors do not accept his ownership as exclusive, even

though he registered the land rights officially and pays the land-use taxes.221

All this territory is, in fact, mine; our people do not understand it well. Maybe now,
they will start to understand. I have registered this territory and pay taxes [on it]. If
I wanted, I would not allow people in this land. It is not like that though; the
territory is vast and my neighbors’ livestock graze alongside [my own]. I will stay
here all autumn, until December. I will save the kïštag [pastures for later use]. There
is enough pastureland here; it is good.222

(Andrey Bïzaakay, audio-recorded interview, Tes-Xem, Tyva, 2015)

221 The name of the seasonal camping site Kövürüg-Aksï means “The Mouth of the Bridge,” and it refers to the
vicinity of the bridge over the Tes River.
222 Original in Tyvan: “Бо территория шупту мээң-дир ийин, бистиң улус эки билбес чүве-дир ийин. Ам
чаа билип турар чүве, та кандаай чүве, бо территория мээң херек кырында шыйдырып алган, налогун
төлеп турар территориям болган. Бо черге улус-даа киирбес ужурлуг кижи-дир мен ийин. Ам ындыг
эвес, сосед-соседтерим мал-маганы ынчаар делгем, территориям делгем-дир, ынчангаш анаа холушкак
оъттап чоруур.Мен ам күзүн декабрь ай чедир борта турар мен. Дүү кыштаамны камнап ап. Бо одар
чедер, амыр.”
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The location in question included pasture lands shared by herders from Ak-Erik and the

neighboring municipality of Beldir-Arïg. Andrey akaa’s parents, who were sovxoz herders

during the socialist period, used to practice transhumance between the Agar steppe and Lake

Šara-Nuur, and not in the Tes River area. Andrey akaa started to use the area near the river

together with other herders in the 1990s. In the postsocialist decade, which was marked by an

economic crisis in Tyva, local herders preferred to remain at this place from spring to autumn.

It is situated near the bridge en route fromAk-Erik to the kožuun’s center, Samagaltay, and

further to the republic’s capital of Kyzyl; at the time, it was financially more convenient than

moving to Lake Šara-Nuur.

In the quote, Andrey akaa hinted at a misunderstanding with other herders who do not

acknowledge his land rights despite their being officially registered with local authorities. I

suggest that the lack of acceptance of exclusive rights over this particular landscape is

explained by an existing regulation of land ownership, which privileges customary law over

official registration with the local authorities. In reference to ownership of seasonal grounds,

customary law functions in the form of intra-community knowledge about local families’

belonging with particular xonaš landscapes over a span of several generations. In the above

case, customary law in the form of shared intra-community knowledge did not support

Andrey akaa’s claims to the Kövürüg-Aksï seasonal grounds based on the known geography

of his family’s seasonal campsites. Maria Fernández-Giménez describes a similar situation in

postsocialist Mongolia, where land rights were inherited within customary law practices. She

writes: “Rights to pasture acquired through direct inheritance hold the greatest force […]. A

pattern of continuous use by one household or khotail dating back to the collective period

also is broadly respected. Wealthy herders often claim access rights based on a ‘birthright’,

and effectively assert exclusive use rights through the status and power they wield among

other local herders” (Fernández-Giménez 2002: 61–62). In the case of the Soyan community,

which have lived in their south Tyvan homelands for multiple generations, the continuity of

belonging with certain xonaš landscapes dates back to pre-socialist times and persisted

despite collectivization, which began in 1929, took a violent turn in the 1930s, and was

enforced after the USSR annexed Tyva in 1944 (Arančïn 1982; Xarunova 2011).

I conclude this section with a brief observation about herders’ relationships with their

seasonal xonaš grounds, which are understood as a part of their sentient homelands. Respect

for the xonaš grounds is revealed in practices that emphasize the ecological responsibility of

its inhabitants. During a conversation in June 2015, Andrey Bïzaakay spoke about the local
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inhabitants’ ecological responsibility towards the xonaš landscape and expressed his concerns

about showing disrespect towards one’s homeland.

The way things were earlier was good. People made their xonaš camps anywhere
they wanted; mostly they camped in a place that they were accustomed with. They
prayed to that place and worshiped it. Those things have been forgotten. It is the
worst thing, what is happening now. People pay little attention to their land; they
throw trash anywhere. In former times, our parents always cleaned their xonaš
camps before moving away. The xonaš sites must stay clean. Now, it has changed.
People do not think about their children’s future and about keeping the land clean
for them. They do not think that their childrenwill live here andmake a living from
this land, [meaning that] it must be kept clean. In former times, people knew things
better. This is one of the changes—people are not worried about the ecology. They
do not know that we leave [land] for the next generations. Our children will live
here. Almost every day, we take a sack of trash to the trash place by car. We want
our place to be clean. I tell some people, ‘You have a car, take away your trash;
there is nothing difficult [about it]. Our parents were neat and clean.”223

(Andrey Bïzaakay, audio-recorded conversation, Tes-Xem, Tyva, 2015)

Andrey Aŋčïevič lived up to his words about taking care of the land. Every time I have

visited Andrey akaa and his wife Inna čeŋgey, their yurt and the kodan territory have always

been tidy and clean.224

223 Original in Tyvan: “Ооң мурнунда турганы ышкаш болза, база эки турган, анаа улус туралаан черинге
хонгаш, колдуу бодунуң өөренип калган черинге хонгаш, ол черин арыг-силиг тургузуп, ол черинге ам
чалбарып, чүдүп-тейлеп мынчап чораан. Ам эң багай чүү ол-дир ийин—ол чүүлер уттундургаш, ам чер-
чарын улуг тоовастай берген, кижи бүгүдээ кайда богун төгүскээн черинге төккеш-ле. Ам бир черинге
хонуп алгаш, оон чор уурда, аштавас нан.Шаанда бистиң ада-иелеривис көжерде хонажын аштап турар
логой. Хонаштар арыг турар. Ам ындыг эвес апарган чүве-дир. Кижилер келир үеде уруг-дарыын
бодавас нан, чүге дизе ол улус чурттаар, бо улуска арыг турзун, бо улус бо черге чурттаар, боңаа
амыдыраар деп чүүнү эки билбейн турар нан.Шаанда билип чораан. Бир өскерилген чүү ол-дур ийин ол,
чурттунуң экологиязы дээш сагыш салбастай берген. Ол чүүлер дараазында поколенияге артар деп
билбес. Чүге дизе бистиң уруг-дарыывыс чурттаар логой. Бистер ам богувусту кончуун көрем, хүннүң
чыгыы шоодай хире бокту бокче төгер-дир бис.Машиналыг бар чыткаш-ла төгер бис. Чүге диирге бо
черивис арыг турзун дииш нин. Ам бо улус ынчанмас чүве диин, чугаалап-даа турар диин мен чамдыкта
улуска, бо мындыг шоодайдан азып алыңар, машинаңар бар-дыр, долдур бокту чыып алгаш аппарып төп
каар, ол-ла. Бистиң ада-иевис ындыг чораан, арыг.”
224 Andrey akaa’s mother, whom I knew only by her nickname, Sarïg kaday (Yellow Old Woman), was my
grandfather’s aunt. His father, Aŋčï Bïzaakay, was my grandmother’s cousin. They were known for their
diligence and tidiness.
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Chapter 10. The Lack of “Wilderness” in Landscape Perception

Sharing Homeland with Non-Domesticated Species

Chapter 10 discusses Tyvan pastoralists’ understanding of their homelands as shared with

non-domesticated species. This relates to the lack of a wild-tame dichotomy in landscape

perception and re-enforces the idea of land-based human-nonhuman kinship. I suggest that

the pastoralists’ ways of handling wild species that visit a yurt or area of the encampment

(kodan) reveal the participation of non-domesticates in the moral economy of land-based

kinship. Due to an absence of fences encircling the territory, as well as a yurt’s general

design, the (temporally) tame landscapes of herder-livestock habitation are constantly

exposed to interactions with non-domesticated species. This notion of blurred boundaries is

paramount to understanding the south Tyvan pastoralist communities’ sense of belonging

with their homelands. I discuss landscapes beyond the camping site in chapter 11. Here, I

focus on the openness of the encampment to non-domesticated species. Consider, for

instance, how the relationship with the pika is defined by respect for the animal’s ability to

predict weather and be a source of medicine.225 The pika is a common guest in yurts around

Lake Šara-Nuur. It is a tiny animal with prominent ears; its coat is light gray in winter and

brown in summer. Local herders refer to the pika as “a little mouse” and call it either

xulagana or küžügen. In our conversation in the summer of 2013, Roman Aldïn-Xerel

explained that the pika is one of the animals in the 12-year Tyvan horoscope. It is harmless

and a source of medicine; therefore, people cannot harm or kill it. He told me the following:

“Küžügen live in mountainous places. It is a harmless being. It eats the mountain resin (xaya

čugu), and people gather its tiny bead-like droppings to use as medicine because the

droppings contain xaya čugu mixed with medicinal herbs eaten by the küžügen.” My

grandmother, Irisiŋmaa Kadïp-ool, pointed out the benefits of having a pika in a yurt. She

called it xulagana: “It is a good being. If there is a xulagana in the yurt, no steppe mice,

which spoil the leather and hides, will come in.”

Positive attitudes towards the pika are shared across the border. The herder Dorlig

Namsüren, whom we visited at the summer place of Xar Xučir in the Xaan Kögey Mountains

(Xan Xoxiy), explained that the pika (xulgun) help predict the weather: “In autumn, the white

mouse, named xulgun, squeaks loudly: ‘Čïk čïk čïk.” Namsüren’s grandmother taught him

225 The pika (Ochotona) is related to hares and rabbits. There are several species of Ochotona in Tyva. In south
Tyva, the Daurian pika (Ochotona daurica) is common (Boyarkin 2012: 55–63).
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that the pika brings good news: “The white-mouthed mouse has a voice, so it tells us that the

coming winter will be good. Listen to that mouse!”226 Namsüren added that the pika does not

use its voice in the summertime; the time to listen to its voice is in autumn, when the first

snow falls, and herders move to the winter place. Then, if they hear the pika’s clear and loud

voice in the morning, they can expect a good winter. The winter will most likely be harsh if

the pika’s voice is not heard in the autumn (audio-recorded interview, Uvs aimag, Mongolia,

2016). Encounters with the pika are accidental and brief.227 However, in some situations

herders develop a long-term caring relationship with non-domesticated animals based on their

view of landscapes as shared multispecies habitats.228 Studies on attitudes towards wildlife

among herding communities in Tyva and Mongolia have found that, to quote Humphrey et al.

(1993: 51), they “have an overall concept of nature which does not set it apart from humanity.

… Most of the rules concerning human treatment of things in nature are designed to preserve

the normal, balanced, state of affairs, and essentially this means leaving such entities to exist

in their own way.” The in-separation of nature from humanity, which Humphrey and

colleagues also discuss, is revealed in an absence of the notion of “wild(er)ness” in the way

Tyvan pastoralists perceive of landscapes.

Wild(er)ness as Relational Othering

In the Tyvan language, there are no words that easily correspond with the English words

“wild” and “wilderness” in relation to landscapes. Perhaps, the Tyvan phrase černiŋ čeri

comes closest to the English-language notion of “wilderness.” Černiŋ čeri means “the land of

the land”; it is used to define “a far off or remote place, land, or country.” It defines a remote

place that is uninhabited by humans and far from human dwellings; in this sense, it

corresponds with the English-language idea of wilderness. It also means “a country far from

226 To be “white mouthed” is an idiom that means to “bring good news” in the Mongolian and Tyvan languages.
227 Snakes are another non-domesticate that frequent yurts around Lake Šara-Nuur—the non-poisonous steppe
rat snake (Elaphe dione) and the poisonous pit viper (Gloydius halys). Some camping sites are known for
frequent encounters with them. If found in a yurt, snakes are removed using tongs and released unharmed at a
distance from the dwelling.
228 I briefly mention here the story of the horseman Oleg Sambuu and his twenty-year relationship with a flock
of wild goats, ibexes, who live close to his winter place in Övür kožuun, Tyva. Oleg Kuularovič noticed that the
lonely male kid first appeared in the year 2000; since then, the grown male has returned with its flock, the size
of which fluctuates between seven to ten individuals. The horseman noticed that there are no natural predators
for ibexes except humans and some lynx in the area. The latter are rare, and the horseman tries his best to
protect “his goats” from poachers. The numerous wolves in the area are not a threat to the ibexes (audio-
recorded conversation, Övür, Tyva, March 2017).
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Figure 9. Horses wait for their riders while they swim by Lake Eštir Xölčük; a horse in the
front has the Soyan brand (Šara-Nuur, June 2015).

one’s homeland.” The concept “wild” is equally problematic, though in this instance there is

the word čerlik, which translates as “wild” and defines plants and animals: čerlik ünüš means

“a wild plant” and čerlik amïtan means “a wild animal,” but čerlik ït means “a stray dog.”

The word that is most commonly used to define a wild animal is aŋ. In my conversations with

herders, we talk about mal, which means “livestock” and “an equine,” or azïral mal, which

refers to “livestock that is raised by people.” Domesticated species in general are referred to

as “animals that are raised by people” (azïral amïtan). The noun amïtan translates as “a being

with the breath.” Consider, for instance, kiži amïtan “a human being.” The notion of amïtan

as “a breathing, therefore living, being” has been widely discussed in the context of Inner

Asian and South Siberian pastoralists and hunters (e.g., Kisel 2009: 13; Humphrey & Onon

2003 [1996]: 84–85).

I suggest that assigning the notion of wild(er)ness to landscapes and nonhumans is a form

of relational othering. As such, it is not a fixed construct; rather, it is a quality that is

negotiated by maintaining or neglecting relationships. I explain this point through an inquiry

into a case study that debates the relational othering of landscapes and their human-

nonhuman inhabitants. In part II, I noted that flexible homeland-based identifications help me

to connect with communities living in territories between the Sayan and Altay Mountains.
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Here, I draw attention to situations when, instead of similarities, an emphasis is placed on

differences.

Numerous researchers, journalists, and travelers have discussed and continue to discuss

Tyva and Tyva people using the English word “wild” and its analogue in Russian: dikoe

mesto “a wild place” and dikie liudi “wild people.”229 Soviet geopolitics enforced colonial

alienation, on the one hand, distancing Tyva from Mongolia, while, on the other, inventing

the Tyva people as being civilized. This colonial “othering” continues to impact the ways in

which Tyva is defined and the ways in which the Tyva people define different regions of their

homeland. This “othering” in terms of how landscapes are perceived became evident, for

instance, during our encounters in southeastern Tere-Xöl kožuun, in Tyva, in June 2015.

Robbie and I arrived at Tere-Xöl for the folk customs festival, which drew workers from the

regional Dom Kulturï (a House of Culture) from multiple provinces and representatives from

the Ministry of Culture and the Centre for Tyvan Traditions and Crafts in Kyzyl. For most

participants, it was their first visit to Tere-Xöl. On the last morning, when everybody was

packing up and leaving, Robbie and I kept our tent up and waited for our Tere-Xöl

acquittances to pick us up later in the afternoon. Two of the departing Kyzyl officials

approached us and expressed their concerns about our decision to remain in Tere-Xöl. One

person, who spoke in Russian to Robert, warned him about it being a dikoe mesto “a wild

place” and that the locals are dikie liudi “a wild people.” In contrast, the conversation I had in

the Tyvan language lacked the presumed “wildness” of the place and its dwellers. My

interlocutor said: “You are čadag “without a car.” Besides, you are not from this place. I am

worried about you.”230 Later, Robbie and I hypothesized that the use of an alienation

terminology in Russian was an example of the colonizers’ gaze being imposed on and

adapted by the Tyva people, who, in this case, applied it to Tyvans living in a different

geographical space and speaking a different dialect of the Tyvan language.

Morten Pedersen observed a similar phenomenon regarding Darxads of northern

Mongolia, an area situated across the border from Tere-Khöl, whom other Mongolians

describe as “alien” or “the other” and equate them with “the wild.” In the opinion of the Xalx

majority, which is shared by other ethnic groups in Mongolia, the Darxads are “wild, crude,

and poor” because of the remoteness of their homeland (2012: 245). Pedersen’s observations

229 See Judah (2013); for earlier sources, see, e.g., the travel book by D. Mintslova (1993 [1915]).
230 It is appropriate to note that, in contrast to the well-wishers’ concerns, I found the Tere-Xöl people polite and
hospitable. Though I lacked any acquaintances prior to my first visit to Tere-Xöl in 2014, I was welcomed,
hosted, and helped during my stay there.
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about the opposition between the Darxads as “Other” and the “We” standing in for “the rest

of Mongolia” is similar to the othering of the Tere-Xöl people by the non-local Tyva people.

However, another Tere-Xöl encounter reveals that “othering” is a matter of perspective. In

the latter encounter, the Tere-Xöl people perceived me as “the other.” I took a shared car ride

from Tere-Xöl’s main village, Kungurtug, to Kyzyl in June 2014. A native Tere-Xöl co-

traveler, an eloquent young man, kept pointing out differences between our homelands—the

mountainous taiga in Tere-Xöl and the arid steppe in south Tyva. I give a few examples

below to demonstrate how my interlocutor used our belonging to different landscapes to

“other” me.

I have been to your steppes. I heard there a bird’s voice; it was a crow croaking. I
stepped out onto the ground; it was sand. In our place, you hear a bird, it is a cuckoo
singing. You step out onto the ground, it is the green grass.
How can you, the steppe people, eat mutton? You keep your sheep in a corral; its
ground is trampled by animals that pee and leave droppings there. The meat of
sheep from the steppe must taste bad.
There are many horse thieves in the steppes because it is easy to take a herd and
run away in an open place like yours. Horse thieves do not come to our place. These
mountains are our home. We hunt here; our horses and yaks graze here. Thieves
who come from other places know nothing about our mountains.231

(Diary notes, June 5th, 2014)

Similar to the Tyva acquaintances who advised against staying in the remote and, therefore,

“wild” Tere-Xöl, the kožuun native had rooted his objections in geographical differences. For

him, “I” corresponds with “my homeland” and “other” with “the place of the other.”232 In this

situation, my sense of belonging with the steppe homelands in south Tyva determined my

otherness, defined as belonging to a distinct geographical location and its ecology.

231 In response, I reasoned that the steppe people are accustomed to their homeland and see its features as
advantageous. In my homeland in south Tyva, the steppe is considered the best autumn pasture for livestock to
become fat before winter. Due to salt marshes and medicinal herbs that the animals consume, the mutton, in our
opinion, tastes good; the voices of the hoopoe and saker falcon accentuate the peacefulness of the steppe; and
the vast space is well suited for horse races.
232 The Tyvan researcher Lidiya Xertek notes how, in the Tyvan epic stories, the hero’s movements blur the
boundary between “homeland” and “the other’s land”; this blurring of boundaries allows for a smooth transition
between the hero’s homeland and “another land” (2018: 406).
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Conclusion

In chapters nine and ten of part V, I argued that the horses’ need for “undisturbed” grazing

grounds efficiently transforms the farthermost landscapes into equine pastures, thus merging

the geographical and cognitive boundaries between an aal community’s seasonal grounds and

the landscapes beyond it. I discussed how south Tyvan pastoralists perceive landscapes as a

shared homeland for people and domesticated and wild species. I called attention to an

inability to consider landscapes “wilderness” due to the community’s long-term belonging

with the south Tyvan homelands and their horses’ grazing modes.

The following part investigates how triadic belonging between herders, horses, and

homelands has ensured the resilience of human-nonhuman communities in changing political

circumstances through a case study—the story of the south Tyvan racehorse Ezir Kara and its

owner, Sandaŋmaa Soyan. I argue that political and economic transformations impact the

human-nonhuman communities as a whole and not only their human members. The

relationship is engendered by a persistent sense of belonging with significant nonhumans—

sentient homelands and domesticated animals
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Part VI. Interspecies Belonging: Politics, Resilience, and Kinship

The human story is a horse story.

Niobe Thompson, 2018

Horsemen and Racers: Keeping the Homeland’s Xey-A’t High

At the end of June 2019, I followed horseman Sayan Soyan to the Agar steppe for the training

races (üzürge). Sayan had been training three horses for the races, which were scheduled to

take place during the annual Naadïm festival in a few weeks. Leaving the Ak-Erik village in a

four-wheel UAZ car, we followed two riders on horseback. One of them, who was riding a

bay racer, was struggling to lead a chestnut gelding on the lead rope. Kalčan-Xüreŋ (Chestnut

with a Stripe) was clearly discontent with the slow speed and constantly attempted to break

loose. Sayan interpreted his horse’s impatience as anticipation of the races: “He is agitated

because he knows that the race is soon, and he is eager to run.” The horseman decided to lead

Kalčan-Xüreŋ himself, keeping a lead through the open side window and adjusting the car’s

speed so that the horse could run at a light jogging gait (šoškuur). The starting point was an

unmarked location on the steppe approximately ten kilometers from the hill known as

Šïdïŋnïg,233 the “finish line,” or, in Tyvan, “the place where the [horse’s] mouth is pulled

(with bridles)” (aksïn tïrttar čer).

Kalčan-Xüreŋ kept looking in the direction from which his fellow racers would be

approaching. He frequently pricked up his ears, stared for a few seconds into the horizon and,

unable to stay still, moved restlessly around his man. From time to time, the horse rubbed his

head against Sayan’s torso and casually slipped it under the man’s armpit. In these moments,

Sayan’s face lit up with a smile and he caressed Kalčan-Xüreŋ’s forehead. Their mutual

affection was the product of a long-term relationship. As Sayan explained, his voice

betraying both tenderness and pride: “He is a foal from my herd. He was born on May 8th,

2012. At the time, we had guests in our aal. The mare started to give birth close to the kodan.

I saw him being born. Now he is seven, a full-grown horse entering the prime age for racing,

and he has many years ahead of him to run. Last autumn, Kalčan-Xüreŋ won the races in

Kyzyl. His prize was a blue car, a model named ‘Lada,’ so people started to call him Lada-

233 The place is also known as Šïdïŋ-Ovaa. It holds stories about my maternal kin: my grandparents married
there in 1945; when my mother was born there in the winter of 1948, her grandfather, Kodanmay Sartïïl, cut the
umbilical cord.
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Xüreŋ.”234 When other horses and riders arrived, Sayan helped one rider, a 14-year-old boy,

up onto Kalčan-Xüreŋ’s bare back and reminded him: “Hold the reins, [and] do not let him

run [at full strength]; we start with ten kilometers today.” But at that moment it was a

challenge to keep the whirling Kalčan-Xüreŋ in one place. Horses and riders began the race

under a sudden downpour, facing into the wind. Through the car’s window and the curtain of

rain, we saw that Kalčan-Xüreŋ’s rider kept the reins tight to prevent his mount from gaining

full speed. The rider even allowed a bay competitor, also seven-year-old, to run head-to-head

with Kalčan-Xüreŋ for a short while. Still, the bay could not take over the race. Close to the

Figure 10. Horseman Sayan Soyan and his champion racehorse, Kalčan-Xüreŋ, also known
as Lada-Xüreŋ, on the Agar steppe (June 2019).

234 In Tyva, a horse is understood as being “fully grown” (čedišken) when it reaches the age of seven. There are
races for young horses under 4 years of age and for adult horses. When talking about their racehorses, several
horsemen noted that some of their racers take a gap year from racing after turning five because they are making
the transition between two different age categories, which differ significantly in terms of racing distance. Young
horses compete at distances of ten to 15 kilometers, whereas adults run between 25 and 40 kilometers. The
horsemen reasoned that a gap year is good for the health of a horse: “Five-year-old horses are not raced. It is
unhealthy to race them at this age.” Among the negative health issues, the horsemen mentioned an exercise-
induced pulmonary problem referred in Tyvan as xöree bustur “breaking [a horse’s] lungs/chest” and
overstretched or torn flexor tendons.
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finish line, the rider loosened Kalčan-Xüreŋ’s reins, and he ran flat out at a speed that the

other two horses could not match.

A few weeks later, on July 14th, 2019, I watched the live video of the Naadïm races while

in Helsinki. For the last twenty-two kilometers of the flat races, no horse came close to the

leader—Sayan’s Kalčan-Xüreŋ. He finished first, still light-hoofed and keeping a fast gallop

despite covering a distance of 40 kilometers. A few meters behind Kalčan-Xüreŋ, the

racehorse of another Ak-Erik horseman crossed the finish line. The video ended before the

winners were announced. After the races, one of the Ak-Erik herders sent me a text message:

“Sayan’s horse came in first, but he was brushed aside [overlooked]. First prize was given to

a horse that merely walked in well behind two leading horses. It is because those two leading

horses were from Ak-Erik. Sayan has become like Ezir Kara, like a repressed horse.”235 The

sender of the message drew analogies between Sayan Soyan and Ezir Kara (1930–1939), who

was his paternal great grandfather Sandaŋmaa Soyan’s racehorse. Sandaŋmaa Soyan (1896–

1939) was falsely accused of anti-revolutionary activities and executed in June 1939. Two

weeks later, the night after the Naadïm races on July 7th, Sandaŋmaa’s famed horse Ezir Kara,

five-time winner of the all-Tyvan Naadïm races, disappeared without a trace. Witness

testimonies and later research has allowed me to assume that Ezir Kara was executed, too.

The fact that the sender of the message easily compared a current-day horseman with a

racehorse that had lived many decades ago reveals key understandings of the human-horse

bonds among pastoralist communities in Tyva. First, it reveals that pastoralist communities

are understood as inherently interspecies. Second, it demonstrates that changing political and

socio-economic circumstances impact the interspecies community as a whole and not only its

humans. Third, it exemplifies how the state’s violence targets humans and nonhumans

(animals and sentient homelands) alike because of their mutual entanglement and

interconvertibility with each other.

235 The message reveals inter-regional tensions in Tyva. The horse, which came in third place and yet was
awarded first prize, belonged to a horseman from central Tyva. Later, other horsemen told me that by denying
two Ak-Erik horses their awards, the Tyvan government was reprimanding their community for an incident that
had taken place a few months earlier. Then, the Soyans had vehemently opposed a chromite mining project in
the clan grounds at Lake Šara-Nuur.
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Introduction

Following anthropologist Niobe Thompson, whom I quoted at the beginning of part VI, “The

human story is a horse story” (2018), I emphasize the fact that the horse has always been

political—during all six millennia of our belonging together (e.g., Orlando et al. 2018;

Mitchel 2015). I have referred to two stories—that of Sayan Soyan with Kalčan-Xüreŋ and

that of Sandaŋmaa Soyan with Ezir Kara, set eight decades apart—to initiate a discussion

about the resilience of human-nonhuman communities in the face of changing geopolitical

circumstances.236 I argue that such resilience is the outcome of joint communal efforts, which

are realized through relationship-maintaining practices. By maintaining relationships and

negotiating identities, the resilience practices of the Tyva communities have contributed to

the continuity of human-nonhuman belonging and to the understanding of horses as political

nonhumans in Tyva. This allows me to suggest a model for understanding human-horse

belonging that takes into consideration, first, the horse’s esteemed place in the hierarchy of

humans and nonhumans, defined by its omnipresence in the pastoralists’ life and

simultaneous proximity to humans and sentient superordinate landscapes; second, the

embeddedness of human-horse relationships in the moral economy of land-based human-

nonhuman kinship systems; and third, the extent to which horses are bound up in local

political life.

In the following two chapters of part VI, I investigate the latter topic—the horse as a

political nonhuman—taking as an example Ezir Kara, arguably the most famous horse in

Tyva. Chapter 11 focuses on the life story of Ezir Kara and his owner, Sandaŋmaa Soyan, to

contextualize human-horse-homeland belonging in terms of the geopolitical situation in Tyva

at the time; to draw attention to Ezir Kara’s high status and its understanding and

requirements within the moral economy of human-nonhuman kinship; and, lastly, to suggest

that by killing Ezir Kara, the government of the Taŋdï-Tyva People’s Republic aimed to

destroy the Soyans’ sense of belonging with their horses and homelands. After the Soviet

Union annexed Tyva in 1944, the annihilation of human-nonhuman relationships was

enforced further as the basis of the socialist economy. I reconstruct Ezir Kara’s life to

demonstrate how the method of Indigenous knowledge transmission—storying with

landscapes, nonhuman animals, and objects—ensures the remembrance and circulation of

Ezir Kara’s story in contemporary Tyva.

236 Sandaŋmaa Soyan and his wife Öškü-Saar Čoodu had sons named Ludu and Mandaa; Mandaa was Sayan’s
grandfather.
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Chapter 12 investigates the circulation of Ezir Kara’s story in public discourse in post-

Soviet Tyva. I reveal how Ezir Kara’s postsocialist story varies depending on the timeframe

and setting. I distinguish two timeframes in Ezir Kara’s post-Soviet story—the decade

following the demise of the Soviet Union in the 1990s and the more recent period of Russia

under Putin. I suggest that the legacy of Ezir Kara is interpreted differently in various

settings—among the Soyans and beyond their community, in the “rest” of Tyva. In the former

setting, Ezir Kara emerged as a nexus of intra-clan kinship and a way for people to reconcile

themselves with the recent traumatic past. In the all-Tyvan context, his story moves towards a

representation of an idealized horse symbol that is connected with the distant past. I suggest

that these contextual differences are due to the politics of memory in Putin’s Russia, a police

state that rejects human-nonhuman belonging. In such circumstances, the recent past is

politically ambivalent, while references to a more distant past might seem safe from the pro-

Kremlin standpoint of the Tyva Republic’s government. I claim that Ezir Kara’s story cannot

be detached from the south Tyvan homelands and his owner’s Soyan clan because of existing

practices of including Ezir Kara in the entangled human-horse lineages and emplacing his

story in multiple landscapes in the transboundary area of southern Tyva and western

Mongolia.

In part VI, I rely on a combination of research methods: storytelling with descendants and

kin of Ezir Kara’s owners, Sandaŋmaa Soyan and Öškü-Saar Čoodu, and conversations with

and research by the journalist and writer Kara-Küske Čoodu, whose activism ensured Ezir

Kara’s return to public discourse in post-Soviet Tyva. The narrative here is diachronic

because I attempt to reconstruct the life of Ezir Kara by relying on the collective memory of

the Soyans. While the general story of Ezir Kara, his belonging with south Tyva and the

name of his owner, Sandaŋmaa Soyan, are well known due to Kara-Küske Čoodu’s

publications (for instance, 2018), the current research contributes to a reconstruction of the

lesser known or previously unknown details of Ezir Kara’s life. My emic experience as a

fourth-generation descendant of the Kögey Soyans (since their displacement from their clan

grounds) and my kinship ties with the famed racehorse’s owners helped me to better

understand Ezir Kara’s story, its continuing importance as a kinship nexus for the Soyans,

and the nuances of its circulation in different contexts.
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Chapter 11. Racehorse Ezir Kara—Killing the Life Energy of Tyva

Sandaŋmaa from the Kögey Soyans

Chapter 11 follows the life of the racehorse Ezir Kara, who lived in Tyva in the 1930s. I

contextualize Ezir Kara’s belonging with south Tyvan homelands and his owner Sandaŋmaa

Soyan’s clan within general Tyvan geopolitics during the 1930s. I start with a brief overview

of the Stalin-inspired Great Purge in Tyva because the imprisonment and execution of

Sandaŋmaa Soyan was a part of the state’s systematic repressive politics at the time. Next, I

study how Ezir Kara’s exceptional success in races engendered the understanding of him as

the embodiment of the life energy (xey-a’t) of all Tyva people and the Tyva homeland; this

status required strictly regulating the human-horse relationship. I inquire into the events that

took place from March to July 1939, which resulted in the killing of Ezir Kara. Finally, I

situate the killing of Ezir Kara within the moral economy of land-based kinship.

The lives of Ezir Kara and Sandaŋmaa Soyan illustrate the geopolitical struggle between

Mongolia and Tyva and, on a larger scale, between China and the Soviet Union from the

1920s to the 1940s.237 When the black foal was born in 1930, his owner Sandaŋmaa’s clan

was known as the Soyans of the Kögey (Kögey Soyannarï). They were named after the Xaan

Kögey Mountains where they lived. Their administrative unit carried the name of the clan’s

homeland—the Xaan Kögey sumu within the Tesiyngol kožuun of Tyva.238 There, the Soyans

neighbored with several Mongolian-speaking peoples: the Bayad, Dörvöd, Xotogoyd, and

Elčigen. The Soyans have stayed in the Xaan Kögey Mountains all year round. Only a part of

the clan wintered at Agar Mountain, near Lake Šara-Nuur and Lake Töre-Xöl, the River

Narïn, and the area adjacent to them known as Čöögey.239 Sandaŋmaa’s father, Kür Soyan,

was a trader (panzačï); he was known for his skills in recognizing horses’ qualities and health

problems and providing them with medicinal help.240 Sandaŋmaa was educated at a Buddhist

237 Following the fall of the Qing Empire in 1911, its former northern provinces of Mongolia and Tyva became
the focus of the two principal geopolitical powers in Inner Asia—China and Russia. The Estonian journalist
Toomas Alatalu noted that the abundance of natural resources in Tyva prompted Russian colonial interests in the
region: “In November 1911, the Russian Council of Ministers had endorsed a plan for the rapid colonisation of
the Uryankhai region (Tuva). The motivation was that it was ‘an extremely valuable colonizable territory with
fertile soil, good pastures and rich mineral deposits, above all gold’” (1992: 882).
238 Tesiyn Gol is the Mongolian name for the Tes River. It is Tes-Xem in the Tyvan language.
239 Čöögey is the arid steppe area south of the Yamaalïk granite outlier and between Lake Šara-Nuur and Lake Töre-Xöl.
Water sources in the area are scarce, which explains why it used to be a winter camping site; livestock consume snow
instead of water on the steppe during winter. Currently, it is a territory of the Erzin kožuun. Čöögey is a popular spot for
horse racing because of the flat terrain.
240 The occupational term panzačï defines “a cross-border trader”; it originates from the word panza “a trading
operation.” The term was revived in the 1990s in the transborder region of south Tyva and western Mongolia. It defined
people who were engaged in the cross-border livestock trade and intermediated between parties on both sides of the
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xüree; in addition to Tyvan, he was fluent in the Mongolian, Tibetan, and Russian languages.

In the 1920s and 1930s, Sandaŋmaa was the leader of several organizations: local units of the

revolutionary youth, the “red agitation yurt,” and the consumers’ cooperative. By 1939, he

was head of the Soyans’ Töre-Xöl sumu. In addition, Sandaŋmaa was a member of the Tyvan

parliament, Bičii Xural, where he oversaw the border questions (Čoodu 2011: 6, 2018: 82).

Sandaŋmaa’s employment history portrays him as an educated person who adapted well

to the changing socio-political circumstances in independent Tyva during the 1920s.

However, he was unfit for the Tyvan government’s politics in the following decade, in

particular because of his position on the Tyvan-Mongolian border demarcation, which had a

devastating impact on the Tyvan clans who lived in the border area, among them

Sandaŋmaa’s clan, the Kögey Soyans. They lost their homelands in the Xaan Kögey

Mountains, which became a part of Mongolia. Since they chose to resist the Tyvan

government’s order to abandon the Xaan Kögey Mountains, the Soyans were harshly targeted

during the Great Purge of the 1930s. In the following paragraphs, I briefly discuss the story of

the border question because of its continuing importance for communities in southern Tyva.

In 1926, Mongolia and Tyva signed an agreement mutually recognizing each other’s

independence and allowing for the exchange of diplomatic missions.241 The process of

properly demarcating the border took several years. The historian Ivanna Otroshchenko

quotes an agreement between the Mongolian People’s Revolutionary Party and the Tyvan

People’s Revolutionary Party that stated, “[P]arties will take all measures to ensure a solution

in the spirit of friendship to all political, economic, and cultural questions arising between the

republics, particularly a quick solution to all unresolved questions related to establishing the

borders” (2015: 34–35). The agreement was reached on October 18th, 1929.242 However, the

border was not properly demarcated for another three years—not until 1932. The Tyvan

border. A panzačï was knowledgeable in the Tyvan and Mongolian languages, had good connections among local
herders and in the border settlements, and was able to move livestock and exchange goods across the border. In the
1990s, these economic transactions became illegal, and so most operations took place at night. In its narrower meaning,
panzačï refers to a cross-border horse trader.
241 For more on geopolitical negotiations in Inner Asia in relation to Tyva and Mongolia and fluctuations in pro-
Mongolian and pro-Russian courses in Tyva, see Adamov (2007), Dubrovskiy (1995), Xertek (2016), Mollerov
(2005), and Otroshchenko (2012, 2015).
242 The “sudden” agreement on the border disputes in 1929 may be explained by the fact that two graduates from
the Communist University of Workers of the East, a Soviet party school in Moscow, came to power—Salčak
Toka in Tyva and Bat-Očirïn Eldev-Očir in Mongolia. They were well acquainted with each other, and both
enforced pro-Soviet politics, including the repression of religious institutions and the Stalin-inspired Great
Purge (Xertek 2016: 75–76). The historian Ramil Xarunov (2012) writes that by the mid-1930s, the university’s
graduates occupied all key positions in the Tyvan government. The historian Otto Maenchen-Helfen traveled
with Tyvan graduates of the university, including Salčak Toka, from Moscow to Tyva in 1929. He described
them as brain-washed and ready to turn the situation in Tyva upside down (1992 [1931]).
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historian Yuriy Arančïn has noted that it was the first time when the notion of a border was

introduced to communities in the region, which is currently divided between western

Mongolia and southern Tyva.243 He emphasized that border posts during the Manču period

did not demarcate the actual borderline but were instead used as road stations, the main

purpose of which was to facilitate administrative communication. Arančïn pointed out that no

border problems had existed between the Mongol and Tyva peoples earlier because of their

shared past; their homelands had been unified within various states: during the times of

Hunnu, Turk, Uygur, Kïrgïz, Mongol, and Manču rule (Arančïn 2011: 46–48). The border

demarcation of 1932 divided the Soyans’ homeland between two countries. The Soyans were

displaced from the Xaan Kögey Mountains, and their administrative unit was re-named as

sumu Töre-Xöl in 1932.244 After losing their homeland, the Kögey Soyans were nicknamed

the Homeless Soyans (Čurtu Čok Soyannar).

Tyvan historians Zoya Doržu and Ottuk Irgit observe that Salčak Toka, the general

secretary of the Central Committee of the Tyvan People’s Revolutionary Party, initiated the

Purges in Tyva (Doržu and Irgit 2017).245 Toka enforced imprisonment and the trials of high-

ranking officials in 1932 and 1938. The majority of tried officials belonged to the aristocracy

and had been educated in Buddhist monasteries in Tyva and Mongolia; some were graduates

of the Communist Party school in Ulaanbaatar (Xertek 2016). The Soyans’ last xün-noyan,

Dalaa-Sürün Soyan, was among the first wave of Tyvan politicians to be tried and executed

in 1932.246

Toka’s struggle for power culminated in the 1938 trial of a number of government

officials. The trial became known as “The Case of the Nine” because of the nine politicians

who were imprisoned and tried.247 Toka labeled them “enemies of the people” and accused

243 Yuriy Ludužapovič Arančïn (1926–1997) was a graduate of the Leningrad State University, Faculty of Asian
Studies, and was director of the Tyvan Institute of Research in Language and Literature (TNIIYALI) from 1967
to 1994. He was from Tes-Xem kožuun (Mannay-ool 2011: 196–198).
244 Later they were separated and formed different administrative units: Kyzyl-Čïraa (Ak-Erik), Mören, and
Bay-Dag in Tesiyngol Province. They were divided further in 1941, when separate Erzin and Tes-Xem
provinces were formed. Three Soyan sumu became a part of Erzin, while one sumu became a part of Tes-Xem.
Resisting the government’s orders, and despite the repressions of the late 1930s, the Soyans continued their
summer transhumance to the Xaan Kögey Mountains until 1947.
245 For more on political repressions in Tyva in the 1930s, see works by the Tyvan authors Dostak-ool (2003),
Čoodu (2011), Xertek (2016), and Irgit (2019).
246 Xün-noyan was an official rank in the administrative system in Tyva during the Manču period.
247 The following politicians were imprisoned and tried during “The Case of the Nine:” Tyva’s first prosecutor
Piringiley Kara-Sal, deputy prosecutor Seŋgiižik Oyun, the chairman of the Tyvan bank Tančay Oyun, the army
commander and Kyzyl’s mayor from 1936 to 1938 Seren Küžüget, the trade and industry minister Lopsan Sat,
the director of the Tyvan printing house Totkan Xovalïg, the secretary of the Small Xural Bureau Sungar-ool
Kuular, the chairman of the Small Xural Xemčik-ool Adïg-Tülüš, and the prime minister and minister of foreign
affairs Čurmit-Dažï Sat.
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them of being involved in a “counter-revolutionary conspiracy to overthrow the people’s

power, restore the feudal system, and join Tyva with imperial Japan” (Doržu and Irgit 2017:

37). Toka called for the politicians to be executed, and all nine received the death penalty.

Later, the death sentences for Totkan Xovalïg and Seren Küžüget were reduced to jail time.

Seven politicians were executed on October 16, 1938 (Bayïr-ool 2015: 149–151; Doržu and

Irgit 2017).

The political repressions that began in the 1930s continued until 1953. During these

decades, numerous people were repressed: imprisoned, exiled, or executed. Doržu and Irgit

note that the label “kontra,” short for “counter-revolutionary,” was the most terrifying word

at the time because a “kontra” and his/her family became outcasts: the children were not

allowed to attend school, their kin had no right to work in official institutions, their

workplaces and homes were monitored, and they all were stigmatized as “kontra” and

“enemies of the people” and constantly endured a hostile atmosphere (Doržu and Irgit 2017:

38).248

Toka’s purge violently targeted people in areas that were adjacent to the newly

demarcated Tyvan-Mongolian border. Many people opposed the government’s orders and

continued to move to their former grounds in the neighboring country of Mongolia.249 The

Soyans, who continued to define themselves based on their homeland, the Xaan Kögey

Mountains, became a source of anger for Toka and his administration. His plan to weaken the

clan started with the imprisonment of the head of the Töre-Xöl sumu, Sandaŋmaa Soyan. He

was accused of supporting the anti-revolutionary activities of Čurmit-Dažï Sat, a prime

minister of Tyva who was incriminated for his intention to unite Tyva with Mongolia under

the control of Japan and executed in 1938.

248 The political situation in Tyva and Mongolia was similar at the time. After the fall of the Manču Empire, the
northern provinces of Tyva and Mongolia proclaimed independence and were supported by the Soviet Union.
Thus, the Soviet Union heavily influenced politics in Tyva and Mongolia. Caroline Humphrey has described the
situation in early socialist Mongolia as “auto-destruction” (1992: 375). She writes: “Mongolia’s socialist
revolution in 1921, much aided by the Red Army, was the first outside the Soviet Union. In the following
decades Soviet ideology was taken up almost more sincerely, more naively, more brutally than in the USSR
itself. In the 1930s the Mongolian government destroyed every single one of the 700 Buddhist monasteries in
the country and killed tens of thousands of people, annihilating all that was best and most sophisticated about
native Mongolian culture, philosophy and art. This was truly a kind of auto-destruction. A feudal society
permeated with religion at all levels was abruptly replaced by a European, atheist ideology, predicated not on a
model of the past but on the modernist development of the present” (1992: 375).
249 In addition to the Soyans, other clans who lived in the transborder region were displaced, too. For instance,
during fieldwork in the Kačïk area of Erzin kožuun in 2019, I met a Tyvan woman from the Kïrgïs clan. She
was born in 1934 in a place that is currently part of Mongolia. I have also met the second- and third-generation
descendants of the Kïrgïs people who were displaced in the 1930s. Currently, they live along the border in
southeastern Tyva. The Kïrgïs of Kačïk are a Mongolian-speaking Tyvan clan.
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The Champion Racehorse and Implications of His Status

Amidst the complicated geopolitical situation in Tyva in the 1930s, horses from the Xaan

Kögey Mountains excelled at the racing events. The top positions on the list of all-Tyvan

Naadïm race winners from 1934 to 1938, as published in the newspapers, were occupied by

horses of the Kögey Soyans.250 For five years, Ezir Kara won the Naadïm races [newspapers

in the Tyvan language: Arave Šïnï, July 17, 1936, and Šïn, July 15, 1936, July 17, 1937, and

July 14, 1938]. This section recovers the story of Ezir Kara from his younger years, to

becoming a famed racehorse, and ultimately until his death. By doing so, I aim to

demonstrate the inseparability of belonging between pastoralists, horses, and their homelands

and to draw attention to the government’s repressive tactics, which targeted the south Tyvan

communities as a whole and specifically the interspecies unions.

The earliest collective memories of Ezir Kara emplaced him on the Čöögey steppe.

Roman Aldïn-Xerel told me that his father, Aldïn-Xerel Soyan, remembered seeing Ezir Kara

as a foal following his dam, a black-coated mare, among Sandaŋmaa’s herd as it was grazing

at Čöögey (video recording, Tyva, June 2018). Aldïn-Xerel Soyan observed Ezir Kara during

the horse’s lifetime and described him as “a true Tyvan breed horse with a small stature”

(Roman Aldïn-Xerel, video recording, Tyva, June 2018). Sandaŋmaa’s winter place was

Agar Mountain; Lake Töre-Xöl and the Čöögey steppe were spring grounds. Ezir Kara’s

čaylag and training ground, the Xaan Kögey Mountains, was abundant in pastureland, water

sources, and boreal forestland, which provided shelter from the summer heat.

Ezir Kara won first prize at the races that took place in southern Tyva in 1934. One memory

of his first victory survived in the story about a wooden box (aptara). Ak-Erik horseman Sergey

Kaldaŋ keeps Ezir Kara’s box (Ezir Karanïŋ aptarazï) at his place.251 When I visited his winter

campsite in March 2017, the aptara was resting on another, larger aptara in the living room of

his house. Sergey akaa then told me:

250 It shows that even after the border demarcation, displacement of the clan, and re-naming of its administrative
unit, the Soyans have continued to identify themselves and their horses with the Xaan Kögey Mountains. My
interlocutor, Vladimir Orus-ool, pointed out that multiple award-winning horses at a single racing event reveal
the wealth and strong life energy (xey-aʔt) of the Kögey Soyans. He added that wealth and strong xey-aʔt were
among reasons why the Tyvan government persecuted the Soyans in the 1930s: “These people were unsuitable
for Toka’s politics; he was against his own people. He restricted and imprisoned people and wanted a poor life
for them” (private conversation, Tyva, June 2019).
251 Since Sergey akaa’s father, Kaldaŋ Soyan, was a sovxoz herder during socialist times, he was able to keep
own horses. For this reason, the family’s human-equine belonging continued without interruption; Sergey
Kaldaŋ is one of a few horsemen who can trace the equines’ lineage back to pre-Soviet stock. Sergey akaa and
his sons, Sergek and Sayan, are well-known trainers of award-winning racehorses.
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My mother’s father, Minčimaa, and Ezir Kara’s owner, Sandaŋmaa, were siblings.
They lived during the winter at Agar Mountain, spent spring by Lake Töre-Xöl,
then moved further to the Xaan Kögey Mountains. When moving with the
livestock, it took a one-night stopover on the way from Töre-Xöl to the Xaan Kögey
Mountains. Mymother was seven or eight years old when they used to move to the
Xaan Kögey Mountains. She remembered Ezir Kara. My father, who was born in
1921, remembered Ezir Kara since he was a colt or a yearling, from time around
1930 to 1932. When Ezir Kara won his first competition, local races in Erzin-Tes,
he was awarded the prize. It was an aptara filled with raisins. Sandaŋmaa gave this
prize to his niece, Xorluu, daughter of his younger brother, Minčimaa. She was my
mother. When I married, my mother gave Ezir Kara’s aptara to me as a wedding
gift. I keep it in the dör of my yurt.252

Sergey akaa’s nephew, the horseman and craftsman Orlanmay Kaldaŋ, has warmmemories

of Ezir Kara’s aptara as well: “My grandmother used to keep sweets in Ezir Kara’s aptara. I

grew up eating candies from Ezir Kara’s aptara” (video recording, June 2018, Lake Šara-

Nuur). When Orlanmay akaa married, his grandmother, Xorluu Soyan, gave him as a wedding

gift a replica of Ezir Kara’s aptara. I have seen it in the most respected place in Orlanmay

akaa’s yurt when I visit him.253

Since that first competition in 1934, Ezir Kara never lost any races. He won the all-Tyvan

Naadïm races for five subsequent years, from 1934 to 1938, despite having to first make the

arduous trek from the Xaan Kögey Mountains to Kyzyl, where the Naadïm races took place.

It is more than 300 kilometers across the steppes in the transborder region. The route included

fording the Tes River and crossing the Taŋdï-Uula Mountains. Ezir Kara competed in the

races for adult geldings (newspaper Šïn, July 15, 1936, July 17, 1937, and July 14, 1938).254

Newspaper reports make it possible to follow changes in Ezir Kara’s titles.255 He was

awarded the initial title of Ezir, which translates as “Eagle,” after his third victory at the

Naadïm races in 1936; thus, he became Ezir Kara “Black Eagle.” In the next year, he was

252 Dör is the area opposite of the entrance in the yurt. It is understood as the respected space where guests are
allowed only by the hosts’ invitation (Peemot 2019).
253 I have discussed the yurt’s gendered and hierarchically distinguished spaces in a previous publication
(Peemot 2019).
254 In recent media stories, Ezir Kara is often featured as “the black stallion.” In historical sources, Ezir Kara
was defined as kara a’t “a black gelding.” Horsemen from the Soyan clan, including descendants of Ezir Kara’s
owner, Sandaŋmaa Soyan, agree that Ezir Kara was a gelding, thus he cannot be referred as “a stallion.” Tyvans
traditionally race geldings because the band-leading stallions follow their own routine, which can be difficult to
adjust and align with the enduring training schedule for races. In recent years, however, stallions have been
raced in Tyva as well.
255 Tyvan horse racing has included a title-awarding system. A similar system, though with different titles, is
still in use in Tyvan wrestling (xüreš).
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given the title Xülük Kara “Famed Black.”256 His fifth win in 1938 was marked by a newly

established title—Užar-Xeme “Airplane” (Čoodu 2018: 47).257 However, his initial title of

Ezir persisted, and he is still remembered as the “Black Eagle” Ezir Kara.

I had a conversation with my uncle, Roman Aldïn-Xerel, about Ezir Kara in June 2018.

We talked under the evening sky at Roman akaa’s summer campsite of Bora-Tey at Lake

Šara-Nuur. Speaking about Kara, Roman akaa pointed in different directions, emplacing the

horse’s story in our homelands: Ezir Kara’s winter ground at Agar Mountain, the Čïlgï-Daš

spring campsite by Lake Šara-Nuur, the Čöögey steppe, where a black foal was grazing with

his mother, and his summer place in the Xaan Kögey Mountains, which were visible to us as

a dark-blue line along the southern horizon. Roman akaa shared that Ezir Kara’s female

owner was his mother’s maternal aunt, Öškü-Saar Čoodu. He suggested that Ezir Kara

belonged not only with the extended family of his owners and their relatives but also with the

Soyan clan and all the people of Erzin-Tes.258 Roman akaa told me the following: “Erzin and

Tes-Xem were part of one kožuun at the time, and our people lived in one Töre-Xöl sumu.

Ezir Kara and other horses, leaders of the races, were from the Xaan Kögey Mountains. The

Xaan Kögey’s Ezir Kara was the horse of all our people because he was the fastest racehorse

and awarded with multiple titles” (video recording, Tyva, June 2018). Roman akaa

remembered his father and other elders talking about Ezir Kara and saying that the horse

deserved to be memorialized in monuments and stories as Erzin-Testiŋ čügürüü Ezir Kara

“the racehorse Ezir Kara of Erzin-Tes.”

Customary regulations pertaining to the horseman-racer relationship in Tyvan

horsemanship at the time implied an understanding of Ezir Kara as an embodiment of his

owner Sandaŋmaa Soyan’s life energy (xey-a’t). Ezir Kara’s exceptionally successful racing

career expanded his representative power to the Soyan clan and all southern Tyva. Later, as

winner of the all-Tyvan championships for multiple years, Ezir Kara was understood to

embody the Tyva people’s collective xey-a’t. The champion racers have been and still are

venerated by their owners, people from the region they come from, and by all Tyvan people

in general. This veneration is revealed in, for example, the belief that the champion’s sweat

ensures luck and well-being for the whole year. Spectators rush to touch the winning horse

256 Xülük is an Old Turkic word meaning “famous” (Khabtagaeva 2019: 185). The Old Turkic word külük
referred to “a good, famous horse” and was etymologically linked with kü “fame, news” (Rassadin & Bold
2015: 102).
257 A literal translation of užar-xeme is “a flying boat.”
258 Erzin-Tes refers to two south Tyvan provinces, Erzin and Tes-Xem; it is based on names of the region’s main rivers—
the Tes and its tributary, the Erzin.
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when he arrives at the finish line. In part IV, I discussed regulations affecting the relationship

between a horseman and a racehorse, which belongs to the category of special, beloved

equines (xayïraldïg mal). I emphasized how these regulations restrict ways of treating a

racehorse during his lifetime, define the circumstances of his death as part of the paš dagïïrï

ritual and determine the post-mortem treatment of his flesh, especially the skull. The skull is

placed at the highest spot in the homeland; usually it is a mountain peak in the winter place

where horses are born and die. Horsemen make regular offerings to the skulls of special

equines, which are left on the mountain peak, asking for the continued well-being of family

and livestock. These practices reveal the embeddedness of the horseman-racer relationship in

the moral economy of land-based human-nonhuman kinship.

Ezir Kara’s status as embodiment of all Tyva’s life energy (xey-a’t) required strictly

regulated engagement with him: respectful handling of Kara and his tack, performance of paš

dagïïrï, and the placing of his skull on Agar Mountain with regular offerings afterwards.

Observations of these regulations could ensure Ezir Kara’s appropriate treatment within the

moral economy of human-nonhuman kinship and his post-mortem position as a guardian of

the homeland and its human and nonhuman inhabitants.259

However, Ezir Kara’s high status and its demand for observing normative regulations

were violated. First, Kara’s relationship with his south Tyvan homelands and human-

nonhuman community was severed when the state confiscated the horse from his owners’

family. Second, he was denied participation in races.260 Third, his death was untimely at the

age of nine.261 Lastly, no customary regulations regarding a special horse’s slaughter and

post-mortem treatment were observed. Considering Ezir Kara’s exceptional achievements

and status, his death can be interpreted as an unspeakable violation of human-nonhuman

kinship and pastoralist lifeways. I continue the topic of Ezir Kara’s death in the next section,

which follows the events of spring and summer 1939 just before the famed racehorse’s death.

259 Post-mortem guardianship is a part of understanding (special) horses as mediators between human-livestock
communities and the superordinate nonhuman masters of homelands; the mediating capacity of equines is
ensured by their proximity to sentient landscapes and humans. The topic is discussed in part IV and in Peemot
2017a.
260 Participation in races and, more broadly, freedom to run are understood as the equines’ birth right. In
fieldwork conversations, Tyvan horsemen observed that a horse enjoys running and dislikes when a rider is
incapable of ensuring a good ride; in the latter case, a superordinate being—master of the homeland (čer eezi),
personified as the Master of the Taŋdï-Uula or the Altay Mountains—becomes displeased as well. This results
in a possible reprimand for interspecies communities.
261 Within cultural norms of Tyvan horsemanship, it is expected that a champion racehorse lives until he cannot
graze anymore, approximately at 25 to 30 years of age.
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The Killing of Ezir Kara and Its Interpretation within Human-Nonhuman Kinship

In this section, I attempt to answer a question that I have been thinking about for years and

which I cannot still fully comprehend: “How could we, the Tyva people, whose life story is

impossible without a horse, kill Ezir Kara, a horse that embodied the life energy (xey-a’t) of

our people and homeland?” I show how the answer lies in the geopolitics of Tyva at the time,

which was then controlled by the Soviet Union. Salčak Toka’s government perceived Ezir

Kara as undermining its politics, as defined by the Stalin-inspired Great Purge, the socialist

modernization of pastoralist communities, a system that denied any ties between humans,

nonhuman animals, and homelands, and the objective of de-populating the transborder

region.

I inquire into the entanglement of Ezir Kara and his owner Sandaŋmaa Soyan’s life and

death. Ezir Kara was known as a racehorse from the Xaan Kögey Mountains and the horse of

Sandaŋmaa from the Kögey Soyans; in newspaper reports about the Naadïm races from the

years 1934 to 1936, Ezir Kara’s territorial affiliation was stated as “Tes-Xem kožuun, Kögey

sumu,” though the Kögey sumu had been dismantled before that—in 1932; its population had

been to re-located to the vicinity of Lake Töre-Xöl, and a new Töre-Xöl sumu had been

established.262 The death of Ezir Kara two weeks after Sandaŋmaa Soyan’s execution can be

interpreted as an attempt by the Tyvan government, led by Salčak Toka, to destroy Soyan

identity, which associated belonging with the now-lost homeland—the Xaan Kögey

Mountains.

Sandaŋmaa was arrested on March 30, 1939 (Čoodu 2018). He was taken from his winter

place named Kara-Xaya in Agar Mountain. During our conversation in 2018, Sandaŋmaa’s

great grandson, Sayan Soyan, described the Kara-Xaya kïštag: “It is well-sheltered from

winds. There is a black rock. People said that Ezir Kara’s tethering post (baglaaš) was

erected next to that rock. It was a large ödek.”263 After Sandaŋmaa was arrested, his property,

including his yurt and all the livestock, was confiscated. At the time, his sons Ludu and

Mandaa lived separately. Sandaŋmaa’s wife, Öškü-Saar Čoodu, stayed with her kin to avoid

endangering their sons.264 Öškü-Saar’s niece, Irisiŋmaa Norbuevna Kadïp-ool (b. 1930),

262 For example, newspapers Arave Šïnï, from July 17, 1936, and Šïn, July 15, 1936.
263 Ödek is dry sand-like livestock dung; a kodan territory is covered by ödek. The size of the kodan and
scattered dung attest to the fact that the territory used to accommodate numerous livestock.
264 Öškü-Saar’s fear for her children was understandable. Her father, Čïrgal-Čoču Čoodu, my second great
grandfather, was lama at the Samagaltay xüree. He killed himself protesting the destruction of the xüree in 1930.
Čïrgal-Čoču Čoodu and his wife, Amagalaŋ, had eight children—six daughters and two sons. During the purges
of the 1930s and 1940s, their six son-in-laws, both sons, and seven grandsons were imprisoned. Two of them—
son-in-law Sandaŋmaa Soyan and grandson Ayïraa Soyan—were subsequently executed; son-in-law Öpen
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daughter of her younger sister, Sevil Čoodu, and my grandmother, spoke of her aunt during

our conversation in the summer of 2019 (Samagaltay, Tyva, July 2019). She referred to

Öškü-Saar as “maternal aunt” daay-avay and told me that daay-avay lost everything after her

husband’s imprisonment; she had only a felt mattress (kidis kudus), which she used when

staying in different yurts. My grandmother also commented on the actions of the Tyvan

authorities: “How could they take everything without leaving a single calf in the kodan? They

behaved worse than a kaygal.”265

Sandaŋmaa Soyan was executed alongside his three clansmen—Kalzan-Seren Soyan,

Baldar-Xaa Soyan, and O. Uvangur—on June 23, 1939 (Protocol # 16, meeting of the

Presidium of the Small Xural of TPR from June 21, 1939, cited in Čoodu 2018: 84). Two

weeks later, on July 7th, 1939, the Naadïm festival took place.266 At that time, Ezir Kara, the

confiscated racehorse of the executed “kontra” was the property of the Tyvan Revolutionary

Army. An eyewitness to the events, Orus Kuular, shared his memories in a letter to the

Tyvan-language newspaper Tïvanïŋ anïyaktarï (December 24, 1988). His memories vividly

depicted people’s sympathy for Ezir Kara, who was agitated in anticipation of future races,

and the atmosphere of fear that engulfed the crowd when a military official reminded them

that Ezir Kara’s owner had been executed for being a “kontra” and that his sympathizers

would end up in prison. I include here a translated excerpt from Orus Kuular’s letter because

it is a rare eyewitness account of Ezir Kara in his last days:

In 1939, I was an officer at the school of junior commanders of the People’s
Revolutionary Army of the Tyva People’s Republic and head of a group that was
responsible for sport horses. I brought ten racehorses to Naadïm. As the time to
release the racers approached, the horse grooms and other people started to shout:
“Ezir Kara! Calm down Ezir Kara!” People ran to the tethering post. Ezir Kara was
running around the tethering post and trying to stand on his hind legs. Colonel
Suvak, chief of the army’s headquarters, saw the situation and issued the following
order: “People know Ezir Kara as the horse of the counter-revolutionary Soyan
Sandaŋmaa, whowas shot several days ago. For political reasons, he is not allowed
to participate in races. Release and let him go!” People started to shout in protest,
but Suvak shouted back: “Does anybody want to go to prison?!” Silence. Dead

Soyan died in jail. Čïrgal-Čoču’s grandson, Kara-Küske Čoodu (b. 1936), a writer and journalist, investigated
the family’s tragic story. I talk about his civil activism in the following chapter.
265 Until recently, customary regulations required that a livestock thief (kaygal) leave some animals with the
owners. The rule stated: “Kodanïn karartïr albas.” It translates as “The campsite territory should not be left
empty.” Customary regulations demanded, for example, that cows with young calves could not be taken.
266 After 1939, the Naadïm festival no longer took place in Tyva, only “spartakiada,” an all-Tyvan sporting
event with wrestling and racing; the titles for wrestlers and racehorses were omitted, too (Čoodu 2018: 48). The
Naadïm festival was revived in post-Soviet Tyva in 1993. It includes a traditional wrestling competition, horse
racing, a contest for the best yurt, and an award ceremony for most distinguished herders.
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silence. Nobody breathed. It was terrifying. In this way, the poor animal lost his
right to participate in races.

(Tïvanïŋ anïyaktarï newspaper, December 24, 1988)

A testimony by another eyewitness, also military personnel, suggests that Ezir Kara lost not

only his right to race but his life in the aftermath of the Naadïm festival. Artem Borbak-ool,

who was the commissar of the Tyvan People’s Revolutionary Army at the time, shared his

memory of events on the night following the Naadïm festival in 1939 with the writer Kara-

Küske Čoodu. Their conversation took place in 1993. Borbak-ool’s account suggests that Ezir

Kara was killed that night.

In the evening after Naadïm, several people gathered in the army’s headquarters.
For some reason, they left me out of the discussion about the ex-racehorse. A horse
groom whispered to me a fewwords. His contract was due to expire in the autumn;
he was planning to leave the army. The headquarters ordered him to arrange for the
disappearance of the “kontra” horse so that he would not be there in the morning
and his whereabouts would be unknown. The groom was terrified because such a
horse cannot be killed with a knife or a gun. How would he disappear? He started
to beg and pray, and he was told to forget what he saw and heard. That was all. I
have not seen Ezir Kara since that day. It was impossible to ask where he was and
what happened to him. It was a scary time.

(Artem Borbak-ool, quoted in Čoodu 2011: 34–35)

Kara-Küske Čoodu collected rumors about how Ezir Kara had met his end: he was sold to

the Xakas people and taken “beyond the Sayan Mountains”; he was gifted to the Soviet

Army; he went to a well-known Tyvan rich man, Samdar-Kožay; somebody saw Ezir Kara

abused, starved, and unable to stand on his own after dragging logs in the taiga by the

Yenisey River; and that Ezir Kara’s head had been placed on a tree in the Mežegey forest

(Čoodu 2007, 2011, 2018). In the summer of 2018, I asked my uncle, Kara-Küske Čoodu, for

his opinion on what had happened to Ezir Kara. Küske akaa answered: “When Ezir Kara was

released [from the tethering post before the Naadïm races on July 7, 1939], people saw him

running up to other racehorses on the Čeder steppe.267 Nobody saw him after that. Artem

Borbak-ool, who was in the army and later worked for the KGB, told me that Ezir Kara was

banned from racing, and the following night people came and took him, they conspired

without telling Borbak-ool, and they killed the horse. That must be true. I think what colonel

Artem Borbak-ool said is true” (video recording, Kyzyl, July 2018).

267 The Čeder steppe is an area in the vicinity of Lake Čeder. Currently, it is a popular spot for horse racing; the
Naadïm races often take place on the Čeder steppe.
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Despite the circulating rumors about Ezir Kara being later spotted in different places,

there is no solid evidence that he survived the night following the Naadïm races on July 7,

1939.268 Thus, two weeks after Sandaŋmaa Soyan was executed, his famed racehorse Ezir

Kara was killed as well.269 When discussing the killing of Ezir Kara and its impact on the

collective xey-a’t, horseman Vladimir Orus-ool noted that in Ezir Kara’s absence, the other

Kögey horses scored well at the Naadïm festival in 1939 and, by doing so, they helped the

Soyans to keep their xey-a’t strong in the midst of repressions:

[Not only humans but] even the racehorse Ezir Kara, who won the Naadïm races

five times, was robbed of his right to participate at Naadïm and was killed in 1939.

Though Ezir Kara did not attend [the Naadïm races in 1939], after the winner, a

racer from Taŋdï, five Kögey horses, horses of our people, came to the finish line

in second to sixth places. In this way, the Soyan people stood up for their name and

kept their xey-a’t strong.

(Video recording, Lake Šara-Nuur, Tyva, June 2019)

This chapter, drawing on Indigenous storying with nonhumans, followed the entangled

life stories of the famed racehorse Ezir Kara and his owner, Sandaŋmaa Soyan, and situated

them in the geopolitical situation at the time, when an independent Tyva was forced to adopt

pro-Soviet policies. Transborder communities, among them the Soyans, were subjected to

severe repressions as a result of the Tyvan-Mongolian border demarcation, according to

which the Kögey Soyans’ homelands in the Xaan Kögey Mountains became part of

Mongolia; later, the Soyans were displaced. At first, they formed a single administrative

268 Toka’s plan to weaken the Soyans, which started with the execution of Sandaŋmaa Soyan and Ezir Kara,
continued in the following years. For instance, the Ministry of Internal Affairs to the Central Committee of the
Tyvan People’s Revolutionary Party reported as follows on the “elimination of counter-revolutionaries from
Töre-Xöl sumu”: 32 people in 1939, ten people in 1940, and “a large group” in 1943 (cited in Čoodu 2011: 9). A
month after the Soviet Union annexed Tyva in October 1944, 15 Soyan men were imprisoned and tried; two of
them were executed, and the others were sentenced to jail time. Only one of them survived and returned home
(Čoodu 2011: 9).
269 Sandaŋmaa Soyan’s sons, Ludu and Mandaa, paid tribute to their father’s memory at the same Naadïm races
in July 1939. They brought Ezir Kara’s younger sibling, also a black-coated gelding, to the races. The younger
Kara ran under the number 84 and placed 28th in the race. His rider jumped off well before the finish line, so the
racer crossed the finish line by himself. Without the owner’s name and only with his number 84, the younger
Kara was included in a list of the Naadïm’s 30 best racers, which was published in the newspaper Arave Šïnï
(July 13, 1939). In circumstances when open resistance was impossible, the racehorse aided Sandaŋmaa’s
family in protesting his wrongful accusation and execution. Younger Kara, who came from Sandaŋmaa’s stock
and was Ezir Kara’s sibling, represented the xey-a’t of his south Tyvan homeland and its interspecies
communities. The story was shared later by Ludu and Mandaa’s maternal kin, Bayïr Arakčaa, who helped his
younger cousins in this act of resistance (Čoodu 2018: 49).
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unit—sumu Töre-Xöl; then, they were divided into four sumu, relocated, and divided between

the provinces of Erzin and Tes-Xem. I have suggested that the Tyvan government, led by

Salčak Toka, attempted to destroy Soyan identity by displacing the clan from the Xaan Kögey

Mountains; by eliminating the Kögey toponym from the administrative unit’s name, which

was renamed after a new location—Lake Töre-Xöl; and by dividing the clan, which was

known as the Kögey Soyans, into four administrative units in two provinces. Thus, currently

the descendants of the Kögey Soyans live in Ak-Erik, in Tes-Xem kožuun, and in the

neighboring Erzin kožuun’s three sumu: Bay-Dag, Mören, and Sarïg-Buluŋ. The repression of

the Soyan people took an especially violent turn with the execution of Sandaŋmaa Soyan, at

the time a head of the Soyans’ Töre-Xöl sumu, in June 1939. His horse, Ezir Kara, whose

multiple wins at the republic’s races ensured his fame and understanding as embodiment of

the life energy (xey-a’t) of all Tyva, was killed two weeks after his owner. Customary

regulations pertaining to the human-horse relationship define the killing of Ezir Kara as a

crime, one which was directed against the Soyans’ sense of belonging with their Xaan-Kögey

homelands and, more broadly, against the land-based human-nonhuman kinship system

characteristic of pastoralist lifeways in Tyva.

During the socialist period, the state suppressed social memory about the repressions and

related trauma. Despite decades of suppression, a combination of Indigenous knowledge

sharing methods—storying with nonhumans (animals and landscapes) and the social life of

objects associated with the racehorse Ezir Kara—enabled the revival and circulation of Ezir

Kara’s story in post-Soviet Tyva, which I discuss in the following chapter.

Chapter 12. Ezir Kara’s Story: Circulation in Post-Soviet Tyva

The Horse in Post-Soviet Asian Politics

The horse has always been political in Inner Asia. The power of the horse as a symbol is tied

to its high status among other domesticates and to the species’ long-lasting impact on the

well-being of pastoralist peoples and their states’ economic and military successes (for

instance, Kradin 2018, Cunliffe 2019). The horse’s entanglement in the human-nonhuman

kinship system enforces further its symbolic and political capacities. The post-Soviet

prominence of the horse in the political arena is, first, common among many Inner and

Central Asian peoples, and second, representative of recent manipulations of horse stories by
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Tyvan authorities in an attempt to control the interspecies past to better suit its ideological

goals. In the following paragraphs, I briefly explore each of these arguments.

After decades of socialist identity policing and circumstances especially aggressive and

repressive with respect to human-nonhuman belonging, peoples in postsocialist Asia turned

to the horse in search of themselves. The horse as an ethno-symbol has acquired a strong

position in postsocialist Asia.270 Considering many peoples’ shared past as horse-dependent

mobile pastoralists of the Great Steppe, the emergence of the horse as an ethno-symbol in

Inner Asia should come as no surprise. The national emblems of several countries include

horse symbols. The wind horse (hiimori) facing to the East is the emblem of Mongolia.

Turkmenistan has changed its national emblem three times during the postsocialist period.

All three versions have included an Axal-Teke horse facing westwards. The latest version,

from 2003, depicts Yanardag, the famed golden dun Axal-Teke, which was born in 1991—

the year when Turkmenistan declared its independence; Yanardag was the horse of

Turkmenistan’s President Saparmurat Niyazov.271 The Saxa Republic’s postsocialist emblem

shows a red horse and horseman styled as a petroglyph. Anthropologist Emilie Maj has

observed the increasing significance of the horse’s symbolic value among the Saxa in the

post-Soviet period. She writes:

By associating themselves with the horse culture of their ancestors, the Sakha
clearly identify themselves as horse riders and horse herders. As has been
mentioned previously, the significance of the horse for the Sakha was not present
during all periods of their history. The Sakha practiced hunting as an alternative
subsistence mode, but when hunting was poor, the number of domestic animals
increased significantly, and the role played by cattle breeding was indicative of
these fluctuations; this was one reason for the Sakha becoming sedentary. … [T]he
symbolic significance of the horse is continuously becoming more profound, and
since the 1990s—the time of the so-called Sakha cultural revival—the horse has
become a symbolic element in the Sakha political arena.

(Maj 2009: 70–71)

Kazakhstan’s emblem has two winged mythological tulpar horses with antlers, which

symbolize “bravery, loyalty and strength,” facing to both the East and the West.272 In Kazakh

mythology, the tulpar is a winged sky horse—a wise and powerful being. In post-Soviet

Kazakhstan, the racehorse Qulager (mid-1870s to mid-1880s) has been compared to a tulpar.

Qulager, similar to Ezir Kara, was a famed racehorse. His life and the circulation of his story

270 This notion expands on a list of ethno-symbols suggested by Anthony Smith (1998).
271 See https://science.gov.tm/turkmenistan/state/gerb/ (accessed March 29, 2021).
272 See https://egov.kz/cms/ru/information/state_agencies/state_symbols (accessed October 11, 2020).
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have similarities with Ezir Kara—both racehorses were famous while living, and, after an

untimely death, they both became symbols of the social injustices and traumas of the past.

Qulager’s story has been depicted in songs and a poem. Qulager’s owner was akin (poet and

songwriter) Aqan Seri Qoramsauli (1843–1913). He wrote two songs about his beloved

horse—one praising the horse’s beauty and racing ability, “Maŋmaŋger,” and the other a

lament after his tragic death, “Qulager,” in which he described the horse as “the tulpar’s son,

the eagle’s child.” Kazakh poet Iljas Žansugurov (1894–1938) drew on the famous horse

story in his poem “Qulager” to highlight social injustice under the colonial regime of Tsarist

Russia. The poem was published in several issues of the newspaper Socialistik Kazakstan in

1936. When Žansugurov was imprisoned in August 1937, the manuscript was confiscated,

and issues of the newspaper with the poem were withdrawn from the archives and destroyed.

Žansugurov was executed in February 1938.273

Qulager’s story became prominent in postsocialist discourse in Kazakhstan. A five-meter-

tall sculpture of a galloping Qulager was unveiled in 2010 close to the capitol city of Nur-

Sultan. Another monument to the racehorse was erected in Kokšetau, the center of Akmola

province, home to Aqan Seri and Qulager, to mark the 20th anniversary of Kazakhstan’s

independence. In their celebratory speeches, politicians referred to Qulager as “a tulpar, the

treasure and pride of the nation” (Sïzdïkova 2011). I draw attention to an important

distinction: independent Kazakhstan can afford certain ways of engaging with the past that

are impossible in Tyva, a Russia-controlled ethnic republic. Qulager’s story, which speaks to

Kazakh identity, the hardships endured by people under the colonial regime, and the traumas

of the socialist past, is possible due to current geopolitical circumstances in Kazakhstan.274

273 Information from the website http://jansugurov.kz/aboutsite/ (accessed October 22, 2020). The poem has
survived. The author’s friend, the writer Sapargali Begalin, hid 16 issues of the newspaper with excerpts from
the poem “Qulager” for two decades, until 1957, when Žansugurov was rehabilitated; then, Begalin gave the
newspaper issues to the author’s family (Naurzbaeva 2017).
274 Another example of engaging with the past in post-Soviet times and in the currently independent state has to
do with the Mongolian state’s recent turn to Čiŋgis Xaan’s story, interpretations of which drastically differ
during the socialist and post-socialist periods. Christopher Kaplonski has meticulously analyzed how (state-
approved) understandings of Čiŋgis Xaan changed during the socialist period, when the legendary figure was
banished, though incompletely, from public discourse, and the postsocialist period, when he “was suddenly
everywhere, and was to be found in books, statues, names of products and organizations, and plans, sensible and
otherwise” (2004: 117). Orhon Myadar and James Deshaw Rae, discussing the construction of national
identities in postsocialist Mongolia, write: “Much like the other symbols of national identity, the Mongolian
state has appropriated Chinggis Khaan as a rightful and desirable figure to nurture and solidify the nascent
national identity. As a matter of state policy, the Mongolian state propagated the cult of Chinggis Khaan and
underwent considerable efforts to rekindle a popular “memory” of the glorified and romanticized version of this
historic figure” (2014: 570–571). For more on the earlier interpretations of Čiŋgis Xaan, see, for instance,
Uradyn Bulag (2010).
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Interspecies Memory Politics in Tyva

In Tyva, the politics of memory have changed during the post-Soviet period. It started with a

similar process of re-defining identities after the fall of the Soviet Union, just like elsewhere

in post-Soviet Siberia, Central Asia, and Inner Asia. Tyvan ethnographer Marina Monguš has

noted that the republic’s government aimed to legitimize its authority through references to

Tyvan history and culture: “The Tuvan national revival in the early 1990s involved much

public re-evaluation of Tuvan history and culture. The national revival itself was to some

degree motivated by the regional government’s need to legitimate its claims for autonomy, by

asserting the importance and significance of Tuvan culture, as well as by a reaction to Soviet

repressive measures” (2006: 284).275 These “references to Tyvan history and culture” can be

observed in the coat of arms, adopted in 1992, when the Tyva Republic returned to symbols

Figure 11. Ezir Kara was depicted at the memorial to victims of the repressions among Ak-
Erik Soyans; the memorial was built in 1993 (Ak-Erik village, Tes-Xem kožuun, Tyva, June
2018).

275 The process of re-negotiating identities was engendered by political and economic changes; for instance, the
Tyva Republic was established together with own constitution, president, and national symbols in 1992. The
economy shifted from socialism to capitalism, which included a return to private livestock and land ownership.
The return to the private ownership of livestock gave rise to subsistence pastoralism and resulted in an
increasing number of livestock per herding family.
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from the pre-Soviet past (Tyva’s emblem had neither a horse nor a horseman during the

Soviet period, 1944–1991).276 The emblem of the Tyva Republic since 1992 has been a

yellow-colored horseman and horse galloping towards the rising sun in the East with a sky-

blue background.

Since the early 1990s, Tyvan politicians have relied more generally on the horse’s

capacity to transcend Tyva-ness and manhood. The former meaning was reconstructed as an

ethno-political symbol, whereas the latter is based on notions of masculinity and the high

status associated with horsemanship. Interpretations of the horse symbol can be studied via

media stories. The official media outlets share photographs and video materials featuring

politicians on horseback or engaging with horsemen. For instance, on July 15th, 2019 the

government’s official website informed people that then-head of the government Šolban

Kara-ool had arrived on horseback at Tos-Bulak, the location where the annual Naadïm

festival takes place; he led a group of riders—members of parliament and kožuun

governors.277 In August 2016, the government’s PR department released a photo story about

Šolban Kara-ool participating in “a conference of horsemen,” where the official paraphernalia

of the republic’s equine sports federation was introduced and approved.278 The newly created

banner depicted a horse with a twisted body and backside facing upwards.279

During the first post-Soviet decade, the meaning of Ezir Kara’s story was similar across

Tyva and became symbolic of the Great Purge and of the Soviet regime’s repressive memory

politics. More recently, the meanings conveyed by Ezir Kara’s story have been transformed

yet again. The story of equine-person Ezir Kara, whose historicity is supported by collective

memories, interspecies storying with landscapes, and the materiality of human-nonhuman

relationships, has been replaced by a depersonalized story of “a nomadic horse.” I suggest

that the generalized story of a nomadic horse differs from Ezir Kara’s story because, first, it

lacks personal attachments to people and homelands, and second, it ignores the traumatic

past, which is still present in people’s collective memory. Instead, the story is used to build a

276 A horse and horseman pair had appeared on the emblem in 1935, then was repeated in later versions of it in
1941–1943 and 1943–1944. There is a distinction, however—the horse and horseman on the former gallop
towards the East, while on the latter two the direction of movement has changed to the West.
277 Official information on the Government of the Republic of Tyva’s website, published online July 15, 2019
(accessed October 27, 2020).
278 See https://rtyva.ru/press_center/gallery/1846/ (accessed March 29, 2021).
279 Researchers in archaeology argue that the twisted body of an animal, which is characteristic of the Scytho-
Siberian style in the Sayan-Altay region, refers to the “initial sacrifice” (Devlet & Devlet 2011: 232). Animals
with twisted bodies are characteristic of the Late Bronze and Iron Age Aržan and Pazïrïk cultures in the Sayan-
Altay region (Argent 2010; Kisel 2019; Kilunovskaya & Semenov 2019).
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bridge to the distant past, one that is geopolitically neutral. I draw attention to the differences

in circulation between the generalized horse stories and more personalized Ezir Kara story.

These two types of horse stories engage with different versions of the past. The generalized

horse story, which relies on millennia-old pastoralist cultures, allows for an appeal to the

deep past.280

The more personalized Ezir Kara story, which has been kept alive thanks to Indigenous

human-nonhuman storying and collective memory, engages with the recent past. It stands in

contrast to the former story, which makes use of Tyva’s history and culture without any

reference to Russia’s repressive memory politics in the past two decades. After a brief period

of democracy in the 1990s, Russia became a police state that favors vertical power structures

and attempts to control inter-ethnic narratives, including identity narratives, among its

subjects.

This shift in meanings, I argue, is enforced by a change in the politics of memory in the

Russian Federation and the close ties of the Tyvan government with the Kremlin.281 The first

post-Soviet decade was a brief period when, “history itself was only now becoming possible”

(Humphrey 1992: 379), and the past was being critically re-assessed. Since Vladimir Putin

was elected president in 2000, Russia’s approach to its past has transformed to suit the state’s

ideology. Putin’s Russia reinstated control over narratives of the past and collective memory,

the same tactics characteristic of the Soviet regime.282 Social anthropologists have studied the

reasons why many nations and ethnic groups express a preference for the deep past. Michael

Herzfeld, discussing the engagement with the past in Greece, suggested that the Greeks’

obsession with their ancestors might be “the symptom of a deeply wounding sense of social,

cultural, economic, and political dependency” (2016: 133). Caroline Humphrey has argued

that, as a result of socialist cultural politics in Mongolia, any time before socialism is

perceived as “another world” where things are “both ancestral and little known” (1992: 376).

She further observes: “[T]he prerevolutionary past appears to ordinary people as something

like a single other world, a pool from which images can be picked almost at random. All such

280 Caroline Humphrey used the term “deep past” when referring to Mongol pastoralists and noted that as a
result of socialist cultural politics, any period before socialism is approached as “equally distant” in Mongolia
(1992: 376).
281 The head of the Government of the Republic of Tyva, Šolban Kara-ool (2007–2021), was supported by Sergey
Shoigu, minister of defence for the Russian Federation (2012–present), the longest-serving politician in the Russian
government since the fall of the Soviet Union (The Economist, November 7, 2015). Sergey Kužugetovič Shoigu was born
in Tyva; his father, Kužuget Shoigu, was from the western Tyvan Küžüget clan. Since Sergey Shoigu assumed leadership
of the political party Edinstvo “Unity” (the predecessor to Edinaya Rossiya “United Russia”), Tyva has been among the
regions with the highest levels of support for the Kremlin’s political enforcements.
282 For more on the politics of memory in contemporary Russia, see Miller (2012), Oashakine (2013), Sherlock (2011),
and Wĳermars (2019).
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history is equally distant, seen across the repressive system which people know, within which

they were brought up and with which they are still struggling” (Humphrey 1992: 376).

Humphrey’s observation is helpful in disentangling Ezir Kara’s story from ideological

frameworks when interpreting it against the backdrop of socialism and Putin’s Russia.

By marginalizing Ezir Kara’s story, the local Tyvan authorities have demonstrated their

loyalty to the Kremlin’s (memory) politics at the expense of human-nonhuman belonging.

This raises a question about the ability of human-nonhuman communities in Tyva to afford

another period of what Donna Haraway calls “historical amnesia” (2003, 2008). In discussing

the complicated heritage of shepherd dogs that followed immigrants to the New World,

Haraway makes the following observation: “Companion species cannot afford evolutionary,

personal, or historical amnesia. Amnesia will corrupt sign and flesh and make love petty”

(2003: 81–82, 2008: 97–98).

In noting the horse’s contribution to identity formations in Tyva, I assume that we cannot

afford historical amnesia in human-horse relationships. It not only makes the love invested in

such relationships seem petty; it also endangers our identities, which are inherently more than

human and build on existing human-nonhuman kinship with horses and homelands. In the

case of amnesia, especially when taken together with other traumas, stories of interspecies

survival and resilience may be lost.

Whereas identifications with nonhumans are paramount to those forming the ethnic

majority in the Tyva Republic, they are largely irrelevant for meta-narratives of the Russian

Federation. Moreover, the country’s current memory politics has returned once again to the

repressive practices of censorship and controlling the circulation of the past. In such

circumstances, human-nonhuman belongings once again have become subject to the state’s

violence, with the responses differing at the localized human-nonhuman community level and

the state level. Various practices of re-connecting with the past and reviving human-

nonhuman kinship suggest that communities seek to strengthen kinship ties and reconcile

with a traumatic past by relying on more than human stories. The most recent version of the

interspecies past—millennia-old stories re-enforced by the local government’s need to

navigate Russia’s memory politics—give little space for celebrating contemporary human-

nonhuman kinship, joint resilience, and acceptance of and reconciliation with past

interspecies traumas.
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Ezir Kara’s Story as the Nexus of Land-Based Human-Nonhuman Kinship

Apart from the changing attitudes towards horse stories in Tyva in general, Ezir Kara’s story

has acquired continuing importance for land-based human-nonhuman kinship in his south

Tyvan homelands. In this concluding section, I discuss, first, how Ezir Kara’s story has

contributed to localized identity negotiations in south Tyva, identities which make use of

personal relationships with the famed racehorse’s owners. This has resulted in the post-Soviet

phenomenon of incorporating the equine-person into the lineages of clan members. Second, I

argue that post-Soviet acknowledgment of Ezir Kara and his belonging with the Soyans and

their homelands in southern Tyva can be understood as re-instating the horse in the human-

nonhuman kinship network and its moral economy; moreover, stories of homelands and Ezir

Kara work as transborder mediators for healing the historic traumas between inter-ethnic and

human-nonhuman communities in the neighboring areas of western Mongolia and southern

Tyva.

The process of approaching Ezir Kara as nonhuman kin originates in the early 1990s.

Critical reassessment of the past, the resilience of collective memories about Ezir Kara, and

the activism of the journalist and writer Kara-Küske Čoodu have enabled the return of Ezir

Kara to post-Soviet public discourses.283 The first public celebration of Ezir Kara, which took

place in Ak-Erik in July 1993, was also the first Soyan clan gathering that emphasized

human-nonhuman belonging in post-Soviet Tyva. The structure and locations of the festive

events reveal an understanding of mutual belonging among Ezir Kara, the Soyans, and their

homelands between the Tes River and Narïn River in southern Tyva. The festivities included

unveiling a monument dedicated to the Soyan victims of the Great Purge (Čoodu 2011). The

monument depicted Ezir Kara and listed the names of the Ak-Erik Soyans who were victims

of the political repressions. The festival continued with horse races on the Agar steppe. The

clan members sponsored the necessary means to organize the festival. Sandaŋmaa’s great

grandson, Sayan Soyan, remembered that his family supported the event and awarded prizes

to the winners of the horse races.

283 Kara-Küske Künzekovič Čoodu (b. 1936) is nephew of Ezir Kara’s female owner, Öshkü-Saar Čoodu. He is
the son of her youngest sibling—brother Künzek, who was falsely accused of anti-Soviet propaganda, arrested
in 1949, and spent several years in a prison in eastern Siberia. Kara-Küske Čoodu later retrieved documents on
his father from the archive of the local branch of the FSB (Federal Security Service): the documents stated that
Künzek Čoodu was arrested for anti-Soviet talk during a family celebration of the first haircut (xïlbïktaar) of his
cousin Mandaa Soyan’s son. Mandaa was Sandaŋmaa Soyan and Öshkü-Saar Čoodu’s son (Čoodu 2011).
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My father organized the races in the first several years. Since that time, the horse’s
[Ezir Kara’s] name became well known; there is a dance and a song dedicated to
Ezir Kara.284 I was a school kid at the time, but I remember how people gathered
in our house preparing for the celebrations.

(Video-recorded interview, Tes-Khem, 2018)

Currently, Sayan continues to support the annual event known as the “Festival of Ezir Kara”

(Ezir Karanïŋ bayïrlalï), which takes place either on the Agar steppe or at Lake Šara-Nuur.

During the most recent Ezir Kara festival that I have attended, which took place in June 2018

on the Agar steppe, Sayan and his siblings awarded the prizes for horse racing. Several days

later, I met with Sayan at his seasonal encampment by the Tes River. He shared stories about

Ezir Kara that had circulated within their family over the years, and he reflected on being

related to the famous racehorse: “I am a descendant of Ezir Kara, my ancestor is Ezir Kara.285

My friends from all over Tyvawho race horses, they know that I belong with Ezir Kara’s story,

that I am the closest person to Ezir Kara” (video-recorded interview, Tes-Xem, Tyva, June

2018). He continued: “People say about me: ‘If his horses do not win, thenwhose will?’ People

know the story of my family. Random people come and ask me to show them the brand of my

horses. It is Ezir Kara’s brand.”286

I draw attention to Sayan’s self-identification as “a descendant of Ezir Kara” and listing

Ezir Kara among his ancestors to discuss the phenomenon of incorporating a racehorse into the

interspecies lineage. During my field research, I noticed that my Soyan informants emphasized

their belonging with Ezir Kara’s story. Descendants of Ezir Kara’s owners, Sandaŋmaa Soyan

and Öškü-Saar Čoodu, boast a direct connection with the famed horse. Others trace their

lineages to Ezir Kara through kinship ties to either Sandaŋmaa Soyan or Öškü-Saar Čoodu. In

the previous chapter, I discussed how Ezir Kara’s story was remembered in the story of a

wooden box (aptara). The aptara is kept by Sergey Kaldaŋ, the son of Sandaŋmaa’s niece,

284 Sayan is referring here to a dance called “Ezir Kara” by Tyvan choreographer Ayan Mandan-Xorluu and to the
song “Ezir Kara” with lyrics by Kara-Küske Čoodu and music by Damba-Doržu Sat. The song is included in the
repertoire of many Tyvan bands, for example Huun Huur Tu and the ensembles Tyva and Alash. Non-Tyvan
performers include, for instance, the band Tarbagan (Japan). In the same interview, Sayan noted that listening to
the song about Ezir Kara, which includes lines about his great grandfather Sandaŋmaa, makes his “hair stand on
end.”
285 The original in Tyvan: “Эзир Кара салгалы, Эзир Кара өгбелиг мен.”
286 “Ezir Kara’s brand,” which marks all horses in the Sayan’s herd, is the leaf-shaped (napčï) brand used among
the Soyans of southern Tyva. A varying set of details—an encircling mark, a stand, an “eye”—distinguishes the
napčï of different owners. The name is rooted in the Mongolian word navč, which means “a leaf.” The Altay
artist Grigory Čoros-Gurkin depicted the napčï brand alongside several other Tyvan brands during his work in
Tyva in 1922 (Erkinova 2014: 116).
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Xorluu. Thus, Sergey akaa traces his connection with Ezir Kara to Sandaŋmaa Soyan through

his maternal lineage.

Some herders trace their ties to Öškü-SaarČoodu. Among them is the horseman Roman

Aldïn-Xerel, whose mother was Öškü-Saar’s niece. In the midst of the coronavirus pandemics,

on July 30, 2020, Roman akaa called me on social media: “I have arrived at Kyzyl. I’ve got a

new phone and my daughter has installed this thing [a social media app] so I can call you.” At

the end of our conversation, Roman akaa told me: “This year I was planning to gather our

kinship group (törel-aymak) who belong with the side of Ezir Kara’s female owner.287 It was

postponed because of the disease. Next year, we will invite all our kin from Tyva and beyond

and gather in the nice summertime. We will start preparations early in the spring.”288 In a later

conversation, Roman akaa told me that he had had a discussion with his friends from Uvs

aymag in Mongolia and they had agreed to organize a joint Tyvan-Mongol event celebrating

Ezir Kara’s memory in his homeland—the Xaan Kögey Mountains in Mongolia. This cross-

border celebration of Ezir Kara is arguably an attempt to heal inter-ethnic and human-

nonhuman relationships in the transborder region of western Mongolia and southern Tyva.

Here, Ezir Kara’s story forms a bridge between the Soyans and their southern neighbors, the

Mongols, through their shared homeland of the Xaan Kögey Mountains. By doing so, they are

creating a space for cross-border reconciliation from the traumas experienced by human-

nonhuman communities in this part of Inner Asia.289

In the following paragraphs, I explore the ways in which Ezir Kara’s story contributes

to strengthening land-based human-nonhuman kinship in southern Tyva. Here, I focus on the

dagïlga ritual. Sandaŋmaa Soyan’s descendants conducted the dagïlga ritual at his last camping

site (xonaš), called Kara-Xaya in theAgarMountain. The ritual is performed before the Naadïm

287 In defining her as “the female owner,” I am following the line of discussion of my informants in Ak-Erik,
who addressed her as “Ezir Kara’s female owner” (Ezir Karanïŋ xereežen eezi) when speaking Tyvan.
288 In this conversation, Roman akaa has defined our kinship group as being on “the side of Ezir Kara’s female
owner.” Öškü-Saar Čoodu’s siblings included a sister named Sevil (c. 1904–1946), who had a son named Bürbü
and daughters named Xüler (Roman akaa’s mother), Irisiŋmaa (my grandmother), and Anay. I was identified,
for instance, as “Victoria Peemot from the clan of Ezir Kara’s owners” in a book by Kara-Küske Čoodu, Öškü-
Saar’s nephew (Čoodu 2018: 17).
289 I visited the Xaan Kögey Mountains for the first time in the summer of 2016. I made offerings to the main
mountain and to my ancestors, who lived there until 1947. I grew up watching the Xaan Kögey as a blue line on
the southern horizon when looked at from any xonaš around Lake Šara-Nuur. Though unreachable at the time, the
Xaan Kögey was always present in stories that I heard from my grandparents. It was a special experience when I
looked from the Xaan Kögey to the north and saw the familiar lines of the Agar and Yamaalïk Mountains and, in
the space between them, I distinguished the Taŋdï-Uula’s blue peaks. I felt a stronger sense of belonging with the
Xaan Kögey later when guesting with local herders from the Tsorog clan of the Bayad group. After listening to a
story about my clan’s previous habitation in the Xaan Kögey Mountains, our host, Gambodrax Namsïlmaa (b.
1984), responded with the welcoming words: “So we are kin because we share a homeland. We are happy tomeet
our kin” (fieldnotes, Uvs aymag, Mongolia, June 2016)
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races and aims to boost the xey-a’t of both the horsemen and racehorses. Generally, the dagïlga

ritual acknowledges belonging with a sentient landscape and its superordinate nonhuman

nonanimal master (čer eezi).290 In the studied case, Sandaŋmaa Soyan and Öškü-Saar Čoodu’s

descendants conducted the dagïlga ritual at the winter camping site of Kara-Xaya. The site is

known as the xonaš where Sandaŋmaa Soyan was arrested in March 1939. It was also the site

where Sandaŋmaa’s famed racehorse Ezir Kara was taken from together with all confiscated

livestock.

Bumba Ovaazï is the site where the dagïlga ritual is conducted in Agar Mountain. The

practice was discontinued during the socialist period and has been revived in the post-Soviet

decades. Compared with the dagïlga ritual at Bumba Ovaazï, the dagïlga ritual at the Kara-

Xaya xonaš is a recent practice. I suggest that the dagïlga ritual at Kara-Xaya serves several

purposes. First, it allows descendants of Ezir Kara’s owners to reconnect with a landscape

that has not been inhabited by their family for several decades. Second, reconnecting with

Kara-Xaya makes it possible to appeal to the superordinate nonhuman—Agar Mountain—

based on shared land-based kinship. Third, the repetitive annual dagïlga ritual at Kara-Xaya

acknowledges and reinforces belonging between the descendants of Sandaŋmaa Soyan and

the Kara-Xaya site and, through the shared Kara-Xaya homeland, with its famed inhabitant—

the racehorse Ezir Kara. As a result, this dagïlga ritual re-instates the racehorse in the human-

nonhuman kinship network and its moral economy. Furthermore, it allows south Tyvan

horsemen, especially descendants of the steed’s owners, to approach Ezir Kara as a mediator

between interspecies aal communities and superordinate nonhumans and to rely on his ability

to increase their life energy (xey-a’t).

The ability of horse and landscape stories to restore human-nonhuman relationships in my

homeland of Tyva reminds me of Julie Cruikshank’s observation about Indigenous

storytelling, which “can construct meaningful bridges in disruptive situations” (1998: 3–4).

She writes: “When potential for division emerges, successful resolution often involves

demonstrating how a story can reframe issues by providing a larger context” (Cruikshank

1998: 3–4). Indigenous storytelling has the potential to provide support for a community’s

needs. Sweeney Windchief and Timothy San Pedro, editors of the work Applying Indigenous

290 I have briefly discussed the dagïlga rituals previously in parts I and V. There are dagïlga rituals for
(re)connecting with the master of the mountain (dag eezi), the master of the water source (sug eezi), and the
master of the mineral spring (aržaan eezi). Usually, these special landscapes are marked with a cairn (ovaa), so
the ritual is also referred to as Ovaa dagïlgazï. In addition, a dagïlga ritual is performed when a Buddhist stupa
suburgan has been constructed.
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Figure 12. Vladimir Orus-ool has contributed to the post-Soviet revival of horsemanship
culture in Tyva (the Shool steppe, central Tyva, July 2006).

Research Methodologies: Storying with Peoples and Communities, suggest: “That’s the

beauty of stories … they can be what we need at the time of the telling” (2018: xxii). They

further observe that, over an extended period of interacting with a story, we change in

relation to the story, and each time the story can teach us different lessons (Windchief and

San Pedro 2018: xxii).

These observations on the power of Indigenous storytelling, defining it as “the

interweaving and merging process (e.g., braiding, yarning) that occurs in the space between

telling and listening, the giving and receiving of stories” (San Pedro & Kinloch 2017: 377–

378), have inspired me to acknowledge the potential of storying with my kin, our horses, and

our homelands in Tyva. Soyan storying with the racehorse Ezir Kara is a way to heal, revive,

and celebrate intra-clan kinship and the clan’s belonging with its homelands. The complexity

of interwoven stories reminds me of my grandfather’s explicit leatherwork. He used different

braiding techniques when crafting horse tack: hobbles, whips, halters, bridles, various ropes,

and a lasso. My grandfather made saddle belts by braiding several leather strands in a

complicated pattern. I helped him by holding one end of the leather piece while my
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grandfather first cut it into strands, using a small, sharp knife, and then braided them together

to create a beautiful and secure piece of tack. Due to gender distinctions in Tyvan

horsemanship, I have not learned how to craft equine tack. Apart from this one exception, my

grandfather encouraged my interest in horses in every possible way: he taught me how to

ride, made beautiful tack pieces for me, and gave me horses as birthday gifts. For my 15th

birthday, I received a three-year-old gelding named Oyala with white spots over his dark

grullo coat. My grandfather must have put quite an effort into looking for the right horse

because Oyala was exceptional. He was gentle, agile, and high-spirited (xey-a’ttïg). He was

eager to run and preferred kara maŋ—the fastest gallop.

My grandfather was generous in sharing his craftsmanship with others. Similarly, I share

stories that I have braided—listened to, connected, and wrote down—with communities in

the Sayan and Altay Mountains and beyond.

Figure 13. A mare with her offspring of different age; the youngest foal (right) will change
his coat colour to light gray in a couple of years. He was born bay, and he has already started
to shift his shade starting from areas around the eyes. Vladimir Orus-ool’s herd (Lake Šara-
Nuur, June 2019).
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Conclusion

In this dissertation research project, entitled “The Horse in My Blood. Land-Based Kinship in

the Sayan and Altay Mountains, Inner Asia,” I studied the relationships between horsemen

from my patrilineal Soyan clan, their horses, and their homelands in southern Tyva. The

initial concern of the project was the horseman-horse bond. As the study proceeded, I

broadened the focus to include sentient homelands. In doing so, I responded to materials that

I had gathered during my fieldwork in the transborder region between the Sayan and Altay

Mountains. This defines my research as a grounded exploration based on participant-

observation and expands it to suggest a generalized model for understanding the human-

nonhuman sociality in this part of Inner Asia.

My self-reflexive insider position as a Soyan with a background in the herding life of

southern Tyva had an impact on the theoretical and methodological frameworks of my study

and allowed me to bridge the gap between academic and Indigenous epistemologies and

ontologies. While investigating pastoralists’ practices and belonging with nonhuman animals

and landscapes and, at the same time, exploring the webs of my kin networks in the Sayan

and Altay mountainous region, I paid attention to the prominence of the Indigenous concepts

framing my research encounters. I have incorporated them as a conceptual framework for my

study.

The notion of “land-based kinship” (čer törel) aided me in discussing Indigenous

ontology and its emphasis on belonging between sentient and social homelands and their

human and nonhuman inhabitants. The second concept, “guesting” (aaldaar), helped me to

understand the customary regulations affecting human-nonhuman relationships within a land-

based kinship system. In addition, I have defined research with Indigenous communities as

responsible guesting (aaldaar), which understands knowledge as a gift and sharing gift-

knowledge as an obligation in the researcher-host community relationship. Relational

epistemology engenders storying with nonhumans (homelands and horses) as a way of

acquiring, retaining, and sharing knowledge among more-than-human communities and as a

research methodology that makes use of my kinship ties.

I have argued that the boundary between humans and sentient nonhumans, including

animals and landscapes, is transcendent in the Sayan and Altay mountainous region, which

allows for land-based human-nonhuman kinship and its customary regulations. I approached

them through Tyvan pastoralists’ perceptions of their homelands as sentient and

superordinate in relation to human-nonhuman communities. I discussed practices that reveal
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the sociality of landscapes, for instance, understanding the horse as a communicative bridge

between sentient homelands and the interspecies aal communities, which consist of herders

and domesticated animals. Tyvan pastoralists acknowledge the close proximity of horses to

superordinate homelands by approaching equines as symbolically charged nonhumans. As

such, equine relationships require multiple regulations that impact human-landscape sociality.

Certain practices—such as bestowing the status of ïdïk “consecrated horse” or defining a

horse as a “beloved” (xayïraldïrg)—increase the horse’s communicating ability. Another

understanding—an embodiment of the life energy (xey-a’t) of an owner and, more broadly, of

all people and the homeland—reveals the horse’s simultaneous proximity to landscapes and

humans and supports my argument about the triadic nature of the relationship between

herders, horses, and their shared homelands.

I further argued that a human-nonhuman community is impacted by sociopolitical and

ecological transformations and develops a joint response to changes (threats) to ensure

continuous belonging and survival. This observation has allowed me to suggest that the

existing human-nonhuman relationship is resilience-in-the-making, which I discussed in the

concluding part. I focused on one case-study—the story of the racehorse Ezir Kara, whose

owner was a Soyan man named Sandaŋmaa. I situated the execution of Sandaŋmaa and Ezir

Kara (during the Great Purge of 1939) in the context of land-based human-nonhuman kinship

and its customary regulations. As a famous award-winning racehorse, Ezir Kara had an

exceptionally high status and was understood as embodying the life energy (xey-a’t) of all

Tyva people and their homeland. His status demanded numerous regulations: respect and care

during his life, a ritualized death at an old age, and respect shown to his remains after death.

In Tyvan understanding, the bonds with equines are embedded in the relationship with

superordinate nonhumans (sentient homelands). Improper treatment of equines is believed to

have “cosmological ramifications” (Humphrey and Ujeed 2012: 153). Despite the paramount

importance of treating horses properly, Ezir Kara was killed. I suggested that the

inconceivable violation of cultural norms and pastoralist lifeways became possible in the

geopolitical atmosphere of Tyva in the 1930s—namely, in the Tyvan government’s pro-Soviet

politics, its aim to modernize the lives of pastoralists by forcing them to adopt socialist

economic models, and its decision to adapt Stalin’s repressive system to local circumstances,

which resulted in political repression in Tyva.

I approached Ezir Kara’s story as a tool for analyzing (interspecies) memory politics in

post-Soviet Tyva. I discussed the shift in meanings conveyed by Ezir Kara’s story. I

suggested temporal and geographical frames to explain these distinctions. In the initial post-
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Soviet decade, Ezir Kara’s story became a symbol of the Great Purge. Currently, in Putin’s

Russia, Ezir Kara’s story is being depersonalized and detached from its kin networks in

southern Tyva. In the all-Tyvan context, another horse story is favored—the story of a

millennia-old, so-called Scythian horse, which makes use of Tyvan history and customs

without referring to the troubled recent past and the related memory politics (Miller 2012;

Oashakine 2013; Sherlock 2011; Wĳermars 2019). By marginalizing Ezir Kara’s story, the

local Tyvan authorities have demonstrated their loyalty to the Kremlin’s (memory) politics at

the expense of human-nonhuman belonging, which risks causing another period of “historical

amnesia” (Haraway 2003). I have argued that human-nonhuman communities in Tyva,

characterized by land-based kinship and mutual becomings with, cannot afford historical

amnesia.

The concluding section revealed the growing importance of Ezir Kara’s story in his south

Tyvan homelands and among his Soyan clan. During field research, I observed multiple

practices that reinvigorate and strengthen the community’s ties with the famed racehorse and

his home landscapes. These practices acknowledge Ezir Kara as the nexus of land-based

human-nonhuman kinship. The Soyans trace their relationships to Ezir Kara (through his

owners) and, by conducting the dagïlga ritual, where people show respect for the horse’s

seasonal grounds, they reinforce their relationship with shared homelands. I suggest that Ezir

Kara’s story and its interpretation as the nexus of kinship offers a way to heal from the

traumas to intra-clan, inter-ethnic, and human-nonhuman relationships in the transborder

region in southern Tyva and western Mongolia.

Storying with my kin, homelands, and horses in the Sayan and Altay Mountains as a

part of this research project has also been a personal healing journey for me. I have

reinvigorated my kinship ties, renewed obligations, and engaged in powerful and inspiring

storying with my human-nonhuman kin.
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Appendix 1

Horse-Related Terms in the Language of Tyvan-Speaking Horsemen in Southern Tyva

and Western Mongolia

I gathered these words and expressions during field research from 2015 to 2019 among

Tyvan-speaking horsemen in southern Tyva and western Mongolia; thus, the featured words

relate to local dialects. During my fieldwork in the summer of 2016, I used visual material

(printed pictures) to document the vocabulary related to horse anatomy, body conformation,

facial markings, and gaits. In addition, when preparing this brief list I revised my transcribed

interviews with herders and picked up horse-related terms.

The below list provides terms grouped into themes. Some of them are represented visually

(Fig. 14, 15, 16). This list is by no means complete. It does not include tack and tack-crafting

vocabulary (it will be discussed in a separate publication that focuses specifically on tack use

and crafting among Tyvan horsemen).291

THE LIST OF HORSE-RELATED TERMS

in the language of Tyvan-speaking horsemen in southern Tyva and western Mongolia

STATUS

čügürük [чүгүрүк] — n, “a racehorse”

edilel mal [эдилел мал] — “a work horse”

ertine mal [эртине мал] — lit. “treasure livestock”

ïdïk [ыдык] — adj, “sacred,” “consecrated”; n, “a consecrated animal”

uktug [уктуг] — lit. “with an origin”; here, it means “belongs to a lineage that is entangled

with that of a herding family for several generations” or “descending from a

well-known equine lineage”

xayïraldïg [хайыралдыг] — adj, “beloved” (“favorite,” “treasured”)

HABITS & PERSONALITY TRAITS

291 More on livestock terminology in the Tyvan language can be found in Martan-ool (2014: 88–132). In my
inquiry into Tyvan horse terminology, I was particularly inspired by the works of linguists Juha Janhunen
(Janhunen 1998; Parpola & Janhunen 2012) and David Harrison (Harrison 2007, 2014), as well as that of
Kazakh author and translator Gerold Belger (2011).
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aksï kadïg [аксы кадыг] — adj, “hard-mouthed”

askïmnaar [аскымнаар] — adj, “bolting”

büzüreldig [бүзүрелдиг] — adj, “trusted”

čaaš [чааш] — adj, “gentle”

čaŋnïg [чаңныг] — adj, “bad-tempered”

čüree xööreen [чүрээ хөөрээн] — adj, “agitated”

dïvïlaar [дывылаар] — adj, “rearing”

ĭzĭrar [ызырар] — adj, “biting”

möör [мөөр] — adj, “bucking”

mözü [мөзү] or mözü-šïnar [мөзү-шынар] — n, “personality”

tever [тевер] — adj, “kicking”

xey-a’ttïg [xей-аъттыг] — adj, “high-spirited”

xögleer [хөглээр] — adj, “startled,” “revealing the fight-or-flight response,” “attempting to

throw off the rider”

xoyugan [хоюган] — adj, “spooky”

GAITS & MOVEMENT

aralčaalaar [аралчаалаар] — v, “to gallop with a regular transition to a trot or pace”292

čeler [челер] — v, “to trot”

čeler aralčaa [челер аралчаа] — n, “a mix of a gallop and a trot”

čïmčak čoruktug [чымчак чоруктуг] — adj, “soft-gaited,” “smooth-to-ride”

čïraa [чыраа] — n, “a pace”

čïraa aralčaa [чыраа аралчаа] — n, “a mix of a gallop and pace”

čïraa sayak [чыраа саяк] — n, “fast walking, ambling gait”; adj, “with a fast-walking, ambling

gait”

čortar [чортар] — v, “to walk”

čoruk [чорук] — n, “gait”

čoržaŋ [чоржаң] — adj, “slow-moving,” “not agile”

daalïktaar [даалыктаар] — v, “to canter”

emdik [эмдик] — adj, “untrained for riding”; matches the term “unbroken” in English

292Horseman Roman Aldïn-Xerel gave the following definition of an aralčaa-gaited horse: “Aralčaa deerge
tavargaash, čïraalap turar mal” [Аралчаа дээрге таваргааш, чыраалап чоруп турар мал], meaning “Aralčaa
is a horse that gallops and transitions to a pace.” He further clarified that the aralčaa gait can be a mix with a pace
or trot (fieldwork interview, June 2015).
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ïlgïn [ылгын] — adj, “agile,” “fast-moving”

kadïg čoruktug [кадыг чоруктуг] — adj, “hard-gaited”

kara maŋ [кара маң] — n, “the fastest gallop”

kïlaštaar [кылаштаар] — adj, “to walk”

maŋnaar [маңнаар] — v, “to gallop”

šavar [шавар] — v, “to ride a horse with a fast gait”

sayak [саяк] — n, “walking ambling gait”; adj, “with a walking ambling gait”

šoškuur [шошкуур] — v, “to jog”

tavïrgalaar [тавыргалаар] — v, “to canter”

xoy sayak [хой саяк] — n, “walking ambling gait with frequent steps”

AGE, GENDER, AND FERTILITY

aktalaar [акталаар] — v, “to castrate”

askïr [аскыр] — n, “a stallion”

askïrak [аскырак] — n, “a three-year-old stallion”

a’t [аът] — n, “a gelding”

be [бе] or bii [бии] — n, “a mare”

bogba [богба] — n, “a yearling” (with its tail and mane cut)

boos [боос] — adj, “pregnant”

čavaa [чаваа] — n, “a two-year-old equine”

čedišken mal [чедишкен мал] — n, “a seven-year-old equine”

čoon mal [чоон мал] — n, “an equine that has reached five years of age”

day [дай] — n, “a young gelding under four years of age”

kïržaalaŋ [кыржаалаң] — n, “a three-year-old equine”

kïzïr be [кызыр бе] — n, “a barren mare”

kïzïrak [кызырак] — n, “a filly”

kulun [кулун] — n, “a foal”

sarbaa [сарбаа] — n, “a yearling” (before its tail and mane are cut)

soyalaŋ [сояалаң] — adj, “four years old”

šüldeŋ [шүлдең] — n, “two years old”

suvay be [сувай бе] — “a barren mare”
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INTERNAL ORGANS

baar [баар] — n, “liver”

büürek [бүүрек] ] — n, “kidney”

čavïna [чавына] — n, “spleen”

čürek [чүрек] — n, “heart”

čürek xavï [чүрек хавы] — n, “pericardium”

ökpe [өкпе] — n, “lung”

GASTROINTESTINAL TRACT

kïda [кыда] — n, “descending colon”293

kïzïl ööš [кызыл өөш] — n, “esophagus”

kurttug xïrïn [курттуг хырын] — n, “stomach” (non-edible)

šadïraa [шадыраа] — n, “the greater omentum”

šöyündü [шөйүндү] or čiŋge šöyündü [чиңге шөйүндү] — n, “small intestine”

ulug xïrïn [улуг хырын] or kök xïrïn [көк хырын] — n, “colon”

OTHER TERMINOLOGY RELATED TO THE HORSE’S BODY

araazay [араазай] — n, “a tall horse”294

baar e’di [баар эъди] — n, “diaphragm”295

bes [бес] — n, “lymph node”

čal [чал] — n, “nuchal ligament”296

čargaš [чаргаш] — n, “placenta”

damïr [дамыр] — n, “blood vein”

dopšu [допшу] — n, “nipple”

emig [эмиг] — n, “udder”

e’t-xan [эът-хан] — n, “body,” “exterior,” “conformation”; lit. “flesh and blood”

kazï [казы] — n, “flank”297

kegžir [кегжир] — n, “cartilage”

293It is also named karta [карта] or čoon xïima [чоон хыйма] in the Tsengel Tyva dialect (fieldnotes, Bayan Ölgiy
aymag, Mongolia, 2016). The former is borrowed from the Kazakh language, the latter is perceived as a taboo
word among Tyvan speakers in the Tyva Republic.
294Araazay is usually either an imported breed or a mix of the local and imported breeds.
295Earlier, only women could eat the diaphragm; its consumption by men was restricted (private phone
conversation, horseman Danzurun Bayïr Ivanovič, January 20, 2021).
296It is a homonym with čal [чал] “a jaw.”
297Kazï [казы] in another Turkic language, the Kazakh, defines a sausage made with horse meat and intestines.
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keš [кеш] — n, “skin”

köŋgüree [көңгүрээ] — n, “pelvic cavity”

meŋ [мең] — n, “dark markings”298

šandïr [шандыр] — n, “abdominal muscles”

siir [cиир] — n, “tendon”

šïmaš [шымаш] — n, “short-eared” (usually because of frostbite)

šïŋgan [шыңган] — n, “muscle”

sïŋïy [сыңый] — n, “bladder”

töl savazï [төл савазы] — n, “womb”

üre [үре] — n, “semen”

xan [xан] — n, “blood”

xapčïk [xапчык] — n, “scrotum”

xïrtïŋ [хыртың] — n, “cartilage”

FACE MARKINGS

ak xaay [ак хаай] — n, “snip”

čiŋge kalčan [чиңге калчан] — adj, “a stripe”

maŋgan kalčan [маңган калчан] — adj, “bald”

tööneylig [төөнейлиг] — adj, “with a star” (with a white marking of any shape on the

forehead)

ulug kalčan [улуг калчан] — adj, “blaze”

BASIC COAT COLOURS

ala [ала] — adj, “pinto spotting pattern”299

bora [бора] — adj, “grey”

čüzün [чүзүн] — n, “coat colour”300

dorala [дорала] — adj, “pinto,” a bay-and-white skewbald

dorug [доруг] — adj, “bay”

kaldar [калдар] — adj, “seal brown”

298Meŋ is literally “a birthmark”; it is a marking. For example, I had a red roan mare with dark markings (meŋ) on
her shoulder blade; her female offspring inherited the dam’s coat color and markings, unlike the male siblings,
who were bay. A Tyvan meŋ over the equine’s shoulder is, perhaps, similar to the Bider markings on the
Przewalski horses and local breed horses in Mongolia.
299I am reluctant to use the term “paint” in English to define ala because it refers to the specific breed, the
American Paint Horse.
300Öŋ [өң] is a color in general; čüzün refers to the coat colors and markings of various animals.
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kara [кара] — adj, “black”

karala [карала] — adj, “pinto,” a black-and-white piebald

kïr [кыр] — adj, “red roan”

kula [кула] — adj, “yellow dun”

melder [мелдер] — adj, “brown”

oy [ой] — adj, “grullo”

oyala [ояла] — adj, “pinto,” a dark grullo-and-white color

sarïg [сарыг] — adj, “grey with a yellowish shade”

šavïdar [шавыдар] — adj, “flaxen chestnut”

sïldïs-šokar [сылдыс-шокар] — adj, “spotted”

šilgi [шилги] — adj, “chestnut”

šilgi-ala [шилги-ала] — adj, “pinto,” a chestnut-and-white skewbald

xoor [хоор] — adj, “palomino”

xüreŋ [хүрең] — adj, “red chestnut”301

xuvala [хувала] — adj, “pinto,” a bay dun-and-white color

HORSE VOCALIZATIONS

bïlgïrar [былгырар] — v, “to snort”

kišteer [киштээр] — v, “to neigh”

oranïr [ораныр] — v, “to nicker”302

MISCELLANEOUS

baglaar [баглаар] — v, “to tether a horse”

baglaaš [баглааш] — n, “a tethering post”

böler [бөлер] — v, “to gather”303

boskuur [боскуур] — v, “to restrict an equine’s movement by lifting and fixing the front limb”

čanattaar [чанаттаар] — v, adj, about a horse or a cow; refers to a form of place attachment

manifested in repeated attempts to return on its own to (one of) the

household’s grounds known to the animal

301Though xüreŋ generally indicates the color “brown,” as an equine coat term it corresponds with “red
chestnut” and not with a “brown” equine coat in English.
302Horseman Sergey Ïnaalay defined oranïr as “an inner, nasal voice with the closed mouth” used by a horse to
communicate its needs to eat or drink or to inform someone that it needs to be released into the pasture (fieldwork
interview, Bay-Dag sumu, Erzin kožuun, Tyva, June 2015).
303 The verb böler is used to define a stallion gathering its band or, more specifically, mares during the mating
season. It is also used in the broad meaning “to gather, to group together.”
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čep [чеп] — n, “a rope woven with horsehair”304

čïlgï [чылгы] — n, “a horse herd”

čügenneer [чүгеннээр] — v, “to bridle a horse”

eder [эдер] — v, refers to the mare’s milk letdown: “to release milk” (to the udder and teat

cisterns in response to the foal’s suckling)305

ederer [эдерер] — v, “to cover”306

ederžir üe [эдержир үе] — n, “mating season”

edirer [эдирер] — v, “to let a foal suckle”; refers to restricted suckling before milking to

stimulate milk yield

ezerni soyar [эзерни сояр] — v, “to take a saddle off a horse”

ezerni urar [эзерни урар] — v, “to put a saddle on a horse”

ezerteer [эзертээр] — v, “to saddle a horse”

kažïïr [кажыыр] — v, “to return to one of the known grounds on its own”307

kiženneer [киженнээр] — v, “to hobble a horse” using a three-lock hobble, kižen [кижен]

kösteer [көстээр] — v, “to hobble a horse” by entangling both front limbs with a lead rope,

uzun-tïn [узун-тын]

mal [мал] — n, “livestock,” “an equine”

öör čïlgï [өөр чылгы] — n, “a stallion band”

ööredir [өөредир] — v, “to train a horse for riding”; similar to “to break a horse” in English

orbuur [орбуур] — v, “to restrict an equine’s movement by applying a rope to its upper lip”

örteer [өртээр] — v, “to tether a horse” with a stake, örgen [өрген], and a rope, bag [баг]; its

length is equal to that of the lasso (sïdïm)308

savaar [саваар] — v, about a horse: “to shake its head”

sürer [сүрер] — v, “to drive livestock to the pasture”; “to drive livestock to the next seasonal

grounds”

304 Čep is pronounced with a strong pharyngealization, though it is not marked in the written form.
305 It is a homograph with 1) eder (pronounced with a slight pharyngealization) “to call, to voice” e.g. about a red
deer giving a call during a mating season etkin üezi [эткин үези]; 2) eder “to tidy up.”
306 Ederer defines the actions of a stallion mating with a mare; it is also used in the broad meaning “to follow.”
307 Kažïïr is also used in the following situations: 1) when a cow gives birth while intentionally hiding frompeople
at a distance from the encampment, after which the cow usually attempts to hide the newborn calf; 2) when a
woman leaves her husband without his consent and returns to her parents’ home.
308 Örteer refers to tethering a horse at the pasture (usually for a brief mid-day or night grazing) in the vicinity of
a seasonal encampment or close to the temporal encampment of the horse trainers at a location where races take
place.
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toŋ [тоң] — n, “a knot that is used to tether a horse to a tethering post”; it does not untangle by

itself and prevents the accidental release of a horse

xavïrar [хавырар] — v, “to drive livestock back to the encampment”
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Figure 14. A horse's skeleton. A drawing by Ottugmaa-Aino Peemot.

1 baš söögü [баш сөөгү] or kuyga [куйга] skull

2 karak üdü [карак үдү] socket

3 čulčurgay [чулчургай] temporal bone

4 čuškuu [чушкуу] poll

5 molduruk [молдурук] atlas, C1

6 adïr-molduruk [адыр-молдурук] axis, C2

7 moyun söögü [моюн сөөгү] cervical vertebra/e

8 čaak [чаак] mandible

9 diš [диш] tooth

10 azïg-diš [азыг-диш] canine 11 xendirbe [хендирбе] thoracic vertebra/e
12 šolak xendirbe [шолак хендирбе] first thoracic vertebra, T1

13 bedik xendirbeler [бедик хендирбелер] thoracic vertebrae from T2 to T9

14 anay xendibeler [анай хендирбелер] thoracic vertebrae from T10 to T18

15 oorga [оорга] or oorga söögü [оорга сөөгү] lumbar vertebra/e

16 čarïn [чарын] or kalbak čarïn [калбак чарын] scapula

17 xïrtïŋ [хыртың] scapular cartilage

18 eegi [ээги] rib

19 töš [төш] sternum
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20 öžün [өжүн] humerus

21 kïr [кыр] radius

22 sïïrgak [сыыргак] cannon bone

23 koŋgudak [кoңгудак] or uža söögü [ужа сөөгү] sacral vertebrae

24 kuduruk söögü [кудурук сөөгү] caudal vertebra/e

25 üttüg-čarïn [үттүг-чарын] hip-bone

26 döŋmek söögü [дөңмек сөөгү] femur

27 dovuk [довук] fibula

28 čoda [чода] tibia

29 dorzuk [дорзук] talus

30 eer dorzuk [ээр дорзук] or ыргак дорзук [ïrgak dorzuk] calcaneus

31 kažïk [кажык] or bakay [бакай] short pastern

32 duyug [дуюг] hoof

Figure 15. A horse's hoof. A drawing by Ottugmaa-Aino Peemot.

1 ulduŋ [улдуң] or ак дуюг a sole

2 kagay [кагай] a frog, a flexible triangular shaped structure.

3 kara dïrgak [кара дыргак] a toe

4 beerbeŋgeyler [бээрбеңгейлер] in plural, heel bulbs described as xoyug söökter

[хоюг сөөктер] which is translated as ‘smooth bones’

5 karaŋgay [караңгай] or kara duyug [кара дуюг] a hoof wall, a hard outer casing of a hoof
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Figure 16. Stallion Tever-Šavïdar, b. 2002. He is from the herd of Vladimir Orus-ool and

offspring of stallion Tever-Xüreŋ from the herd of Sergey Ïnaalay.

Šara-Nuur, Tes-Xem kožuun, Tyva, June 2019.

1 baš [баш] head

2 čuškuu [чушкуу] poll

3 kulak [кулак] ear

4 maŋnay [маңнай] forehead

5 saŋmay [саңмай] forelock

6 karak [карак] eye

7 xomuske [хомускэ] supraorbital fossa

8 dumčuunuŋ üdü [думчуунуң үдү] nostril

9 erin [эрин] lip

10 aas [аас] mouth

11 xaay [хаай] muzzle

12 moyun [моюн] neck

13 čel [чел] mane

14 čal [чал] jaw

15 xörek [хөрек] chest
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16 čarïn [чарын] shoulder

17 davan [даван] limb

18 murnuku davan [мурнуку даван] or betiki davan [бетики даван] front limb

19 artïkï davan [артыкы даван] or soŋgu davan [соңгу даван] back limb

20 diskek [дискек] knee

21 sïïrgak [сыыргак] cannon bone

22 duyug [дуюг] hoof

23 oorga [оорга] back

24 xïrïn [хырын] belly

25 bïgïn [быгын] sheath

26 köktürge [көктүрге] loin

27 čaya [чаяа] croup

28 kondalay [кондалай] point of croup

29 döŋmek [дөңмек] hip

30 baldïr [балдыр] thigh

31 kuduruk [кудурук] tail

32 kuduruktuŋ dözü [кудуруктуң дөзү] tail’s dock

33 čoda [чода] tibia

34 saksagay [саксагай] fetlock
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Appendix 2

Glossary

This glossary consists of the words and expressions in Tyvan (in a few cases, Mongolian and

other languages) included in the text of the dissertation.

aal: the family and its domesticated animals together make up an interspecies aal

community; its human and nonhuman members are acquainted with the temporal and spatial

frames of the aal’s seasonal grounds. Ownership of seasonal grounds is defined by a

customary regulation, which, in this case, is knowledge about a family’s belonging with

specific landscapes over multiple generations. This knowledge must be shared by the whole

community for it to be acknowledged as customary law. Thus, an aal is understood as an

interspecies community whose belonging with landscapes is supported and enforced by

communal knowledge.

aaldaar: guesting; asking for help among kin

aaržï: dried ricotta-type cheese

akïy, akaa: the Soyans address their elder men as akaa; in the other parts of Tyva, the term

akïy is common. The word akaa is used when other kinship terms, such as maternal uncle

(daay), an older brother-in-law (čestey) or kin-by-marriage (kuda) (non-gendered), cannot be

applied.

aksï kadïg: about a horse: hard mouthed

amïtan: an animal (any living being)

aŋ uksaalïg: to belong with “a wild animal’s breed” (e.g., yaks)

aŋsïg: wild animal-like (e.g., reindeer)

aptara: a storage box (a piece of traditional furniture)

araazay: a tall horse

argamčï: a lasso

artïš: a plant, Juniperus pseudosabina

aržaan eezi: a (superordinate) master of a mineral spring
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askïmnaar: refers to a horse: bolting

askïr öörü čïlgï: a group of horses led by one stallion. A stallion band consists of 30 to

40 animals on average; the core of the band consists of adult mares (be, beler in plural), with

their offspring of different genders and ages.

askïr: a stallion

a’t aarïï: lit. “the horse sickness”; an obsession with (race)horses

a’t: a horse (gelding)

baarïm ažïy berdi: “my liver ached”; used to express pain in empathy with another person

baglaaš: a tethering post

Bičii Xural: the lower chamber of the Tyvan parliament

bïlgïrar: to snort

bïškan: ripe

bogba or čavaa: a two-year-old equine

boorzak: fried pastries

bora: gray

börü o’du: a plant, Gentiana macrophylla

buktar: unfriendly nonhuman-nonanimal beings that inhabit a particular location.

bulak (pl. bulaktar): a spring

bütken: to be made (for)

buyan-kežik: well-being

bužartap kaar: to become polluted

čaaš: refers to a horse: gentle

čadag: with no vehicle or horse

čagï: a hanger; placed at either the head or footboard of the man’s bed; used for keeping

hobbles, bridles, halters, etc.

čalama: a ritual ribbon

čara arïštïrar: see ïdïk düžürtürü
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čat o’t: “a weather-changing herb”; it is believed that cutting such an herb will summon rain

čavaa: see bogba

čavïdak: bareback riding

čavïdakčï: a racehorse rider (from čavïdak “bareback riding”)

čayattïngan: to be created for

čedišken: “fully grown”; refers to a seven-years-old equine

čele: a tethering system for the offspring of livestock

čeler: to trot

čeŋge(m): (my) older sister-in-law

čeŋgei: older sister-in-law

čer eezi: a superordinate nonhuman-nonanimal being; the master of one’s homeland

čer malï: lit. “livestock of the land”: horses

čer: the earth; the land; a place

čerlik: wild; čerlik ünüš “a wild plant,” čerlik amïtan “a wild animal,” but čerlik ït is “a stray

dog.” The word that is commonly used to define a wild animal is aŋ. In conversations with

herders, we talk about mal, which means “livestock” and “an equine,” or azïral mal “livestock

that is raised by people.” Domesticated species in general are referred to as azïral amïtan

“animals that are raised by people.” The noun amïtan means “a being with breath.”

čigir-sigen: an edible plant, Glycyrrhiza soongorica

čïlgï: a horse; a group of horses (a stallion band or several stallion bands)

čïlgïčï: a horseman

čïmčak čoruktug: refers to a horse: light-footed, smooth to ride

čiš: a household’s winter meat supply; prepared in the beginning of December when animals

are still fat. A family slaughters several animals for čiš—a horse or a cow and several sheep.

The meat is frozen and consumed until April. Some parts of čiš are saved as a meat hoard

(üüže), which is opened for the Lunar New Year (Šagaa) celebrations. For more information,

see Peemot (2017a).

čïtkan sigen sïy baspas: refers to a horse’s gait: lit. “(it) does not break the grass”; smooth
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čïžïrgana: a plant, fruiting shrub, Hippophae rhamnoides

čoduraa: a plant, fruiting small tree, Prúnus pádus

čökpek: a mix of dried ricotta-type cheese (aaržï) and butter (saržag) boiled together until it

reaches a porridge-like condition; stored in a specially prepared sheep rumen in a cool place or

else frozen.

čon, törel-aymak: my Tyvan-speaking interlocutors use the terms čon for “people” and törel-

aymak for “a kinship group” or “a clan.” The former term (čon) is more general; it refers to the

ethnic group (the Tyva people) and to a clan in its broad understanding as a larger group

connected through patrilineages (e.g., the Soyan clan). The latter term (törel-aymak) implies

kinship. For example, when speaking with me, interlocutors defined the Soyan group as

belonging to the Soyan čon “the Soyan people” and bistiŋ ulus “our people”; törel-aymak was

used when referring to a group of the Soyans who share kinship ties.

čoruu kadïg, kadïg čoruktug: refers to a horse: hard-gaited

čügen: a bridle

čular: a halter

čüm čer: the untouched ground, untouched pastureland

čuržu: one’s husband’s younger kin

čuškuulaar: see ölürer

čut: livestock famine caused by weather conditions

daay: a maternal uncle

daay-avay: a maternal aunt

dag dagïlgazï: a mountain worshipping ritual

dag eezi: a (superordinate) master of the mountain

das kara: black

day: a three-year-old gelding

deviiledir: to let livestock rest (from around 11 a.m. to 5 p.m. in summer); after that, the flock

goes out to graze on the evening pasture

doŋ baarlïg: about a person: lit. “with a frozen liver”; cruel
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dör: the yurt’s most sacred space. For more on a yurt’s landscape, see Peemot (2019) and part

five of this dissertation.

doy: a feast to celebrate a newborn child

duŋma(m): “(my) younger sibling or kin”

er: male

erig baarlïg: about a person: lit. “with a thawed liver”; kind

Ezir Karanïŋ bayïrlalï: the Festival of Ezir Kara

igil: a bowed two-stringed Tyvan musical instrument; often decorated with a wooden

horsehead on its top

ïdïk düžürtürü: a ritual to transmit the ïdïk status to another animal (Seren 2015: 14). Ïdïk

düžürtürü is translated as “to take down the ïdïk status.” Nogaan-ool Soyan observed: “A

special prayer is needed to remove and transmit [the ïdïk status]. While [the lama] is reading

the prayer, a blue ribbon (kadak), which was entangled in the ïdïk’s mane, is released. … The

experienced lama takes away the kadakwhile reading the prayer and declares: ‘Now this horse

is not the ïdïk. It is a horse for work’” (audio-recorded interview, June 2015, Tes-Xem kožuun,

Tyva). Čimed Dondog clarified that the ïdïk status is transferred to another horse when the ïdïk

ages; he called the ritual čara arïštïrar; it translates as “to separate and transmit” (audio-

recorded interview, Bayan Ölgiy, Mongolia, 2016).

ïdïktaar: see mal ïdïktaarï

ïlgïn: refers to a horse: agile, fast-moving

ilig: a Tyvan measurement unit equal to the width of a finger

inekti edireri: letting a calf suckle before milking (in the traditional restricted suckling method

to stimulate milk yield)

ïrgay: a plant, Amelanchier, family Rosaceae

ït-kadï: a species of deciduous shrubs, Rósa majális

ïžïk: hot; secure from the winds (refers to the place for winter encampment)

kadak: a traditional ceremonial scarf

kadarar: to herd; to follow the herd closely on the pasture until it returns to the encampment

kadarčï: a shepherd
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kadïg-idik: traditional Tyvan boots

kara em: “the black medicine”; traditional medicine

kaygal: a livestock thief

kïmčï: a whip

kïs: female

kïštag: a winter site for the encampment

kišteer: refers to a horse: to neigh

kižen: hobbles

kiži amïtan: a human being

kiži: a human

kïzïl dus: grounded mountain salt

kïzïl kurt: lit. “a red worm”; brine shrimp, Artemia sinica

kïzïl tïn: see sünezin

kïzïl tïnï üstür: see sünezin

kïzïr be: a nulliparous mare

kïzïrak: a filly

kodan malï: lit. “livestock of the encampment territory” (cattle, sheep, and goats)

kodan: an area that hosts the multispecies social unit of the aal; includes a yurt, or a group of

yurts, corrals and shelters for livestock, a tethering post for horses (baglaaš), and the adjacent

territory.

körzeŋ, ödek: supplies of dry livestock dung. The former is used as fuel and the latter is used

as an insulation material for livestock barns.

kulaš: a Tyvan traditional measurement unit, an adult person’s arm span.

kulun baglaarï: a summer celebration “tethering the foals” (among Tyvans in western

Mogolia). Kulun baglaarï celebrates the first time when foals are tethered, and mares are

milked. It is held at the summer site. The celebrations include preparing food for offerings to

the Altay Mountains, catching the foals, a ritual of asking for well-being from the Altay
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Mountains, praising the homelands and horses in songs, the feast, and milking the mares

(Beahrs & Peemot 2021b)

kulun: a foal

kužur: salt patches

küzettedir: the practice of guarding horses in their night pasture

küzetteer: similar to manaar

küžügen: a pika

mal ïdïktaarï: the practice of consecrating (a horse, but also other livestock species), which

bestows the status of the ïdïk on the chosen animal. The consecrated horse is called ïdïktïg mal.

malčïn: a herdsman

malga čayalga: an innate gift for horses in a horseman čïlgïčï

manaar: lit. “to wait”; to look after horses at their night pasture in summer and early autumn

maŋ: a gallop (one type of gait)

maŋnay: a forehead; joy; an army’s vanguard (Tatarintsev 2008: 74−78); a racer that came first

to the finish line (Puntsag Uulet Dariin 2015: 166), also the life energy; in the latter meaning,

it is synonymous with xey-a’t

munukču: a racehorse rider

Naadïm: a Tyvan national festival

napčï: a variation on the horse brand. A varying set of details (an encircling mark, a stand, an

“eye”) distinguishes the napčï of different owners. The name is rooted in Mongolian navč “a

leaf.”

ödek: dry sand-like livestock dung; a kodan territory is covered by ödek

ölürer: “to kill.” When discussing the slaughtering of livestock, the herdsmen avoid using this

word. Instead, they use the expression tïnïn üzer “to cut the breath”. Often the method of

slaughter is mentioned, e.g., the verbs özeer “slaughtering a goat or sheep by cutting an aorta”

and čuškuulaar, amethod of slaughtering a horse by detaching the atlas from the temporal bone

and subsequently cutting the jugular vein (Peemot 2017a). The verb “to kill” is also avoided

when referring to the hunting of wild animals, e.g., hunting a bear in its den is verbalized as

aaldaar “to make a guest visit” (fieldnotes, Tožu kožuun, July 2019).
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ončalaar: to check on the herd

öndürler: “the great mountains”

öörenir: the Tyvan verbs öörenir “to learn” and ööredir “to teach” correspond to Old Turkic

ögrän- “to get used to,” “to practice,” “to exercise” and ögrät- “to teach a certain behavior, to

instruct” (Erdal 1991: 33; Tekin 1994: 246). Marcel Erdal suggested that the root of these

verbal stems is *ögrä- “to socialize,” which could derive from ögür “to herd” (1991: 33). The

Old Turkic word ögür “to herd” survived in the Tyvan language in the form of öör “a group of

friends,” “a group of horses”; for instance, the phrase askïr öörü čïlgï means “a herd of one

stallion, a stallion band.”

oran-čurt: homeland

oranïr: refers to a horse: to nicker

Oran-Taŋdï eeleri: various masters of the homeland mountains

öreme: clotted cream

orgaaday: a plant, Saussurea bogedaensis

ovaa: a cairn

oyala: a horse’s coat color: “pinto,” a dark grullo-and-white color

özeer: see ölürer

panza: a cross-border trading operation

panzačï: a cross-border trader. The term was revived in the 1990s in the transboundary region

of south Tyva and western Mongolia. It defined people who were engaged in the cross-border

livestock trade and served as intermediaries between parties on both sides of the border.

A panzačï was knowledgeable in the Tyvan and Mongolian languages, had good connections

among local herders and in the border settlements, and was able to move livestock and

exchange goods across the border. In the 1990s, these economic transactions were illegal, and

most operations were done at nighttime. In its narrowmeaning, panzačï refers to a cross-border

horse trader.

paš čüdüreri: (lit. “filling up the cauldron”): the same as paš dagïïrï

paš dagïïrï: (lit. “consecration of the cauldron”) a ritual that regulates when andwho slaughters

a (special) horse, who consumes its meat, and where the horse’s skull is placed.
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Šagaa: Lunar New Year

saŋ: a ritual of sacrificial offering to fire

sarbaa: a yearling before trimming its mane and tail

sarïg: yellow, yellowish

saržag: clarified butter

šeŋne: a plant, species of peony, Paeonia anomala

sïdïm: a lasso

šilgi: a horse’s coat color: chestnut

šïmaš: short-eared

sodak-šudak: a traditional outfit for wrestling (xüreš)

söösken: a plant, Spiraea, the Rosaceae family

šoškuur: a light jogging gait

suburgan: a Buddhist stupa

sug eezi: a (superordinate) master of the water body

sünezin: a concept close to “the soul.” A person (human or nonhuman) can live without

sünezin. It is believed that the sünezin of sick people, for instance, departs the body of the living

person. After the sünezin’s departure, a person can live for a decade or more thanks to his or

her kïzïl tïn (literally, “the red breath”), which is a vitality “essence.” Cutting one’s “red

breath,” kïzïl tïnï üstür, means death.

suvay be: a barren mare

taŋma: a horse brand

tarbagan: a species of rodent, Marmota sibirica

tarïlga and bel’tir: silver decorations on the horse’s tack

tayïlga: the ritual of sacrifice

tegerer: a herding technique: to visit occasionally one’s horse herd on distant pastures

tïn: lit. “breath”

tïnïn üzer: see ölürer
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töl kulun: an equine from one’s original stock

toorgu: a species of deer, Moschus moschiferus

törel-aymak: a kinship group

tulpar: in the Kazakh mythology, a two-winged mythological horse

udumu-töögüzü: one’s origin story; here, a horse’s origin, lineage; udumu “one’s origin,”

töögüzü “one’s story.” Töögü corresponds with “a story” and “history” in English.

ugbay: (vocative) older female sibling, kin, and non-kin

uktug maldar: lit. “the equines with an origin”

ular: a bird, Tetraogallus altaicus

ulug-o’t: a plant, Rhodíola rosea

urgaa: see uruk

urgaačï aʔt: see uruk

urgaačï be: see uruk

urgaačï mal: see uruk

urgaačï: see uruk

uruk: a long stick with a leather loop. The south Tyvan pronunciation allows for two

versions — uruk and xuruk. A horse skilled in working together with its rider when the latter

uses the uruk to catch other horses is defined as urgaačï. It is called urgaačï mal, urgaačï a’t,

urgaačï be, or simply, urgaa.

uškažïp munarï: double riding

üüže: see čiš

uyač: the title of an acclaimed horse trainer (in Mongolia); uyač means “the one who ties or

tethers [horses]” and originates from the Mong. verb uyax “to tie” or “to tether.”

uzak maldar: adult Tyvan-breed racers competing in the long uzak distance races (40 km)

užar-xeme: an airplane

üzük: a section in the yurt between a bed and a cupboard or a storage box (aptara)

uzun davannïg čer baarlïg čer malï: a horse; lit. “livestock of the land with a land liver and

long legs”
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üzürge: training races

xara kök: lit. “black-blue” coat; comparable with blue roan and blue dun (also called grullo/a

or mouse dun)

xaraar: a herd-monitoring method: to monitor the herd from a distance (often from elevated

ground)

xaya čugu: mountain resin, shilajit

xayïraldaar: to cherish, to care deeply, to love

xayïraldïg: beloved, cherished

xey-a’t: lit. “an air horse”; linked to the Tibetan concept of a wind horse (lungta), illustrated

on a flag depicting a winged horse. Raising the flag is believed to elevate one’s xey-a’t; the air-

horse flags are seen in households and in places of worship (Buddhist xüree and mountain

passes with the ovaa cairns). A person’s life energy (xey-a’t) is one’s innate quality and

incorporates the related concepts of “life energy,” “luck,” and “well-being.”

xey-a’ttïg: with the strong life energy

xïlbïktaar: Tyvan children’s first haircutting ceremony

xonaš: a general term, any seasonal camping ground. Pastoralists, however, use specific

terminology with inherent temporality: a winter camping ground (kïštag), a spring camping

ground (čazag), a summer camping ground (čaylag), and an autumn camping ground (küzeg).

Each of these names originated from the word for season: winter (kïš), spring (čas), summer

(čay), and autumn (küs).

xöömeyži: a performer of xöömey

xoor: a horse’s coat color: yellow dun

xöree bustur: lit. “breaking [a horse’s] lungs/chest”; refers to an inflammatory airway disease

in racehorses

xoyar: refers to a horse: to get spooked

xulgun: a small mammal, pika; also xulagana, küžügen

Xülük Kara: famed black horse. Xülük is an Old Turkic word meaning “famous” (Khabtagaeva

2019: 185). Old Turkic külük referred to “a good, famous horse” and was etymologically linked

with kü “fame, news” (Rassadin & Bold 2015: 102)
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xün-noyan: an official rank in the administrative system of Tyva during the Manču period

xüree: a Buddhist temple

xüreŋ šilgi: a horse’s coat color: dark chestnut

xüreš: traditional Tyvan wrestling

xuruk: see uruk
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